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Abstract
Strong enhancement of production of strange particles, and in particular of # mesons,
in heavy ion collisions of sufficiently high energies has been predicted to be an indica-
tion of a formation of a new state of matter, composed of deconfined quarks and gluons
and having a property of chiral symmetry, called Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP). Study-
ing production of # mesons is of special interest due to their small cross-section of
interaction with non-strange hadrons and due to their long lifetime, which should al-
low # mesons to decouple from the strongly interacting medium produced in heavy ion
collisions early in time and to escape the medium before decaying, thereby preserving
information about the conditions in which the mesons were produced.
In addition, the decay properties of # mesons have been predicted to be modified in
a hadronic gas medium. The # -> K+K~ decay is of particular interest since the mass of
a # meson in vacuum is very close to the mass of two charged kaons, and consequently,
even a small change in the mass or the width of # mesons or in the mass of kaons would
have a strong effect on the decay properties.
Measurement of # meson production using the PHOBOS detector at the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) has proven to be especially challenging due to a small accep-
tance of the PHOBOS spectrometer and due to a much lower than predicted yield of #
mesons in heavy ion collisions at the highest RHIC energy. The measurement required
a development of a new tracking algorithm, specifically tailored to reconstruct charged
kaons with a high efficiency in a high hit density environment, keeping at the same time
the necessary computing time within feasible limits.
Results of a measurement of # meson invariant yield in the rapidity interval 0 < y <1
as a function of transverse momentum in Cu+Cu collisions at 4/7=200 GeV are pre-
sented in various ranges of centrality. The results were used to determine the dN/dy
values, the inverse slope parameters T (corresponding to mT-scaling fits of the invari-
ant yields), and average transverse momentum of # mesons as a function of collision
centrality. The PHOBOS results on #5 meson invariant yield were compared to the cor-
responding measurements performed by the STAR and the PHENIX collaborations and
were found to be compatible with both within the estimated measurement uncertain-
ties. The centrality dependence of the yield of # mesons at mid-rapidity was studied for
all of the available data on # meson production in heavy ion collisions at /N,=200 GeV,
and it was found that the data are not sufficient to distinguish between the Npan and
Ncou scaling laws of the yield, thereby making it impossible to tell apart two mech-
anisms of q5 meson production: 1) disintegration of a thermalized QGP, and 2) pro-
duction in the primordial hard scatterings of partons of the collided nuclei. The V/7
dependence of the inverse slope parameter T was studied for various particle species,
showing an evidence of a change in the mechanism of particle production at temper-
atures and energy densities corresponding to , ~4-9 GeV, however no indication of
a plateau was found in any of the dependencies in contrast to theoretical predictions.
The T versus V dependence of # mesons was found to have a local maximum at
f %20 GeV. Invariant yield of # mesons with p, < 130 MeV/c was measured in the
0-60% Cu+Cu collisions at V-~~=200 GeV showing a strong suppression of the yield
(by about a factor of ~6 in comparison to an extrapolation to pt = 0 of the PHOBOS
results at pt > 390 MeV/c), however, since a full analysis of the systematic errors was
not performed for the measurement, the results cannot be considered conclusive. The
V dependence of the yield of # mesons at mid-rapidity was studied separately and
with respect to the charged particle multiplicity, showing no indication of any special
interval of js values which could be associated with such a transition (of a QCD mat-
ter into a new state) that would produce a noticeable sudden increase in the number
of produced # mesons. No evidence of any change in the mean or the width of the #
meson invariant mass peak with respect to the vacuum values was observed.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Fundamental Interactions
The physical world is dynamic. The geometrical position and the state of matter in
the observable universe change constantly. The reason the changes occur are interac-
tions of different constituents of matter with each other. Four types of interactions are
presently known, namely, gravitational, electromagnetic, weak, and strong.
1.1.1. Gravitational Interaction
Gravitational interaction is experienced between any form of energy. The interaction
is of infinite range and is always attractive. It is responsible for the formation and exis-
tence of planets, stars, galaxies, and galaxy clusters by pulling together interstellar gas
and dust together. Historically, it was the first interaction to be understood, and the
first complete theory of gravity is due to Newton [1], who based his work on Kepler's
laws published in 1609-1619 and, possibly, got the idea of the gravitational force being
inversely proportional to the square of the distance between bodies from Robert Hooke,
with whom Newton had exchanged letters on the subject and who accused Newton of
plagiarism after the "Principia" was presented to the Royal Society of London. Accord-
ing to the theory, the gravitational force experienced by two bodies with masses mI and
m 2 separated by distance R is equal to
F= G mm 2
R2
where G = 6.67428 x 10-11 N m 2 kg- 2 is a fundamental constant, defining the strength of
the interaction. Newton's theory is valid if the speeds of the interacting bodies are much
lower than the speed of light and if the distance between the bodies is much greater
than their Schwarzschild radii [2,3]. A more general theory of gravity, applicable under
all the conditions, under which it could be tested experimentally today, was developed
by Albert Einstein [4]. The only known deviations from the predictions of Einstein's the-
ory are found on a large scale in the motion of stars in galaxies and the movement of
galaxies in clusters, which are commonly explained either by an existence of yet unde-
tected dark matter and dark energy (- 70% and - 25% of all the matter in the universe
correspondingly), or with some modifications to the gravitational laws. However, since
consistent data on the distribution and mass of the mysterious substances come from
different measurements, i.e. gravitational lensing, angular size of the anisotropies in
the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), baryon acoustic oscillations, distance to re-
11
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mote supernovas, failure to find any discrepancy between the predictions of the Ein-
stein's theory and various experimental measurements at short distances, dark matter
and dark energy are postulated by most of the modern cosmological models. To un-
derstand the reason of the discrepancy between the distribution and the motion of the
detectable matter in the universe and the theory predictions is one of the most interest-
ing and intriguing unsolved problems in physics.
It is worth to mention that gravity is the only basic interaction for which a working
quantum theory does not exists at the moment. Which might mean that it is fundamen-
tally different from the other types of interactions, or might be just a reflection of our
general inability at the moment to derive the laws of the macroscopic world from basic
underlying quantum theories. Since the gravity is much weaker than the other basic
interactions, only macroscopic measurements of gravitational effects are performed,
which makes it impossible to test validity of any possible candidate of a gravitational
quantum theory. Creation of such a theory together with experimental proof of its cor-
rectness is another example of a very interesting open question in modern physics.
1.1.2. Electromagnetic Interaction
Electromagnetic interaction is the best understood type of fundamental interactions. It
is of infinite range and is responsible for the existence of atoms and molecules as well as
their formation from the constituent nuclei and electrons, for the existence and propa-
gation of electromagnetic waves, and for the interaction of the waves with any particles
carrying electric charge. The first complete classical theory of the interaction is due
to James Maxwell [5], who introduced the famous set of equations describing electro-
magnetic fields, and used it to predict the existence of electromagnetic waves and to
interpret light as one of their examples. Maxwell's equations were the starting point
of Einstein's theory of special relativity, and their failure to describe microscopic phe-
nomena, in particular the stability of atoms, led to the creation of the non-relativistic
quantum mechanics and, eventually, through the basic works of Paul Dirac [61, Enrico
Fermi [7], Hans Bethe [8], Sin-ichiro Tomonaga [9], Julian Schwinger [10, 11], Richard
Feynman [12-14], and Freeman Dyson [15, 16] to the creation of the modern theory of
the electromagnetic interaction, Quantum ElectroDynamics (QED). In the theory, the
calculations are done through summation of infinite converging series which is allowed
by the fact that the coupling constant of the interaction is significantly smaller than
unity (at small momentum transfer a = e2/(4ireohc) - 1/137.0359). The effective cou-
pling constant a grows with energy but stays much smaller than unity at any energies
experimentally achievable today. QED is a U(1) gauge theory, a consequence of which
is that there is only one type of gauge bosons in the QED (photons) and that photons
do not interact with each other in the Leading Order (LO). The theory is a remarkable
success, giving extremely precise predictions of experimental data, and was therefore
used as an example for building quantum theories of other fundamental interactions.
12
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1.1.3. Weak Interaction
Weak interaction is the sister interaction of the electromagnetic one and is also very
well understood. At this moment there are almost no experimental data which are
in disagreement with the theory of weak interaction. The interaction is responsible
for various radioactive decays and partially for the nuclear fusion reactions inside the
stars, mostly through the following processes 1H + 1H -> 2H + e+ + ve (light stars),
15 - 15N+ e++ ve, and 13N -+ 13C + e+ + v, (heavy stars) [17, 18]. The first theory of
weak interaction is due to Enrico Fermi [19]. It was a theory of a contact interaction (i.e.
zero range) which provided good agreement with experimental data at the low energies
accessible at the time. A more complete theory, which unified the electromagnetic and
weak interaction and which is valid at all energies tested so far, was created by Sheldon
Glashow [20], Abdus Salam [21], and Steven Weinberg [22] ("GSW theory'). This spon-
taneously broken symmetry theory described the electroweak interaction as being me-
diated by massless photons and massive W and Z bosons, and, consequently, the weak
interaction as being of a very short range on the order of ~ 27nh/(cMw1z) ~ 10-17 m,
where the Mw/z - (80 - 90) GeV is the mass of W and Z bosons. The intrinsic strength
of the weak interaction is actually larger than of the electromagnetic one, which can be
seen from comparing the coupling constant a. 1/29 to the fine structure constant
a (see section 1.1.2 on the preceding page). Later Gerardus 't Hooft showed that the
GSW theory is renormalizable [23,24], which, together with the excellent agreement of
the theory predictions with data, made. it an example for most of the further attempts
to theoretically unify all interactions. The GSW theory is a U(1) x SU(2) gauge theory
in which, as well as in QED, the calculations are done through summation of infinite
converging series which is allowed by the fact that the coupling constant of the interac-
tion is significantly smaller than unity and by the large masses of W and Z bosons. The
effective coupling constant a, depends on energy 1 but stays much smaller than unity
at any energies experimentally achievable today. The only disagreement of the GSW
theory with data at this moment is the yet undiscovered experimentally Higgs boson,
which, in the theory, gives masses to all the particles through the interaction with the
Higgs field.
1.1.4. Strong Interaction
Strong interaction is named so because it is the strongest of all the fundamental inter-
actions. The interaction is responsible for various nuclear reactions and for holding
the nucleons inside of nuclei as well as the nucleon constituents, quarks and gluons,
together.
'At the energies that were experimentally probed so far, am decreases with energy. However, for ener-
gies higher than 1 TeV, the energy dependence of am could be either increasing (in the Standard Model)
or decreasing (in the super-symmetric theories).
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1.1.4.1. Strong Isospin
After James Chadwick discovered the neutron in 1932 [25], it was found out that the
masses of the proton and the neutron (nucleons) were almost identical and the strength
of the strong interaction between any two nucleons was the same. The situation was
similar to atomic physics where energy of an atom could be slightly different depend-
ing on its spin state. As well, it resembled the observation that some atomic nuclei
could have almost the same mass but different charge, i.e. isobars. Therefore the
same year (1932) Werner Heisenberg introduced the concept of the isotopic spin (or just
isospin) [26] 2, a vector quantity conserved in the strong interactions, theorizing that the
proton and the neutron were the same particle with the total isospin of 1/2 and values
of its 3rd projection of 1/2 and -1/2 correspondingly. Other particles discovered after-
ward were assigned the total isospin and its 3 rd projection based on the conservation of
the quantity in the strong interaction and based on the number of other particles with
almost identical mass. Rotations in the isospin space is an approximate symmetry with
respect to the strong interaction, which is violated, as it was understood much later, by
the difference in the masses of quarks composing different strongly interacting particles
(hadrons).
1.1.4.2. Strange Particles
In the early days of particle physics, the only known elementary particles were e*, p,
n, ir*, and P*. All of them (except muons) had a well defined position assigned in
our understanding of their role in the physical world: protons and neutrons were the
constituents of the positively charged atoms nuclei, electrons surrounded the nuclei
determining the chemical properties of elements and their physics was governed by
the quantum mechanics, and pions were the mediators of the strong interaction hold-
ing protons and neutrons together inside nuclei. The proliferation of newly discovered
particles started in 1947 with the discovery of KO [28]. Soon after that were discovered
K+, A, r, #, co, p and many others. Some of the particles (including KO) appeared
"strange" to their discoverers, since they were produced abundantly on the typical time
scale of ~ 10-23 seconds, but decayed without neutrino emission on the time scale of
~ 1010 seconds. This was explained as production of the particles in the strong interac-
tion but decay due to the weak interaction [29]. The first theoretical breakthrough in un-
derstanding of the "strange" particles came in 1953 when Tadao Nakano and Kazuhiko
Nishijima introduced a new conserved (in the strong interaction) quantum number
called "strangeness" assigned to the particles [30, 31]. Murray Gell-Mann proposed the
same quantum number independently in 1956 [32].
1.1.4.3. Quarks
In 1961 Murray Gell-Mann and Yuval Ne'emam found a way to organize into simple ge-
ometrical patterns the scores of known by then particles according to their electrical
2The name of the value was actually invented by Eugene Wigner in 1937 [27].
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7r- 13
(a) meson octet [33] (b) baryon decuplet [34] (c) baryon octet [35]
Figure 1.1.: A few examples of the geometrical classification of hadrons invented by
Murray Gell-Mann and Yuval Ne'emam: (a) pseudoscalar mesons (ground
states), (b) completely symmetric flavor states of baryons (ground states),
(c) mixed symmetry flavor states of baryons (ground states). See sec-
tion 1.1.4.3 on the preceding page for details.
charge, strangeness, and the 3 rd projection of their isotopic spin (see Fig. 1.1 for some
examples) [36]. At the time, all of the ground state baryon decuplet particles but D-
(Fig. 1.1(b)) had been found experimentally, therefore when the last member of the de-
cuplet was observed in a laboratory [37], it was considered as a confirmation of the
model correctness. In 1964 Murray Gell-Mann [38] and George Zweig [39] indepen-
dently proposed an interpretation (the quark model) of the patterns by surmising that
all hadrons are composed of more elementary constituents of three types (u, d, and s)
all carrying spin 1/2, which were named quarks 3. According to the model, any baryon
is composed of three quarks or three antiquarks and any meson is composed of a quark
and an antiquark. The quark model had two major problems:
1. it predicted existence of particles with fractional electric charge (Q, = +2/3,
Qd = -1/3, and Q, = -1/3), and no such particles had ever been observed in
an experiment,
2. some particles (like A++, A-, and 9-) seemed to violate the Pauli exclusion prin-
ciple, since according to the quark model they were composed of three quarks in
the same state, however according to the quantum field theory no two fermions
3This is the modem interpretation of the model. In the beginning, it was customary to consider
quarks as purely mathematical objects, since the idea of identifying them with real particles seemed too
bold. However, already in his original publication [38], Gell-Mann uses words "baryons can... be con-
structed from quarks", "mesons are made out of (q,q)...", speculates "about the way quarks would be-
have if they were physical particles of finite mass", and talks about how "the highest energy accelerators
would help to reassure us of non-existance of real quarks".
4 Quarks was the name given to the constituents by Murray Gell-Mann. George Zweig called the par-
ticles aces.
15
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can be in the same state [40-43] 5.
The 1st of the problems was "resolved" by postulating the quark confinement hypoth-
esis, i.e. by stating that quarks cannot exist outside of hadrons. It is interesting to note
that this hypothesis turned out to be notoriously difficult to prove and now, dozens of
years later, it has still not been derived from the basic theory of strong interactions 6.
The 2 nd problem was solved by introducing a new quantum number assigned to all
quarks, called color, which could assume three different values, named traditionally as
red, green, and blue [44-47]. If all the quarks in the A++, A-, and Q- particles are in a
different color state, then the Pauli exclusion principle is no longer violated (therefore
the minimum number of colors needed is three). The color analogy comes from the fact
that all the hadrons are required to be color singlets in the theory of strong interactions,
which is a mathematically exact name for "colorless" and in everyday experience red,
green, and blue colors, when mixed, give white.
The confirmation of the existence of quarks came from the deep inelastic scattering
experiments, i.e. from studying high energy scatterings of electrons on nucleons at the
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) and from studying scatterings of neutrino
beams on nucleons at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN). In the
case of electrons on nucleons scattering, the experiments were based on the following
general expression of the scattering cross-section (if the energy of incident electrons is
significantly lower than the Z-boson mass):
dE aE sin(/2) [2W(q2, x) sin 2(0/2) + W(q 2,x)cos2(0/2)],d E'dQ 2E sin2(0/2)
where E and E' are the energies of the incident and scattered electron correspondingly,
0 is the electron scattering angle, q = pi - pf is the difference between the initial and
final 4-momentum of the electron, p is the proton 4-momentum, x = -q 2/(2qp), and
functions W(q 2,x) and W(q 2,x) depend on the inner structure of a nucleon. It was
predicted by James Bjorken that, in the limit of large q2 and large qp but finite ratio
of the two x, functions W(q 2 , x) and (qp)W2(q2 ,x) depend on x only [48]. The later is
true if nucleons are composed of point-like constituents. It was also predicted by Curtis
Callan and David Gross that if nucleon constituents have spin 1/2, then in the Bjorken
limit also 2xM W(q 2, x) = (qp) W2(q2, x)/(Mc 2 ), where M is the nucleon mass [49]. Both
of the predictions were successfully verified in the SLAC experiments in 1969-1971 [50-
53]. The quark model predicts in the Bjorken limit that if F(x) = (qp) W2(q2, x)/(Mc 2) is
compared for scattering of electrons versus scattering of neutrinos on targets contain-
ing equal number of protons and neutrons, then
(FeP(x)+Fe(x)]d x Q _ 5
J(FP(X) + Fvn(x)] dx 2 18'
5Remember, at that time QED was already proven to be correct (see section 1.1.2 on page 12) and the
GSW theory (see section 1.1.3 on page 13), giving exact theoretical predictions, existed.
6The problem is considered to be so hard that a mathematically rigorous proof of the confinement is
required in one of the Millennium Prize Problems established by the Clay Mathematics Institute (ht tp:
//www. claymath.org/millennium/Yang-MillsTheory/).
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which was confirmed by the "Gargamelle" collaboration results from the neutrino beam
experiments at CERN [54], providing the evidence that the electric charges of the nu-
cleon constituents are equal to those of quarks. In addition, the neutrino scattering
data was in agreement with the Gross/Llewellyn-Smith and the Adler sum-rules for the
quark model with three valence quarks of baryon number 1/3 [55]. As can be seen, the
last thing, which had to be confirmed experimentally to identify the proton point-like
constituents with quarks, was the color hypothesis. A fundamental idea of the quark
model is that hadron production in an e+e- annihilation results from a creation of a
quark-antiquark pair. If the center of mass energy of the incoming leptons is much
smaller than the Z-boson mass, then in the process, the quark-antiquark pair couples
directly to the intermediate photon, and the process can be calculated exactly using
QED. Therefore, except the cases when the center-of-mass energy Ecm is in the vicinity
of a resonance, it is expected that
c-(e+e- ->hadrons) Q2 (1.1)R = = -Ncolors ,q
o-(e+e- -,yM+p-) q
where the summation is done over all of the quark flavors with 2 mq < Ecm. The validity
of Eq. 1.1 with Noiors = 3 was confirmed in the pioneering experiments at Frascati [56-
59], Orsay [60], and Novosibirsk [61].
1.1.4.4. Asymptotic Freedom, Confinement, And Quantum Chromodynamics
Significant experimental evidence of quark model correctness and the successful uni-
fication of the electromagnetic and the weak interaction within a gauge theory led to
application of this kind of theories to the strong interaction as well. In 1973, David
Gross, Frank Wilczek, and David Politzer showed that in certain types of gauge theories
the coupling constant of the strong interaction between quarks becomes small at short
distances, which is known now as "asymptoticfreedom" [62, 63]. That allowed to explain
the experimental results described in section 1.1.4.3, in which the quarks appeared to
be approximately free when they were hit with high energy electrons and neutrinos. It
also justified theoretically application to the strong interaction of a perturbative expan-
sion of the interaction amplitudes in orders of the coupling constant analogous to the
one used in the theory of the electromagnetic and the weak interactions. Asymptotic
freedom gradually received a rigorous direct experimental confirmation (see Fig. 1.2 on
the next page) in the measurements of the coupling constant of the strong interaction
as as a function of the momentum transfer q [64]. It is impossible to calculate the pre-
cise form of the potential between quarks at the current level of the strong interaction
theory, but we know that at large distances, i.e. comparable to or larger than the size of a
nucleon, the potential energy of interaction between quarks becomes extremely large,
preventing an observation of free quarks 7. The conventional cartoon picture used to
visualize what happens when two quarks, let us consider a meson as an example, are
being pulled apart is the following:
7For more comments about the quark confinement see page 16.
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Figure 1.2.: Direct experimental confirmation of the asymptotic freedom in measure-
ments of the coupling constant of the strong interaction a, as a function of
the momentum transfer q. The figure was taken from the arXiv version of
Ref. [641.
1. the gluon field, responsible for the strong interaction between the quarks, is
mostly concentrated in the region between them and forms something resem-
bling a string or a tube in the space coordinates,
2. it takes some energy to create some extra gluonic fluctuations out of vacuum,
therefore to increase the distance between the quarks one needs to perform some
work, which is spent to increase the potential energy of the system,
3. at some distance between the quarks, the energy becomes so large that it becomes
more energetically economical to create a new quark-antiquark pair out of vac-
uum than to increase the distance even further, and in the process some of the
stored potential energy is used,
4. consequently, by increasing the distance between the quarks, we do not end up
having two free quarks but instead create a multitude of new hadrons, each of
which confines its own constituent quarks.
The SU(3) gauge theory of the strong interaction was named Quantum Chromodyna-
mics (QCD). The theory was first presented by Harald Fritzsch and Murray Gell-Mann
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in 1972 [65] and published in 1973 [66]. According to the findings of Gross, Wilczek, and
Politzer, QCD has the property of asymptotic freedom if 11Ne > 2Nf, where Ne is the
number of different colors and Nf is the number of different quark flavors in the theory.
As far as we know, Ne = 3 (see page 17 for the experimental evidence) and the num-
ber of quark flavors discovered so far is Nf = 6, which is the 1s evidence of QCD being
a valid theory of the strong interaction. As in any gauge theory, the strong interaction
between quarks in QCD is mediated by massless vector bosons, called gluons. Since
QCD is a gauge theory with SU(3) symmetry, there are eight linearly independent glu-
ons possible. The gluons of QCD are not just purely mathematical abstractions of the
theory. Some examples of direct experimental evidence of their existence are provided
in section 1.1.4.5.
A few further major discoveries, which convinced the scientific community of the cor-
rectness of the quark model and QCD as a theory of the strong interaction are the fol-
lowing:
e the agreement between the experimental data and the QCD predictions of loga-
rithmic in q2 deviations from the Bjorken scaling because of the gluon radiation,
- the discovery of the charm quark in the experiments performed in 1974 at the
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) [67] and SLAC [68, 69],
- the discovery of quark jets in 1975 at SLAC [70],
- the discovery the of the bottom quark in 1977 at the Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory (FermiLab) [71],
- the discovery of the top quark at FermiLab [72, 73],
- success of the lattice QCD (see section 1.2.3 on page 24).
The only known problem in our understanding of the strong interaction at this moment
is the inability to do the exact calculations at low momentum transfer (q2 5 1 GeV),
while in the asymptotic freedom limit no discrepancies between the theory and the ex-
perimental data have been found.
1.1.4.5. Experimental Evidence Of Gluons Existence
The first experimental evidence of gluons existence came from the data on scattering
of neutrinos on nucleons at CERN, when it was shown that only -50% of a nucleon
momentum can be attributed to quarks [55], which means that something (i.e. gluons)
carries the rest. The corresponding integral was also evaluated for the SLAC data on
electron on nucleons scattering [53], but the CERN group was the first to interpret it
as an evidenceof gluons existence. However, the observation of three-jet events, first
seen in e+e- collisions at PETRA in 1979 [74], is commonly regarded as the most di-
rect evidence of gluons existence. Such events are interpreted as the radiation, by one
of the final state quarks in the process e+e- __, q-, of a noncollinear gluon carrying a
substantial fraction of the collision center-of-mass energy.
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1.1.5. Standard Model
The current theory of elementary particles physics (not including the gravitational in-
teraction), called the Standard Model, is the GSW theory combined with QCD. While
there is plethora of extensions to the Standard Model motivated by requirements of ad-
ditional symmetries, trying to explain why the strengths of the fundamental interactions
are what they are, or having some more exotic motivations, if one focuses on the areas
where there are disagreements between the data and the theory, then as can be seen
from sections 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.3, and 1.1.4, the list of the current problems to be solved is
the following:
- to explain the dark matter and the dark energy phenomena, i.e. either to mod-
ify the theory in such a way that the data and the theory agree or to detect the
mysterious substances in an experiment,
" to detect the Higgs boson in an experiment or to come up with an alternative the-
ory of the electroweak interactions, in which masses of the W and Z bosons are
naturally nonvanishing (since the underlying gauge theory of the interaction re-
quires zero masses of the gauge bosons, those are introduced artificially through
the spontaneous symmetry breaking, i.e. through the Higgs mechanism),
e to understand the low momentum transfer (i.e. q2 3 1 GeV) strong interactions,
since while we can do measurements at such conditions, rigorous theoretical cal-
culations are not possible at the moment.
This thesis is a contribution to solve the last problem on the list above. While the sci-
entific community waits for the theory sector to come up with new ideas about how to
do calculations of the strong interactions at all conditions, our understanding of the in-
teractions is guaranteed to improve by studying the low momentum transfer phenom-
ena experimentally, while in parallel providing data on which theorists could test their
ideas. As well, this thesis contributes to the experimental study of collective behavior of
large number of interacting quarks and gluons in a thermodynamic equilibrium at high
temperatures and energy densities.
1.2. QCD Phase Diagram
One way of studying the low momentum transfer sector of QCD is to improve our un-
derstanding of the thermodynamic properties of quark matter, i.e. of bulk volumes of
interacting quarks and gluons in a thermal equilibrium at different values of tempera-
ture T and baryon chemical potential PB (volume of a system is considered to be infi-
nite here, since in the case of a finite volume it would have to be included into the grand
canonical partition function [75], making properties of the system volume dependent,
and at a finite volume the system might not undergo a possible phase transition which
would otherwise happen at infinite volume [76]). The approach allows one to look at
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Figure 1.3.: The modern view on the QCD phase diagram. The figure is a modified ver-
sion of the one taken from Ref. [77].
the problem from a different point of view and is complementary to studying the pro-
cesses of interest directly, i.e. for example, by studying the fragmentation of parton jets,
hadron mass spectrum and quark structure functions, inelastic scatterings at low ener-
gies, and such. The set of all the possible thermodynamic parameters (T, IB) together
with the description of the quark matter properties at each such values of tempera-
ture and baryon chemical potential is called the QCD phase diagram (see Fig. 1.3). Of
course, since temperature is a measure of average kinetic energy per degree of freedom
of a system, not all the points on the diagram would correspond to the region of interest,
that is to the quark matter in which the interactions between the constituent particles
would be dominated by the low momentum transfer processes. At large temperatures
(T >> 1 GeV), most of the interactions fall into the domain of asymptotic freedom (see
section 1.1.4.4 on page 17) and can be well described theoretically using the perturba-
tive QCD. And at very large temperatures (T -+ oo) the kinetic energy of quarks and
gluons becomes so much larger than both the energy of their interactions and their rest
energy, that the quark matter can be approximated with an ideal relativistic gas of mass-
less particles.
However, studying properties of quark matter in a thermodynamic equilibrium for all
values of T and pB is of great interest by itself. But even for that purpose, being able
to do the low momentum transfer, otherwise called nonperturbative, QCD calculations
would be a great step forward:
The first important reason for that is: while we could create in a laboratory small
volumes of short-lived extreme states of quark matter (see section 1.3 on page 32),
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even if the interactions in the matter are dominated by the perturbative regime of
QCD, it is the long lived decay products of the matter which could be detected in
an experiment, and since the transformation of the quark matter into the decay
products would inevitably proceed at some stage through the low momentum
transfer processes, their understanding is crucial for a correct interpretation of
experimental data, i.e. for deriving the medium properties from the measurement
results.
And the second reason is that it is always desirable to understand experimental
observations (properties of the medium in this case) from the fundamental un-
derlying principles, and for quark matter those are QCD.
Therefore, I believe that the biggest impediment to making more reliable theoretical
predictions about the QCD phase diagram at the moment is the current inability to do
the nonperturbative calculations in the QCD.
1.2.1. Temperature
In general, temperatureis a measure of average energy per degree of freedom of a system
in a thermodynamic equilibrium. However, the correspondence between the temper-
ature parameter and the energy could be established in different ways. In the nonrela-
tivistic case, the traditional conformity is (E) = jk T. If any two systems are brought into
a thermodynamic equilibrium with each other then, by definition, their temperatures
are said to be equal. Therefore, temperature of any thermodynamic system S could be
determined by bringing it into a thermal contact with another system, for which tem-
perature is easily defined, for example, with an ideal gas of particles without internal
degrees of freedom. If the average kinetic energy of the gas particles does not change as
a result of the contact, then the temperature of the system S is equal to the gas temper-
ature. At least conceptually, the method allows one to measure the temperature of any
system with any required precision. However, while the method is straightforward to
implement in the nonrelativistic case, for which the ideal gas microscopic theory is well
developed, the situation is more complicated for a relativistic ideal gas, since the dis-
tribution of particles over energies in such gas is still under discussion [78]. Therefore,
temperature is defined macroscopically as
1 cOS 1 _ (S~C -- ) or -= - .
T 0E N T OEJy
Both the microscopic and the macroscopic definitions of temperature follow from the
same principle, i.e. that in a thermodynamic equilibrium, a system is in such macro-
scopic state which can be realized with the maximum number of microscopic states.
Since temperature is not precisely defined yet microscopically, then macroscopically
the situation is the same as well.
However, there exists a number of approximations of the relativistic distribution of
particles over their energies and momenta. One of such approximations, called mT
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scaling [79], will be used in this work to extract the temperature of the thermal source of
p mesons produced in Cu+Cu collisions at V's; =200 GeV in a narrow range of rapidity
(see also sections 5.2.3 on page 95 and 7.2 on page 185):
1 dN _ mr
= const -exp , (1.2)
mT dinT (_-) (12
where mT = Vp2 + M2 and PT is the transverse momentum of a particle with respect
to the collision axis. The above distribution is the mr>> T limit of the one originally
proposed by Rolf Hagedorn [80]:
1 dN const 
-MK1 , (1.3)
mrdmr T
where K1 is the modified Bessel function.
1.2.2. Chemical Potential
Chemical potential can be assigned to any conserved quantity as the internal energy
increase of a system in a thermodynamic equilibrium occurring when the quantity is
increased in the system by one unit while the entropy and the volume of the system are
kept constant 8. The baryon chemical potential discussed here is associated with the
conservation of the baryon number (the difference between the number of baryons and
anti-baryons in a system) in the strong interactions and is defined as the increase in the
internal energy of a system when the number of baryons in it is incremented by one.
QCD is a relativistic quantum field theory and therefore
- it does not conserve the number of particles and so the chemical potential cannot
be defined non-relativistically as the increase in energy required to increase the
number of particles by one,
* the average baryon rest energy has to be taken into account, i.e. pB = mBc 2 +P4,
where p' is the increase in energy of the system associated with an addition of a
baryon after it has been created.
Other chemical potentials used to study the QCD phase diagram include the isospin
chemical potential pi and the strangeness chemical potential ps, corresponding to the
conservation of the strong isospin and of the strangeness in the strong interactions cor-
respondingly. All of these chemical potentials can be used on the time scales on the
order of - 1 fm/c ~ 3 x 10-24 s, at which the evolution of a system produced in a heavy-
ion collision (see section 1.3 on page 32) is dominated by the strong interaction. As well,
one could define the u-quark and d-quark chemical potentials, then p1= I(pu - pad).
8Alternatively, chemical potential can be defined as the Gibbs free energy of the system per unit of
the conserved quantity.
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1.2.3. Lattice QCD
Lattice QCD calculations were pioneered by Kenneth Wilson in 1974 [81], whose work
was built upon the same year by John Kogut and Leonard Susskind [82]. It is a numer-
ical way of doing calculations based on the first principles of QCD in which the QCD
Lagrangian is discretized on a 4-dimensional (1 time +3 spacial dimensions) cubic lat-
tice and the theory is formulated using Feynman path integrals. The quark variables are
assigned to the sites of the lattice while gluons are defined as 3 x 3 matrices on the links
connecting the neighboring sites (it is a natural assignment since gluons transport color
between quarks) [83]. Since results in such a framework are dependent on the distance
between the lattice sites (at any non-zero lattice site spacing a, there are additional,
proportional to powers of a, non-physical terms in the lattice QCD Lagrangian [84]),
the calculations are done for several different lattice discretizations with subsequent
extrapolation to a vanishing one, corresponding to the continuous physical space time.
If lattice QCD is used to study some thermodynamic property of quark matter, then in
addition, all the calculations are done at several values of the lattice volume V, with
the following extrapolation to the limit V -* o. Lattice QCD calculations are very com-
putationally intensive, requiring currently on the order of 1 teraflop-years per publish-
able result, and the required Central Processing Unit (CPU) time depends strongly on
the number of lattice sites and on the assumed quark masses (vanishing and infinite
masses calculations being rather easy, while the results for masses close to the physical
ones being a challenge). The reason for this is that the computations are done using the
Monte Carlo methods, which means that random gluon field configurations (i.e. sets
of 3 x 3 gluon matrices, one per each link between the lattice sites) are generated and
used to find an average of an observable of interest. Dynamical quarks enter the cal-
culations implicitly. Since in the averaging procedure every configuration contributes
with a weight e-s, where S = f Y2d 4x is the action of the Lagrangian, in practice the con-
figurations are generated with probability e-s to greatly reduce the required computing
resources (this method is called the importance sampling) [84].
In a sense, the lattice QCD is complementary to the perturbative QCD since while the
latter is applicable at high momentum transfers due to the asymptotic freedom (see sec-
tion 1.1.4.4 on page 17), the former has an ultraviolet cut-off in the momentum space
due to the lattice discretization since no phenomena with wavelengths less than ~ a
could be studied in the framework. It might seem that the lattice QCD is a universal
way to do non-perturbative calculations of the strong interactions. But it is only true for
some problems. For example, lattice QCD gives precise calculations of hadron masses
even for hadrons made of light constituent quarks 9 [85]. As another example, lattice
QCD was successful in establishing that the transition from a hadron gas to the decon-
fined state (see section 1.2.4 on the facing page) at pB = 0 is a crossover [83].
Nevertheless, the lattice approach can be used today to study properties of the quark
matter only at pB ~ 0 due to the sign problem which accompanied such calculations
since they were first introduced. At any given pB $ 0, lattice QCD results are not guar-
9The calculations are even easier for hadrons composed of heavy flavor quarks, since in that case the
problem is largely nonrelativistic and the interaction energy is much smaller than the quarks rest energy.
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anteed to converge to the correct ones in the thermodynamic limit (V -+ oo) [86]. The
essence of the sign problem is that at any pB # 0, the importance sampling method of
speeding up the calculations (see above) is impossible to employ since the action S be-
comes complex valued and therefore e-S cannot be used as a probability density func-
tion of the generated gluon configurations. Because of that, any lattice QCD results at
non-vanishing pB values rely on extrapolations from the calculations at pB =0.
1.2.4. Quark Gluon Plasma
The first proposal of existence of a state of a quark matter at very high temperatures
in which the quarks are "liberated" and not confined inside of hadrons is due to Nicola
Cabibbo and is dated from 1975 [87]. The term Quark Gluon Plasma was first introduced
by Edward Shuryak in 1980 in his attempt to build a theory of a superdense matter from
the perturbative QCD point of view [88]. The analogy here is with the regular electro-
magnetic plasma, which is a gas of electrically charged particles. QGP is in a similar
way a gas of charged particles as well, but the charge in this case is the QCD color. From
the modern point of view, QGP is a state of quark matter, which occurs at high temper-
atures (and consequently at high energy densities) - see Fig. 1.3 on page 21. The two
independent properties assigned to the state are:
- color and quark deconfinement,
- chiral symmetry restoration.
This thesis is a contribution to the study of QGP properties.
1.2.4.1. Color And Quark Deconfinement
QGP is characterized by quarks and gluons being not confined inside of hadrons, or
by, which I think is a better way to explain it, by quarks and gluons not being strongly
correlated in spacial coordinates. Intuitively, such state is to be anticipated from the
asymptotic freedom property of QCD , i.e. if the strength of the interaction between
quarks decreases with energy and at high temperatures the average quark energy is large
(temperature is a measure of an average energy per degree of freedom), then at a high
enough T the quarks should become not bound to each other since their kinetic energy
would exceed the potential energy of their interaction. Another way to put it: the color
confinement radius is expected to grow from its typical value of ~1 fm at T = 0 to in-
finity as T -> oo. This intuition does not tell anything about how the transition from a
finite to an infinite confinement radius occurs, i.e. if the growth is gradual or if there
is a phase transition temperature T. It is also natural to expect that the transition to
the deconfined state occurs at the typical size of a hadron, i.e. at T ~1 fm= 197.33 MeV.
Another way to develop an intuition about why a transition into a deconfined state of
quark matter exists is the following: a higher temperature corresponds to a higher en-
ergy density u(T) = lAo-T4 of quantum fluctuations popping in and out of existance
out of vacuum, where A is the average effective number of degrees of freedom per such
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fluctuation (think of a photon gas, for which the energy density is u (T) = o- T4 , where
a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant), then since according to the Heisenberg's uncer-
tainty principle AtAE - 21th (in a thermal equilibrium AE jkB TA is the average
energy of a fluctuation, where kB is the Boltzmann's constant), one gets n -- ~
and At ~ 2 ~ (n is the spacial density of the quantum fluctuations, and At isAE BT
the their typical lifetime). At high enough temperature, the density of quarks due to the
quantum fluctuations should become equal to the density of quarks inside of hadrons
and therefore any border between the inside and outside of hadrons is going to disap-
pear, and the two regions will become equivalent. Since in this new state hadrons do
not exist anymore, in such quark matter, quarks and gluons move freely in space. Of
course from this point of view, different hadrons might disappear at different tempera-
tures depending on their size and the energy density of their interior.
1.2.4.2. Chiral Symmetry
Chiralityis the eigenvalue of the r5 operator, where r5 = ir 0r1r 2r 3 is the Dirac 5* matrix
applied on a spinor u(') of a spin 1/2 particle. The spinor u(f) could be separated into
two components u(') = UR(P) + UL(P), where UR(P) = 0.5 -(1+r 5)u(P) and UL(P)
0.5 (1-r 5)u(P). Since r5 anticommutes with all the other r-matrices {r 5 r} = 0, then
the QCD Lagrangian (excluding the -±Fv -F,, free gauge field term) for one quark
flavor
M= [iC2c y"a, - mc 2  _ (q 4 yA4)- A,, (1.4)
where Vp = a e(Etpr)u, could be separated into the sum of two identical parts for 4 L
and OR (each part can be received from Eq. 1.4 by replacing 0 -> IPL and V) -+ IPR)
if m = 0 and could not otherwise. Since the Lagrangian for several quark flavors is a
sum of Lagrangians for each flavor, the Lagrangian for the two lightest quarks u and
d acquires chiral symmetry SU(2)L x SU(2)R, corresponding to SU(2) flavor rotations of
(UL, dL) and (UR, dR) doublets independently, if the quarks are considered to be mass-
less [86] (for a detailed derivation of this fact see, for example, Ref. [89]). Spontaneous
breaking of the symmetry in the QCD ground state generates three massless Goldstone
pseudoscalar bosons - the pions, which in turn acquire mass due to the explicit breaking
of the chiral symmetry by the non-vanishing quark masses. Thus a test for a chiral sym-
metry of a state is the absence in it of pions. From a theoretical point of view, the chirally
symmetric state is characterized by ('P') =0, while in a state in which the symmetry is
broken ('p ) $ 0 and if quark masses are neglected (which is approximately correct for
the u and d quarks) the two states are not connected analytically in the (T, pB) plane,
i.e. there must be a phase transition between them 10 [90].
Chiral symmetry is a notion independent from the deconfinement (see section 1.2.4.1
on the preceding page) and is a property commonly assigned to QGP, since at high
temperatures the small current masses of the u and d quarks could be neglected in
10By definition (4zp) = (0|1iLIPR +R4'L0), where 10) is the vacuum state and zP and 4' are the creation
and the destruction operators correspondingly. So one can see that the chiral condensate is composed of
pairs of left-handed quarks and right-handed anti-quarks and vice verse.
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comparison to their total energy u. It was shown in lattice QCD calculations at pB ~ 0
(see section 1.2.3 on page 24) that the transition temperatures to the chirally symmetric
and deconfined states are very close to each other [91] (however, not all the lattice QCD
calculations agree with it [92]), that is why it is normally believed that the two phase
transitions (or crossovers) happen simultaneously 12, but it is not excluded that at larger
pB it is not the case [93]. Quarkyonic matter (see section 1.2.7 on page 29) is an example
of a proposed thermodynamic state of quarks and gluons, which has both confinement
and (possibly) chiral symmetry properties simultaneously [94].
1.2.5. Hadronic States
According to QCD, any physically isolated (by a distance of >1 fm) lump of matter
has to be in a color singlet state. The smallest such lumps possible are three quark
(baryons) and quark-antiquark (mesons) combinations, collectively called hadrons (see
section 1.1.4 on page 13). All hadronic phases have individual, interacting with each
other hadrons as their constituents. The phases are crucial to understand for studying
any other part of the QCD phase diagram, since it is hadrons that are experimentally
observable products of a decay of any other form of quark matter.
In T = 0 and pB = 0 corner of the phase diagram is the vacuum (see Fig. 1.3 on
page 21). At low T and low pB one has a relativistic hadron gas state, which is quite sim-
ilar to a regular molecular gas. Just like molecules interact with each other in a mixture
exchanging energy in collisions and reacting chemically, hadrons scatter in collisions
transferring momentum with and without an exchange of quarks (we neglect here the
effects of the weak interaction, which can change the quark flavors and reduce the total
number of quarks in a system).
As pB is increased keeping T ~ 0, the hadronic gas undergoes a phase transition into
a liquid state 13 [95, 96]. By analogy with a regular liquid-gas, the transition is expected
to be of the first order [90], which is also suggested by experimental data [97]. The curve
in the (T, pB) plane separating the liquid from the gas hadronic states is expected to ter-
minate at a critical point at T = 15 - 20 MeV [98, 99] and iBc ~ 919 - 924 MeV [77].
However, the effect of nuclei finite volume is expected to spread the critical point over a
region in the phase diagram [100]. T values have been measured in experiments bom-
barding nuclear targets with projectiles having energy of about hundreds of MeV per
nucleon and are in the range 5 - 10 MeV [101]. However, experimentally one has to dis-
tinguish the kinetic and the emission 14 temperatures, which are different for a not yet
understood reason, with the kinetic temperature being ~ 10 MeV higher [97].
"A good familiar analogy, showing a change of properties of a medium at some temperature due to a
change in an internal symmetry is the phase transition of a ferromagnet, which changes into a paramag-
net above the material Curie temperature.
121t is interesting to notice that the absence of pions is a test for chiral symmetry of a quark matter
state, but pions also disappear due to the quark (and color) deconfinement. This fact could be used as
another argument, that the transitions to the chirally symmetric and deconfined states should happen
simultaneously.
'The ground states of common atom nuclei are examples of finite volume drops of the liquid.
14Also called chemical or internal temperature.
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If the transition from the hadron gas to the hadron liquid is performed such that the
corresponding path in the (T, IIB) plane does not intersect the first order phase transi-
tion curve, then the transition will be a crossover, which means that no discontinuities
will be observed in any thermodynamic quantity.
In the very low temperature region, the hadron (i.e. nucleon) liquid is expected to be
in a superfluid state [102, 103]. This is in agreement with experimental data on the long
relaxation times of sudden periodic changes in rotational rates of radio pulsars, which
cannot be explained assuming presence of viscosity [104, 105]. It is not known if there is
a clear transition between the nucleon superfluid and the color superconducting states
of quark matter (see section 1.2.6) [77].
1.2.6. Color Superconductors
The first idea about existence of a quark matter phase with quark degrees of freedom
at very large density (i.e. the idea of the energy source of quasars being the process
of binding of quarks into hadrons) date back to 1965 [106]-1966 [107]. In 1969-1970 it
was suggested for the first time by Dmitri Ivanenko and D. E Kurdgelaidze that quarks
might pair to form new quasi-particles of a "quark plasma" as well as the possibility
of superconductivity in the cores of very massive stars [108, 109]. For a more detailed
history of publications on the subject see, for example, Ref. [110].
From the modem point of view, by analogy with electrons in metals, it is expected
that in the low T and large pB region of the QCD phase diagram, quarks near their Fermi
surface 15 get bound by forming analogs of the Cooper pairs in superconductors. The
resulting state of quark matter was named Color SuperConductor (CSC) (the term was
introduced by Bertrand Barrois and Stephen Frautschi [111-113]). However, unlike the
regular superconductors, in which there is only one kind of charge carriers (electrons),
there are several different quark types distinguished by their flavor and color (in addi-
tion, one has to take into account the effect of antiquarks), which creates a possibility of
many different pairing patterns, each of which being energetically preferred in different
regions of the (TpB) plane leading to a variety of CSC phases. It is an open problem to
figure out which pattern is the most stable at any particular values of T and UB, except
the phase which description follows.
At asymptotically large pB, the number density of quarks becomes very large as well,
which leads in turn to a small distance between quarks, and therefore the properties
of such CSC state could be calculated precisely using perturbative methods due to the
asymptotic freedom of QCD. It was shown that at such highest densities, the quark mat-
ter exists in the Color-Flavor Locked (CFL) phase, in which all quarks of all flavors in the
state are bound on equal footing into zero-momentum no-spin Cooper pairs [114]. The
name of the phase reflects that the Lagrangian of the state is invariant not under color or
i5 Quarks are fermions and so obey the Pauli exclusion principle, therefore at T ~ 0 all the available
energy levels are filled up to some some energy, called the Fermi energy. The dependence of the energy
on particle momentum, called Fermi surface, might be non-trivial in some states of matter, for example,
for electrons in a crystal.
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flavor rotations separately but under simultaneous and opposite color and flavor rota-
tions, so that the two are locked together in one symmetry. The matter in the CFL phase
is a superfluid and an electromagnetic insulator with broken chiral symmetry [110].
Other possible phases of CSC can be characterized with values of the energy gaps
between Cooper paired and unpaired states for different quark flavors (we do not have
any reason to believe that different colors have different interaction strengths) [77]. Nor-
mally, the effects of quark flavors heavier than s are ignored, since we do not expect to
find CSC states where c, b, or t quarks play a significant role in any naturally occurring
object. Denoting as Axy the energy gap for quark flavors x and y, we get a state uSC if
Ads =0 while Aud $ 0, and Au, $0. States dSC and sSC are defined analogously. Simi-
larly, states 2SCsd, 2SCsu, and 2SCud (the latter is also called just 2SC, which stands for
2flavor superconductor) are defined as the phases where Asd $ 0, Asu $ 0, and Aud $0
correspondingly while other energy gaps vanish. If the energy gap for a given pair of
flavors is zero, they do not form Cooper pairs. In this classification, the CFL phase cor-
responds to all three Ads $ 0, Aud $ 0, and Aus $ 0.
The only place in the observable universe where CSC could naturally occur is the
interior of neutron stars, however it is not know if it actually happens. The theoretical
studies of the CSC states, in addition to being of purely fundamental interest, are in
search of any experimentally detectable signatures of such occurrence.
1.2.7. Quarkyonic Matter
An existence of a cold dense phase (see also section 1.2.6 on the facing page) called
quarkyonic matter in the limit of Ne = oo was predicted by Larry McLerran and Robert
Pisarski in 2007 [115]. The phase diagram in the limit resembles the one shown on
Fig. 1.3 on page 21, except that the CSC phase is replaced with the quarkyonic one,
therefore the new phase could be considered as the CSC limit for the case Ne = oo. All
phase transitions in the infinite number of colors limit are of the first order and the
critical point does not exist. It is not clear as of today whether the quarkyonic matter
persists in some region of the phase diagram as the Ne is reduced to 3 (as in QCD) [77].
Some authors believe that the quarkyonic matter is just the N, = oo limit of the regular
nuclear liquid (see section 1.2.5 on page 27) [116], which makes it reasonable to suggest
that this is what the matter becomes in the case Ne = 3. As it was mentioned earlier
(see section 1.2.4.2 on page 26), quarkyonic matter could occupy the region on the QCD
phase diagram, in which the quark matter is both
1. quark and color confined, and
2. in the state of restored chiral symmetry,
however it is still being investigated whether the 2-nd statement is true. Matter sat-
isfying the two above conditions exists also in the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio with Polyakov
loops (PNJL) model [93].
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1.2.8. Phase Transitions, Crossovers, And Critical Points
In general, the issue of establishing the location and the type of transitions (i.e. phase
transitions and crossovers) between different forms of quark matter is not settled. Our
inability to perform neither nonperturbative calculations in QCD nor the lattice QCD
studies at nonvanishing PB due to the sign problem (see section 1.2.3 on page 24) makes
the scientific community to rely on models, which only approximately reflect some
properties of the studied systems and have often unknown or ill-defined values of their
parameters. Answers received in such model research are model-dependent and vary
strongly (including qualitatively) from one model to another. Therefore, I will summa-
rize here the results which are considered to be settled and give a few examples of what
might occur elsewhere. It seems, it will be up to the experimental research, such as the
lower energy program at RHIC, at the Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) at
the Gesellschaft fur Schwerionenforschung (GSI) in Darmstadt, and at the Nuclotron-
based Ion Collider fAcility (NICA) at the Joint Institute For Nuclear Research (JINR) in
Dubna, to resolve some of the remaining problems by probing properties of quark mat-
ter at higher PB values, while the current RHIC and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
heavy ion programs target PB ; 0 and T > T region of the QCD phase diagram (see
section 1.3 on page 32).
This section focuses mainly on the properties of the transition between the hadronic
states (see section 1.2.5 on page 27) and QGP (see section 1.2.4 on page 25) since it
is relevant to the experimental study performed for this thesis. Examples of possible
CSC states (see section 1.2.6 on page 28) phase diagrams were received by studying the
Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model [117] and the four-fermion model [118]. Transitions
between some of the hadronic states were explained in section 1.2.5 on page 27. Part
of the material relevant to the current discussion was already covered above where it fit
naturally, and will only be reminded here briefly.
Lattice QCD established that:
- the transition temperatures to the chirally symmetric and deconfined states at
PB = 0 are very close to each other, that is why it is normally believed that the two
transitions happen simultaneously, but it is not excluded that at larger pB it is not
the case (see section 1.2.4.2 on page 26),
- the transition from hadronic gas to QGP at pB = 0 is a crossover (see section 1.2.3
on page 24),
- the critical temperature T of transition from the hadronic gas state to the QGP at
pB= 0 in the case of 2 flavors is 171±4 MeV [119] and 173+8 MeV [120], and in the
case of 3 flavors is 154 +8 MeV [120], with subsequent studies in the case of 2+1
flavors giving 164 2 MeV [121]. The values are approximately in agreement with
the hadron resonance gas model, which predicts 176 8 MeV and 185 + 6 MeV
depending on the method [122]. Therefore, the conservative range of possible T
values is 140-200 MeV.
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The conclusions about how the transition from the hadronic states to QGP proceeds
at nonvanishing p values depend on a model used for the study. A few examples are
provided below. Following the transition line from pB =0, in the NJL and the PNJL (and
most of the other chiral [77]) models the crossover changes at some critical point E (at
which the phase transition is of the 2nd order, see Fig. 1.3 on page 21) into a 1 st order
phase transition all the way to T =0 [123]. The location of the critical point is predicted
in the lattice QCD calculations to be pBE = 360 + 40 MeV and TcE = 162 i2 MeV [121],
while in a 3 flavor PNJL model the location of the point is at IBE = 313 MeV and
TcE = 102 MeV [93]. The discussed critical point emerges from studying the transition
between the states with broken and restored chiral symmetries and is independent from
the transition between confined and deconfined states, and if the two transitions do not
occur simultaneously, the point would be much harder to locate in an experiment [93].
The baryon chemical potential probed in a heavy-ion collision experiment can be de-
creased by:
" increasing the collision energy [124],
- increasing the collision centrality [124],
- decreasing the absolute value of the rapidity of the considered particles produced
in the collision [124, 125]),
- increasing the ion atomic weight [126].
The temperature probed in such an experiment could be increased by:
- increasing the collision energy,
" increasing the collision centrality,
e decreasing the absolute value of the rapidity of the considered particles produced
in the collision [125, 127].
The proposed experimental signatures of a proximity to the critical point in the (T, pB)
plane are:
- minimum in the event-by-event fluctuations of T and pB [124, 126],
- maximum in the event-by-event fluctuations of pion multiplicity [124, 126],
- excess in the yield of low pr pions over thermal distribution [124, 126],
" maximum in the Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT) correlations [124],
" change in the fiT dependence of the p/p ratio [128].
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However, neither position nor even the existence of the critical point are guaranteed
based on the model and the lattice QCD studies and have to be tested experimentally.
There exists also a prediction of a so called triple point at pBT = 350 - 400 MeV and
TT = 150 - 160 MeV, where the hadronic states, the QGP and the quarkyonic matter
coexist [94]. An example of an even more exotic result is the prediction of two first or-
der transitions ending in two critical points (a LOFF crystalline phase is predicted in
between the hadronic gas and CSC states on the phase diagram) [129].
1.3. QGP Creation In Heavy Ion Collisions
Experimentally, QGP is studied in high energy collisions of fully ionized atoms of heavy
elements 16, which are normally referred to as heavy ion collisions. Such studies have
been performed for different elements at a variety of collision energies at the Super
Proton Synchrotron (SPS) and the LHC at CERN, the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron
(AGS) and the RHIC at BNL, and will be performed at the FAIR at GSI, and at the NICA at
JINR. The reason of using collisions of heavy nuclei is that it allows to create large vol-
umes 1 of QGP, which permits thermodynamic analysis of the produced system. Not
any heavy ion collision leads to QGP creation. Since this thesis studies Cu+Cu collisions
at 200 GeV per nucleon pair, the evidence will be provided below that
- the energy density of the produced in such collisions quark matter is enough for
a transition into QGP state, and
- the relevant degrees of freedom in the matter are quarks and not hadrons.
1.3.1. Energy Density
The energy density of the quark matter created in a heavy ion collision can be estimated
using the approach developed by James Bjorken 18 [130]:
N dNch 3 1
e =2-- (E) ,(1.5)
- dy 22t
where N/- is the number of colliding nucleons per unit area, dNch/dy is the multi-
plicity of charged particles per colliding nucleon produced in the collision at rapidity
y - 0, (E) is the average particle energy, 3/2 comes from the ratio of average numbers
16A fully ionized atom is just its nucleus.
17The volume has to be large in comparison to the characteristic length scale of the strong interaction
of - 1 fin, which is about the size of a nucleon.
18I believe that the original formulas (3) and (4) in Ref. [130] of Bjorken are wrong since they are missing
factor of 2. The calculation implicitly assumes that all the particles are massless and that pz < E in the
central rapidity region, and therefore the rapidity range of particles, which energy is included into the
calculation, is Ay = 2 -max(y)= 2 -max (j(ln(1+ pz/E) - ln(1 - pz IE))) ~ 2 -max (j2pz/E) ~ 2 1-2d/t.
Bjorken's calculation uses 2 times smaller rapidity range. The formula I use has the missing factor of 2
(shown in bold) added to it.
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Figure 1.4.: Lattice QCD result on the dependence of the quark matter energy density
on temperature. A clear transition from the hadronic state to QGP is visi-
ble. The minimal energy density, corresponding to the whole system being
in the QGP state, can be estimated from the figure as EQGP a 12.5-1-2 T i
1.5 GeV fm- 3, where Tn = 0.175 GeV and -= 85.6 fm- 3 GeV- 3 is the Stefan-
Boltzmann (also called the radiation) constant. The Stefan-Boltzmann for-
mula e = o T4 = g - (kB T)4 was derived for a photon gas with g=2 (po-
larization) internal degrees of freedom. The deviation from the formula is
due to the facts that in QGP, constituent particles have in addition color
and quark flavor quantum numbers and that the particles interact strongly
with each other, and so g c 38 (if QGP was an ideal gas of 3 quark flavors
and 8 gluons states, one would have g = 47.5). The rapid increase in the en-
ergy density at some critical T reflects the rapid increase in the number of
degrees of freedom in the system. The figure was adopted from Ref. [134].
of produced neutral to charged particles taken to be 1/2, and t is the time passed since
the collision (the calculation is done in natural units, so c = 1). Since only particles at
mid-rapidity are considered, then (E) e (ET). Most of the charged particles produced
in a heavy ion collision are pions, therefore (ET) I /(pT)2 + m2. Further consideration
will be done for central collisions. By fitting the PHOBOS experiment data on charged
hadron PT spectra in 0-6% Cu+Cu collisions at fiN=200 GeV [131] with an exponen-
tial function at low PT (for example, in the 0-2 GeV range), where most of the particles
are produced, one can estimate that (PT) : 0.5 GeV In such collisions the multiplic-
ity of charged particles N -dNeh/dy ; 185 [132], where N = 63 is the atomic weight of
Cu. The radius of a Cu nucleus is Rcu F 1.12N'/ 3 fm [133] and the cross section area
.a = 7rR2 62.4 fin 2 .
A few prerequisite remarks are needed before one can estimate the value of the pa-
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rameter t in Eq. 1.5. Our goal is to estimate the highest energy density achieved by the
quark matter created in a heavy ion collision requiring simultaneously the matter be-
ing in a thermodynamic equilibrium. The amount of time c it takes for the system to
achieve such equilibrium (called the thermalization or the equilibration time) is still un-
der discussion and has large uncertainty. During non-central collisions of nuclei at high
energies, a correlation (called the ellipticflow) between the number of particles emitted
at an azimuthal angle with respect to the plane in which a collision occurs (the reaction
plane) and the angle itself is predicted [135] and observed in an experiment (see, for
example, Ref. [136]). The magnitude of the correlation is well described by the mod-
els, which treat the thermalized quark matter as a liquid (the hydrodynamics models),
assuming that the time r is 0.25-0.6 fm/c [137-139]. Such short thermalization times
are possible to explain in the theory assuming formation of a strongly coupled QGP in
heavy ion collisions [140, 141]. However, it is also believed that at such short times the
system dynamics is still dominated by the asymptotic freedom domain of the strong
interaction and therefore the thermalization times are considered to be too short to be
plausible, leading to attempts to increase the theoretical estimates on u by introducing
a weakly coupled evolution time period (-c > 2.6 fm/c if all the equilibration is done
in the weak coupling regime) [1421, a free streaming stage [138], or by estimating the
time directly using the Boltzmann transport equation to be ' ~1.6 fm/c [143]. Overall a
reasonable estimate is r ~1 fm/c and t = r, leading to the energy density evaluation of
2 3 1
e ~ -185. -(0.5 GeV)2 +-(0.14 GeV)2 2 - 1 =2.3 GeV fm-3.62.4 fm2  2 21 fm
It has to be pointed out that Eq. 1.5 is only approximate, since (in addition to the re-
marks in footnote 18 on page 32) it does not take into account the energy carried by the
pz component of particles and neglects the difference between rapidity and pseudora-
pidity. A more modern estimate of the energy density is [1441:
N To 9 dNch 1 (1.6)
-a t 4 dy 0.5'
where To (To ~ 0.325 GeV at RHIC collision energies) is the initial temperature of the
thermalized quark matter gives even higher estimate of the initial energy density (e ~
4.3 GeV fm- 3). Both estimates give the energy density above the minimal value co ~
0.5 - 1 GeV fm- 3 provided by the lattice QCD calculations at which the transition into
QGP occurs (see Fig. 1.4 on the preceding page) [145].
1.3.2. Constituent Quark Scaling Of The Elliptic Flow
The second convincing evidence, that the quark matter produced in heavy ion col-
lisions has quarks and not hadrons as its constituents, comes from the Solenoidal
Tracker At RHIC (STAR) [146, 147] and the Pioneering High Energy Nuclear Interaction
eXperiment (PHENIX) [146] experiments data on the elliptic flow scaling. The data show
that for various identified hadrons v2/(nq -e) is a universal function of KET/nq (see the
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Figure 1.5.: Identified hadron elliptic flow v2 scaled with the number of constituent
quarks nq and the event eccentricity e as a function of KET = mT - m
+m2- m scaled with nq. The figure was adopted from Ref. [146].
caption of Fig. 1.5 for definitions of the variables) independent of event centrality, con-
stituent quark content of the hadrons (up to the charmed quark), and size of the collided
nuclei (including the Cu+Cu collisions at -,=200 GeV studied in this thesis). The data
can be explained by the quark coalescence model [148], but in the logic of the paper PT
has to be replaced everywhere with ET (the two are exactly equal for massless quarks,
and the later is a good approximation in the chirally symmetric state of QGP), and one
has to claim that the pT values, at which the elliptic flow measurements are done at
RHIC, are high enough for the partons propagation to be independent from each other
but low enough for the hadron production during the QGP decay to be dominated by
the quark coalescence and not by parton fragmentation.
1.4. Strangeness And # Meson Production In QGP
It was predicted by Johann Rafelski and Berndt Miller that strange particles would be
produced more abundantly (relative to other hadrons and absolutely) in the QGP state
of quark matter in comparison to hadron gas [153-155]. Therefore such abundance, if
observed experimentally in heavy ion (in comparison to pp and pA) collisions, could
be used as a signature of a transition of the produced matter at some stage of evolution
into QGP. The predicted strangeness enhancement was a factor of 10-50 [154]. The
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Compilation of the measured dependencies on /-s- of various particle
yields at mid-rapidity. The lines were added to the figures to indicate the
trends exhibited by the data at the highest energies below those at RHIC. As
can be seen, the strange particle yields in nucleus-nucleus collisions mea-
sured at the AGS and the SPS energies indicate a rise in dN/dy values as a
function of Vs~, with the exception of A baryons, which have dN/dy values
decreasing as a function of V1;; at the SPS energies. Figure (a) was adopted
with modifications from the arXiv version of Ref. [149]. Figure (b) is a com-
pilation of results published in Ref. [150-152] before RHIC started operation
(comparison to the measurements performed afterward will be done in sec-
tion 7.8 on page 222). The comparison on the figures is done between differ-
ent collision systems. However, almost all of the data points are for Au+Au
and Pb+Pb collisions, and the mass of the two nuclei species is very close to
each other (~ 197 versus - 207), therefore a rough comparison is justified.
enhancement of # meson (quark content ss) production would be even higher than
for strangeness overall, since it was predicted that s9 clustering is enhanced (i.e. higher
fraction of all strangeness is in s§ pairs) by a factor -1-3 if a system created in a heavy
ion collision goes through the QGP state versus the situation in which only hadronic gas
is formed [156].
The two reasons of the strangeness enhancement are:
1. A much higher density of gluons in QGP in comparison to hadron gas, which leads
to increased production of strange quarks through the gg -+ ss channel 19 [156].
In hadron gas, gluons are confined inside of the constituent hadrons, which limits
the volume occupied by gluons and therefore their average density, and makes the
191t is estimated that the gg -- s§ channel is responsible for > 90% of the total strangeness production
in QGP , while the rest is produced in qq annihilations (see Fig. 1.7 on the facing page) [153].
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Figure 1.7.: The lowest (tree) level diagrams of the strange quarks production:
a) qq --+ s., b) gg -> ss. The figure was adopted from Ref. [153].
reaction to be restricted in space in time to the hadron collisions. In addition, the
energy density and so the temperature and consequently the gluon density inside
of hadrons are lower as well than in the QGP state.
2. The mass of the strange quark is significantly lower in QGP due to the chiral sym-
metry restoration, which makes it much easier to produce in the state an ss pair
in a qq or gg collision. It can be understood the following way [157]. As it was
pointed out in section 1.2.4.2 on page 26, chiral condensate is (0|1PL1PR + t/RlILIO)
and if a massless (for example, right-handed) quark propagates through the con-
densate, it could get annihilated by the 4 'R operator and then ZPL acting on the
vacuum 10) would create a left-handed quark, the net result being as if the original
quark switched helicity, which is only possible if the quark was massive. There-
fore effectively a quark acquires mass in a chiral condensate. Consequently, in a
chirally symmetric state (for example, in the QGP) a quark mass is just its current
mass, and in a chiral condensate the mass is larger and is called the constituent
mass of the quark.
Trends exhibited by the data on dN/dy of strange particles at mid-rapidity at the AGS
and the SPS energies as a function of vs~; are shown on Fig. 1.6 on the facing page. As
can be seen, no such specific range of Vs-i values is visible, which could be associated
with a strong enhancement of strangeness production due to formation of QGP at some
stage of evolution of a system created in a heavy ion collision, contrary to the theoretical
predictions described above. And so, it is an intriguing question to check if strange
particle production becomes strongly enhanced at any of the higher collision energies
(and at corresponding to them higher energy densities of QCD matter), causing a great
interest in an experimental investigation of the strange hadron yields at RHIC.
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1.4.1. Statistical Hadronization Model
As it is well known from quantum mechanics, the volume in the phase space (3 spacial
and 3 momentum coordinates) occupied by one quantum state, related to a motion of
a particle through space along, for example, x-axis, is AxApx = 2,7rh. For a motion in
3-dimensional space of a particle with g internal degrees of freedom, the total number
of states available in the phase space volume d3xd 3p is
d3xd 3pd6 N=g .2r1)(21rh)3
Combining the Quantum Field Theory (QFT) spin-statistics theorem, the requirement
that any microscopic quantum state of a given energy can be populated with an equal
probability, and the quantum number conservation laws, one gets for an average num-
ber of particles per quantum state:
1 for fermions
exp [(E - p)/T] ± l bosons
Since all quarks are spin-1/2 particles, baryons are combinations of 3 constituent
quarks or antiquarks and therefore are fermions, and mesons are constituent quark-
antiquark pairs and so are bosons, we get for the expected number of hadrons in a sys-
tem in the full thermal equilibrium:
d 6N g 1 for baryons
d 3xd 3p (2nh)3 exp [(E-p)/T] 1 mesons
If particles and their antiparticles have +1 and -1 unit of some conserved charge cor-
respondingly, then when one calculates the most probable distribution of the particles
over the available energy levels taking into account conservation of the charge (and of
other conserved quantities, like energy), mathematically the contribution of the charge
conservation law to the Lagrange function is -p (dNpartices - dNantiparticles), where dNk
is the number of (anti)particles in a small k-th energy range and y is the Lagrange mul-
tiplier, leading to the chemical potentials of particles and antiparticles having oppo-
site signs. From the same mathematics, if the particles have more than one conserved
charge (for example, if there are two such charges A and B), then the total chemical po-
tential of the particles is the sum of the chemical potentials associated with each of the
charges (i.e. p = PA + PB). The later means, particularly, that the full chemical potential
of a quark is equal to the sum of its baryon chemical potential and its flavor chemical
potential 20.
The Statistical Hadronization Model (SHM) adds the following ideas to the basic ther-
modynamics picture explained above:
200nly exactly conserved charges related to the strong interaction are considered here. For example,
the regular electric charge and strong isospin chemical potentials could also be considered in a more
detailed description.
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- The chemical potential of a hadron (q q2 q3 for baryons and qiq2 for mesons) is
equal to the sum of chemical potentials of its constituent quarks (p =[tl +112 +13
and y= p1 - p2 correspondingly) [1581. This approximation is exactly correct
if the constituent quarks of a hadron do not interact with each other, which in
reality is not the case (for example, AO/n, or A+/p have the same quark content
but different mass due to different interaction energy between the constituent
quarks, therefore their chemical potentials are not the same, however in the SHM
approximation their chemical potentials are equal).
- To describe phenomenologically deviations from the full thermodynamic equi-
librium, each constituent quark flavor is assigned a phase space occupancyfac-
tor Y, which is nearly equal to the ratio of the number of quarks of a given flavor
in the medium to the one expected for a full equilibrium [159]. The phase space
occupancy factor of a hadron is approximated as a product of the factors of its
constituent quarks. The occupancy factors of quarks and of their antiquarks are
taken to be equal.
And so the number of primary hadrons resulting from the medium decay in the SHM is
equal to (d 3 p 4 rp 2dp, j d3x = V, and E= p2+ m2);
gV fX0 p2 d p
N= 2 h3 (1.7)
(rlr2r3)~1 ex p2 2 p + Y avor)/
"+" for baryons q1q2q3,"-" for antibaryons 41q2q3
N= V p,2 dp (1.8)
2x2h3 (rlr2)'exp 2+m2T- (pavor avor)/T] - 1
for mesons q 142
where pb is the baryon chemical potential and p1avor is the flavor chemical potential
of the i-th quark. The formulas above are convoluted with the relativistic Breit-Wigner
distribution around the mass m of a hadron, and since in an experiment one observes
the mixture of primary and secondary (resulting from strong decays of other) hadrons,
the multiplicities to be compared to the data are found from all the heavier hadron de-
cays as N)dat a = N +X, Br(k -+ j)Nk [160]. It is normally assumed that the light u and
d quarks are in full thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e. ru = Yr= 1, while the other model
parameters are figured out from a fit of the hadron yields or the hadron yield ratios in
data. If the parameters could be estimated beforehand (based on an extrapolation of the
fit results of previous measurements), then the SHM could be used to predict the hadron
yields for a new experiment. Before RHIC became operational, it was shown, that the
SHM is very successful in describing the hadron yields in heavy ion collisions [161-164],
as well as in e+e- collisions [165], in intermediate energy pp and high energy pp col-
lisions [166], and the mTdependence of the yields in intermediate energy irp, pp, Kp,
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e+e- collisions [167]. It is tempting to explain the agreement between the SHM and
the heavy ion data as a formation in the collisions of thermodynamically equilibrated
medium with quarks and gluons as constituent particles, which transits into hadron gas
once the critical temperature is reached during the medium expansion. However, such
unambiguous interpretation assumes that such a medium is formed also in elemen-
tary e+e- and single hadron collisions, which would require very short thermalization
times and could be explained assuming formation of a very strongly coupled medium,
but the later is in contradiction with the asymptotic freedom of the QCD at high colli-
sion energies. Therefore, the only reliable way to understand the mechanism of particle
production in heavy ion collisions at the moment is to study it experimentally. It is in-
teresting to note, that even though it is not possible to predict reliably strange particle
yields using the SHM at any new collision energy, crude estimates show that strong en-
hancement of the yields at the highest RHIC energy based on the model parameters at
the AGS and the SPS energies is not excluded (see Fig. 1.8 on the next page).
1.4.2. <5 Meson As A Probe Of QGP
1.4.2.1. # Meson Decay Time
For a particle decaying mainly through the strong interaction, #5 mesons have a long
lifetime of u = 1/10 = 1/4.26 MeV~_ 46.3 fm/c (the typical time of such decays is ~
1 fm/c) [169]. The long life of # mesons is due to the combination of the following two
factors:
. Decays of the # meson into non strange mesons (see Fig. 1.9(a) for an example)
are suppressed due to the OZI [39, 170-172] rule, since they require the ss pair to
annihilate first into high energy gluons (the gluons have to be energetic enough
to be able to produce the decay product mesons), which then couple to several
qq pairs - the constituent quarks of the final state mesons. However at high trans-
ferred momentum the coupling of the gluons to quarks is weak (the QCD asymp-
totic freedom) and therefore such decays are suppressed.
- Decays of the # meson into kaons (see Fig. 1.9(b)) are the OZI rule allowed, since
in that case all the initial state quarks exist also in the final state (there is no pure
gluon stage in the lowest order Feynman QCD diagram) and since the mass of
the # meson (mg ~ 10 19.455 MeV) is very close to a mass of two kaons (mK+K- t
987.354 MeV, myoKo ~ 995.228 MeV) [169], all virtual gluons are of low momentum
and therefore with strong coupling to quarks. However, due to this closeness of
mass, the phase space available to the decay product kaons is very small, and
therefore the decay channels # --> K+K- and # -+ KOKO are suppressed as well.
1.4.2.2. 4 Meson Interaction Cross-Section
Before the beginning of the heavy ion programs at the AGS (started in 1986) and the SPS
(heavy ion injector available as well in 1986), there existed two different points of view
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Figure 1.8.: The figure shows the dependencies on Vs- of temperature T and of
baryon chemical potential IB found by fitting heavy ion collision data us-
ing SHM [149]. Even though the model is able to describe particle yields
well in various high energy collisions (see section 1.4.1 on page 38), it is
not straightforward to use the model to predict strangeness production as a
function of V in heavy ion collisions (of fixed centrality and fixed atomic
weight) to check if the production is strongly enhanced in some specific
range of V values due to formation of QGP at some stage of evolution
of matter created in the collisions. We have reasons to believe (based on
the trend exhibited by the total multiplicity of produced particles as a func-
tion of V at lower energies) that at very high VT, values the total num-
ber of produced particles has to be large in comparison to the number of
nucleons (the total baryon number) in the collided nuclei and so pB must
have a very small positive value. We also know that the extracted T values
should approximate the chemical freeze-out temperature (see footnote 6 on
page 192), which in turn cannot exceed T (140-200 MeV, see section 1.2.8
on page 30). However, since T and pB (as well as r-factors and pf or) are
extracted in SHM by fitting experimental data, it is not possible to say for
sure based on the low energy behavior what the parameters should be at the
RHIC energies, namely, based on the knowledge of the T and pB values at
the AGS and the SPS energies, one can only estimate that baryons/mesons
with m ~, 1 GeV (for example, #5 mesons) could be enhanced by any factor
in the range from 1 to 50/10 if the highest SPS energy is compared to the
highest RHIC energy (in the estimate, all the r-factors were set to unity and
all pflavor were set to zero, and as a consequence this crude estimate is inde-
pendent of the constituent quark content of hadrons).
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Figure 1.9.: The OZI rule forbidden (a) and allowed (b) strong decays of the # me-
son. The figures were adopted from [168]. (see section 1.4.2 on page 40 for
details).
on the probability of interactions of the # meson with high temperature hadronic gas
medium:
- Asher Shor argued in 1985 that due to the restrictions on the interactions imposed
by the OZI rule, # mesons would not scatter significantly at the hadronic gas stage
of the evolution of a system created in a heavy ion collision after they are pro-
duced in a decaying QGP [173]. The total scattering cross-section was measured
in a photoproduction experiment on a liquid H2 target to be -7.7-8.7 mb [174], of
which ~8-14% is due to scattering and the rest is due to the absorption # N -+ YK,
where K is a kaon and Y is a strange hyperon [173]. Numerically, it means that
random # meson would get absorbed in a 7 fm radius nucleus with a probabil-
ity ~30% and scattered with a probability -3-5%. Combined with the long life of
# mesons, it means that # mesons of high enough momentum would be able to
escape the hot hadronic gas medium retaining the information about the condi-
tions at which they were produced. This picture assumed that the observable in
an experiment # mesons are produced in coalescence of strange quarks in QGP
decay.
- In the other point of view [156], it is argued that since the mass of a # meson is
very close to the mass of two kaons, it is essentially a KK cluster, which would
frequently participate in quark exchange reactions during collisions with other
hadrons, therefore the number of # mesons would be just somewhat (factor of
~1-3, due to an enhanced s9 clustering) higher than in an equilibrated hadron
gas with enhanced strange quark content. That assumes that a large fraction of
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observable in an experiment # mesons would be produced not in a QGP decay,
but at the hadron gas stage of evolution of a system created in a heavy ion colli-
sion.
The total cross-section ~oN of interaction of f mesons with a nucleon target has been
studied as well in other photoproduction experiments. Here one has to distinguish co-
herent (where the target is essentially a nucleon in free space, like the hydrogen target
in Ref. [174] mentioned above, which is achieved by using targets with very low atomic
mass A - 1) and incoherent (where targets with large A are used to study photoproduc-
tion on an in nuclear medium target nucleon) photoproduction. If oN is the same in
free space and in nuclear medium, then the total cross-section of # meson photopro-
duction on a nuclear target UA would be approximately proportional to A, since CgN
in free space is small. And if ogN in nuclear medium is larger than in free space, then
significant fraction of # mesons would be absorbed in target nuclei and uA would grow
slower than UA oc A. Incoherent #) meson photoproduction experiments showed a large
increase (by a factor - 4) of OpN inside nuclear medium [175, 176] 21. The results of
such experiments cannot directly be used in interpretation of heavy ion collision data
since the temperature inside a nucleus is much lower (S 10 MeV) and the medium is
composed mostly of nucleons and pions only. However, they prove that in-medium ef-
fects on a # meson, and in particular on UgN, are significant. Such effects can only be
reliably studied experimentally at the moment, including figuring out which of the two
points of view on the # meson scattering cross-section in high temperature hadronic
gas medium is correct.
1.4.3. In-Medium Effects On The < Meson
Since about the beginning of 1980's, many QCD sum rules [177], lattice QCD, and model
based calculations of modifications of hadron properties (i.e. the mass, width, branching
ratios, and rate interactions with other hadrons) in a QCD medium at high temperatures
have been done, starting with the work which studied the change in the position and
width of the p-meson [178]. Such modifications are predicted to occur either in heavy
ion collisions, that do not lead to a creation of a QGP, or at the mixed 22 and the hadron
gas stages of the evolution of a system created in the collisions. The in-medium effects
could also offer an alternative (i.e. not requiring QGP formation) explanation for the
difference in hadron yields between elementary (i.e. e+e-, pp, and pp) and heavy ion
collisions. This section aims to review the calculations for the # meson and to point out
the advantages of searching for the modifications experimentally on the example of #
mesons, and, in particular, of using the # -+ K+K- decay channel for the purpose.
2 1The increase is from ~8 mb [174] to 351 mb [175]. In addition, an optical model interpretation of
the Ref. [175] data gives 23 < 1ON < 63 mb [176].
22
"Mixed" stage means that hadrons coexist with free quarks and gluons.
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1.4.3.1. Change Of Mass Of The # Meson
Study of the # -> K+K- decay channel is especially interesting since the #5 me-
son mass (~1.019 GeV) is very close to the sum of masses of the decay products
(2 mK ~0.987 GeV). Therefore even a small change in the mass of # mesons or kaons,
while submerged into a hot medium, would have a strong effect on the decay proper-
ties [179-181]. For example, if at some temperature the # meson mass is smaller than
the sum of K+ and K~ masses, then the # -> K+K- decay would not be observed for #
mesons decaying inside the medium. As it was pointed out above (see section 1.4.2.1
on page 40), # meson has a long lifetime of ~ 46.3 fm, which would allow it to escape
the medium created in a heavy ion collision (see section 1.4.2.2 on page 40). How-
ever, it was also alternatively predicted that the lifetime of the hadronic fireball, cre-
ated in such a collision would be of the same scale, allowing a significant fraction of
# mesons to decay inside the medium [179, 182, 183]. In particular, the time the fire-
ball spends near (assumed to be a 1 st order) transition temperature between QGP and
hadronic gas was estimated from hydrodynamical calculations with transverse flow to
be - 10 fm/c [184, 185]. If the mass of # mesons in matter stays above the sum of K+
and K- masses, then a second # peak could be observed in the # --> K+K- decay chan-
nel, similar to the one predicted in the dilepton channel [184-186], where the low and
high mass peaks correspond to #) mesons decaying inside and outside of the medium
correspondingly. The presence of the lower invariant mass # meson peak and its trans-
verse momentum dependence were proposed as a signature of a transition of matter
into QGP in heavy ion collisions and as a way to determine experimentally the transi-
tion temperature between QGP and hadronic gas correspondingly [184, 185].
It was argued in section 1.4.2.2 on page 40 that an enhanced 4) meson production in
heavy ion collisions is a signature of QGP formation, however the enhancement could
also be explained by the in hot hadronic gas changes of the # meson and kaon masses as
well as of the kaon production cross-section [188], and so by studying the 4) meson peak
experimentally the two alternative scenarios could be probed. If, in fact, both ideas are
correct, i.e. a system created in a heavy ion collision goes through the QGP phase during
its evolution and the # mesons mass is reduced in a medium (see Fig. 1.10 on the next
page), then it is energetically easier to create them, which combined with an enhanced
strangeness production at the QGP stage (see section 1.4 on page 35), would lead to a
dramatic enhancement of the observed # meson yield [187].
A simple way to explain [182] why the masses of hadrons at high temperatures were
expected to be reduced, is to think in terms of the naive constituent quark model. In
the model the mass of a hadron is just the sums of masses of its constituent quarks.
As it was pointed out in section 1.4 on page 35 on the example of the strange quark,
the masses of quarks are significantly lower in QGP (equal to their current masses) due
to the chiral symmetry restoration, in comparison to hadronic gas (equal to their con-
stituent masses). Therefore, the closer the temperature of a hadronic gas is to the tran-
sition temperature to QGP, the lower the masses of all hadrons are expected to be.
However, there are predictions of an increase of the # meson mass in a hot hadronic
environment as well [189].
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Figure 1.10.: One example of a prediction [187] of the # meson mass dependence on
the medium density (a) and temperature (b) calculated using the QCD sum
rules, where L is the medium density and go is the density of normal nu-
clear matter. See section 1.4.3 on page 43 for details.
1.4.3.2. Change Of Width Of The # Meson
The width of hadrons in a medium is expected to be modified due to interactions (col-
lisions) with the environment (other hadrons or quarks). In such interactions (for ex-
ample, # + n -> K() a hadron could be converted to another hadron. Therefore the
interactions add extra channels through which a hadron can get destructed and cre-
ated and consequently changing the hadron width if the initial chemical composition
of the hadron gas into which the hadron is submerged is not in a chemical equilib-
rium [180, 190, 191]. That leads to a situation when even particles, which are stable in
vacuum, could get destroyed at some rate in a QCD medium, and so would have a non-
vanishing width. The density and the composition of a thermodynamically equilibrated
medium, into which a hadron is submerged, determine the rate and the type of interac-
tions of the hadron with its environment and are a function the medium temperature,
leading to a temperature dependence of the hadron width.
It is important to distinguish the decay width of a hadron, which effects the observed
width of the invariant mass distribution of the hadron decay products, and the colli-
sional (or scattering) width, which just effects the rates of destruction and creation of
the hadron in a medium. The later width was explained in the previous paragraph.
What follows describes the effects on the observed decay width of a hadron.
Another effect, which can cause broadening of the # meson peak, is a reduction in the
momentum resolution of the # decay products due to their scattering on the medium
constituent particles.
As well, the so called stimulated decay processes in matter contribute to increasing of
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Figure 1.11.: An example of a prediction of temperature dependence of # meson mass
and width [181]. The lines were made thicker on the plots for better
visibility.
hadron widths in matter [190].
In addition, the mass of a hadron and/or of its decay products might change in a
medium, and the process might both decrease and increase the hadron width (due to a
change in the available phase space for all/some of the hadron decays channels), com-
peting with or enhancing the changes in width mentioned above. However the final
predicted effect is an increase (up to a factor of 2-8 near T) [181-183, 186, 191] (see also
Fig. 1.11) of the # meson width at nonvanishing temperatures.
Different decay channel widths of a hadron might be modified by a different factor,
and if some decay channel width is only a small fraction of the total decay width, its
modification might be better studied by a comparison of its branching ratio with respect
to other channels or, which is the same thing, one could study relative yields of the
hadron measured using different decay channels.
It is important to notice that an increase of # mesons decay width in a medium means
that they would decay at a faster rate, have shorter mean lifetime c = 1/F, and there-
fore have an increased probability to decay inside the medium, which in turn would
make it easier to observe the effect in an experiment despite the long lifetime of #
mesons in vacuum (see section 1.4.2.1 on page 40).
1.4.3.3. Change Of Symmetry Of The # Meson Peak
Another possibility is a change in the symmetry of the # meson peak, studied through
the # -+ K+K- decay channel. It was predicted based on experimentally measured
forward scattering amplitudes that the # meson peak would become asymmetric at
high temperatures due to a difference in in-medium potentials of K+ and K- (daugh-
ter K+ getting a higher share of the # meson decay energy than K-) as well as due to a
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change in momentum of charged kaons as they escape the medium (K+ being acceler-
ated, while K- being slowed down) [183].
1.4.3.4. Experimental Evidence Of # Meson In Medium Modifications
Experimental evidence of a significant increase in a normal nuclear matter of the total
cross-section of interaction of # mesons with nucleons was given in section 1.4.2.2 on
page 40.
KEK-PS E325 collaboration studied modifications of #5 meson mass and width at nor-
mal nuclear density using the # --+ e+e- decay channel [192]. The results indicate a
decrease of the # meson mass by 3.410.6% and an increase in both the total Ft and
partial decay width of the # -- + ee- channel F" by a factor of 3.61'-.
The above results demonstrate that in-medium modifications of #5 meson properties
are not a pure theoretical speculation, but are effects which are studied experimentally.
1.5. Goals Of This Thesis
The first goal of this thesis is to measure the invariant yield of # meson production in
Cu+Cu collisions at f--,=200 GeV as a function of transverse momentum and collision
centrality, including the very low pt <130 MeV region not reachable by any other exper-
iment. The measurement will be used to extract dN/dy of #5 mesons near mid-rapidity
and their effective temperature T using Eq. 1.2 on page 23 as a function of collision
centrality. The dependence of the parameters as a function Vs;7 will be studied. The
yield of # mesons and the ratio of the yield to the yield of all charged particles will be
compared for different Vs;~N values.
The second goal is to search for in-medium modifications of # meson decay proper-
ties using # -> K+K- channel, looking for evidence of any changes in # meson mass,
width and peak symmetry.
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2. The PHOBOS Experiment
The data on Cu+Cu collisions at v/s-=200 GeV used for the measurements performed
in this thesis were taken by the PHOBOS detector at RHIC in 2005. The collisions were
provided by the RHIC-AGS accelerator complex. Information from the following sub-
detectors of PHOBOS was utilized in the data analysis: 1) the spectrometer - a set of
silicon pad detectors (used for a reconstruction of charged particles trajectories) placed
in a magnetic field created by a dipole magnet, 2) the octagon - an other set of silicon
pad detectors (used for a determination of event centrality), 3) Time Zero and Paddle
counters as well as Zero Degree Calorimeters (used for the collision triggering).
2.1. Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
RHIC is a heavy ion and longitudinally polarized proton-proton collider constructed
with a budget of ~$620M at BNL in 1991-1999 in Upton, NY, USA with the original idea
dating back to 1983 and R&D work starting in 1987 [193]. First collisions delivered by
RHIC (on June 12, 2000) were those of Au+Au at /=56 GeV Since then experiments
were performed colliding Au+Au, Cu+Cu, d+Au and polarized protons at energies of
/s;~=7.7-500 GeV [194]. Operation at a range of energies allows to study properties
of the quark matter as a function of energy density. pp collisions data provide a refer-
ence for the heavy ion collision measurements, as they allow to study mostly primary
collisions between quarks and gluons only with little contamination by secondary in-
teractions between the produced particles. In addition, being able to collide particles
at and below the RHIC injection energy provides connection to results from the pre-
ceding experiments. Data on the collision events were taken by four physics detectors:
Broad RAnge Hadron Magnetic Spectrometers (BRAHMS) [195], PHENIX [196], PHO-
BOS [197], and STAR [198].
The initial source of particles for RHIC is provided by a tandem Van de Graaff acceler-
ator for heavy ion beams and by a linac for polarized protons. Focusing on heavy ions,
the input negatively charged ions for the Van de Graaff accelerator are provided by a
pulsed sputter source [199], in which C+5 ions hit a target of material, which nuclei are
intended for the final acceleration in RHIC, producing a beam of negatively (Q = -1)
charged ions. Let us consider the heaviest ions, which RHIC can accelerate, Au+7 9 as
an example [200]. The A u-1 ions are accelerated in the Van de Graaff accelerator from
ground to a +14 MV potential in a static electric field and then collided with a 2 [ig/cm 2
carbon strippingfoil [201]. In in the process the Au' ions acquire a positive charge
Q = +12, and are accelerated further (back to ground potential) at the second stage of
the Van de Graaff accelerator to energy of ~1 MeV/nucleon. At the exit from the Van
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Figure 2.1.: Scheme of the RHIC accelerator complex. The figure was adopted from
Ref. [193].
de Graaff accelerator the gold ions are stripped of electrons again by a 8 [tg/cm 2 carbon
foil to have a charge Q = +32. After that the ions travel a - 850 m transfer line to the
Booster Synchrotron, where they are accelerated to the energy of 95 MeV/nucleon and
at the exit are stripped of electrons again by a 24.2 mg/cm 2 carbon foil or a combination
of 6.4 mg/cm2 aluminum foil followed by 9.2 mg/cm2 vitreous carbon foil. The charge
of the ions after that is Q = +77 and they are helium like having only two K-shell elec-
trons left. High vacuum provided by the booster is important for the functioning of the
whole RHIC complex, since it allowed to switch from the maximum accelerated nucleus
charge of +14 (Si) to the of +79 (Au) [202] and to increase the intensity of the beams
delivered to the AGS [203]. The AGS accelerates the ions further to 8.86 GeV/nucleon
and at the exit a 522 mg/cm2 Al 2 0 or a 48.9 mg/cm 2 tungsten stripping foil removes
the remaining 2 electrons, leaving bare gold nuclei entering the RHIC.
RHIC is a two-ring superconducting collider with a circumference of ~3.8 km. The
RHIC rings have a hexagonal shape (see Fig. 2.1). The intersection points of the two
counter rotating in the same horizontal plane (the clockwise "blue" and the counter-
clockwise "yellow") beams are located in the middle of the hexagon sides (the ~ 277 m
long straight sectors). The beams are controlled with 1740 NbTi superconducting mag-
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Figure 2.2.: Schematic PHOBOS detector setup in 2003.
nets (dipole ones are used for bending a beam, quadrupole and sextupole ones are used
for focusing it) operating in forced-flow helium at a design temperature of ~4.6 K with
dipole magnets in the arc sections of RHIC providing 3.45 T field [204]. RHIC is able
to provide average collision luminosities of 2 1030 cm 2 s-1 during heavy ion runs [1941.
It accelerates the particles in groups, called bunches, each bunch consisting of ~- 109
nuclei for Au+79, with higher bunch multiplicities possible for lighter ions [200].
2.2. PHOBOS Detector
PHOBOS detector consisted of four main parts: multiplicity detectors (see section
2.2.5.2), vertex detectors (see section 2.2.5.1), silicon magnetic spectrometer (see sec-
tion 2.2.5.3), trigger and centrality measurement detectors (see sections 2.2.2, 2.2.3),
and 2.2.4). The detector design goals were measurement of particles near mid-rapidity
(0 5 r, 5 2), particle identification for PT 5 1 GeV/c, and optimized detection of low
PT particles [205]. An other design goal was a high acceptance for two-particle mea-
surements, however this goal was not achieved, since the PHOBOS spectrometer allows
analysis of only 1-2% of all produced particles, which means that the acceptance for two
particle decays (like # -> K+K-) is -10-4, and that is the main reason why the measure-
ment done in this thesis turned out to be so technically difficult to perform using data
from the PHOBOS detector (see section 5.1 on page 89).
This section describes the PHOBOS detectors used in the data analysis performed for
this thesis. Information about other parts of the PHOBOS experiment hardware can be
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found elsewhere [2051.
2.2.1. Coordinate System
PHOBOS detector coordinate system was chosen in such a way that the z -axis is ori-
ented along the rotational symmetry axis of the RHIC beam pipe (which is a 76 mm in
diameter ~ 1.0 mm thick Be tube 1 in the 12 m region near the PHOBOS detectors). The
x-axis is oriented horizontally pointing towards the TOFB, TOFC, and SpecTrig detec-
tors (see Fig. 2.2 on the preceding page), and the y-axis is oriented vertically upward
with respect to the floor level in the PHOBOS detector area of the RHIC tunnel (see
Fig. 2.2 on the previous page). The origin of the system was chosen with respect to the
spectrometer sensors in the nominal interaction point as shown on Fig. 2.10 on page 61.
2.2.2. Paddle Counters
These are 2 circular shaped plastic scintillator counters 2, each split into 16 "paddle"
shaped sectors centered at the beam pipe perpendicular to it (see Fig. 2.3(a) on the fac-
ing page). Each paddle sector is a module consisting from a plastic scintillator slab near
the beam pipe, followed by a light guide connected to a Photomultiplier Tube (PMT).
Each PMT is covered in black epoxy for light tightness, wrapped in a 2 mm mu-metal
magnetic shield and attached to the structure with a silicon elastometer. All the scintil-
lators and light guides are wrapped in a layer of aluminum and a layer of black vinyl.
The paddle detectors were located at z = ±3.21 m around the center of the PHOBOS
detector coordinate system (see section 2.2.1). The counters covered 94% of the solid
angle corresponding to 3 < IrjI < 4.5 region in pseudorapidity and 0 < 1 1 < 27r region
in azimuthal angle, and served as the primary collision trigger (see section 4.1). The
detector timing resolution was ~, 1 ns, the signal-to-noise ratio was about 20:1, and
energy resolution for one Minimum Ionizing Particle (MIP) (energy loss AE = 1.7 MeV)
of UE/AE=45%. While the energy and time resolution of each individual scintillator
was about OE/AE=1 1-14% and 300-400 ps correspondingly.
Calibration. The time calibration [208] of the counters was performed by a compari-
son of event vertex z -coordinates determined from
- the difference in time between the signals from the two paddle detectors (the
same idea as the one explained in section 4.1.2.3 on page 73),
- the hit positions in the silicon sensors (see section 4.3 on page 75).
The pedestal peak of a paddle detector module is the distribution of signals it produces
in the absence of any external influence (i.e. without any particles hitting it) due to
various sources of noise. The energy calibration of the detectors was performed for
each paddle module separately by adjusting the voltage supplied to the module PMT
'Contradicting information about the beam pipe dimensions is given in Ref. [205, 206]. The former
cites the tube exterior diameter to be 10 cm.
2The detectors are denoted as "Paddle" on Fig. 2.2 on the previous page.
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Figure 2.3.: (a) Paddle counter detector. (b) TO counter detector. The figures were
adopted from Ref. [206] and Ref. [207] correspondingly. See sections 2.2.2
and 2.2.4 for details.
in such a way, that the number of Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) channels between
the mean of the pedestal peak and the one MIP peak is equal to a fixed number (50),
with subsequent subtraction from an observed signal of the ADC channel number cor-
responding to the mean of the pedestal peak. Both calibrations were done separately
for every data taking run to ensure the stability of the signals from the paddle detectors.
More information about PHOBOS scintillator counters can be found in Ref. [206].
2.2.3. Zero Degree Calorimeters
ZDC are hadronic calorimeters located at z = 18.5 m, which is further from the PHO-
BOS nominal interaction point than positions of two RHIC DX dipole magnets, that
bend the beams of collided particles away from the straight path marked by the z -axis
(see section 2.2.1 on the preceding page and Fig. 2.4 on the following page). The pur-
pose of the calorimeters is to detect neutral beam fragments (mostly neutrons) and to
measure their energy. For collisions at ,sN= 2 00 GeV, such fragments diverge by less
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Figure 2.4.: Position of ZDC when viewed in the transverse plane (top) and from above
the beam pipe (bottom). The figure was adopted from Ref. [209].
than 2 mrad from 00 defined by the beam axis [209], hence the name of the detectors.
The contribution of other produced particles and secondaries to the energy deposited
in ZDC is negligible.
Each ZDC is made of three calorimeters, each of which is a sandwich of 27 tungsten
5 mm thick plates and ribbons of 20 optical 0.5 mm in diameter fibers. The difference
from a more typical hadronic calorimeter design (where scintillators are sandwiched
in between layers of converter material) is that the fibers in ZDC collect eerenkov light.
The reason of the later design choice that a calorimeter of the same size allows to sample
a higher fraction of an hadronic shower. The refractive index n of the optical fibers is
such that the eerenkov radiation is emitted at angle 0 (defined by cos 0 = (np6)-1) equal
to 450 for # = 1 particles, and therefore the fibers are oriented at this angle with respect
to the beam direction as shown on Fig. 2.5 on the next page. The light collected by the
fibers is converted by a PMT into an electrical pulse, which height is used as a measure
of the energy deposited in ZDC by neutral beam fragments, and so could be used as
an experiment independent way to determine centrality of a nuclear collision (the ZDC
were made identical for all RHIC detectors). A coincidence requirement on the arrival
time of the pulses from both ZDC was used as a collision trigger (see section 4.1.2.2 on
page 71), and so could also be used to determine the luminosity delivered to PHOBOS
by RHIC.
The energy and timing resolution of the ZDC are -E/E < 20% and ot < 150 ps corre-
spondingly. The radiation tolerance was found to be >500 kRad, while the dose deliv-
ered to ZDC by RHIC was estimated to be 10 kRad/year, ensuring long useful lifetime of
the calorimeters. The efficiency of the ZDC was determined to be > 99.5% [210]. More
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Figure 2.5.: ZDC module design. All dimensions shown are in mm. The figure was
adopted from Ref. [209].
information about ZDC can be found in Ref. [209, 211].
2.2.4. Time Zero Detectors
Time Zero Detector (TO) counters are two Cerenkov detectors located at z = t5.4 m,
each of which is made of ten 25 mm thickness 50 mm diameter cylindrical acrylic
eerenkov radiators coupled to fast PMT (see Fig. 2.3(b) on page 53). The radiators and
PMT are arranged on a 151 mm diameter circle around the beam pipe.
The purpose of the detectors is to provide a very fast estimate on the z-coordinate
of a collision vertex, which then can be used by the Data Acquisition (DAQ) system to
decide if information about the event should read from the other detectors and saved
for an off-line analysis. The reason of the vertex selection is that due to the PHO-
BOS detectors geometry only events in a rather narrow range of vertex z-coordinates
(-35 cm< vz 5+15 cm) could be used to extract useful information about the physical
laws governing the dynamics of a high energy nuclear collision.
TO counters have an intrinsic time resolution of 1 10 ps [205]. The time calibration of
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Figure 2.6.: Schematic cross-section of one pad of PHOBOS silicon detectors. The figure
was adopted with comments from Ref. [213]. See section 2.2.5 for details.
the counters was performed the same way as for the paddle detectors (see section 2.2.2
on page 52). The difference in time of arrival of pulses from the detectors is used to
calculate collision vertex z -coordinate with a resolution from ~1 cm to 8 cm depending
on the number of charged particles hitting the detectors in a particular event [208]. The
pseudorapidity acceptance of the TO counters covered the range 4.4 < r < 4.9 (and a
symmetric range on the negative side) [212].
2.2.5. Silicon Detectors
All the actual physical measurements performed by the PHOBOS experiment, used data
from silicon pad detectors. Although nine different wafer types were employed, all the
detectors used the same silicon pad design, shown on Fig. 2.6. The base wafer of the de-
tectors is made mostly of silicon, which is a chemical element with 4 valence electrons
(2 on s- and 2 on d-shells). The normal conductivity of pure silicon is somewhere
in between metals and isolators and is rather low. To increase the conductivity one can
add to the silicon impurities of an element with 3 valence electrons (for example, boron)
or with 5 valence electrons (for example, arsenic). Atoms (ions), with 4 electrons in the
outer unfilled shell are in a lower energy state than both with 3 and with 5 electrons.
Therefore, when in silicon environment, it is energetically preferable for a boron atom
to add one electron by taking it away from a silicon atom (boron atoms have smaller
atomic number and so have smaller radius of their outer electron shells and lower en-
ergy of electrons in the shells, and therefore, even though silicon loses one of its 4 outer
electrons, the total energy of the two atoms is reduced). Similarly, since arsenic atoms
are larger than silicon ones, the energetically more preferred state is for the arsenic to
give up one of its outer electrons, which becomes conductive, leaving only 4 electrons
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on its outer shell. A boron doped silicon becomes what is called a p-type semiconductor,
since it leaves positively charged silicon ions, which charge is mobile (an electron from
a neutral silicon atom can jump to a silicon ion, effectively moving the ion charge from
the later to the former), while the negative charges of boron ions are (mostly) station-
ary. An arsenic doped silicon is called a n-type semiconductor, since its mobile charge
carriers are negatively charged electrons, while its positively charged arsenic ions are
(mostly) stationary. A gapless contact between a p-type and n-type semiconductors is
called a p-n junction. When such a contact is made, positive charges (also called holes,
since they are equivalent to missing electrons) from the p-type semiconductor diffuse
due to the Brownian motion into the n-type semiconductor. Similarly, negative charges
from the n-type semiconductor diffuse into the p-type semiconductor. In the region, in
which diffusion took place, the positive mobile charges recombine with negative ones,
forming a region depleted of free charge carriers (a depletion zone). However, on both
sides of the region a stationary electric charge gets accumulated, which leads to forma-
tion of an electric field (the same way as in a two plate capacitor), that is strong enough
to stop further diffusion. By applying an external electric field (bias) perpendicular to
the p-n junction one can either push the mobile charge carriers further from one semi-
conductor to an other, or to reduce such charge penetration, thereby increasing (reverse
bias) or decreasing (forward bias) the width of the depletion zone correspondingly. If
a charged particle traverses the depletion zone, it ionizes the material, producing con-
ducting electrons and holes. Under the influence of the total electric field (the inter-
nal field of the diffused charge carries and applied external one), some fraction of the
charges gets swept and creates a charge pulse, which can be registered. The integral of
the pulse is then proportional to the energy loss by the particle in the material.
In case of PHOBOS silicon detectors with the wafer thickness distribution shown on
Fig. 2.8 on page 59, a reverse bias of about 70 V [213] is applied allowing to create a
depletion zone in almost the whole volume of ~ 320 [im thick silicon pads. The bias is
applied between the "Bias Pad" (through a "Bias Bus" and a polysilicon (red) 1-10 MQ
"Bias resistor") and an aluminum (green) layer covering the n-type zone marked as "n+"
(see Fig. 2.6 on the preceding page). The depletion zone is marked as "n-" and the p-
type zone is shown as "Ap+". The p-type zone is capacitively coupled to an aluminum
"pickup pad" through a 0.2 [m layer of Oxide-Nitride-Oxide (ONO) (yellow) [205]. The
"pickup pad" is isolated (by a thick 1.2 [m layer of ONO) from the metal "Signal lines",
carrying signals from one column of pads to a readout electronics chip at the edge of a
silicon sensor (of course, the pickup pad is not isolated from its own signal line). The
isolation of pickup pads from the signal lines is needed to minimize capacitive coupling
of the pads to the lines carrying signals from other pads. Not more than 3% of defective
pads per sensor were allowed during tests of silicon detectors. The readout electronics
was chosen to allow a very wide range of values from each pad (ionization charge up to
100 MIP). As a final note, in practice the p-n junctions are produced by doping the whole
volume of a pad with arsenic to produce an n-type semiconductor, and then doping the
intended p-type region with even higher concentration of boron.
Calibration. Before signals from any silicon sensor could be used for a data analysis,
they need to be calibrated. In the ideal situation, when no particle traverses a pad (also
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Figure 2.7.: The layout of the PHOBOS silicon detectors near the nominal interaction
point [214]. Only one "Ring" detector at z =+1 m is shown (other ring de-
tectors were positioned at z = -1 m, z = +2 m, and z = +4 m). Data from
ring detectors were not used in this thesis.
called a channel) of a silicon detector, the signal detected from the pad should be zero.
However, due to a presence of a leakage current and due to a noise in the readout elec-
tronics, even in the absence of any external influence, every channel produces a signal,
which has a shape of a Gaussian with nonvanishing mean and width. The mean value
of the signal is called the pedestal of the channel, while the width of the signal distri-
bution is called the noise of the channel. The values of the pedestal and of the noise
of every silicon channel were measured periodically during the process of taking data.
The pedestal value was subtracted during an offline data analysis from all the signals
detected from a pad. The typical noise value was taken into account during the hit re-
construction (see sections 4.2 on page 74 and 4.3.1 on page 75) in the silicon detectors
by requiring that any detected signal from a pad used to create a hit to be significantly
higher than the noise level (after pedestal subtraction). An other correction, that was
made to the silicon signals, was due to so called Common Mode Noise (CMN), which is
a shift of the signal values in all the channels of the same sensor readout chip caused
by a cross talk between different pads. The CMN correction was assigned as a constant
value, which was determined separately for every event from the shift from zero of the
lowest energy peak in the pedestal subtracted signal values distribution.
Silicon detectors, data from which were used for the measurements performed in this
thesis, are described below. Their general layout is shown on Fig. 2.7. More information
about PHOBOS silicon detectors can be found in Ref. [205, 213, 215-218].
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Figure 2.8.: Thicknesses of the PHOBOS spectrometer detectors.
2.2.5.1. Vertex Detectors
The goal of the vertex detectors was to determine the position of an hadron collision
vertex in the range -10 cm < v,: +10 cm with a high precision (u-vz - 50 -200 tim [205,
2171) during an offline analysis. They consist of 2 layer of silicon sensors centered above
the PHOBOS nominal interaction point, and two such layers are located below it (see
Fig. 2.9 on the next page and Fig. 2.7 on the facing page). The layers closer to the beam
pipe (the distance to the beam line is 56 mm) consist of 4 sensors (4x x 1282 pads each,
pad size 0.473 mm x 12.035 mm) and have |ql < 1.54 coverage at z = 0. The layers
further from it (the distance to the beam line is 118 mm) consist of 8 sensors (2, x 128z
pads each, pad size 0.473 mm x 24.070 mm) and have Ii0 <0.92 coverage at z =0. The
azimuthal angle acceptance of both layers is JAp I < 42.7.
2.2.5.2. Octagon Detectors
The primary purpose of the octagon detectors (also called just octagon) was to mea-
sure the (total and as a function of pseudorapidity) multiplicity of particles produced
in an hadron collision. In addition, they were used for studies of 2-particle angular
correlations and of magnitude and fluctuations of elliptic flow. However, the only us-
age of the octagon in this thesis was to determine the centrality of Cu+Cu collisions at
/fs;;~=200 GeV employing the total deposited energy (by charged particles produced in
the collisions) in the detectors (see section 4.5 on page 79).
The detectors were composed of 92 silicon sensors positioned on the faces of an oc-
tagon shaped (when viewed along the beam line) 1.10 m long barrel centered around
z = 0 (see Fig. 2.7 on the facing page and Fig. 2.9 on the next page) [197]. The distance
between the opposite faces of the barrel was 90 mm. Each sensor had size of 842 mm x
36xy mm and was subdivided into 30z x 4xy pads. The octagon acceptance when viewed
from the nominal collision point was |qI<3.1. The overall geometrical acceptance of
the octagon was 50% (the detected fraction of all the produced primary charged parti-
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Figure 2.9.: The layout of the PHOBOS vertex and octagon detectors [217].
cles) [219]. Octagon sensors facing the vertex and the spectrometer detectors around
z =0 were removed to provide an unobstructed path for particles to the detectors. The
fraction of the active area of the octagon detectors (not including the removed sensors)
was 89% of the total area. The sensors were mounted on a light aluminum frame, part
of which was made of aluminum tubes, through which chilled water was delivered for
cool down the readout electronics of the sensors. The frame design goal was to mini-
mize the amount of material through which particles produced in a collision had to tra-
verse thereby undergoing multiple scattering and producing secondary particles. The
achieved signal-to-noise ratio in the octagon sensors pads was ~13:1 [218].
2.2.5.3. Spectrometer
The goal of the PHOBOS spectrometer was to measure with a high precision momen-
tum of the charged particles produced in an hadron collision. The two integral parts of
the spectrometer are
- two arms of silicon sensors which were used to locate a set of points on the parti-
cle trajectories and to measure the energy lost by the particles in a known amount
of material,
- a magnet which was used to bend the paths of the particles by a magnitude de-
pending on their total momenta according to the Lorentz law.
Information about the path of a particle in a known magnetic field allows to determine
its momentum. And addition of data on the energy lost by the particle in silicon sensors
permits to identify the particle kind (see chapter 5 on page 89).
Spectrometer Sensors The silicon sensors of the PHOBOS spectrometer were ar-
ranged in two symmetric with respect to the beam line sets (called arms), each of which
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Figure 2.10.: Location of sensors in one arm of the PHOBOS spectrometer. Layer num-
bers are denoted as referenced in text. Type 3 (see Table 2.1) sensors are
shown with thick lines. This figure was adopted from Ref. [212].
consisted of 137 sensors organized into 16 ribbons (called layers, see Fig. 2.10). The
pattern of the sensor layers positions resembled somewhat legs of a spider having the
octagon as its body (see Fig. 2.7 on page 58). Five different sensor designs (see Table 2.1
on the next page) were employed with smaller sensor and pad sizes located closer to the
beam pipe and to the nominal interaction point, and the goal of that was to adjust the
pad sizes according to the expected relative particle occupancy. The pad sizes are also
much smaller in the horizontal direction than along the y -axis since
1. the azimuthal angle acceptance of the PHOBOS spectrometer (|AVI < 0.2 around
W =0, ic) is very small, and therefore a particle has to move essentially in the hor-
izontal plane in order to hit enough sensors to be reconstructable,
2. the PHOBOS magnet produces an almost vertical magnetic field, and therefore
the trajectory of a particle mostly has curvature only in the horizontal plane.
Consequently, the momentum of particles could be reconstructed more precisely with
finer segmentation of the sensors in the horizontal direction, while the segmentation
in the vertical direction only alleviates occupancy of the sensors and provides some
information on the azimuthal angle of the particle momentum. While the later is im-
portant for studies of particle decays, like the one performed in this thesis, many more
measurements performed at PHOBOS only required the knowledge of the transverse
momentum of single particles. Therefore, it was decided to reduce the cost of sensors
by reducing the vertical segmentation of the spectrometer sensors.
Just as in the octagon, the sensors were mounted on a light weight aluminum frames,
with parts of the frames being aluminum tubes circulating water to chill the sensors
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Table 2.1.: Parameters of PHOBOS spectrometer silicon sensors. Layer numbers are
shown on Fig. 2.10 (this table was adopted from Ref. [212]).
readout chips. And again, the goal was to minimize the amount of material in the spec-
trometer, thereby minimizing multiple scattering and secondary particle production.
The frames were mounted on non-conductive carbon-epoxy carrier plates to avoid in-
duction in the plates of eddy currents due to variations in time of the magnetic field or
due to vibrations of the plates [197]. The currents would cause strong vibrations of the
plates rendering the geometrical sensor positions to be poorly defined. To even further
minimize the influence of mechanical vibrations of the magnet on the sensor positions,
the carrier plates were supported at 3 points which were not connected mechanically to
the spectrometer magnet. With the employed design the sensor positions were known
to withing 300 [Lm. All the spectrometer sensors were placed in a light (to avoid damage
to the sensors due to an overload caused by bright light) and air tight enclosure which
was continuously flushed with dry nitrogen to ensure the relative humidity of the sen-
sors environment below 10%. The achieved signal-to-background ratio of the sensors
was about 18:1 [218].
Magnet The PHOBOS magnet is a room temperature double dipole 45 tonne magnet
(see Fig. 2.11 on the facing page), powered by a 115 VDC at 3600 A 342 kW power sup-
ply. The distance between the poles of the magnet, where the PHOBOS spectrometer
was located, was 158 mm with magnet power off. The two dipoles of the magnet were
positioned such that both spectrometer arm plus a magnet dipole combinations were
symmetric with respect to the beam line. The maximum magnetic field provided by the
magnet was 2.18 T [197]. The exact direction and magnitude of the magnetic field were
measured with a precision of < 0.7% at 15,120 different points and were saved into a file.
The geometrical location of each such point was determined with a precision of 150 [tm.
Three-dimensional linear interpolation was used to estimate the magnetic field vectors
in between the points, resulting in the magnetic field map shown on Fig 2.12 on page 64.
The PHOBOS magnet was used in 3 different settings: at the positive and negative po-
larities and in the off-state. The difference between the positive and negative polarities
was that the direction of the current supplied to the magnet coils was reversed. The
magnetic field map was saved only at the positive polarity and it was assumed that at
the negative polarity the magnetic field vectors could be found by negating (i.e. mul-
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Sensor Type Number of Pads Pad Size Sensor Placement
(horiz. xvert.) (mmxmm) (layers)
1 70 x 22 1.000 x 1.0 1-4
2 100 x 5 0.427 x 6.0 5-8
3 64 x 8 0.667 x 7.5 9-16, near beam
4 64 x 4 0.667 x 15.0 9-12
5 64 x 4 0.667 x 19.0 13-16
2.2. PHOBOS Detector
Figure 2.11.: The PHOBOS magnet and its supporting structure. This figure was adopted
from Ref. [197].
tiplying by -1) the corresponding vectors at the positive polarity. During the real data
taking, the polarity of the PHOBOS magnet was periodically reversed with the goal of
having a way to estimate the systematic uncertainties due to an imperfect knowledge of
the magnetic field in the PHOBOS detector.
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Map of the PHOBOS magnetic field components in the y =0 plane: (a) Bx,
(b) By, (c) B,. The ranges of x and z coordinates are the same as on Fig. 2.10
on page 61 except that the lower bound of the z values was decreased from
-7 cm to -35 cm. The magnetic field is measured in Tesla. See section 2.2.5.3
for details.
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3. Computing Architecture
3.1. Computing Facility And Software
Most of the computing work performed for the experimental data analysis described in
this thesis was done on the dedicated for the PHOBOS experiment part of the RHIC and
ATLAS Computing Facility (RACF) at BNL, which consisted of:
- 26 nodes with 16 Gb of Random Access Memory (RAM) and 8 Intel Xeon E5335
CPU cores at 2.00 GHz per node,
* 7 nodes with 16 Gb of RAM and 8 Intel Xeon E5440 CPU cores at 2.83 GHz per
node.
In addition, one could use the nodes dedicated to other RHIC experiments as well as
those of A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS) at the times when they were idle.
The total time needed to perform the data analysis with such computing resources
is estimated at 1.5-2.0 years (after all the analysis algorithms have been developed), of
which 8 months were required to perform the particle reconstruction in the used data
events (about 4 months for the vertex range v, E [-5,+15] cm and about 4 months for
the vertex range vz E [-25,-5] cm), about 2 months were needed to create the covari-
ance matrices used in the particle reconstruction, a few months were needed to sim-
ulate single kaon events to fill efficient enough Hough tables which were also used for
the particle reconstruction, with the rest of the time spent for doing various corrections
on the raw reconstruction results, running the event mixing algorithm, and making the
estimations of the systematic uncertainties.
The data analysis algorithms were designed based on the PHOBOS Analysis Toolkit
(also called PHAT, developed by the members of the PHOBOS collaboration), which in
turn used extensively the libraries of ROOT 1 (version 5.08/00b). Estimated -500,000
lines of new C++ code were written to implement the algorithms of the data analysis
described in this thesis. The computing jobs were either run locally on some of the
PHOBOS nodes or were submitted to Condor 2, which was installed on all the RACF
computers.
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3.2. Parallel Information Processing
This section provides a brief description of a Parallel Information Processing (PIP) sys-
tem, which was implemented in the beginning of the work on this thesis to optimize
some specific data analysis tasks. The situations in which the system provides dramatic
advantages over a simple submission of independent computing jobs into some batch
job management system (i.e. Condor in our case) are the following:
- If the computing tasks, which need to be performed on different computers, are
correlated in such a way that it is impossible to split beforehand the overall com-
puting problem into independent computing jobs. One example of such situa-
tion, which was relevant for this thesis, is the implemented event mixing algo-
rithm (see section 6.1.2.4 on page 144), since properties of each new batch of
event mixing tasks in the algorithm depended on the overall result of all of the
previous tasks and the generation of background entries continued until some
specific conditions were satisfied.
- If the overall computing job requires generation of some random entities out of
which only a small fraction will be useful in the end. In such case, if the results
of each independent computing job are saved on disk before the final selection
of needed results, the amount of disk space required could absolutely unfeasible.
Moreover, the need to write the results to disk would dramatically slow down the
overall process, and writing of large amounts of data simultaneously by multiple
jobs increases the risk of hard drive failure and of consequent data loss. Again,
the event mixing algorithm implemented for this thesis is a good example of such
situation since, by the end of an event mixing job, almost all of the randomly com-
bined pairs of tracks do not satisfy the algorithm requirements and have to be
discarded.
- If 1) it is impossible to predict in advance the computing time required to exe-
cute each individual task out of a list of such tasks, 2) the time varies dramatically
between different tasks, and 3) the tasks requiring large computing resources are
organized into random groups on the list. If the list of tasks is simply split into
equal size sub-lists, which are submitted as individual computing jobs, then most
of the jobs would finish quickly while a few "unlucky" jobs, which got sub-lists
composed of (almost) solely of the slowest tasks, would run for a very long time
even while there are free computing resources which could be used to aid them.
One example of exactly such situation, that was relevant for this thesis, was the
generation of the covariance matrices (see section 5.10.4.1 on page 128), which
were used for the particle reconstruction. Most of the matrices corresponded to
phase space regions outside of the PHOBOS spectrometer acceptance requiring
small amount of computing resources to figure that out and to ignore the regions.
The regions within the acceptance tend to be near each other, and it is unfeasible
to predict the exact shape of the acceptance for any given layer pattern (see sec-
tion 5.3 on page 98) for which the matrices had to be created. The regions near the
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Figure 3.1.: Implementation of the PIP system. Legend: rectangular solid-line boxes
represent programs, rectangular double-dashed-line boxes represent envi-
ronments in which the programs run, the dashed-line double-arrows repre-
sent directions in which messages are sent between programs (all the com-
munication is done through a special "protocol" denoted as dotted-line
boxes), and if an entity can start a program then a solid-line arrow points
from the entity to the program on the diagram. See section 3.2.1 for details.
edge of the detector acceptance are the one which require most of the computing
time. Using the PIP system allowed to only give one smallest task (generation of
a covariance matrix corresponding to a single phase space bin) to one CPU core
at a time, which in tern allowed to utilize all of the available computing resources
at (almost) all times thereby not allowing to slow down the whole process by an
order of magnitude by a few slow jobs.
3.2.1. Implementation
Implementation of the PIP system is shown schematically on Fig. 3.1. The code imple-
menting the system is independent of a type of processed data and of a kind of analysis
performed. For any new type of data one just needs to implement a special class de-
rived from the base class DataHandler. Only one specific data-handler class was imple-
mented during the work on this thesis, namely the one which uses ROOT TTree objects
as data, since an entry of a TTree could a set of numbers, arrays, strings or event ob-
jects, and so can be used to describe input and output of an analysis of (pretty much)
any complexity. Moreover, the splitting of a TTree into entries is a natural representa-
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tion of a list of tasks, which could be divided into sub-lists for a parallel processing on a
large number of computers.
The programs, which do the actual processing of lists of tasks, are called slaves. In the
PIP system the slaves can run in different environments. For any new environment one
just needs to implement a special class (a slave manager) derived from the base class
NetworkSlaveManagerBase, which could be done within only a few hours making mi-
gration of the system to a new setting very easy. During the work on this thesis, three
different slave managers were implemented, namely those which allow to run slaves
1) in Load Sharing Facility (LSF) 3, 2) in Condor, 3) locally (even if an analysis is done
locally, the PIP system allows to speed it up greatly, since modern CPUs have multiple
cores, which could be all used in parallel; for example, the dedicated PHOBOS nodes
have 8 CPU cores each). The slaves could be of two types: independent compiled pro-
grams or ROOT macros. To implement a new kind of slave one needs to create a class
derived from the base class NetworkSlave and implement the following two of its func-
tions: Initialization (which determines how to initialize a slave object before it can start
processing any tasks) and Analyze (which determines what to do with each particular
task) 4.
The program, which does all the communication with the slave programs as well as
the scheduling of which list of tasks is assigned to which slave, is called master 5. The
master implementation is general and does not require any modifications by a user.
The user only needs to prepare the overall list of tasks to be processed by the slaves,
specify which type of slaves and how many of them need to be created, and then just
call the Analyze function of the master code. All the communication between the master
and the slaves is done through an Internet connection, including sending tasks descrip-
tions to the slaves and receiving the results back. Upon being received by the master,
the results are merged in the same order in which their corresponding tasks were pro-
vided to the master. It can be chosen whether the slaves should be released after all the
tasks assigned to them are complete, and so if multiple lists of tasks need to be ana-
lyzed with each list composed based on the results created from the previous lists (as
it was the case in the event mixing algorithm), the slaves could be held on standby and
ready to receive the next bunch of tasks at any time, eliminating the need to resubmit
and to reinitialize the slaves. The master algorithm can also detect crashes of the slave
programs, recreate the crashed slaves and to reassign the tasks of the crashed slaves
to other slaves, making the data processing very robust. The master code does not re-
quire all the slaves to be ready before the data processing can begin, and as soon as at
least one slave is available, the analysis starts and finishes successfully. The user can
control some of the master parameters even for a running program through a special
class UserInterface, which can connect to a running master and adjust its parameters or
the number of used slaves, make the master to release the slaves and to abort the data
processing, and so on.
3http://www.platform.com/workload-management/high-performance-computing
4One could also implement a function FixMyself, which fixes the internal state of a slave in case of a
problem, but it is not required.
5 mplemented as the NetworkJobDistributor class.
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4.1. Collision Triggers
Any experimental study of some physical process involves reading out some signals
from physical detectors. Not all of those readings originate from the physical process
under study, since detectors have inherited noise associated with them, and some of
the readings might originate from other physical processes, which for a given study
constitute "background". Therefore one often has to implement some mechanism to
suppress background readings to an acceptable level in order to
* perform a good measurement by increasing its statistical significance
* limit the amount of information saved to storage
. make sure that the information transfer connection between the detectors and
the storage as well as the storage writing capacity are not overloaded
For experiments performed on high energy particle colliders, the first and one of
the most important steps is to determine if detector readings at any moment of time
are produced by a collision of two accelerated particles each originating from the two
counter-rotating beams. More details about triggering in the PHOBOS detector in addi-
tion to the discussion provided below can be found in Ref. [208].
4.1.1. RHIC Crossing-Clock Gate Triggering
The accelerator of heavy nuclei (RHIC, see section 2.1 on page 49), which supplied colli-
sions for the PHOBOS detector, provided a so called "crossing-clock gate" signals, which
were issued, when two beam bunches crossed in the PHOBOS detector interaction re-
gion. Presence of such a signal was required to consider the detector signals as being
produced by a possible collision of two accelerated nuclei.
4.1.2. PHOBOS Detectors Triggering
After that a very fast readout from the following PHOBOS detectors was used to further
differentiate accelerated nuclei collisions from the background:
- Paddle Counters - section 2.2.2 on page 52
- Zero Degree Calorimeters - section 2.2.3 on page 53
e TO Counters - section 2.2.4 on page 55
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4.1.2.1. Paddle Counters Triggering
Paddle counter detectors (see section 2.2.2 on page 52) were used as the primary trigger.
The advantages of using the paddle counter for triggering are the fast readout time and
the large phase space coverage. The trigger has an almost 100% efficiency for central
and mid-central events (see Fig. 6.7 on page 152).
Minimum bias triggers. Paddle counters were used for implementing so called Min-
imum Bias Triggers the purpose of which was to record collision events with as large
fraction of the total cross section as possible. The triggers only created a small bias (i.e.
reduced efficiency) in the very peripheral events. The triggers were implemented by
requiring the following conditions:
" More than two scintillator slats are hit in each paddle array. This trigger condition
was used for high multiplicity collisions, i.e. Au+Au or Cu+Cu.
" At least one scintillator slat is hit in each paddle array. This trigger condition was
used for low multiplicity collisions, i.e. p+p or p+Au, and as a cross check for the
previous trigger condition.
Triggering against collisions with the beam gas. To prevent scattering, energy loss and
disintegration of the accelerated nuclei, the accelerator beam pipes were kept under
vacuum. Pressure was kept under 10-7 Torr for ion beams and under 10-6 Torr for pro-
ton beams [220] 1. However some residual gas of molecules and electrons (called beam
gas) remained 2. Collision probability of an accelerated nucleus with the molecules was
significant in comparison to the collision probability of the accelerated nuclei with each
other, making the collisions with the beam gas a major source of background.
To trigger against the events with collisions with beam gas a selection was applied
on the time (PdlTDiff) between the signals from the paddle counter detectors, which
was required to be less than 5.0 ns, corresponding to selecting collision vertices with
Iz I < 75 cm. The distribution of the PdlTDiff variable is shown on Fig. 4.1 on the fac-
ing page. Since the two paddle counters are positioned at z = t3.21 m (the distance
between them is 6.42 m), if a collision with a beam gas particle occurs at IzI > 3.21 m
and the momentum direction of the projectile nucleus is towards the counters, then the
characteristic time between signals from the counters is 6.42 m / c = 21.4 ns, shown
on the figure in yellow and blue. As can be seen, the applied cut on PdlTDiff makes
sure that such collisions with beam gas are not recorded 3. The remaining part of the
distribution, shown in green, is a mixture of collisions:
'These numbers are the upper threshold limits set in 2001 RHIC run. The pressure strongly depends
on the number of accelerated heavy ion bunches in RHIC and on the number of ions per bunch [221].
For example, in the 2000 RHIC run the pressure was kept under 1011 - 10-10 Torr [222]. The pressure also
depended on time and on the geometrical position of a RHIC sector.
21n the cold (- 5 K) RHIC section 99% of the beam gas pressure is due to helium, while in the warm
(~300 K) sections the pressure is created by H2 (~ 90%), CQ (- 5%), and CH 4 (- 5%) [222].
31f the projectile nucleus momentum direction is away from the paddle counters, no signal is regis-
tered in the detectors and such a collision with beam gas is discarded automatically as well.
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Figure 4.1.: Distribution of time (PdlTDiff) in ns between the signals from the paddle
counter detectors [208]. Collisions with beam gas are shown yellow and blue
with the characteristic time of 21.4 ns. Shown in green is the mixture of col-
lisions: 1) of accelerated nuclei with each other, and 2) of accelerated nuclei
with beam gas occurring in between the paddle counters. The distributions
in time are due to 1) a distribution in angle of a collision product particles
and the resulting distribution in time it takes for the scintillation light to
reach the PMT, 2) a distribution in time it takes for electrons to go through
the series of PMT dynodes. See section 4.1.2.1 on the preceding page for
details.
1. of accelerated nuclei with each other, and
2. of accelerated nuclei with beam gas occurring in between the paddle counters.
To remove the later type of collisions with beam gas, signals from the ZDC detectors
were used (see section 4.1.2.2).
4.1.2.2. ZDC Triggering
As it was discussed in section 2.2.3 on page 53, ZDC detectors were used to measure the
total energy of the neutral beam fragments (mostly neutrons). The calorimeters also
provided the timing information on the detected energy depositions.
The selection on the time of signals from the paddle counter detectors, discussed in
section 4.1.2.1 on the preceding page, not only removed the beam gas collisions oc-
curring outside of the z-coordinate region spanned by the paddle counters, but also
restricted the positions of the any accepted collisions to a narrow (in comparison to
the distance to the ZDC detectors) range (Izi < 75 cm) around the nominal interaction
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Figure 4.2.: An illustration of the correlation between the signals in the paddle coun-
ters and in the ZDC [205]. The sum of the two signal is constant, except
for the very peripheral collisions, for which the collided nuclei do not get
disintegrated completely, and neutrons not participating in the collisions
stay bound inside charged beam fragments, get deviated by the RHIC dipole
magnets, and therefore do not produce any signal in the ZDC. The figure
was made from.-fi-a,=130 GeV Au+Au collisions data. See section 4.1.2.2 on
the previous page for details.
point. If a collision with beam gas occurs withing the range, then a deposition of energy
is expected in only one of the ZDC in comparison to such deposition in both of the ZDC
for real beam-beam collisions 4 . An exception to the last statement are the very cen-
tral collisions, in which both of the collided nuclei get disintegrated almost completely
leaving few neutral beam fragments (as so no or small signal in ZDC) but with very large
energy depositions in the paddle counters (see Fig. 4.2). The time it takes for the neu-
tral beam fragments to reach both ZDC from the nominal collision point is 18.5 m / c
= 61.7 ns, hence one gets the selection on the time of the signals from both ZDC shown
on Fig. 4.3 on the next page.
Taking into account the considerations just explained, the flow of the triggering de-
cisions (all ZDC signals are used after removal of special online trigger time calibration
events and after subtraction of the minimum signal produced by the detectors, called
the pedestals) is shown on Fig. 4.4 on page 74.
As a final note, it is possible that a double beam gas collision occurs, which means that
within a short time range simultaneously two different beam gas particles are struck by
4Collisions with beam gas are fixed target collisions and both the spectator beam fragments and the
created particles are produce d mostly in the projectile momentum direction. In case of beam-beam col-
lisions the spectating beam fragments and the created particles are produced approximately symmet-
rically (along the z-axis) with respect to the collision point. The created particles are the ones which
produce signals in the paddle counters.
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Figure 4.3.: The selected by the ZDC beam-beam collision events are within the triangle
region [208]. The deviation of the average selected times from the nominal
61.7 ns is probably because it takes some time (~10 ns) for signals to be
produced in the paddle counters or the TO counters which serve as a time=O
for the ZDC time measurements. See section 4.1.2.2 on page 71 for details.
two accelerated nuclei, each originating from the two counter-rotating RHIC beams.
Such events are accepted by the collision trigger outlined above, provided that both of
the collisions occur near the nominal collision point of the PHOBOS detector or just
outside the paddle counter detectors on the z-axis (so that the ZDC signal times fall
into the accepted time window and both of the paddle counters are struck within 5 ns
from each other). However, studies showed that the double beam gas collisions are very
rare at the RHIC operating conditions and contribute only about ~,0.2% to the total se-
lected event sample. Moreover, a large fraction of the double beam gas collision events
are further removed by the TO detectors times selection (see section 4.1.2.3) and by the
requirement of a successfully reconstructed collision vertex (see section 4.3 on page 75).
4.1.2.3. Time Zero Detector Triggering
As it was already pointed out in section 2.2.4 on page 55, TO counters were used to
provide a very fast estimate on the z -coordinate of a collision vertex (let us denote it
as zv) by measuring the arrival times of signals from both of the detectors. If ti and
t2 are such times as measured by the counters positioned at z = +5.4 cm = zo and
z = -5.4 cm = -zo correspondingly, then t1 = (zo-zv)/c and t 2 = (zv+zo)/c, and there-
fore z, = c(t2 - t1)/2. For the RHIC data taking runs in 2004 and 2005, which includes
the time period when the data used in this thesis were obtained, the PHOBOS trigger
was set to select events only in the -40 cm 5 vz ! +20 cm interval.
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Figure 4.4.: The sequence of the triggering decisions applied on events accepted by the
minimum bias trigger (see section 4.1.2.1 on page 70) using the signals from
the paddle counters and the ZDC detectors [208]. See section 4.1.2.2 on
page 71 for details.
4.2. Hit Reconstruction
A hit is by definition an information on the position and the energy loss of a particle in
a detector. This section describes the algorithm of hits reconstruction in the spectrom-
eter and the vertex detectors. The hits were used to reconstruct a OneTrackVertex (see
section 4.3.2 on page 77) as well as particle trajectories of an event (see chapter 5 on
page 89).
The idea of a hit reconstruction is based on the fact that some of the particles pro-
duced in a RHIC collision intersect the PHOBOS silicon sensors at a small angle thereby
losing energy and producing signals in multiple pads of a silicon sensor, so to recon-
struct a hit one needs to add the energy losses in the pads and to reconstruct an average
point of intersection of the particle trajectory with the sensor.
Hits were reconstructed in each silicon sensor separately, which means that no two
pad signals in different sensors were used to create the same hit. At the first step, all the
signals in defective sensor pads were removed from consideration. A pad was consid-
ered to be defective if it always produced a zero signal, or always produced a high signal,
or had a high noise level. Then, all the pad signals below a noise threshold of 0.15AEMIp
were removed from consideration as well, where AEMIP is the average energy loss in a
silicon sensor by a MIP particle at normal incidence. Even though the silicon sensors
had somewhat different thicknesses (for spectrometer sensors see Fig. 2.8 on page 59),
the AEMIP was set to a fixed number of 80 keV. Adding (also called merging) of pads
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energy losses was only done in pad columns (i.e. along the direction of a finer sensor
segmentation) but not in rows. The merging process starts from an edge of a sensor
looking for a pad with a signal above the noise threshold. Once such a pad is found,
the signals in the subsequent pads are added to the pad signals if they pass the noise
threshold cut as well. The merging finishes in one of the following cases:
* the maximum allowed number (equal to 8) of merged pad signals is reached,
- the opposite edge of the sensor is reached,
- a pad removed from consideration is reached.
A hit is created from the merged signals if the total deposited energy of the signals is
above the threshold of 0.4AEMIP for vertex detectors sensors and of 0.5AEMIp for spec-
trometer sensors. The hit position is the pad signal weighted average of the merged
pads positions.
4.3. Vertex Reconstruction
The vertex of an event is the geometrical position of the studied nuclear collision. This
section describes the two vertex reconstruction algorithms which were used for the data
analysis in this thesis.
4.3.1. OctProbMultVertex
The algorithm of OctProbMultVertex reconstruction is summarized briefly below, while
a more detailed description can be found in Ref. [219].
The algorithm uses its own definition of hits in the octagon detector and therefore
starts with the raw silicon sensors signals. First, all such signals below a threshold of
0.4AEMIP (about 3 times the noise level) are removed, where AEMIP is the average en-
ergy loss in an octagon sensor by a MIP particle at normal incidence. A hit is created
either from an isolated single pad signal or from signals in neighboring along the beam
direction pads if the total energy loss of the resulting hit exceeds 0.6AEMIP. For a mul-
tiple pad hit it is in addition required that the signals in all the non-boundary pads are
greater than 40% of the signal, which would have been produced in the pads by a MIP
particle with an angle on incidence compatible with the geometrical size of the hit.
The idea of OctProbMultVertex vertex reconstruction can be summarized as follows.
The average energy lost by a charged particle in some material increases with the dis-
tance traveled by the particle in the material. A particle hits an octagon silicon sensor at
an incident angle, which depends on the distance from the event vertex to the hit point,
and since the average path (and therefore the average energy loss) of the particle inside
the sensor is determined by the angle, by measuring the energy loss of the particle in
the sensor material one could find out the corresponding average distance from the hit
point to the event vertex.
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Figure 4.5.: Examples of histograms used in the OctProbMultVertex reconstruction al-
gorithm to estimate the distance from a hit to the collision vertex [219]. His-
tograms a, b, c, and d correspond to hit energy losses of 2.5, 6, 12, and 25
units of AEMIp correspondingly. See section 4.3.1 on the preceding page for
details.
The implementation of the reconstruction idea was the following. First, distribu-
tions of charged particles hit energy losses in the octagon as a function of |Zhit - Z,
were studied using GEANT - Detector Description and Simulation Tool (GEANT) [2231
simulations (without any detector effects), where Zhit and Z, are the z-coordinates
of a hit and of an event vertex correspondingly. Such distributions were summarized
as a set of histograms (one histogram per small energy loss range) similar to those
shown on Fig. 4.5. The histograms were properly normalized and parametrized. The z-
coordinate of a reconstructed OctProbMultVertex was found using the maximum like-
lihood method, i.e. a number of different z values were tried, for each of those values
a likelihood function was calculated, and the vertex z-coordinate was assigned as the
value for which the function is maximized. The likelihood function was the product of
the histograms parametrizations calculated for every hit in the octagon, except that if
any such parametrization yielded value F smaller than the probability Pm in = 0.05, then
Pmin was used instead of F in the product.
The OctProbMultVertex reconstruction procedure described above resulted in sys-
tematically shifted vertex z-coordinates. The shifts were studied again using GEANT
simulations as a function of the vertex position and used to correct the reconstructed
vertex z -coordinates.
The resolution of the overall OctProbMultVertex reconstruction algorithm is shown
on Fig. 4.6 on the facing page as a function of centrality.
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Figure 4.6.: Reconstruction precisions of OneTrackVertex (;: 0.13 cm on average) and
OctProbMultVertex (F,0.6 cm on average) vertices estimated with respect
to the SpecMainVertex of the same event [2081. Regardless of the nature
of the SpecMainVertex reconstruction algorithm, the above numbers pro-
vide upper limits on the reconstruction precisions of the vertexing algo-
rithms used in this thesis. The efficiencies of the OneTrackVertex and of
the OctProbMultVertex reconstruction in Minimum Bias events (see sec-
tion 4.1.2.1 on page 70) are -~77% and ~,80% correspondingly. The ver-
tex z-coordinate was restricted to Izi <10 cm to make this figure, and to
calculate the reconstruction precisions and the efficiencies. It is worth
mentioning however that Ref. [219] cites a different average efficiency
of the OctProbMultVertex vertex reconstruction, i.e. 90.5% for vertex z-
coordinates in the jz |:560 cm range. See section 4.3 on page 75 for details.
4.3.2. OneTrackVertex
The reconstruction of OneTrackVertex starts with collecting of hits in the following pairs
of silicon layers (see Fig. 2.9 on page 60 and Fig. 2.10 on page 61):
* the 1st and the 2 nd layers in the positive spectrometer arm,
e the 1 st and the 2 nd layers in the negative spectrometer arm,
* the 1 st and the 2 nd layers of the vertex detectors above the beam pipe,
- the 1 st and the 2 nd layers of the vertex detectors below the beam pipe,
where for the vertex detectors the 1st layer is the one closer to the beam pipe and the 2nd
layer is the one further from it. For each pair of layers the collecting of hits starts from
the 1 st layer and then goes on in the 2 nd layer 5.
5with the limitation that not more than 99 hits are collected in total per layer pair
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The next step is to loop through all the hits in the 1 st and the 2 nd layers of each layer
pair, draw a straight line through each two hits in different layers within the pair, and
find the intersection (let us call it a vertex candidate) of each such line with the (y, z)
plane for spectrometer layers and with the (x,z) plane for vertex detector layers 6. Only
vertex candidates with |x 151 cm and jy| I1 cm are retained.
After that, all the vertex candidates made from the two spectrometer layer pairs are
grouped. As well, all the vertex candidates made from the two vertex detector layer pairs
are grouped. So, now there are two groups of vertex candidates. Each such group is used
to create a separate vertex (called OneTrackSpecVtx and OneTrackVtxVtx for spectrom-
eter and vertex detectors groups correspondingly) the following way: for each vertex
candidate (let us call it V) it is counted how many other vertex candidates there are
within the same group not further than 1 cm away from V along the z -axis (let us call S
the set of such other vertex candidates plus V, so there is such a set S for every V), and
the vertex z-coordinate is assigned as the average z-coordinate of all the vertex candi-
dates in the largest found set S. A vertex created this way is considered to be valid if its
IzI <100 cm. The x- and y -coordinates of the vertices are assigned to be zero.
At the last step, it was required that the event already has an OctProbMultVertex (see
section 4.3.1 on page 75), and a valid OneTrackSpecVtx or OneTrackVtxVtx (let us call
them V, 1, and 14 correspondingly). If only one of V, or 14 is valid, let us say for the
sake of definiteness it is V4 (the situation for 14 is analogous), then a valid OneTrackVer-
tex with z-coordinate equal to V1 z is created if and only if I 1z - Voz1 <3 cm. If both V,
and V2 are valid, then it is attempted to create a valid OneTrackVertex (using the same
procedure as the one just described) first from 1, and then from 14.
The resulting resolution of this vertexing algorithm is shown on Fig. 4.6 on the pre-
ceding page.
4.4. Event Selection
The event selection discussed here is the set of all conditions imposed on the PHOBOS
detector readouts to select only those which corresponded to collisions of two Cu nu-
clei each originating from a different of the two counter-rotating beams accelerated by
RHIC (see section 4.5 on the next page for a detailed definition of a collision). In addi-
tion to the conditions imposed by the PHOBOS trigger (see section 4.1 on page 69), the
event selection required the following:
- Successfully reconstructed OctProbMultVertex and OneTrackVertex (see section 4.3
on page 75) with the OneTrackVertex being in ranges [-5,+15] cm and [-25, -5] cm
for the intermediate (PT>0.3 9 GeV/c) and the lowest (PT<0.13 GeV/c) transverse
momentum measurements of the p meson invariant yield correspondingly.
- Events, which were triggered less than 0.5 [s after or 5 [Ls before an other event,
are called post-pile-up and pre-pile-up correspondingly. Such events were re-
moved from the data analysis.
6 Only the first 995 such lines are considered.
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- A good Li timing of an event means that enough time has past since the preced-
ing event rejected by the PHOBOS trigger to clear all the trigger signals from the
readout electronics, which is necessary to make sure that a trigger decision on the
current event is not effected by the detector signals produced during the previous
event. Only events with a good Li timing were selected for the data analysis.
- The special heartbeat (periodic readouts from all the PHOBOS detectors) and time
calibrator (designed to calibrate the relative timing delays between different de-
tector channels) events were (of course) not included into the data used for anal-
ysis.
The Cu+Cu collision events at /,s~~=200 GeV used for the data analysis performed in
this thesis were recorded by the PHOBOS detector during Run-5 of the RHIC operation,
which started on November 23, 2004 and finished on March 7, 2005 [194, 224]. The total
number of events passing the event selection and therefore analyzed for this was:
- 77,860,764: positive magnet polarity, OneTrackVertex in the range [-5,+15] cm,
- 68,267,807: negative magnet polarity, OneTrackVertex in the range [-5,+151 cm,
- 44,763,144: positive magnet polarity, OneTrackVertex in the range [-25, -5] cm,
* 42,411,924: negative magnet polarity, OneTrackVertex in the range [-25, -5] cm.
4.5. Centrality Determination
The centrality of a nucleus-nucleus collision is a measure of how many nucleons from
each of the two collided nuclei participated (or got wounded) in the collision. A nu-
cleon participated in the collision if it interacted inelastically with an other nucleon
from a moving in the opposite direction nucleus, and both such nucleons are called
participants. The nucleons, which did not participate in the collision, are called specta-
tors. See Fig. 4.7 on the following page for an illustration. It is clear that the shorter is the
distance (called the impact parameter) between the centers of the two collided nuclei in
the plane transverse to the collision axis, the higher is the mean number of participants,
therefore on average centrality is also a measure of the impact parameter 7.
Alternatively, centrality could be defined as a measure of the overall (Nch) or at a given
value of pseudorapidity (dNch/dy) multiplicity of particles produced in a heavy ion col-
lision. This definition is more relevant for the experimental determination of centrality
and would be equivalent to the one given in the previous paragraph if the particle mul-
tiplicity was a well defined monotonic function of the number of participants (denoted
further as Npa). The measurements show that the average of both Nch and dNch/dy 1,-O
increase with Npan [132]. However, since the multiplicities fluctuate at any given Npant
value, the centrality of a collision depends on how the notion of centrality is defined,
7 Hence the name centrality, since it a measure of the minimal distance between the centers of the
two collided nuclei.
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Figure 4.7.: A schematic transverse plane view of a Cu+Cu collision [225]. Nucleons
from each of the two collided nuclei, moving in the opposite directions
along the z-axis, are shown in red and blue. Nucleons participating in the
collision are shown as solid line circles, while the spectators are shown as
dotted line circles. The area of the circles is equal to the nucleon-nucleon
inelastic cross-section at the collision energy. See section 4.5 on the previ-
ous page for details.
and the larger are the fluctuations, the stronger the dependence is. As it was already
pointed out above, in the limiting case of no fluctuations, both definitions are equiv-
alent, but in the case of very large fluctuations the two definitions yield uncorrelated
quantitative measures of centrality. Other definitions of centrality could be used, most
of which (from experience) give similar measures of centrality, which means that the
relevant fluctuations are not very large. However, sooner or later, when the precision of
measurements of values describing heavy ion collisions becomes high, a rigorous defi-
nition of centrality will be required.
Further, by definition, only such nucleus-nucleus interactions will be called collisions
in which at least one pair of nucleons is wounded, which means that in any collision
Npar> 2.
4.5.1. EOct Variable
The variable EOct, used as a measure of centrality of Cu+Cu collisions at /~sN=200 GeV,
was defined using the following algorithm:
1. loop over all the hits in the full rows of sensors in the octagon (see section 2.2.5.2
on page 59), which means that hits in the side, the top, and the bottom rows of oc-
tagon sensors (that have sensors facing the spectrometer and the vertex detectors
removed) are not used in the analysis,
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2. divide each hit energy loss by the path length of the particle (which produced the
hit) inside the silicon sensor assuming that the particle traveled from OctProbMultVertex
(see section 4.3.1 on page 75) to the hit along a straight line,
3. then multiply each hit energy loss by TOIT (where T=300 Lm, and T is the thick-
ness of the sensor in which the hit was produced) and divide each hit energy loss
by AEMIP=80 keV (see section 4.2 on page 74), which results in all hits energy
losses being scaled to the thickness To and expressed in units of AEMIP,
4. sum all such scaled hit energy losses 8.
The assumption here is that the higher the total energy EOct deposited in the octagon
is, the higher the overall particle multiplicity of an event must be (any fluctuations are
ignored in this statement). Therefore indirectly, the multiplicity is the measure of cen-
trality of the event.
The reasons to use only full rows of octagon sensors to calculate EOct are:
- to avoid a vertex bias in the centrality determination, since studies [208] showed
that if incomplete rows of sensors are used, then EOct distribution becomes vertex
z -coordinate dependent, which would cause a need of vertex dependent EOct
cuts,
- to avoid a reaction plane bias in the centrality determination, since if incomplete
rows of sensors (causing an asymmetric octagon acceptance) are used, then EOct
distribution could become reaction plane angle dependent due to the anisotropy
(elliptic flow) of the particle distribution over the azimuthal angle, which would
induce a necessity of the angle dependent EOct cuts.
Note that, by definition, EOct is a dimensionless variable.
Octagon Hits Reconstruction. The hits in the octagon used to calculate the EOct vari-
able were reconstructed using an algorithm similar to the one described in section 4.2
on page 74 by merging (adding) the raw silicon pad signals of neighboring pads in each
sensor separately. The merging was only done along the z-axis, along which the seg-
mentation of sensors is more fine, and so it is possible for a particle to produce signals
in several consecutive pads. The merging process started if a pad with an energy loss
above the noise threshold of 60 keV was found, then the energy losses in the previous
and the following pads 9 (or in just one of the two, if only one passed the selection ex-
plained below) were added if after a normalization their energy losses would have fallen
in to the range 19.2-60 keV. The normalization just mentioned was done the same way
as explained above for hits, which is by
8but if any hit energy loss in the sum is greater than AEmax= 5 then use A Emax instead
9This implicitly means that not more than 3 neighboring pads energy losses could be summed. This
restriction comes from considering the geometry of the octagon and estimating that this is the maximum
number of consecutive pads, which could be intersected by a single particle traveling along a straight line
from a position in a usable for a data analysis range of vertex z-coordinates.
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1. dividing a pad energy loss by the path length of the particle (which produced the
signal in the pad) inside the silicon sensor assuming that the particle traveled
from the OctProbMultVertex (see section 4.3.1 on page 75) of the event to the pad
along a straight line,
2. multiplication of the energy loss by T/T.
If it was estimated that to produce a signal in some pad a particle must have traversed
more than one pad but no merging with neighboring pads was done, than such a pad
signal was discarded as background. No merging was performed for pads in the pseu-
dorapidity range IrI < 1. A hit was created from merged hit signals (or from a single
pad signal above the noise threshold) if the normalized energy loss of the resulting hit
was above 30 keV. Signals in the defective channels (see section 6.3.4 on page 157) of the
octagon silicon sensors were not used to create hits.
4.5.2. Centrality Binning
Let us first consider an ideal situation in which triggering and event selection have
100% efficiencies. The case when the efficiencies are nontrivial will be discussed in
section 4.5.3. It will be also assumed that the contamination of the event sample with
any kind of background events as a result of imperfect triggering and event selection is
negligible.
The traditional way (also used in this thesis) to quantitatively characterize centrality
of nucleus-nucleus collisions is the following:
1. sort all the events (in the limit of an infinite number of them) in the descending
order of the variable X, used as a measure of centrality (in this thesis this variable
is EOct, see section 4.5.1 on page 80),
2. for every event calculate the percentage of all the events with X larger than of this
event - this percentage is the centrality of the event.
In reality, one does not have a luxury of an infinite statistics, and so a measurement
is performed on events in a given centrality range (also called a centrality bin), which
means all the events with the percentage centrality measure described above in the
range are used in the data analysis.
4.5.3. Event Selection Efficiency
The method of event selection efficiency estimation was the same for Cu+Cu and d+Au
collisions at Vi7=200 GeV [226], and so the method description provided here follows
the discussion for the later type of collisions given in Ref. [208].
The (overall and as a function of centrality) efficiency was estimated by matching the
shape of EOct distributions in data and in Heavy Ion Jet Interaction Generator [227]
(HIJING) MC simulations. The MC simulations contain the description of the full col-
lision cross section, and since they provide an accurate description of the data EOct
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Bin # % centrality Npart Bin # % centrality Npart
17 0-3% 107.945 i 7.094 8 40-45% 26.569 i 5.740
16 3-6% 100.747 8.601 7 45-50% 21.605 5.122
15 6-10% 90.917 + 9.367 6 50-55% 17.184 i 4.612
14 10-15% 79.095 t 9.529 5 55-60% 13.557 4.201
13 15-20% 66.989 ± 8.976 4 60-65% 10.670 ± 3.674
12 20-25% 56.633 ± 8.361 3 65-70% 8.138 ± 3.179
11 25-30% 47.533 i7.560 2 70-75% 6.258 ±2.788
10 30-35% 39.611 i 6.864 1 75-80% 4.884 i 2.282
9 35-40% 32.746 + 6.304 0 80-100% 3.224 + 1.492
Centrality bin numbers, the corresponding ranges of fractional cross section,
and Npar values (which were determined from the PHOBOS HIJING MC sim-
ulations) in Cu+Cu collisions at /sN~=200 GeV The mean Npar values and
their systematic errors (it is easy to simulate many MC events, and so the sta-
tistical errors of the Npart values are negligible) in every centrality range were
determined separately for the positive and the negative magnet polarities.
The Npar numbers shown here are the averages of the values found for the
two polarities, assuming that all the systematic errors are fully uncorrelated
(the case considered in section 7.6.1 on page 208). See section 4.5.3 on the
facing page for details.
Table 4.1.:
distribution at high EOct values (central events), where the efficiency is expected to be
100%, and so direct comparison between data and MC is possible 10, the efficiency can
be estimated by calculating the ratio (data to MC) of normalized EOct distributions. The
normalization of the distributions was done by:
- Multiplying all the EOct values in MC by an appropriate factor close to unity, since
the overall scale of the values in data and MC was somewhat different.
- Normalizing the two distributions to the same integral in an interval of the highest
EOct values.
After that to estimate the average efficiency of the event selection for Cu+Cu collisions
in a given range of EOct values one just needs to find the ratio (data to MC) of integrals
of the distributions in the range. By applying this technique to the full range of EOct val-
ues, it was found that the overall efficiency for Cu+Cu at V-~~N=200 GeV was eo=84+5%.
Knowing the efficiency allowed to estimate the total number Ntot of occurred during
data taking collisions from the observed one Nobs as Ntot = Nobs/eo.
10That is why the EOct variable was chosen as a measure of event centrality. The assumption here is
that since MC describes the data EOct distribution well at high EOct values, it does so also at low EOct
values.
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Figure 4.8.: Ranges of EOct variable corresponding to the centrality bins used for data
analyzes in the PHOBOS experiment. The EOct distribution shown corre-
sponds to all events passing the event selection in Cu+Cu at fs,=200 GeV
data collected by the PHOBOS collaboration. See section 4.5.3 on page 82
for details.
Table 4.1 on the previous page shows the list of all centrality ranges used for data
analyses by the PHOBOS collaboration. Let us denote the interval of EOct values corre-
sponding to the centrality bin Wi as -j= [EOctn", Ec). The interval of EOct values
corresponding to a centrality range could be determined using the method of induc-
tion. This means that one starts with the most central bin of centrality (R1) and uses
the following relations:
- EOct7 "= +00,
EOct_ = EOct?,
- EOctT" is chosen such that the number of observed events with EOct values in Ji
is equal to
Ntot -ei- ,100%
where APJ and ej are the centrality percentage range length " and the event se-
lection efficiency corresponding to bin MR.
The EOct intervals resulting from this procedure are shown on Fig. 4.8. Fig. 4.9 and
Fig. 4.10 on page 88 demonstrate that the vertex bias of the EOct intervals is very small.
11 A 17 =3%, A9 1 5 =4%, A914=4%, etc. See Table 4.1 on the preceding page and section 4.5.2 on
page 82.
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Figure 4.9.: Normalized distributions of EOct variable in different OneTrackVertex z-
coordinate ranges. As can be seen, there is only very small vertex bias, and
even though the centrality ranges selection intervals shown on Fig. 4.8 were
found for the [-10,+10] cm OneTrackVertex z-coordinate range, they are
applicable to the [10,15] cm range as well within the 0-60% range of central-
ity used for the data analysis in this thesis. The figure was created for both
magnet polarities Cu+Cu f/;; = 200 GeV data passing the event selection,
described in section 4.4 on page 78. See section 4.5.3 on page 82 for details.
Calculation of EOct variable in MC. The EOctvariable was calculated somewhat differ-
ently in data and in the MC simulations used for the event selection efficiency estima-
tion described above. The difference was the event vertex kind used. As it was pointed
out in section 4.5.1 on page 80, in data the reconstructed OctProbMultVertex was used
to merge hits in the octagon and to normalize them to the same path length in silicon.
In the MC the simulated vertex was utilized to make sure that EOct could be calculated
for all the events (OctProbMultVertex reconstruction can fail for some events), which is
necessary for the simulation to contain the full collision cross section.
4.5.4. Number Of Collisions
An other variable, which can be used as a measure of centrality of a heavy ion collision
event, is the number of collisions (denoted as Ncon or Nbin) of nucleons in the event. The
average number of collisions corresponding to a given centrality range was calculated
using Glauber MC simulations [225]. The simulations were performed the following
way:
1. The centers of the two collided nuclei were selected randomly with a uniform dis-
tribution in the transverse (i.e. xy-coordinates) plane. Let us denote the coor-
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Bin # % centrality Ncon, Bin # % centrality Ncon
17 0-3% 198.230 t 16.898 8 40-45% 26.296 i 5.395
16 3-6% 172.380 i 16.707 7 45-50% 19.770 i 4.464
15 6-10% 149.119 i 16.375 6 50-55% 14.943 i 3.716
14 10-15% 121.001 i 14.976 5 55-60% 11.194 + 3.127
13 15-20% 95.842 t 12.896 4 60-65% 8.165 ± 2.522
12 20-25% 75.295 i 11.022 3 65-70% 6.028 i 2.045
11 25-30% 58.023 i 9.251 2 70-75% 4.397 i 1.701
10 30-35% 45.293 i 7.643 1 75-80% 3.293 i 1.328
9 35-40% 34.762 i 6.525 0 80-100% 1.774 i 0.826
Table 4.2.: Centrality bin numbers, the corresponding ranges of fractional cross section,
and Ncon values (which were determined from the PHOBOS Glauber MC sim-
ulations [225]) in Cu+Cu collisions at v/s;N~=200 GeV. The mean Neonl values
and their systematic errors (it is easy to simulate many MC events, and so the
statistical errors of the Ncoll values are negligible) in every centrality range
were determined separately for the positive and the negative magnet polar-
ities. The Neonl numbers shown here are the averages of the values found for
the two polarities, assuming that all the systematic errors are fully uncorre-
lated (the case considered in section 7.6.1 on page 208). See section 4.5.4 on
the preceding page for details.
dinates of the centers as (x1 , yi) and (x 2 , y2). In practice, one fixes y1 = y2 = 0 fm
and chooses x1 = -x 2 = b/2, where the impact parameter b is selected randomly
between 0 frn and some maximal value bma -20 fm with a distribution oc b.
2. The nucleon positions of the two collided nuclei were randomly generated with a
Woods-Saxon distribution:
pop(r)= r-R 'R
1+exp 
--
where r is the distance of a nucleon from the nucleus center and the parameters
R=4.2 fm and a=0.596 fm for Cu+Cu collisions. The angular distribution of nu-
cleons with respect to the center of their nucleus was chosen to be isotropic. The
normalization parameter po is not important in the simulations 12.
3. The two nuclei were then "collided" along the z-axis assuming that all nucleons
travel along a straight line (the eikonal approximation). A pair of nucleons was
considered to have experienced a collision if the distance D between the nucleons
in the transverse plane was D < f0-eg/, where o- is the inelastic cross-section
of nucleon-nucleon collisions which can be estimated by measuring it in proton-
proton collisions and was chosen to be UN = 42 1 mb at jsN;=200 GeV The
2 1t could be found from f* p(r)d3r =A, where A is the atomic number of a nucleus.
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total number of such nucleon collisions was counted and assigned to be the Ncon,
of a simulated event.
The Nc011 values for Cu+Cu collisions at V/sz=200 GeV resulting from the procedure
described above are shown in Table 4.2 on the preceding page for all the centrality
ranges used in the PHOBOS experiment.
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Figure 4. 10.: The OneTrackVertex z -coordinate (denoted here as vz,) ranges used for the
data analysis in this thesis (namely vz C- [-5,+15] cm for the # meson pt E
[0.39,1.69] GeV/c and vz E [-25,-5] cm for the # meson pt :5 0.13 GeV/c)
differed from the nominal range (vz E [- 10, +10] cm) for which the EOct
intervals corresponding to centrality ranges shown on Fig. 4.8 were found.
That introduces systematic uncertainties on the borders of the centrality
ranges in which the # meson invariant yield was measured. This figure
illustrates an estimate of the uncertainties. The horizontal axis is the cen-
trality (let us denote it as W) of an event with a given EOct value determined
using the EOct distribution of events with vz, E [-10, +10] cm. The vertical
axis shows the ratio to W of the event centrality found using the EOct dis-
tribution of events with a vertex range actually used for the data analysis.
As can be seen, the systematic uncertainties on the borders of the used
centrality ranges are about 0.3 - 0.7%. See section 4.5.3 on page 82.
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5.1. Reconstruction Challenge
Most of the time spent working on the results presented in this thesis was devoted to
overcoming the challenges of reconstructing kaons produced in studied Cu+Cu colli-
sions, which is of course the first necessary step of the data analysis since # meson
invariant yield was measured through the # --> K+K- decay channel (see chapter 6 on
page 139). The yield of # mesons is about -~ 100 times smaller than that of pions and
about ~ 10 times smaller than that of kaons (see Fig. 5.1), which combined with a small
z
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Figure 5.1.: dN/dy of different particle yields measured at midrapidity in Au+Au col-
lisions at fis~~= 62.4 GeV [228]. The yield of # mesons is about ~ 100
times smaller than that of pions and about ~- 10 times smaller than that of
kaons. Taking into account that the PHOBOS spectrometer allows an anal-
ysis of only ~ 0.01 of all particles (see section 2.2 on page 51), the observed
raw number of # mesons in PHOBOS data is about 104 times lower than for
pions and about 103 times lower than for kaons.
p -angle acceptance of the PHOBOS detector and the necessity to find both decay kaons
to reconstruct a 4, meson makes the measurement of the # meson yield a no small feat 1.
'The efficiency of # meson reconstruction eff(#) is approximately the product of K+ and K- recon-
struction efficiencies, i.e. eff(#) P eff(K+) x eff(K-), consequently any reduction in kaon reconstruc-
tion efficiency has a quadratic effect on the eff(#).
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Figure 5.2.: An example of hit positions in a central Cu+Cu 200 GeV event (run 16373,
event 122544).
PHOBOS collaboration developed a reconstruction code used for other data analyses,
however this code has too low efficiency of kaon reconstruction rendering it insufficient
to make the measurement in question. Therefore a specialized kaon reconstruction al-
gorithm was developed for the current work, which addressed the following drawbacks
of the standard PHOBOS reconstruction:
1. The standard PHOBOS reconstruction only attempts to find tracks having all of
their hits either in the "center" (Fig. 5.3(a)) or in the "wing" (Fig. 5.3(b)) subsets
of the spectrometer sensors. It does not use any information from the "forward"
(Fig. 5.3(c)) subset of sensors 2, positioned at small angles with respect to the col-
lision axis, where most of the charged particles are produced (see Fig. 5.4). Re-
construction of kaons at low 0 angles however not only increases the number of
reconstructed # mesons but is critical for making the invariant yield measure-
ment at low pt . The standard PHOBOS reconstruction also does not allow to find
tracks which have hits in different sensor subsets.
2 The reason that the standard PHOBOS reconstruction does not use information from the "forward"
subset of the spectrometer sensors is that the hit density in those sensors is so high (see Fig. 5.2) that
a reconstruction of all tracks (i.e. all particle types with any total momentum value) in this region is not
realistic on the current BNL RACF computer farm due to high number of possible hit combinations which
need to be considered.
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Figure 5.3.: Standard PHOBOS tracking only reconstructs tracks which have all of their
hits either in the "center" (a) or the "wing" (b) subsets of the spectrometer
sensors but neither in the "forward" (c) subset nor any mixture of sensors
from different sensor subsets.
The specialized kaon reconstruction uses information from all the spectrometer
sensors and is designed is such a way as to not pose any requirement on the spec-
trometer sensors subset in which the reconstruction is done 3. In fact any notion
3The exception is that information from sensors in layers 7 and 8 (see Fig. 2.10) is not used. There
are two reason why the layers are ignored: 1) the two layers have very small overlap and therefore are
essentially one single layer,-however in the PHOBOS geometry they are described as two separate layers
making their use inconvenient, 2) the layers are positioned in the magnetic field of transitional magni-
tude, consequently if hits in the layers are included into the "straight" part of tracks (see section 5.7 on
page 110), an approximation of the part as a straight line becomes poor, and if hits in the layers are in-
cluded into the "Hough" part of tracks (see section 5.8 on page 113), then due to a small magnetic field in
which the layers are positioned the momentum and angle resolution of the hit pairs containing hits in the
layers would be poor leading to compatibility of the pairs with most pairs in other layers, increasing the
total number of constructed Hough tracks and leading to a poorer overall resolution of the Hough track
parameters. Standard PHOBOS reconstruction does not use information from the spectrometer sensors
in layers 7 and 8 either.
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Figure 5.4.: Angular distribution of charged particles produced in Cu+Cu 200 GeV, 3-
6% collisions [132]. For other types of collided nuclei as well as for other
collision centralities the shape of the distribution is very similar. As one can
see, most of the charged particles are produced at small angles with respect
to the collision axis.
of a "sensors subset" is not present in the specialized tracking, and any combina-
tion of sensors containing a track hits is allowed up to the limits sets by set of layer
patterns used for reconstruction (see section 5.3 on page 98).
2. The standard PHOBOS reconstruction only attempts to find tracks with the fol-
lowing layer patterns (see section 5.3.1 on page 98):
e 1111-1100-1110-1110 ("center" subset of the spectrometer sensors)
- 1111-1100-1110-1011 ("wing" subset of the spectrometer sensors)
However, since 1 hit in layers 4-6 was allowed to be not found during reconstruc-
tion, the full set of reconstructed layer patterns was:
- 1111-1100-1110-1110 ("center" subset of the spectrometer sensors)
- 1110-1100-1110-1110 ("center" subset of the spectrometer sensors)
- 1111-0100-1110-1110 ("center" subset of the spectrometer sensors)
- 1111-1000-1110-1110 ("center" subset of the spectrometer sensors)
- 1111-1100-1110-1011 ("wing" subset of the spectrometer sensors)
- 1110-1100-1110-1011 ("wing" subset of the spectrometer sensors)
- 1111-0100-1110-1011 ("wing" subset of the spectrometer sensors)
* 1111-1000-1110-1011 ("wing" subset of the spectrometer sensors)
That in particular meant that each reconstructed track was required to have 11-12
successfully assigned hits, which is a rather strict requirement limiting the num-
ber of tracks which could potentially be reconstructed.
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In the specialized kaon reconstruction the set of allowed layer patterns was ex-
tended to include 13 layer patterns for K+ and 12 layer patterns for K- recon-
struction in positive magnet polarity data (see section 5.3.2 on page 99). For re-
construction of negative magnet polarity data the sets of layer patterns were re-
versed.
3. The standard PHOBOS reconstruction relies solely on the hit positions in the
spectrometer for particle reconstruction. However a charged particle of a given
total momentum deposits energy per unit of material thickness (dE/dx) with a
distribution around a well defined value when it passes through the silicon spec-
trometer sensors. All such energies are measured and could be used to check the
hits assigned to a given track for:
- consistency of the energy losses with each other
* consistency of the energy losses with the track total momentum value and
the hypothesis that the track is a kaon (a track total momentum value could
be determined using both: hits positions only and hits energy losses only
assuming the hypothesis that all the energies were deposited by a kaon, and
for successfully reconstructed kaons the two values must be consistent)
- the average value of energy losses to discard early tracks which could not be
identified as kaons with high enough purity using dE/dx vs p method (see
section 5.12.2.1 on page 135).
All the checks were implemented in the specialized kaon reconstruction.
4. Some of the pieces of code from the standard PHOBOS reconstruction which were
reused in the specialized kaon reconstruction were directly heavily optimized, to
reduce the CPU time required to execute some specific actions. And some parts of
the reconstruction were replaced completely with more efficient versions. Some
of the notable improvements came from:
- rewriting the code in such a way that no C++ objects would neither created
nor assessed in time critical parts of the track reconstruction
- rewriting the interpolation of the PHOBOS detector magnetic field map,
since the magnetic field information is accessed dozens or hundreds of times
per track reconstruction
* using a more efficient algorithm for f minimization in the track fitting
* using smaller number of track parameters minimized during track fitting
5. The standard PHOBOS reconstruction assumed that the straight parts of the
tracks are perfectly straight. In the specialized kaon reconstruction it was taken
into account that even though the magnetic field magnitude in the area of layers
1-6 is very low, it is not negligible, causing the straight parts of the tracks to have a
small curvature, which in turn caused a small systematic shift in the reconstructed
value of the 0-angle of the straight tracks. Taking this effect into account allowed
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for much stricter selection of matching pairs of straight and Hough tracks (see
section 5.9 on page 120).
Overall it was estimated that out of the all kaons originating from # meson decays,
that are found by the specialized kaon reconstruction, only ~ 2% could be found by the
standard PHOBOS reconstruction. What follows is a more detailed description of the
specialized kaon reconstruction algorithm used for the data analysis.
5.2. Realistic MC Simulation Of <p Mesons
The MC simulation is based on previous measurements by other experimental groups
and on some insights from the PHOBOS data, having its the goal to simulate
- the yield and the distribution of # mesons production in Cu+Cu 200 GeV colli-
sions in a realistic way
- the PHOBOS detector response to decay products of the # mesons.
The simulation was used to select the set of layer patterns to be used in the specialized
kaon reconstruction (see section 5.3.2 on page 99).
The W -angle distribution of simulated #5 mesons was uniform in the range [0, 2ii]. It
was assumed that the following distributions describing the # meson production are
independent:
dN dN dN d 2N
dp' dy' dp' d(CentralityBin)dv 
The details about the employed distributions are explained below.
5.2.1. Distribution Of vz Versus Centrality Bin Number
Distribution and the yield of #5 meson production depends on an event centrality (see
section 4.5 on page 79) and the PHOBOS detector response to the # mesons decay prod-
ucts depends on the geometrical position of a Cu+Cu collision with the strongest de-
pendence being on the v, . Therefore a realistic distribution of v_ versus centrality bin
number has to be used for simulation of single # meson events.
The distribution was found by reading all of the Cu+Cu 200 GeV events in the PHO-
BOS data, selecting only those which pass the event selection (see section 4.4 on
page 78), and filling a 2D-histogram (200 v_ bins in the -35 cm to +15 cm range) with vz
versus centrality bin number (see section 4.5 on page 79) values. During the MC sim-
ulation the pairs of v, versus centrality bin number values were generated randomly
according to the histogram shape (see Fig. 5.5 on the next page).
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Figure 5.5.: Centrality bin number versus v2 probability density function used for real-
istic MC simulation of #5 Mesons in Cu+Cu collisions at Vs-= 200 GeV.
5.2.2. Rapidity Distribution Of # Mesons
There is no experimental data on the rapidity distribution of # mesons at RHIC ener-
gies. However some insight could be gained from the lower energy data. As can be seen
from Fig. 5.6 on the following page, in 40 A GeV, 80 A GeV, and 160 A GeV central Pb+Pb
collisions the rapidity distributions of produced K- and # mesons are Gaussians with
about the same width. The measured K- rapidity density in 0-5% central Au+Au col-
lisions at V-5N = 200 GeV has Gaussian shape as well with width of ~- 2.14 units (see
Fig. 5.7 on page 97). Therefore assuming that
- the shapes and the widths of K- and 4) meson rapidity distributions in Au+Au
collisions at V/s7 = 200 GeV are the same
- the shapes of # meson rapidity distributions in Cu+Cu and Au+Au collisions at
at f3N= 200 GeV are the same
- the width of 4) meson rapidity distribution is independent of centrality
the rapidity distribution of # mesons in Cu+Cu collisions at j-5s = 200 GeV was sim-
ulated to be Gaussian with width of 2.14 units at all event centralities.
5.2.3. Transverse Momentum Distribution Of # Mesons
The mt = p + m2 dependence of the # meson yield is well described by an exponen-
tial function [231, 232]:
ld 2 Nd N dy exp ( t- , (5.1)
21rmid mtdy 21fT(mo+T) T
where slope T and yield dN/dy are parameters of the distribution, and me is the #5
meson mass. The normalized to unity transverse momentum distribution employed
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(a) Rapidity distributions of 7-, K+ and K- . Filled symbols are measured, open ones are reflected
at midrapidity. The solid lines are parametrizations by the sum of two Gaussians displaced sym-
metrically with respect to midrapidity.
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(b) # rapidity distributions. Solid symbols are measured data, open symbols are reflected at midra-
pidity. The full lines represent Gaussian fits.
Figure 5.6.: In 40 A GeV, 80 A GeV, and 160 A GeV central Pb+Pb collisions the rapid-
ity distributions of produced K- (a) and # (b) mesons are Gaussians with
about the same width [229].
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Figure 5.7.: Pion and kaon rapidity densities (a) and their mean transverse momen-
tum (PT) (b) as a function of rapidity as measured in 0-5% central Au+Au
collisions at V-= 200 GeV [230]. The dashed lines in (a) are Gaussian fits
to the dN/dy distributions. K- rapidity distribution has width ~2.14 units.
for the realistic MC simulation of # meson production was derived from Eq. 5.1:
dN Pt
dpt T(T+m)
(- .M20- MO
T ) (5.2)
If (PT) is known, Eq. 5.2 could be used to find the corresponding slope parameter T.
Parameters dN/dy and (PT) were taken from the STAR collaboration publication on #
meson production in Cu+Cu collisions at V~~N = 200 GeV[233]. The parameters and
the calculated corresponding slope parameter T values are summarized in Table 5.1.
Since dN/dy is proportional to Npq in Au+Au collisions at Vs-N = 200 GeV [232], the
scaling was assumed to be true in Cu+Cu collisions at F-= 200 GeV as well, and was
used in the 60-100% centrality range to estimate dN/dy by scaling the 50-60% dN/dy
value with Npa (see Table 4.1 on page 83). The (PT) value (and consequently the slope
parameter T) in the centrality ranges 60-100% and 50-60% were approximated to be the
same.
5.2.4. Total Number Of # Mesons Per Event
STAR collaboration measured # meson production in the rapidity range ly" I <0.5 [233,
234]. Therefore to estimate the total average number of #5 mesons produced per event
in a given centrality range the dN/dy values in Table 5.1 were divided by the fraction of
rapidity distribution (see section 5.2.2 on page 95) contained in the interval [-0.5,+0.5]:
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Table 5.1.: dN/dy and the slope parameter T used in the realistic
meson production.
f +0.5
-0.5
MC simulation of #
1 __ 2_
exp ( 2 dy ~0.185.
v-Z2n .2.14 2.-(2.14)
The resulting quantities were multiplied by 0.492 (# -> K+K~ branching ratio) to esti-
mate the the average numbers Ng of # mesons which decayed into K+K- pairs [235] 4.
Finally, the actual number of # mesons in a given event was randomly chosen according
to a Poisson distribution with the mean No.
5.2.5. Simulating # -* K+K- Decay
To simulate a #5 -+ K+K- decay, the following procedure was followed:
1. The # meson boost vector i was calculated.
2. The # meson invariant mass was chosen randomly in the range [2 mK, 400] ac-
cording to the Breit-Wigner distribution with the mean mg = 1.019456 GeV and
the width F0 = 0.00426 GeV [236] 5.
3. The # meson was decayed isotropically in to a K+K- pair.
4. The daughter kaons were boosted according to the vector V' to the laboratory ref-
erence system.
5.3. Layer Patterns
5.3.1. Layer Patterns Definition
MC simulations (see section 5.2 on page 94) have shown that the probability that a kaon
track intersects a given layer of the PHOBOS spectrometer more than once (due to the
4Note that the branching ratio listed here is different from the modem value of 0.489 [169], but this is
the actual number which was used for the realistic MC simulation of #P meson production.
5 Again, those are the actual values used for the simulation.
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% centrality dN/dy (Pr) (GeV/c) T (GeV)
0-10 2.3 0.935 0.335
10-20 1.6 0.901 0.318
20-30 1.1 0.897 0.316
30-40 0.7 0.885 0.310
40-50 0.4 0.869 0.302
50-60 0.26 0.852 0.293
60-100 0.26 scaled with Npart 0.852 0.293
5.3. Layer Patterns
track curvature in the magnetic field) is negligible 6. For this work only kaon tracks with
at least 4 hits in layers 1-6 and at least 4 hits in layers 9-16 were reconstructed. The frac-
tion of such tracks that hit the spectrometer sensor layers in order different from the
ascending order of the layer numbers (see Fig. 2.10 on page 61) is also negligible. There-
fore both types of tracks just mentioned representing a small fraction of all kaon tracks
can be safely neglected without any significant reduction in the tracking efficiency. The
remaining tracks then can be characterized just by the set of layer numbers which they
intersect, which are called layer patterns in this work.
It is convenient to represent a layer pattern as an 8-bit binary number with a bit num-
ber n equal to 1 (bit is set), if tracks with such layer pattern have a hit in the spectrometer
layer number n, and equal to 0 (bit is not set) otherwise. For example, a track with the
layer pattern 1001-0001-0000-0001 has hits in the layers 1, 4, 8, and 16 and does not
have any hits in the other spectrometer layers. If layer pattern P1 has all the bits set,
which are set in layer pattern P2, we say that P1 contains P2 .
5.3.2. Layer Pattern Selection
Once a track layer pattern is chosen, the reconstruction procedure is rather straight-
forward ideologically: start from the event vertex and add hits one by one in layers with
numbers equal to the bit numbers set in the layer pattern in ascending order of the layer
numbers. The beginning of a perfect reconstruction procedure would be then to figure
out all the possible layer patterns of kaons resulting from # meson decays and to re-
construct all the tracks corresponding to them. However, this approach would be very
intensive computationally, since it would require generation of a separate set of covari-
ance matrices (see section 5.10 on page 123) for each such layer pattern and it would
require RAM to store the matrices and corresponding track candidate hit combinations
during reconstruction, making it unrealistic to execute using the available computing
resources at the RACF (see section 3.1 on page 65). Restricting reconstruction to only
some subset of the full layer patterns is not a good idea either since it would limit the
efficiency of the resulting tracking algorithm.
However, to reconstruct a particle track it is enough to find only some subset of all the
hits produced by the particle '. Consequently, from the discussion above, it means that
it is enough to find hits produced by the particle in a subset of all the layers intersected
by the particle trajectory, ignoring intersections with the remaining layers. The resulting
track would have a layer pattern which is contained in the layer pattern corresponding
to all the intersected layers. Therefore to construct a maximal efficiency reconstruction
6Due to a small overlap of adjacent sensors in a given layer a particle trajectory can intersect both
such sensors. Such cases are not considered a double intersection of a track with a layer. We say that
a trajectory intersects a layer more than once if either the distance between some of the intersections
is much larger than the typical distance between two adjacent spectrometer sensors or if the integral of
incremental changes of trajectory's tangent vector 0-angle between some of the intersections is approxi-
mately ~ 21r.
7Although it is not necessary to find all the hits, the more hits are assigned correctly to a given track,
the higher the resolution of the particle parameters reconstruction is going to be.
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algorithm with a given number of allowed layer patterns, one has to find such a set of
layer patterns that at least one of them would be contained in a maximal fraction of all
the possible layer patterns of kaons resulting from # meson decays. That is exactly was
what done while designing the specialized kaon reconstruction.
Two separate sets of layer patterns were chosen: 13 layer patterns for K+ and 12 layer
patterns for K- reconstruction in positive magnet polarity data. Since K+ and K- have
the same mass and opposite charge, if the magnetic field vector direction and a kaon
charge are reversed, the kaon trajectory is not altered. Therefore, for reconstruction of
negative magnet polarity data the sets of layer patterns were reversed.
The following procedure was followed to select layer pattern sets used for reconstruc-
tion:
1. To find out all the possible layer patterns of kaons resulting from # meson decays,
a MC simulation (see section 5.2 on page 94) was done of a number of realistically
distributed single # mesons, equivalent to the one produced in 10,145,696 real
data Cu+Cu 200 GeV events.
2. Only # mesons were selected which decayed into K+K- pairs with both kaons:
- total momentum less than 1.1 GeV
- dE/dx more than than 1.0 MIP per sensor thickness
- having at least 4 hits in layers 1-6 and at least 4 hits in layers 9-16 (see
Fig. 2.10 on page 61)
3. For every possible K+ layer pattern, for decays where both kaons originated from
the selected #5 mesons, it was counted how many K+ trajectories had the layer
pattern. Then all such layer patterns were sorted according to the number of the
corresponding counts and the fraction (let us call it "popularity" in what follows)
of K+ mesons having each layer pattern was calculated. After that each layer
pattern binary number representation and the corresponding popularity were
printed. Next, starting from the most popular ones, it was assessed which layer
patterns could be made equal by ignoring some of the layers. Attempt was made
to ignore as little number of layers as possible (mostly 0 or 1). A layer was not al-
lowed to be ignored if after that the requirement on the number of hits, explained
in the step 2 would be violated. The layer pattern equal to the selected group of
patterns (except the bits corresponding to the ignored layers) was selected to be
used in the specialized kaon reconstruction.
4. Step 3 was repeated, this time ignoring all the K+ layer patterns, which contain
the selected one, resulting in a second selected layer pattern 8. Then step 3 was
repeated again, now ignoring all the K+ layer patterns which contain at least one
8We ignore the layer patterns, which contain the selected one, since tracks with such patterns could
already be reconstructed using this selected pattern, and the goal is to find such a set of layer patterns,
that as big fraction of all K+ tracks as possible could be reconstructed using at least one of them.
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Table 5.2.: Layer patterns used in the specialized kaon reconstruction developed for the
data analysis.
of the layer patterns selected so far 9, resulting in one more pattern selected. The
processes was iterated until 13 different layer patterns were selected for K+ recon-
struction. It was not required that no two selected layer patterns could contain
one in the other - any possible resulting ambiguity between two reconstructed
tracks was resolved as described in section 5.12 on page 133.
5. K- layer patterns to be used in the specialized kaon reconstruction were selected
the same way as K+ ones, i.e. following steps 3 and 4. In total 12 different layer
patterns were selected.
The fractions of K+ and K- tracks, resulting from decays of # mesons selected in
step 2, that could be reconstructed using the selected layer patterns were estimated to
be ~ 97% and - 98%. It was also estimated that the fraction of # mesons, passing the
just mentioned selection, such that both daughter kaons could be reconstructed using
the selected sets of layer patterns, is - 95%.
The selected layer patterns are summarized in Table 5.2.
5.4. MC Simulation of Single Kaon Events
Due to the complexity of the PHOBOS detector geometry, theoretical calculation of the
amount of scattering and energy losses experienced by K+ and K- particles as they
travel through the beam pipe and the PHOBOS spectrometer material is a daunting task.
9To make the procedure description exact, it has to be mentioned that for one K+ and one K- layer
pattern no ignoring was done. The layer pattern in both cases was 1100-1100-1110-1000.
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K+ K-
1111-1100-1110-11010 1111-1100-1110-1010
0011-1100-1110-1100 0011-1100-1110-1010
0011-1100-1110-1011 1100-1100-1110-1000
1100-1100-1110-1000 0011-1100-1110-1000
1010-1100-1111-0011 1111-1100-1101-0001
0011-1100-1110-1000 1111-1100-0010-1110
1111-1100-1101-0011 1100-1100-1110-1100
1111-1100-0010-1110 1100-1100-1100-1010
1111-1000-1111-1010 1010-1100-1110-0011
1111-1100-1111-0000 1110-1000-1111-1011
0011-1100-1100-1011 1111-1100-1111-0000
1111-1000-1001-0011 0011-1100-0110-1010
0011-1100-1010-1100
5. Particle Reconstruction
However, quantitative knowledge of the amounts for different parameters of kaons was
essential for the development of the specialized kaon reconstruction used for the data
analysis 10. A GEANT [223] based MC simulation of single kaon events was employed to
get the necessary estimations. The simulation described here was used to develop the
straight line tracking (see section 5.7 on page 110), the Hough tracking (see section 5.8
on page 113), and the joining of the two (see section 5.9 on page 120).
The following GEANT parameters were changed from their default values:
"GEN" =
"BREM" =
"COMP" =
"DCAY" =
"DRAY" =
"HADOR" =
"LOSS" =
"MULS" =
"PAIR" -
"PHOT" =
The simulation
10
0
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
was
user supplies particle (one particle per event)
no positron annihilation
bremsstrahlung without generation of photon
Compton scattering without generation of e-
decay but ignore secondaries
delta ray production without generation of e-
hadronic interactions without secondaries
restricted Landau fluctuations energy losses plus delta ray production
multiple scattering according to Moliere
pair production without generation of e+/e-
photoelectric effect without generation of e-
performed at discrete positions of vz in the range [-35,+15] cm
with a step of 0.25 cm. All the simulations were done at positive magnet polarity with
uniform distributions in the following ranges of the kaon momentum parameters:
SE[-0.2,+0.2], O E [0,ir], and 1/p E [0.02,10.0] (GeV/c)-1. (5.3)
K+ and K- particles were simulated separately in sets corresponding to each layer
pattern (see section 5.3 on page 98) selected to be used in the specialized kaon recon-
struction. Once a single kaon event was simulated, it was only saved if the resulting
kaon layer pattern contained the layer pattern of the set.
To make sure that a sufficiently high number of kaons is generated for each layer
pattern selected to be used in the specialized kaon reconstruction in all the regions of
the PHOBOS detector acceptance, the simulation was done in portions. The other im-
portant reasons to do the simulation this way were to limit the CPU time and the disk
space required. Once a portion of kaon simulations was complete, a (vz x 0 x 1/p) 3D-
histogram (20 x 20 x 20 bins) was filled in the ranges of parameters given in Eq.5.3 with
one entry per event saved so far. Once the number of entries in a histogram bin reached
100, subsequent kaons which would fall in to the bin in case of a successful layer pattern
match were skipped in the next simulation portion.
After completion of every simulation portion, the Hough tracking tables were filled
(see section 5.8.2.1 on page 117) using all the single kaon events generated so far and
the efficiency of the Hough tracking (see section 5.8 on page 113) was checked. The
simulation of single kaon events for a given kaon charge x layer pattern combination
was stopped once the efficiency reached > 96% level.
10Parameters of a kaon are its origin vz position and its momentum vector.
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5.5. Track Truncated Mean dE/dx
Throughout the current work track dE/dx vs total momentum information was used in
different form to identify kaons among other charged particles 11. This section explains
calculation of this energy loss rate in the silicon detectors of the PHOBOS spectrometer.
Theoretically the mean dE/dx can be calculated using the Bethe-Bloch equation [169,
237-240]:
dE Z 1 12mec 2 2r 2 Tmax ___py
_ -= Kz 2  I- n __________ # 6()Y (5.4)dx A p2 2 1 2 2 '
where x is the absorber thickness, re - the classical electron radius, NA - Avogadro's
number, me - electron mass, Z - atomic number of absorber, A - atomic mass of ab-
sorber, z - charge of incident particle, 5(pir) - density effect correction to ionization
energy loss, I - mean excitation energy, K = 41rNArmec 2 = 0.307075 MeV g-1 cm 2, and
Tmax - maximum kinetic energy which can be transferred to a free electron in a single
collision, which can be calculated using the following equation [241]:
2m, c 2(r) 2
Tmax = (2 (5.5)
1 + 2 m.1 + (#)2 +
However experimentally the mean dE/dx is an ill-defined quantity. This is because
the typical thickness of the PHOBOS spectrometer sensors, measuring the energy losses
by charged particles, is ~ 0.032 cm (see Fig. 2.8 on page 59). For such thin silicon ab-
sorbers the ratio of the average energy loss to Tmax is well below 0.01 (see Fig. 5.8 on the
next page), and therefore the charged kaon energy losses are approximately described
by the Landau distribution [241-243], which is highly-skewed with a long tail at high en-
ergy loss values due to rare large single collision energy transfers, making the mean of an
experimental energy loss distribution subject to large fluctuations and sensitive to cuts
and to background[169]. Therefore experimentally instead of the average energy loss,
estimators of the most probable dE/dx often are used, which are found as the mean of
50-70% of the lowest dE/dx values in a sample[169].
Hits of a correctly reconstructed track represent a sample of the energy losses by the
particle, which produced the hits. If the energy lost by the particle is much lower than its
total energy, then with a good approximation all the hit dE/dx values could be thought
of as drown from the same Landau distribution convoluted with the energy loss resolu-
tion. The reasons one has to deal with dE/dx values and not with the raw energy losses
are:
in general a charged particle intersects different spectrometer sensors at different
angles as it propagates through the detector
"For the explanation of how dE/dx vs p could be used for kaon identification see section 5.12.2 on
page 134.
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The ratio of the truncated average energy loss (see section 5.5 on the preced-
ing page) by a charged kaon in 0.032 cm of silicon to the maximum energy
transfer in one collision as a function of total momentum. The ratio, found
by MC simulations of the truncated average energy losses divided by Tmax
calculated using Eq. 5.5 on the previous page, is much lower than ~ 0.01 for
all of the reconstructed charged kaons, indicating that the charged kaon en-
ergy loss distribution in the PHOBOS spectrometer is well described by the
Landau distribution[241]. Note: technically, the truncated average energy
loss is different from the mean energy loss by a factor of ~ 1.6, but it does
not change the conclusion.
- the PHOBOS spectrometer sensors have different thickness (see Fig. 2.8 on
page 59) 12
and therefore the raw hit energy losses are the integrals of dE/dx over the length of the
particle trajectory inside the sensors f £L-dx, however it is of interest to sample energydx
losses by a particle in the same amount of material. It is useful to keep in mind that the
goal of finding dE/dx values is to use them for particle identification (see section 5.12.2
on page 134), and so the precision of dE/dx reconstruction has to be just good enough
for the purpose. At low total momentum, i.e. p 5 0.6 GeV/c, where a track curvature in
the spectrometer magnetic field is the highest, dE/dx distributions of pions, kaons and
protons at any given p value are well separated and therefore a lower dE/dx resolution
is affordable. At higher total momentum, and consequently at lower track curvature, a
track shape approaches that of a straight line. Considering that, the following procedure
was used to estimate the length Y of a particle trajectory inside an intersected sensor
where it produced a hit .Y:
1. All the hits of a track containing -) were sorted in ascending order of the layer
number (see Fig. 2.10 on page 61).
'
2This fact was not taken into account in the standard PHOBOS reconstruction algorithm.
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(a) From MC study of single # mesons embedded into real data events: av-
erage number of hits per track is ~ 9.5. (b) The figure shows in red color
((truncated mean dE/dx) - (most probable dE/dx)) divided by (sample er-
ror on the mean dE/dx) for 10 hit tracks drawn from a Landau distribution
with most probable dE/dx ~ 10 and FWHM-- 4. One can see that the a
non-shifted estimate on the true most probable dE/dx is achieved at the
truncation fraction 9 ~ 50%. In blue color the figure shows sample error on
the mean dE/dx for a Landau distribution with the same parameters. The
error stops decreasing dramatically for truncation fractions 9 5 70%.
2. The hit Ye was connected with the next (-Y+1) and the previous (Ae-1) hit on the
sorted list with straight lines.
3. The sensor containing hit .Y was described with a parallelepiped.
4. 2 was estimated as a sum of the lengths of the line segments Ye5Y+1 and ye1,
contained inside the parallelepiped.
5. If the hit Ye was either the first one or the last one on the list, then 2 was esti-
mated as the length of the line, containing segment .kJ'+1 or xe1 correspond-
ingly, inside the parallelepiped.
The raw hit Ae energy loss AE was divided by 2 to find dE/dx value corresponding to
the hit.
Now that we have dE/dx values for all the hits of a track, it is possible to find an ap-
proximation of the track dE/dx. As it was pointed out above, often used estimators of
the most probable track dE/dx are found as the mean of 50-70% of the lowest dE/dx
values of its hits. In the current work, it was not important to find dE/dx very close to
the true most probable dE/dx of a track, rather the goal was to reduce the fluctuations
in the value in comparison to the full sample average, and therefore the truncation frac-
tion 7 was chosen at 70%. If it was essential for the estimator of a track most probable
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dE/dx to be close to the true value, the truncation fraction should have been chosen at
50% (see Fig. 5.9 on the previous page). The procedure of calculating a track truncated
mean dE/dx was the following:
1. All track hit dE/dx values were found as described above. The values were subse-
quently sorted in an ascending order.
2. ~70% of the lowest hit dE/dx values were selected. The mean and the Root Mean
Square (RMS) of the sample were calculated in units of GeV/cm, which were after-
ward multiplied by the typical thickness of the PHOBOS spectrometer sensor of
0.032 cm (see Fig. 2.8 on page 59) and divided by 8 x 10-5 GeV/MIP (approximately
the energy loss by a MIP in 0.03 cm of silicon).
5.6. Correcting For Data/MC Energy Loss Mismatch
The default PHOBOS MC simulation code does not reproduce correctly the energy
losses of charged particles in the spectrometer silicon detectors - the simulated energy
losses for kaons are - 18.2% higher than those in data. Since the specialized kaon re-
construction checks consistency of a track hit energy losses with the track curvature and
applies cuts on the average energy losses of a track hits subsets, the inconsistency of the
MC energy losses with data has to be corrected for. Without the correction, the # meson
reconstruction efficiency, estimated on MC simulated single # mesons embedded into
real data events (see section 6.3.1 on page 150), would be evaluated incorrectly causing
a large systematic error in the measurement of the # meson invariant yield.
5.6.1. Kaon Total Momentum Reconstruction Systematic Error
The inconsistency between data and MC energy losses was discovered after the covari-
ance matrices used for track fitting were generated (see section 5.10.4 on page 128),
therefore, as it is explained in section 5.10 on page 123, in the final version of the special-
ized kaon reconstruction only hit positions were fit to estimate the total momentum and
0-angle of kaon tracks. Since MC tracks loose more energy as they propagate through
the PHOBOS spectrometer, they are more curved than tracks in data at the same total
momentum. Consequently the energy loss mismatch causes the kaon total momentum
values to be overestimated during reconstruction in data, with a stronger effect at low
kaon energies.
Let us estimate the effect of the data/MC energy loss mismatch on the reconstruc-
tion of a track total momentum. The energy loss estimations will be given in the format
worst-case-scenario/average. For the purpose of an approximate effect scale estimation
the factor 1/ cos(a) ~ 0(1), taking into account an angle of intersection of a track with
a sensor, will be ignored (systematic error on the total momentum due to the data/MC
energy loss mismatch is proportional to 1/ cos(a)). The average most probable energy
lost (calculated as explained in section 5.5 on page 103) by a kaon in one silicon sensor
of the PHOBOS spectrometer is about - 16 / - 1.37 times that of a MIP per 320 im of
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Figure 5.10.: dE/dx (a) and total momentum (b) of kaons used in the positive magnet
polarity data analysis. Kaon dE/dx was scaled to 0.032 cm and MIP energy
loss in ~300 [im of silicon.
Si (which is ~ 0.04 / 0.0034 GeV/cm) - see Fig. 5.10(a). For a typical silicon detector
(thickness ~300 [tm) the average energy loss is ~ 1.4 times the most probable one, there-
fore the average energy lost by a kaon in one silicon sensor is ~ 0.06 / ~0.005 GeV/cm.
The typical thickness of the PHOBOS spectrometer sensors is ~0.032 cm (see Fig. 2.8 on
page 59), corresponding to the total energy lost - 0.002 / 0.00015 GeV per one silicon
sensor. Consequently the total energy lost by a kaon in the 5 16 layers of the PHOBOS
spectrometer (see Fig. 2.10 on page 61) is -- 0.03 / ~ 0.0026 GeV. Therefore the differ-
ence in the energy loss between data and PHOBOS MC is ~ 0.005 / ~ 0.0004 GeV (using
factor 0.182 - see section 5.6.2 on the following page), which corresponds to ~ 0.15 /
~0.87 GeV/c total momentum kaons (see Fig. 5.10(b)) and systematic error in the track
curvature (i.e. total momentum) of ~ 12% / ~ 0.06%). The procedure just described
could be applied to the data on a track by track basis with the results shown on Fig. 5.11
on the next page. Now we find that the worst-case-scenario / average systematic er-
rors on the kaon total momentum due to the data/MC energy loss mismatch is ~- 5% /
~ 0.08%. Even though the estimation does not take into account the angle of intersec-
tion of tracks with spectrometer sensors and does not use the exact number of inter-
sected spectrometer layers, it could be used to get a sense of the size of the effect. As
it will be pointed out in section 5.10 on page 123 the average total momentum resolu-
tion of the reconstruction procedure (measured on single kaon tracks embedded into
real data events) is 3-7% (depending on kaon charge sign and layer pattern used for re-
construction), which shows that for majority of kaon tracks the effect of the data/MC
energy loss mismatch is very small in comparison to the momentum reconstruction
resolution (the systematic error is larger than 1% for only about ~ 1% of tracks with
p <0.23 GeV/c), and therefore can be ignored 13.
13 1n addition to the data/MC energy loss mismatch, there is an other about ~ 4 times larger (than the
one just described) total momentum reconstruction systematic error, which arises due to the fact that
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Figure 5.11.: Estimation of the scale of the kaon total momentum reconstruction sys-
tematic error, arising due to the mismatch between data and MC energy
losses in the PHOBOS spectrometer.
5.6.2. Energy Loss Correction Factor
Kaons are the particles, that are directly reconstructed and identified during the data
analysis, therefore the goal of the energy loss correction was to make sure that after the
correction the charged kaons energy losses in MC would match those in data. How-
ever it is not known in advance which hits in data are produced by kaons, and not by
some other charged particles. Consequently, the comparison between data and MC
energy losses was made between the average most probable energy loss (calculated as
explained in section 5.5 on page 103) by kaons reconstructed with the specialized kaon
reconstruction algorithm applied on data and on single kaon events simulated by PHO-
BOS MC with subsequently scaled down energy losses. The comparison was made as a
function of kaon reconstructed total momentum.
The energy loss correction can not be applied on the data spectrometer hits to scale
their energy losses up since there would be a disagreement left between data and MC
on the hit merging level (i.e. when spectrometer hits are created from hit arrays 14). For
example, some hit in MC simulations could have a high enough energy loss to pass a
cut on hit energy losses and be added to the hit list, but a hit in data, produced by a
particle with the same parameters as in the MC, could fail to satisfy the same cut. An
other example, some entry in the MC spectrometer hit arrays could pass a noise removal
threshold cut, but the same entry could be withdrawn from the subsequent analysis in
data. Therefore, the energy loss correction has to be applied on the raw hit arrays and
not on the spectrometer hits.
the track model used for track fitting (see section 5.10 on page 123) does not take into account any track
energy losses at all. This effect was corrected for as described in section 5.13 on page 135.
'
4Hit arrays is the set of data on the energy deposited in all the channels (pads) of all the PHOBOS
silicon detectors in a given event (the energy deposition in every channel is listed separately).
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Figure 5.12.: dE/dx vs p cuts used to select kaons in positive magnet polarity data in
order to find the scaling factor between MC and data kaon energy losses.
The factor, by which the MC kaon energy losses are higher than in data, was found
using the following procedure:
1. Centrality bin number 1 (see Table 4.1 on page 83) data events at positive magnet
polarity were reconstructed with the specialized kaon reconstruction algorithm.
Very peripheral events were chosen for comparison to MC simulations to reduce
as much as possible the probability of assigning to a kaon track a hit produced by
an other particle, which is much less likely to happen in a low hit density environ-
ment. The kaon track selection and the total momentum correction were applied
on the reconstruction results as described in sections 5.12 on page 133 and 5.13
on page 135 with one difference: the dE/dx vs p cuts were significantly more nar-
row around the kaon maximum in the dE/dx distribution at any given value of
total momentum p (see Fig. 5.12). The reason of the tighter cuts was to reduce the
fraction of pions and protons in the data kaon sample.
2. For every data kaon track, a single kaon MC event was simulated. The MC kaon
vertex position, charge and momentum vector were chosen to be the same as for
the reconstructed data kaon.
3. The MC event energy loss hit arrays were scaled down by a constant 'W and were
used to create spectrometer hitq. A track was created from those hits, which
matched the hit array entries produced by the MC kaon 15. If the resulting track
layer pattern did not contain the data kaon layer pattern, the MC simulation was
15A spectrometer hit was considered to be matching, if it was made form at least one hit array entry,
which was produced by the MC kaon.
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repeated again, until either the layer pattern condition was satisfied or the maxi-
mum of 200 attempts was reached (in which case the data kaon track was omitted
from further consideration). In case of success, the resulting MC event was saved.
4. The specialized kaon reconstruction was applied on the saved MC events the
same way as it was applied on data.
5. The results of the specialized kaon reconstruction run on data and on MC single
kaon events were matched on track by track basis, selecting only MC reconstruc-
tion results with the kaon reconstructed with a correct electrical charge.
6. The MC to data ratio of the kaon average most probable energy losses as well as
the shapes of the dE/dx distributions in data and MC were compared for differ-
ent reconstructed total momentum ranges (see Fig. 5.13 on the facing page). The
scaling factor W (defined in step 3) was adjusted until a good agreement between
the data and MC was reached at IC = 1.1821.
The final average ratio of the corrected MC to data kaon energy losses, resulted from
the procedure described above, is 1.002 ± 0.001 (stat), with systematic deviations of the
ratio not exceeding 1% for most total momentum values (see Fig. 5.13 on the next page).
However up to 3-4% systematic deviations are observed at very low total momentum
(p <0.23 GeV/c), which are due to the imperfections of the momentum correction pro-
cedure (see section 5.13 on page 135). Only a very small fraction (~ 1% - see section 5.6.1
on page 106) of kaons in data have such low total momentum, and therefore the overall
systematic effect of the deviation on the measured # meson invariant yield is small.
5.7. Straight Tracks Reconstruction
This section explains reconstruction of straight tracks, which are partially found full
tracks containing hits in layers 1-6 only (see Fig. 2.10 on page 61). This was the 1st step
of the specialized kaon reconstruction, performed on every event passing the event se-
lection (see section 4.4 on page 78). The tracks are called straight because the layers 1-6
are positioned in a region of a very weak magnetic field (see section 2.2.5.3 on page 62),
and therefore the tracks have a very low curvature 16.
Straight tracks were reconstructed separately in each arm of the PHOBOS spectrom-
eter following the sequence of steps given below:
1. The set of allowed straight tracks layer patterns (see section 5.3 on page 98) was
identified by going through the list of the layer patterns selected to be used in the
specialized kaon reconstruction (see Table 5.2 on page 101), setting in each one
16Even though the curvature was very low, it was important to take it into account during the joining
(see section 5.9 on page 120) of the straight and the Hough (see section 5.8 on page 113) tracks to reduce
the number of resulting joined tracks to a level manageable by the computing resources (see section 3.1
on page 65) available for the current work.
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Figure 5.13.: Top-left plot shows the MC to data ratio of the kaon average most probable
energy losses after the MC energy losses were scaled down by the factor
of TC = 1.1821 (the black line is a fit of the ratio with a constant function).
The remaining plots show the comparison of the shape of the data (red)
and MC (black) kaon average most probable energy losses in ranges of the
reconstructed total momentum.
bits corresponding to layer numbers 7-16 to zero, and choosing all the unique
resulting layer patterns.
2. For each straight track layer pattern selected in step 1 a seed layer pair was identi-
fied as the two smallest layer numbers enabled in the pattern. Then all the unique
pairs were chosen. Straight tracks were reconstructed separately for each such
seed layer pair.
3. During the data taking the positions of RHIC beam orbits were measured and
saved into a file. The reconstruction of every event started with looking up the
beam orbit for the run, during which the event was recorded. The RHIC beam or-
bits are well approximated with a straight line over the length of the event vertex
range used for the data analysis.
4. Two hit tracks were created from all the hit pairs in the currently used seed layer
pair from the list found in step 2, so that the 1st hit was taken from the 1st seed
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layer and the 2 nd one was taken from the 2 "d seed layer. Each such track was ap-
proximated with a straight line and was assigned a vertex position on the line with
the smallest distance to the beam orbit line found in step 3.
5. Starting from the 2 nd seed layer number plus one, steps 6, 7, 8, and 9 were per-
formed for all layer numbers n <6.
6. Every track from the list of tracks created so far was added a hit (let us call it V+)
in layer n, provided n is greater than the maximal layer number m in which the
track has a hit (let us call it )1e), if hits V+ and M have 0-angle and V -angle with
respect to the track vertex such that
If more than one hit could be added to the track, the necessary number of the
track copies were made, and each hit satisfying the conditions just given was
added to one of the copies. Parameters AO and AV were different depending
on the layer number m.
Selection of parameters AO and AV. The parameters were chosen based on the
MC simulation of single kaon events described in section 5.4 on page 101 per-
formed for the set of layer patterns summarized in Table 5.3 on the next page.
Namely, RMS of the C(Mk+) - 0(,V) distribution was calculated for each used
(kaon charge x layer pattern) combination and for each layer number k sepa-
rately, where Mk is a hit produced by a simulated kaon in layer k and -Xk+ is a hit
in a layer with the smallest layer number greater than k in which the kaon has a
hit. The parameter AC corresponding to layer k was set to be 5 times the maximal
RMS value of the distributions 0(Mk+)- 6(Mk) among all the used (kaon charge x
layer pattern) combinations. Parameter AV was calculated in an analogous way
to AO, but using V(ek+) - (Yek) distributions instead.
7. Every track created in step 6 was checked to have a layer pattern containing (see
section 5.3.1 on page 98 for explanation) one of the layer patterns found in step 1
after the layer patterns had all of their bits in layers greater than m unset, where
m is the maximal layer number in which the track has a hit. If the condition was
not satisfied, the track was omitted from further consideration.
8. The hit positions of every track passing the step 7 selection were fitted with a
straight line and checked to have the fit probability greater than 0.0005. If the
condition was not satisfied, the track was omitted from further consideration.
9. If the total number of tracks created so far was more than 1000 and the last layer
number n hits from which were added to the tracks (see description of steps 5 and
6) was greater than 3, then every track passing the step 8 selection was checked
to have not more than 3 hits shared with some other track. If two such tracks
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1111-1101-1111-0000 1111-1101-1110-1110
0011-1101-1111-1010 1110-1101-1111-0000
1111-1101-1111-1010 1111-1101-1111-1010
0011-1111-1111-1010 0011-1111-1110-1110
1111-1110-1110-1011 0011-1101-1110-1011
1111-1111-1111-1011 1111-1101-1111-1011
1110-1001-1011-1111 1111-1111-1111-1011
1100-1101-1111-1111 1111-1111-1110-1111
1111-1101-1111-1111 1010-1001-1111-1111
1111-1101-1111-1111
Table 5.3.: Layer patterns used to calculate AO and Ap parameters of the straight tracks
reconstruction. The set of layer patterns was used for historical reasons.
were found, the one with smaller fit probability found in step 8 was omitted from
further consideration.
10. This step is analogous to step 9, except that no condition was imposed on the
number of tracks created so far and the maximal number of allowed shared hits
between two tracks was set to one.
The average efficiency of the straight line tracking thus implemented measured on
single kaons, resulting from the realistic # meson decays MC simulation (see section 5.2
on page 94), embedded into real data events with MC energy losses corrected as ex-
plained in section 5.6.2 on page 108, was 97-100%, depending on a (kaon charge x layer
pattern) combination (see Table 5.2 on page 101). The average time spent per event
by this part of the specialized kaon reconstruction in the used data vertex z-coordinate
range was 0.77 seconds which was 4.2% of the total reconstruction time.
5.8. Hough Tracks Reconstruction
This section explains reconstruction of Hough tracks, which are partially found full
tracks containing hits in layers 9-16 only (see Fig. 2.10 on page 61). This was the 2nd step
of the specialized kaon reconstruction, performed on every event passing the event se-
lection (see section 4.4 on page 78). The tracks are called Hough since the tracking idea
is based on the algorithm of parameterizable patterns recognition using the "Hough
transform" [244, 245].
5.8.1. Hough Transform Pattern Recognition
The concept of the pattern recognition employing the Hough transform utilizes a voting
scheme the following way:
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1. Overall pattern is broken into a set of subpatterns in such a way that each subpat-
tern can be described by the same set of parameters as the overall pattern.
2. Parameters of each subpattern are determined. Conversion of the subpatterns
into the space of their parameters is the "Hough transform".
3. Overall parameter space is discretized into an N-dimensional table of bins, where
N is the number of parameters used to describe the pattern.
4. One entry per each subpattern set of parameters is added to a corresponding bin
of the table. Therefore each subpattern votes for some set of parameters, which
(from its "point of view") describes the whole pattern.
5. The parameters of the overall pattern are determined as the average of the param-
eters falling into the bin (or adjacent bins) with the maximum number of counts.
The scheme can also be used to group subpatterns, which are parts of same overall
pattern. Namely, if the difference in parameters of some subpatterns is significantly
larger than what could be accounted for by the noise in the system, it is an evidence
that the subpatterns are not parts of the same pattern.
5.8.2. Implementation
To motivate the implementation, let us first consider the simplest case of a particle mov-
ing perpendicular to the lines of a uniform magnetic field. The trajectory of the particle
in such case is going to be a circle in a plane perpendicular to the field vector. It is known
from geometry that for any three points on a plane, which are not located on the same
line, it is possible to draw a circle through the points and only one such circle exists.
Therefore any three points on the particle trajectory fully define it. Once the particle
path is know, so is the direction of the particle momentum in any point. Moreover, the
curvature of the circle uniquely defines the total momentum of the particle.
Layers 9-16 of the PHOBOS spectrometer are positioned in a non-uniform magnetic
field (see section 2.2.5.3 on page 62), however the majority of the layer sensors is located
in a roughly constant field of 2 Tesla. The field direction is approximately perpendicular
to the spectrometer plane. The acceptance of the spectrometer along the p -angle is
small, namely [-0.15,+0.15] and [ir - 0.15,-71 + 0.15] radians in positive and negative
arm of the spectrometer correspondingly, and therefore all the charged kaons, which
produce enough hits in the spectrometer detectors to be reconstructed, move almost in
one plane nearly perpendicular to the magnetic field.
As can be seen, the real life reconstruction conditions are close to the perfect ones 17
It motivates using a Hough transform for reconstructing tracks in layers 9-16 of the
'
7 It must be possible to prove mathematically rigorously that any three points on a charge particle
trajectory in a static magnetic field fully define the former, and so the general idea of the trajectory recon-
struction discussed here is applicable to any static magnetic field and any orientation of the trajectory
with respect to it (in a case of a more complicated configuration than the one in the PHOBOS detector,
one would have to allow for a correspondingly larger number of parameters describing a particle trajec-
tory). However, I do not know of anybody having provided such a proof.
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Figure 5.14.: The parameters which were used to approximately fix the coordinates of
the three stick points are angles a and r and vertex z -coordinate (this figure
is a modified version of the one taken from [212]).
PHOBOS spectrometer. In this case the pattern is the particle trajectory, and a subpat-
tern is a set of three points on the trajectory, which were chosen to be the event vertex
and some two consecutive hits produced by the particle. Any such subpattern will be
called a stick in the following algorithm description. The parameters which describe any
(sub)pattern are the 9-angle at which the particle was produced, its charge q, and the
reciprocal of its total momentum 1/p. The Hough transformation here is the conversion
of a stick three points coordinates into a set of parameters (9, q, l1p). The coordinates
of the three stick points were described for a given pair of spectrometer layers by (see
Fig. 5.14):
" event vertex z-coordinate vz
e the 9-angle of the projection of the 1st stick hit onto the y =0 plane, i.e. a-angle
on the figure
- the angle between (all the projections were made onto the y =0 plane)
- the line connecting the event vertex and the projection of the 1st stick hit
- the line connecting the projection of the 1st stick hit and the projection of
the 2 nd stick hit,
i.e. y-angle on the figure.
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For any v, in the range of event vertex z -coordinates used for the data analysis in this
thesis (see section 6.1.2.2 on page 141), angles a and r uniquely define positions of
both hit projections of a stick onto the y = 0 plane, as the lines connecting the stick
points (see Fig. 5.14 on the previous page) could have only one intersection with each
spectrometer layer in which there is a hit of the stick 18.
5.8.2.1. Hough Tables
The Hough transformation was implemented as a set of look up Hough tables.
The Hough tables used in the specialized kaon reconstruction were different from
those used in the standard PHOBOS reconstruction. The main reasons for that are:
" The measurement of the # meson invariant yield using PHOBOS data was made
possible by extending the reconstruction in to the forward region of the spectrom-
eter (see section 5.1 on page 89), where the hit density is very high. The design of
the Hough tables was critical for limiting the number of possible track candidate
hit combinations (which otherwise would be essentially infinite from a practical
point of view) to be considered by the next steps of the specialized kaon recon-
struction.
* The goal was to reconstruct kaons only with rather low total momentum values,
at which the kaon identification using the dE/dx vs p method (see section 5.12.2
on page 134) is possible, and this fact was used extensively to suppress the recon-
struction of other kinds of particles (not charged kaons). Without the suppression
the total CPU reconstruction time necessary to finish the data analysis would be
prohibitively high. The suppression was the sole existence purpose of some of the
tables.
The following Hough tables were used:
O(a,, rdE/dx) : 0-angle associated with a stick as a function of a, y, and dE/dx =
(dE/dx1 + dE/dx 2)/2, where dE/dxi and dE/dx2 are the dE/dx values of the two
hits of the stick, calculated as explained in section 5.5 on page 103, treating the
two hits as a 2-hit track. Table size was 20 x 20 x 40 bins.
(1/p)(a,r, dE/dx) : 1/p value associated with a stick as a function of a, y, and dE/dx.
Table size was 20 x 20 x 40 bins.
S(W1,Y2) : V -angle associated with a stick as a function of p-angle of the two hits of
the stick W1 and W2. Table size was 20 x 20 bins.
18The only exception could originate from small overlaps of some sensors in the same layer, which
make two intersections of the lines with their corresponding layer possible. It introduces extra small
noise into the reconstruction, in addition to deviation of the system from the perfect one, multiple scat-
tering, and fluctuations of energy losses of charged particles as they propagate through the material of
the PHOBOS spectrometer.
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(1/p)(dE/dx 1, dE/dx2) : 1/p value associated with a stick as a function of dE/dx1 and
dE/dx2. Table size was 20 x 20 bins.
The 1 st idea used in the Hough table design was to add some redundant information
to the tables in such a way that only sticks compatible with being produced by a kaon
would have corresponding entries in the tables. If an empty bin of such a table corre-
sponds to a stick, then the stick can be discarded from being subsequently used in the
reconstruction. For example, if in addition to the parameters a and r a dE/dx value
associated with a stick is added, then one essentially implements the dE/dx vs p kaon
identification method on a stick level, since a and r alone are enough to determine the
stick total momentum. Consequently, if a given (a, r, dE/dx) combination corresponds
to an empty bin in the Hough table, the corresponding stick could not belong to a kaon
trajectory and can be neglected. As an other example, it is unlikely that two hits of the
same stick would have very different p -angle or dE/dx values, therefore if no entry is
found in a Hough table for a value for one hit versus the value for the other hit, then the
stick could be omitted during reconstruction.
The 2 nd design idea was to check for consistency in the extra information between dif-
ferent sticks of a track candidate. Since it is unlikely for different sticks of the same track
to have very different p, dE/dx , 0 -angle or p-angle, track candidates with large errors
on the parameters, determined by considering any stick of a track as an independent
measurement of the parameters, could be discarded.
Each table only allowed the difference between the y-coordinate of the 1 st and the 2 nd
hit of a stick to be less than a certain value, summarized in Table 5.4. If not the stick was
rejected from being used in the reconstruction of Hough tracks.
Layer Number 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Max Ay (cm) 1.5 2.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
Table 5.4.: Maximal allowed difference between the y -coordinate of the 1 st and the 2 nd
hit of any stick.
Filling of the Hough tables. Hough tables were filled using the single kaon event MC
simulations (see section 5.4 on page 101) separately for each (kaon charge x layer pat-
tern) combination (see Table 5.2 on page 101). For every such combination a separate
set of tables was filled for each of the 200 vertex bins in the range [-35,+151 cm and
for each of the two consecutive bits, corresponding to layers 9-16, enabled in the layer
pattern of the combination 19. The tables for a given (kaon charge x layer pattern) com-
bination were filled by going through the list of all the generated single kaon MC events,
selecting only those which were generated with the same kaon charge and with a layer
19Such consecutive bits define the numbers of the layers, hits from which are to be used to create sticks
utilized in tracking. For example, if the layer pattern is 0000-0000-1101-0001, then the layer pairs used
are (9,10), (10,12), and (12,16).
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pattern which contains (see section 5.3.1 on page 98) the layer pattern of the currently
filled set of Hough tables. Each table cell contained the mean and the standard devia-
tion of the corresponding sample of sticks from the MC simulations used to fill the table.
The ranges of a table variables were determined before filling the table by looking at all
the single MC kaons to be used to fill the table and finding the extreme values of each
variable.
5.8.2.2. Hough Tracks Creation Procedure
Reconstruction of Hough tracks was done separately for every (kaon charge x layer pat-
tern) combination. The proper set of tables to be used in the reconstruction was chosen
based on the OneTrackVertex z-coordinate of an event, which was found as described
in section 4.3.2 on page 77.
The sequence of steps followed during reconstruction is given below:
1. For each layer pair, corresponding to two consecutive bits enabled in the layer
pattern, drawing the 1 st hit from the first layer and the 2 nd hit from the second
layer, all the possible two hit combinations were made. A stick was made from ev-
ery such hit combination if the Hough transformation (implemented as described
in section 5.8.2.1 on page 116) is defined on the stick. Or putting it simply, a stick
was made if it was possible to compute its parameters using all the four Hough ta-
bles 20. Each stick parameter was assigned a value and an error equal to the mean
value and the standard deviation of the parameter Hough table cell correspond-
ing to the stick.
2. The sticks were joined in to chains, starting with the sticks corresponding to the
smallest layer numbers and adding new ones one by one. Each new stick added
to a chain was required to have its first hit equal to the second hit of the last stick
the chain had before the addition.
3. If after an addition of a stick to a chain, the later was 3 or more sticks long, the
truncated average energy loss of the chain was calculated by correcting all of the
hit energy losses for an angle of incidence, selecting the ~70% of the lowest hit
energy losses of the chain, and calculating their mean and "RMS" as
N (dE/dx)i
(dE/dx)mean = ,= MN -AEmre
N7I ((dE/dx)i - (dE/dx)mean)
(dE/dx )s N -AE, -(dE/dx)mean
where (dE/dx)i is the corrected for an angle of incidence energy loss of a hit i,
N is the number of such used hit energy losses, and AEMIP (for a definition, see
20There are two tables computing 1/p value for a stick resulting in two versions of the parameter. Both
versions were found and saved.
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section 4.2 on page 74) was set to a fixed number of 80 keV The angle of inci-
dence (denoted here as a) correction was done by multiplying a hit energy loss by
cos(a). No correction for a sensor thickness was done, and so in the above formu-
las (dE/dx)i have units of energy, and therefore the calculated mean and "RMS"
of a chain are dimensionless variables. The angle a was estimated from a fit of
all the chain hits projections onto the y = 0 plane with a parabola, and calculat-
ing the angle of incidence between the parabola and a hit sensor. A chain was
removed from the list of Hough track candidates if (dE/dx)RMS > 1.0 or if
- (dE/dx)mean < 1.0 for # meson pt > 0.39 GeV/c data analysis,
- (dE/dx)mean < 1.4 for # meson pt < 0.13 GeV/c data analysis.
4. After each addition of a stick to a chain, value and "error" of a parameter a of the
chain were assigned according to:
a a i, (5.6)
1 I
N1 2
2 1 a±i+1 - a 2
1 r2  + 2(5.7)
a+N a
where N is the number of sticks in the chain, and a and o2 are the param-
eter a value and variance corresponding to a stick number i of the chain. In
Eq. 5.6 and 5.7 a is one of the parameters 0, 1/p, or W, calculated using Hough
tables 0(a,r, dE/dx), (1/p)(a,r, dE/dx), andW(( 1, V2) correspondingly (see sec-
tion 5.8.2.1 on page 116) 21,22. As can be seen, if a chain consisted of one stick only,
any parameter a of the chain was just equal to the corresponding stick parameter
with a vanishing error.
5. A stick S was added to a chain C if the following compatibility conditions between
the two were satisfied:
A8<A6m ,
SA(1/p) <A(1/)ma,
- 3(1/p) < J(1/p)m,
where
Aa lac - asl 5(1/) p)LSC - /p)sl012  I(T 1/p2sc +Usac as U(1p)LSC +(1/p)s
21There was an exception in Eq. 5.6 for parameter 1/p, i.e. if the first hit of a stick was in layer 9, it was
skipped during the sums calculation, except the cases when the stick was the only one in a chain.22Parameter 1/p calculated for a stick using a (1/p)(d E/dx1 , d E/dx2) Hough table, was not assigned
for any chain.
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a was defined above in the list item number 4, ac and as are the parameters a
of the chain and of the stick respectively, 0 ac and 0as are the parameter a errors
of the chain and of the stick correspondingly, (1/P)LSC and (1/p)s are 1/p values
calculated respectively for the Last Stick 23 of the Chain C and the stick S using a
(1/p)(dE/dx1 , dE/dx2) Hough table, ,(1/p)hsc and o(/p), are their corresponding
errors, A~max = 3.0, A(1/p)max = 5.5, A<Pmax= 1.5, and 5 (1/p)max = 2.5.
6. The final chains were required to satisfy the following conditions:
y 1 E y 2 < 1.5 cm,
i=1
iN- 1 y y ( y) _ y2)) < 2.5 cm,
V(2 o )2 + (Ci/, - -0)2 < 1.5,
where y ') and y 2) are the 1 st and the 2 nd hits of the stick number i of a chain,
and the other variables were defined above in the list item number 4. If any of the
above conditions failed to be true for a chain, the chain was deleted from the final
list of Hough tracks.
5.9. Joining Of Straight And Hough Tracks
At this step of the track reconstruction, compatible straight (see section 5.7 on page 110)
and Hough (see section 5.8 on page 113) tracks were joined together to produce full track
candidates.
The following sequence of steps was performed in the implementation of the joining
procedure:
1. Truncated mean dE/dx was calculated for all straight and for all Hough tracks
as explained in section 5.5 on page 103. Those are the dE/dx values used in the
algorithm description below. The same dE/dx calculation method was also used
for full (joined) tracks.
2. In the tracking designed for the # meson pt < 0.13 GeV/c data analysis, all the
straight tracks with dE/dx < 1.4 were removed from further reconstruction. No
such removal was done in the tracking designed for the # meson pt > 0.39 GeV/c
data analysis.
3. All Hough chains satisfying the following conditions:
* dE/dx < 1.0 for # meson pt > 0.39 GeV/c data analysis
231.e. the one which shares a hit with the stick S and has the highest layer numbers of its hits.
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dE/dx < 1.4 for #5 meson pt < 0.13 GeV/c data analysis
were removed from further reconstruction 2 4
4. Track joining was done separately for every possible (kaon charge x layer pattern)
combination. At every such combination joining was done between:
- all the straight tracks which had a layer pattern that contained the combina-
tion layer pattern in layers 1-6,
- all the Hough tracks which had the same kaon charge as the combination
and a layer pattern that contained the combination layer pattern in layers
9-16.
It was also required that the final joined tracks had a layer pattern which con-
tained the combination layer pattern, which was necessary to make sure that the
joined tracks could be fit at a later stage of the specialized kaon reconstruction
(see section 5.10 on page 123).
5. Let us introduce the following selection criteria:
Xobs - Xexpj < n. o-exp, (5.8)
where Xobs is an observed value of some variable, Xexp and o-exp are the expected
mean and the width (RMS) of the distribution of the variable for correctly recon-
structed tracks estimated based on MC simulations, and n, is the maximum al-
lowed difference IXobs - Xexp I expressed in units of c-exp.
The criteria was applied during joining of a straight track and a Hough chain into
a full track on the following variables:
- dE/dx of the Hough chain as a function of the chain total momentum,
e dE/dx of the full track as a function of the chain total momentum,
- the difference between the straight track and the Hough chain 9-angles as
a function of the straight track 9-angle, the chain total momentum, and the
z -coordinate of the event OneTrackVertex,
- the difference between the straight track and the Hough chain dE/dx as a
function of the straight track 9-angle, the chain total momentum, and the
z-coordinate of the event OneTrackVertex,
e *2 as a function of the straight track 9-angle, the chain total momentum,
and the z-coordinate of the event OneTrackVertex. X2 is the reduced chi-
squared of:
- y -coordinates of hits of the chain,
- y -coordinate of the event OneTrackVertex (denoted below as yotv),
24The difference between this step and seemingly the same cuts explained on page 118 is the method
of calculating Hough chains dE/dx values.
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with respect to the straight line
yU) = -l+yotY,
Vp p2 + pZ2
where 1 is the length (from the OneTrackVertex to the point of interest) of the
linear spline of the chain projection onto the y = 0 plane. So,
2 N 2
where yj is the y-coordinate of the hit number i, li is the length I (discussed
above) to the projection of the hit number i onto the y = 0 plane, N is the
number of hits in the chain, and uyy is equal to the vertical size of the silicon
sensor pad corresponding to hit i divided by /TZ.
The functional dependence of the variables on their arguments was implemented
as a set of tables of dimensionality equal to the number of the arguments. Each
table cell contained information about the mean and the width of the variable
distribution in the cell (corresponding to Xexp and C-exp in Eq. 5.8 on the preceding
page). The tables were filled by running the straight line and the Hough tracks
reconstruction (as well as an unconditional joining of the two types of tracks) on
single kaon MC events (see section 5.4 on page 101). The n, parameter was cho-
sen to be 4.0 for all the discussed variables. A straight line track and a Hough chain
were allowed to be joined into a full track only if the Eq. 5.8 on the preceding page
selection criteria was satisfied for all the variables.
If an argument of some variable fell outside of its range in the corresponding im-
plementation table 25, the following
exp =0, exp = +00,
- exp- =0 -exp=+o
SXexp =0.007, £7 exp 0 .0075,
SXexp = -0.016, uexp =0.075,
SXexp = 2 .3 , oexp = 2 .4 .
default values were used (the order corresponds to the list of the used variables
given above).
The parameters of a resulting from a successful joining full track were assigned as
the 9- and the p -angles of the input straight track, and the total momentum and
the charge sign of the input Hough chain.
6. In the very end of the joining procedure, one more dE/dx versus total momentum
(denoted here as p) selection was applied on the full joined tracks:
25Chain total momentum: 200 bins in the 0.001-10 GeV/c range, straight track 0-angle: 20 bins in the
0-n range, and z-coordinate of an event OneTrackVertex: 5 bins in the [-35,+15] cm range.
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- for # meson pt > 0.39 GeV/c data analysis:
- dE/dx > 1.10 if p < 0.7 GeV/c
- dE/dx > 1.05 if p > 0.7 GeV/c
- dE/dx > (4 -8 -p) if p < 0.25 GeV/c, where p is in GeV/c
- dE/dx > (19/7 - 20/7 -p) if p > 0.25 GeV/c, where p is in GeV/c
- for # meson pt <0.13 GeV/c data analysis: dE/dx > 1.4
5.10. Track Fitting
At this stage of the specialized kaon reconstruction the joined tracks (see section 5.9 on
page 120) were fit, the purpose of which was twofold:
- to estimate precisely the momentum and the origin point (vertex) of a recon-
structed track,
- to evaluate quantitatively the quality of the track.
Track fitting was done separately for every possible (kaon charge x layer pattern x PHO-
BOS spectrometer arm) combination.
The production point and the momentum vector of a particle will be called the par-
ticle parameters 26. The fitting procedure was implemented as a minimization (see sec-
tion 5.10.5 on page 131) of the chi-squared of the hit positions of a track with respect
to a track model, which is an estimate of the average trajectory of a particle having the
same parameters as the track:
Z2 Ti(d )- cov-1(i, j)- Tj(dy), (5.9)
i,j
where the indices i and j denote the hits of the track, the summation is done for all
the hits of the track, di is the distance between the projections onto the y = 0 plane
of the hit i and of the track model trajectory (see section 5.10.3 on page 126), T(di)
is the transformation (see section 5.10.2 on page 125) applied on the distance di, and
cov- 1 (i,j) is the inverted covariance matrix of the variables Ti(di) (see section 5.10.4
on page 128). The track parameters at which the minimum X2 value was reached were
assigned as the parameters of the corresponding reconstructed particle. The fit proba-
bility (see section 5.10.6 on page 132), corresponding to the found minimum y2 value,
served as a quantitative measure of the quality of the track.
26As well, the parameters of the particle, which corresponds to a track, will be termed the track param-
eters.
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5.10.1. Fitting Of Hit Energy Losses Of A Track
The fitting procedure originally included as well a calculation of the chi-squared of the
hit energy losses of a track with respect to the average ones, which were estimated by
performing MC simulations of a physical particle with the same parameters as the track.
However, since it was discovered that the MC did not reproduce correctly the hit en-
ergy losses observed in data (see section 5.6 on page 106), it was decided to not use the
energy losses information during fitting to avoid any unnecessary biases in the recon-
struction of the total momentum of a track. In addition, any mismatch between the MC
and the data energy losses causes the minimum value of x2 to be reached for different
track parameters in the fit of the hit positions of a data track versus the fit of the hit en-
ergy losses of the track, which causes the majority of the data tracks to have very low fit
probability. The later leads to a good efficiency of a tracking using the combined fitting
of the hit positions and of the hit energy losses of tracks when applied on MC simu-
lated events. However, the efficiency of such tracking when applied on data would be
very low. It is possible to correct for the mismatch between the data and the MC energy
losses (see section 5.6), however after that one would have to:
- Recreate all the covariance matrices used in the fitting, which is a time consuming
procedure requiring about a month of computing time on -600 CPUs (the energy
loss mismatch was discovered after all the needed covariance matrices were cre-
ated).
- Create at least one more set of the covariance matrices with appropriately differ-
ent correction of the MC energy losses to estimate the systematic error associated
with the correction procedure (that is an other month of using all the PHOBOS
computing resources).
- Run both versions of the tracking (with both sets of the covariance matrices) on
data. However, one reconstruction of the PHOBOS Cu+Cu Vs; = 200 GeV data
(with the final version of tracking used in this thesis, which requires less com-
puting resources than the one with a combined fit of the hit positions and of the
hit energy losses) takes 3-4 months using all of the PHOBOS computing resources
plus a significant part of such resources of other RHIC experiments (when they are
idle and therefore available for other experiments) to reconstruct the vertex range
(vz E [-5,+15] cm) used for the intermediate # meson transverse momentum
(pt > 0.39 GeV/c) data analysis and about the same amount of time to reconstruct
the vertex range (v_ E [-25, -5] cm) used for the lowest # meson transverse mo-
mentum (pt <0.13 GeV/c) data analysis 27. And that was an unaffordable amount
of not only computing but also personal time which had to be invested, while
other more urgent parts of the data analysis had to be finished and understood.
Therefore, the decision was made to use only the hit positions of tracks in the final fitting
procedure.
2 7 Here vz is the z-coordinate of the OnelrackVertex (see section 4.3.2 on page 77) of an event.
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5.10.2. Transformation
Let us consider two random variable vectors and 4 (each vector has n variables) such
that = C, where C is a constant n x n matrix. If De and D- are the covariance matrices
of the variables and 4, then as well known from statistics [246]:
De= CDq CT,
where T denotes finding the transpose of a matrix. If is a vector of independent vari-
ables, each of which has a Gaussian distribution with the zero mean and the unit width,
then
= (FT= (j)D-1, (5.10)
where variable X2 has (by definition) the chi-squared distribution with n degrees of
freedom. Since a sum of independent Gaussian distributed random variables is also
Gaussian distributed 28 [246], then each variable in the vector 7in such case has a Gaus-
sian distribution. Even if some random variables 2, one has to deal with in practice, are
not Gaussian distributed, it is always possible to find such a transformation function
4= T(2) that all the variables in ' are Gaussian distributed. Actually, it is possible to
transform (using some function y = f(x)) any continuously distributed random vari-
able a with the Probability Density Function (PDF) Pa(x) in such a way that the trans-
formed variable p would have any desirable PDF pp6(y). For that one could use the
following relation [246]:
df-(y) (.1
pp(y)= pc(f-1(y)) dy (5.11)
or, equivalently:
pp(y)dy = pa(x)dx,
where y = f(x) and dy = df(x) dx, and then solve (numerically) the following equation:
xy
J0pa(z)dz =J' pp(z)dz + constant, (5.12)
which is what was done to fit the hit energy losses of a track before such fit was removed
from the final tracking algorithm (the constant in Eq. 5.12 could be found by setting
some initial condition).
Let us get back to the practical case to which this theory was applied. In this case
2 are some used in the fitting parameters (positions, or energy losses, or both) of all
the hits of a track, and 4 are the transformed (such that every variable in 4 is Gaussian
distributed with a zero mean) parameters of the hits. Any track hit parameter corre-
sponds to a random process, for example, to a (multiple) scattering or to an energy loss
in silicon. In addition, the same random processes also occur in the RHIC beam pipe.
Therefore the working hypothesis (which was confirmed by practical applications of
2 80f course, a product of a constant with a Gaussian distributed random variable has a Gaussian dis-
tribution as well.
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its conclusions) is that, even though the hit positions and energy losses are dependent
random variables 29, one can always find such a linear combination (= Cfj that the re-
sulting random variables (which would necessarily have Gaussian distributions with a
zero mean) are independent. It is obviously possible to adjust elements in the C matrix
such that all the variables in have as well a unit width. The hypothesis is necessary
to make sure that Eq. 5.10 would indeed produce a random variable with a chi-squared
distribution with n degrees of freedom.
As it turned out, the distances di in Eq. 5.9 on page 123 have already distributions
close to Gaussians, therefore Eq. 5.12 was not solved and approximate versions of the
transformations were used (to minimize the CPU time needed to compute the transfor-
mations):
Tildi) = di -pi
o'i
where pi and o-i are the sample mean and width of the variable di for kaon tracks with
their vertex z-coordinate, 0-angle, and 1/p within small ranges of the parameters as de-
termined by MC simulations 30. In practice, pi and cr were found for each covariance
matrix bin (see section 5.10.4 on page 128) as the mean and the width of the di distri-
bution of all the MC kaon tracks used to estimate the bin covariance matrix (see Eq. 5.9)
elements, and, in particular, that means that the transformations were found separately
for every possible (kaon charge x layer pattern x PHOBOS spectrometer arm) combi-
nation and for every covariance matrix bin of such a combination.
It must be obvious by now, that Eq. 5.9 and Eq. 5.10 are equivalent if distances di are
chosen as a measure of the hit positions of a track.
5.10.3. Track Model
The track model was implemented by numerically integrating the differential equation
of motion (without any energy losses) of a charged particle in a static magnetic field in
a vacuum:
d t q (6 x B(p)),
where Tand i are the momentum and the velocity vectors of the particle respectively, q
is its electric charge, and $(f) is the magnetic field vector in the point f. The equation
of motion could be rewritten, considering the particle trajectory length s (starting from
the origin point of the particle) instead of the time t as the trajectory curve parameter,
as [247, 248]:
d 2r# q (di -
ds-=- 
-- xB(V)),ds2 p ds
where f(s) is the equation of the particle trajectory, and p is the total momentum of
the particle. The later equation could be in turn rewritten as a system of two first order
29The position and the average energy loss of a hit depend on the amount of the (multiple) scattering
and on the energy losses in the hits produced by the corresponding particle earlier than the hit.
30Here the 0-angle is the angle between a kaon momentum vector and the z-axis, and p is the total
momentum of the kaon.
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differential equations:
d T _
- 0, (5.13)ds
ds p
which was solved numerically using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m method [247,
248]. Note, that in the above equations I|=1, and p = const.
To calculate the distance di in Eq. 5.9 on page 123 for a given track and a track model
corresponding to given particle parameters, the following sequence of steps was per-
formed:
1. The track length si from the event vertex to the hit i was calculated approximat-
ing the track with a linear spline with the hit positions serving as the spline nodes.
The later is how si was calculated during the generation of covariance matrices
used for the track fitting (see section 5.10.4 on the following page). However due
to an error in the data analysis code, discovered in the process of writing this the-
sis, the distance si was calculated starting from the origin of the PHOBOS coor-
dinate system during the actual fitting of most tracks 31. This error is expected to
reduce somewhat the overall tracking efficiency due to not completely correctly
estimated fit probability of tracks (see section 5.10.6 on page 132), which is not
a problem since, as soon as the efficiency and occupancy correction (see sec-
tion 6.3.1 on page 150) is determined correctly, the final result on the # meson in-
variant yield will be correct as well. The error could also effect the momentum res-
olution of # mesons, which is not a problem either, since the analysis includes a
momentum resolution correction (see section 6.3.3 on page 153). The error could
make the tracking efficiency to be vertex z -coordinate dependent, but that is not
a problem too, since the efficiency and occupancy correction was done by study-
ing single embedded # meson events, which have the same vertex z-coordinate
distribution as the data events, and so the relative weight of any vertex range in
both types of events is the same, and therefore the average efficiency and occu-
pancy correction (in a wide vertex range used for the data analysis) was estimated
correctly even if the tracking efficiency does depend on vertex z-coordinate of an
event. If the PHOBOS trigger is not equally efficient as a function of vertex z-
coordinate of events, then the error could effect the final result if there is also a
centrality dependence of the # meson reconstruction efficiency, but the effect is
expected to be small, since, as can be seen from Fig. 6.6 on page 150, the depen-
dence of the # meson reconstruction efficiency on centrality is weak, nevertheless
it was checked directly by redoing the efficiency and occupancy correction with
3 1 The mistake was that I forgot to copy the track vertex information from the straight tracks to the full
tracks during the joining of straight and Hough tracks of an event. It is ironic that I made the error since an
almost identical bug, which I found and reported to the PHOBOS collaboration in 2007, is present in the
standard PHOBOS reconstruction code and never got fixed. And what makes it even more disappointing
is that my code was correct originally but I introduced the bug during an optimization of the algorithm.
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the number of # mesons per event correctly (i.e. in agreement with dN/dy val-
ues in Table 7.2 on page 188) dependent on centrality and finding only negligible
changes in the final results on # meson invariant yield. Moreover, a systematic
error due to a possible dependence of the results on vertex z-coordinate of events
was in addition taken into account as described in section 6.5.1.3 on page 163.
2. As a result of the numerical solution of Eq. 5.13, the trajectory was represented
as a set of points (gj, j), which will be called the solution points, where ; is the
trajectory length (from the initial point (0,0, 1z) of the trajectory to the solution
point j) calculated by approximating the trajectory with a linear spline with the
solution points serving as the spline nodes. At this step, such a solution point
number ji was found that Isi - ;ji I is minimal.
3. A circle 32 was drawn through the projections (onto the y =0 plane) of the trajec-
tory points with numbers {ji - 1,jij+1} 33, and di was assigned as the distance
between the circle and the projection of the hit i.
5.10.4. Covariance Matrices
5.10.4.1. Creating Covariance Matrices
The covariance matrices were created separately for every possible (kaon charge x layer
pattern x PHOBOS spectrometer arm) combination.
The variation in the amount of multiple scattering as well the fluctuations of the en-
ergy losses experienced by a particle, as it travels through the PHOBOS spectrometer,
depend on the total momentum and on the direction of the travel of the particle. There-
fore the elements of the covariance matrix in Eq. 5.9 on page 123 depend on the particle
parameters with the strongest dependencies being on the origin z-coordinate of the
particle vz, its total momentum p, and the angle 0 between the momentum vector of
the particle and the z -axis. To take into account the dependencies, a separate estimate
of the covariance matrix was found (for a given combination) in each bin of the follow-
ing 3-dimensional histogram of the particle parameters (we will say that the histogram
is associated with the combination):
* 64 bins of vz in the range [-35,+151 cm,
* 64 bins of 6 inthe range [0.01,n -0.01] rad,
* 64 bins of i/p in the range [0.02,10.0] (GeV/c) 1.
Sets of the (vz, 0, 1/p) particle parameters were generated with uniform distributions
in each such bin. A corresponding MC simulation of a single kaon was performed for
32The magnetic field could be considered to be uniform in a small space region with a size of ~ (gj±l -
gy).
331f point ji happen to be the last or the first point of the trajectory, points ma. -2, jmax - 1, jmax} and
{1, 2,31 were used instead correspondingly.
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each such set of the particle parameters using GEANT. The other origin coordinates of
such kaons were v. = vy = 0 and the #)-angles of the kaons were generated with uni-
form distributions in the range [-0.1, +0.1] rad and [n - 0.1, 7r + 0.1] rad for the positive
and the negative spectrometer arm respectively. The following GEANT parameters were
changed from their default values for the simulations:
"GEN" = 10 user supplied particle (one particle in one event)
"DCAY" = 0 no decay in flight
"PAIR" = 0 : no pair production
"DRAY" = 0 : no delta-ray production
"ANNI" = 0 : no positron annihilation
"PHOT" = 0 : no photoelectric effect
"HADR" = 0 : no hadronic interactions
"COMP" = 0 : no Compton scattering
"BREM" = 0 : no bremsstrahlung
"LOSS" = 3 : restricted Landau fluctuations plus delta ray production
"MULS" = 2 : multiple scattering according to Moliere
A simulation of a kaon was considered to be successful if the produced MC kaon had
a layer pattern which contained the layer pattern of the combination for which the
covariance matrices were generated at that time. The sets of parameters were gener-
ated until 4000 successful kaon simulations were completed. However, if no successful
simulations were performed for the first 400 sets of the parameters or if the fraction of
successful simulations in the first 5000 set of the parameters was below 5%, the corre-
sponding bin was considered to be outside of the PHOBOS spectrometer acceptance
and no covariance matrix was associated with the bin. To determine the hit positions of
a simulated kaon, the following procedure was followed (to make sure that any effects
associated with the hit reconstruction procedure, described in section 4.2 on page 74,
would be correctly reflected in the evaluated covariance matrix):
1. All the hits of every such single kaon MC event were reconstructed the same way
as for data events (see section 4.2).
The caveat here is that energy losses of kaons are not correctly simulated in the
PHOBOS MC (see section 5.6 on page 106), and the problem was discovered af-
ter the covariance matrices were created. So the reconstructed hit positions of a
kaon in the MC would differ slightly from such positions of a kaon with the same
parameters in data. There are two reasons of that:
a) The first reason (and there is nothing one could it about without implement-
ing a very time consuming fix to the PHOBOS MC) is that since kaons loose
energy faster in MC than in data, the MC kaons would have higher trajec-
tory curvature than kaons with the same parameters in data. This reason is
important since it affects the low momentum kaons which are used for the
data analysis in this thesis. The size of the effect depends on how large are
the changes in positions of hits due to it in comparison to the variance of the
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positions due to the multiple scattering. This problem is present as well in
the standard PHOBOS reconstruction.
b) The second reason is the following: to produce a hit, only such spectrometer
sensor pads energy losses are merged which pass a noise threshold cut and,
since in the MC the energy losses are higher, more pads would be included
on average into the same hit. However, the position of a hit in spectrom-
eter is determined by weighting the positions of the merged pads, which
were used to produce the hit, with their energy losses, and if more pads are
merged, the position would be somewhat different. The importance of the
effect depends on how large the difference in the position of a hit of a given
kaon due to the difference in energy losses is in comparison to the variance
of the hit position due to the multiple scattering. Therefore, in the best case
scenario it would be desirable to recreate all the covariance matrices with
the corrections to the MC energy losses applied before the hit reconstruc-
tion, with subsequent re-reconstruction of the data, which, however, would
take at least 6 months of computing time and but still would not address
the first problem explained above in la. The same problem is present in the
standard PHOBOS tracking in an even bigger form, i.e. not only the differ-
ence in energy losses between data and MC is not taken into account, but
also any possible effects of the hit merging are ignored (during the covari-
ance matrix generation all the MC energy losses are merged to produce hits).
In addition, the covariance matrices are computed with respect to MC tracks
without multiple scattering instead of the track model trajectories.
2. The reconstructed hits of an event were matched to the MC hits of the kaon and
used for the covariance matrix estimation.
The covariance matrix elements of a bin were estimated as
4000
cov(i,j)= z Ti(d k)T;(d k))
4000k=1
where k is the number of a successfully simulated kaon, d k) is the distance between the
kaon hit i and the track model trajectory with the same parameters as the kaon found
as explained in section 5.10.3 on page 126, T is the transformation function applied on
d k) (see section 5.10.2 on page 125).
5.10.4.2. Selecting Covariance Matrix Bin
As it was pointed out in section 5.10.4.1 on page 128, a separate set of covariance matri-
ces was created for every possible (kaon charge x layer pattern x PHOBOS spectrometer
arm) combination. We will say that a particular layer pattern was employed for fitting
of a track, if the covariance matrices of the combination 34 containing the layer pattern
340f course, such combination must in addition have the arm and the kaon charge corresponding to
the fitted track.
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were used for the X2 calculation during the fit of the track.
A given track could often be fit employing several different layer patterns (those that
are contained in the layer pattern of the track), see section 5.10.5. To determine the
covariance matrix of what bin had to be utilized to fit a track employing a particular
layer pattern, the event OneTrackVertex z -coordinate vz and the track 0 and 1/p pa-
rameters determined at the joining step (see section 5.9 on page 120) of the special-
ized kaon reconstruction were used. The later means that it was found into what bin
of the histogram (associated with the combination of the employed layer pattern, see
section 5.10.4.1 on page 128) the parameters vz, 0, and 1/p fell and the covariance ma-
trix assigned to that bin was utilized. If the bin happened to be outside of the PHOBOS
detector acceptance, no fitting was performed employing the corresponding layer pat-
tern.
5.10.5. f2 Minimization
The minimization of a track X2 (see Eq. 5.9 on page 123) was performed using Powell's
conjugate directions gradient descent method [249]. The minimization procedure was
the following:
1. From the list of all the layer patterns implemented in the specialized kaon recon-
struction (see Table 5.2 on page 101) for the product of
(the track charge)- (the event magnet polarity),
such layer patterns were chosen that were contained in the layer pattern of the
track.
2. The x2 minimization was done employing (see section 5.10.4.2 on the facing
page) each of the chosen layer patterns for which the covariance matrix bin se-
lection method returned a bin within the PHOBOS detector acceptance (let us
call each such Z2 minimization a fitting attempt). The fitting attempt (let us call
it the best) which resulted in the smallest fit probability (see section 5.10.6 on the
next page) was used to determine the final parameters assigned to the track. If it
was not possible to perform even one fitting attempt on the track, the later was
considered to be invalid and was discarded from any further consideration in the
specialized kaon reconstruction.
3. The track parameters minimized during every fitting attempt were the origin z-
coordinate vz of the particle corresponding to the track, the reciprocal of its total
momentum 1/p, and the angle 0 between the momentum vector of the parti-
cle and the z-axis. The values of the parameters at which the x2 minimum was
reached in the best fitting attempt were assigned to the track as a result of the
fitting procedure. The initial guesses of the parameters were the event OneTrack-
Vertex z-coordinate and the track 0 and 1/p parameters determined at the joining
step (see section 5.9 on page 120) of the specialized kaon reconstruction corre-
spondingly.
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Figure 5.15.: Distribution of the fit probability (let us call it pfit) of the reconstructed (us-
ing the specialized kaon reconstruction) tracks in Cu+Cu V-~; = 200 GeV
data. The histogram on this figure has 400 bins and the fit probability cut
applied during the final track selection (see section 5.12 on the next page)
was pfit > 1/400. The tracks which did not pass the cut were composed
mostly of random combinations of hits produced by different particles. See
section 5.10.6 for details.
4. The track < -angle assumed in the track model during minimization was the one
determined at the joining step of the specialized kaon reconstruction. As well,
vanishing values of the particle origin x- and y -coordinates were assumed.
5. The tolerance parameter of the minimization algorithm was 10-3 and the toler-
ance of the auxiliary linear (1-dimensional) minimization was set to 2 x 10-4.
5.10.6. Fit Probability
The probability that a correctly reconstructed track would have the minimum x2 value
resulting from the fit of the track greater than the found one is called the fit probabil-
ity. In the later definition, a track is considered to be correctly reconstructed if all the
hits assigned to it were produced by the same primary physical particle produced in
a nuclear collision. The distribution of the fit probability is expected to be uniform in
the [0,1] range if the value calculated using Eq. 5.9 on page 123 has indeed a true v2
distribution.
Actually, it is true for any random variable a with a PDF Pa(x) that the random vari-
able ,6 which is
f(x) = pa(z)dz, (5.14)
where x is distributed with a PDF pa(x), has a uniform distribution in the [0,1] range. It
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can be easily proven using Eq. 5.11 on page 125 that the PDF of # is
df'(y) 1_ 1____
pp(y)= Pa(f-1 (Y))- = d(f ) - -- 1( 1,dy dfy) Pa(f'(Y))
dy p
since the function f(x) is monotonously increasing (and therefore reversible), pa(x)> 0
as a PDF, and df(x)/dx =-pa(x).
In reality, during the calculation of the variable Eq. 5.9, a number of approximations
(described in the previous sections) were made and so the variable has a distribution
close to the true 2 (with an appropriate number of degrees of freedom n) but not ex-
actly one. However, the calculation of the fit probability was done using Eq. 5.14 with
Pa(Z) pg2(z) during the data analysis. Therefore, the fit probability distribution of
correctly reconstructed tracks in data is expected to be close to uniform but not exactly
such. In addition, several fitting attempts (see section 5.10.5 on page 131) were per-
formed on some some fraction the tracks in data, and consequently the fit probability
of correctly reconstructed tracks is expected to have a bias towards unity, which is ex-
actly what is observed (see Fig. 5.15 on the facing page).
5.11. Skipping Events Requiring Too Much Computer
Memory To Reconstruct
Events which required more than 1.9 x 106 kb of resident memory (i.e ~1.62 Gb of RAM)
or more than 9.7 x 106 kb of virtual memory (i.e. ~ 9.25 Gb of total memory including
the disk swapping/paging) were skipped in the specialized kaon reconstruction. The
total fraction of such events was < 2 x 10-3 and therefore the corresponding systematic
error would add only a tiny amount to the systematic error, estimated as described in
section 6.5 on page 160, and therefore was ignored.
5.12. Final Track Selection
5.12.1. Track Ambiguity Resolution
An ambiguity between two tracks is by definition when two tracks either share too many
hits or have insufficient number of hits in different spectrometer layers. The maximum
allowed number of shared hits by any two tracks was set to two since, as it was pointed
out in section 5.8.2 on page 114, any three points on a particle trajectory (in a static
magnetic field) should be enough to fully define it, and so if in addition to the event ver-
tex there are two other common points (hits) which belong to two different tracks, the
tracks must be reconstructions of the same particle trajectory. The minimum allowed
number of hits in different spectrometer layers for any two tracks was set to five .
35This condition was inherited from the standard PHOBOS track reconstruction. However, I personally
do not see any reason why two different tracks could not have even all of their hits in the same spectrom-
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Figure 5.16.: dE/dx vs p cuts used to identify kaons among other charged particles. The
data shown on the plot correspond to the positive magnet polarity Cu+Cu
200 GeV data with no centrality selection applied.
If any two tracks were found to be ambiguous, the one with a higher fit probability
(see section 5.10.6 on page 132) was chosen and the other was discarded. The track
ambiguity resolution was done in two steps:
1. First, the resolution was done separately for every possible (kaon charge x layer
pattern x PHOBOS spectrometer arm) combination.
2. Then, the resolution was done among all the tracks reconstructed within one
spectrometer arm.
5.12.2. Kaon Identification
The most copiously produced in a heavy ion collision long-lived charged particles are
electrons, muons, pions, kaons and (anti)protons. Particle identification for the current
work was done using dE/dx vs total momentum p information from the PHOBOS spec-
trometer silicon detectors. Due to lower dE/dx resolution, smaller number of hits per
track and smaller relativistic rise of energy losses from MIP values at high pr in silicon
in comparison to gases, PHOBOS spectrometer does not allow to distinguish between
pions, electrons and muons in comparison, for example, to other experimental detec-
tors utilizing dE/dx vs p information from Time Projection Chamber (TPC) for particle
identification [169, 250, 251]. Therefore the task of charged kaon identification is re-
duced to separating kaons from pions and (anti)protons.
Charged particles lose energy as they traverse a material due to ionization and atomic
excitation at rate which depends on their velocity [169]. Or, equivalently, at a fixed value
of the total momentum of a particle, its energy loss pace dE/dx depends on the parti-
cle mass. Since a particle trajectory curvature in a magnetic field, being the directly
eter layers, and so the condition is questionable and could be removed.
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Point Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
p (GeV/c) 0.0 0.10 0.200 0.250 0.300 0.350 0.400
dE/dx (MIP) 20.0 7.444 3.439 2.544 2.015 1.753 1.520
Point Number 8 9 10 11 12 13 N/A
p (GeV/c) 0.450 0.500 0.550 0.600 0.650 0.670 N/A
dE/dx (MIP) 1.416 1.330 1.247 1.186 1.117 1.100 N/A
Table 5.5.: Lower bound (dE/dx,p) linear interpolation knot points used for kaon
identification.
measured in the PHOBOS spectrometer quantity, is determined by the value of its total
momentum, and pions, kaons and (anti)protons have different mass, it is the dE/dx
vs total momentum p information that could be used to identify kaons among other
reconstructed charged particles.
dE/dx values were calculated as described in section 5.5 on page 103 and the to-
tal momentum values resulted from fitting of tracks as described in section 5.10 on
page 123.
5.12.2.1. Parameters of dE/dx vs Total Momentum Selection
The dE/dx vs p cuts used to identify kaons among other charged particles in this thesis
are shown on the Fig. 5.16 on the facing page. The cuts were implemented as a re-
quirement that a (dE/dx,p) point for a given track to be above the lower bound curve
and below the upper bound curve shown on the figure. The lower and upper bound
curves were implemented as a linear interpolation of a set of points, chosen in such a
way as to correspond to the local minimum in the dE/dx distribution at a set of fixed
total momentum values. The knot points used for the interpolation are summarized
in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. The lines connecting the first two and the last two knots of both
upper and lower bounds were extended to infinity to define the bounds outside of the
ranges of the corresponding knot interpolation points. No reconstructed tracks with
p # [0,2] GeV/c range or with dE/dx < 1.05 were identified as kaons.
5.13. Correcting Total Momentum Values
The track model (see section 5.10.3 on page 126) used for fitting of reconstructed tracks
was implemented without taking into account energy losses by charged particles as they
traverse the material of the PHOBOS detector. Since in reality such losses are present,
curvature of particle trajectories in data is higher than in the track model at the same
value of total momentum. Since the total momentum of a particle in the specialized
kaon reconstruction is essentially determined from a comparison of the reconstructed
trajectory curvature to the one in the track model, that leads to an underestimated
reconstructed total momentum of particles in data. The effect is expected to be the
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Point Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
p (GeV/c) 0.0 0.18 0.2079 0.240 0.26 0.29 0.36 0.400 0.441 0.493
dE/dx (MIP) 34.0 11.4 8.801 6.93 6.2 5.24 3.70 3.21 2.80 2.420
Point Number 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
p (GeV/c) 0.550 0.600 0.650 0.700 0.750 0.800 0.850 0.900 0.950 1.000
dE/dx (MIP) 2.135 1.954 1.807 1.673 1.593 1.515 1.440 1.387 1.360 1.317
Point Number 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
p (GeV/c) 1.050 1.100 1.150 1.200 1.287 1.360 1.480 1.636 1.786 1.9
dE/dx (MIP) 1.280 1.260 1.234 1.194 1.170 1.160 1.146 1.138 1.125 1.1
Table 5.6.: Upper bound (dE/dx,p) linear interpolation knot points used for kaon
identification.
strongest for low total momentum particles since for them the energy loss rate and the
fraction of the total energy lost are the highest. Fig. 5.17 on the facing page shows the av-
erage ratios of the reconstructed to the MC total momentum in single kaon events (see
section 5.4 on page 101) corresponding to all the possible (kaon charge x layer pattern)
combinations. As can be seen, the ratios deviate from unity for total momentum values
below ~ 200 MeV/c and this is the region where the correction to the reconstructed total
momentum values was applied in data using the ratios shown on the figure 36. Appli-
cation of the correction does not make a significant difference on the final result since
only < 0.7% of all the reconstructed tracks in data have total momentum values below
200 MeV/c. The correction was implemented as a 3D linear interpolation of the ratio of
reconstructed (let us denote it as p) to MC total momentum estimated in bins of a 3D-
histogram with the axes 1/p, vz, and 0, where v, is the z-coordinate of a MC single kaon
event, and 0 is the reconstructed 0-angle of the kaon. The correction was implemented
separately for every possible (kaon charge x layer pattern) combination.
36The caveat here is again that the energy losses are not simulated correctly in the PHOBOS MC and so
the ratios shown on Fig. 5.17 are too low in comparison to what they would have been if the simulations
were able to reproduce the data perfectly.
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Figure 5.17.: The average ratios of the reconstructed to the MC total momentum as a
function of the reconstructed total momentum in single kaon events. See
section 5.13 on page 135 for details.
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6. Reconstruction Of <P Meson Invariant
Yield
In a nutshell, # meson invariant yield was reconstructed by:
1. measuring the number of # mesons decaying into K+K- pairs in intervals of
transverse momentum, rapidity, and collision centrality using the event mixing
technique - see section 6.1 on the following page
2. correcting the number for
- reconstruction efficiency and effects of high hit density ("occupancy') - see
section 6.3.1 on page 150
- trigger efficiency - see section 6.3.2 on page 152
- momentum resolution - see section 6.3.3 on page 153
- effects of dead channels in the spectrometer - see section 6.3.4 on page 157
e branching ratio of the # -+ K+K- decay channel - see section 6.4.1 on
page 159
- the width of the transverse momentum and rapidity intervals - see sec-
tion 6.4.1 on page 159
3. averaging the results received for positive and negative magnet polarity data - see
section 6.4.1 on page 159
Raw number Trigger efficiency DCM correctionof (Ps coion 
_
Momentum resolution Efficiency& occupancy
correction correction I
Figure 6.1.: Order of steps performed to correct the raw yield of # mesons . Location
of the scalings for # -- K+K- branching ratio, the number of events, the
width of the transverse momentum and rapidity intervals and the width of
transverse momentum bin is not important, since they can be performed at
any time.
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6.1. Event Mixing
6.1.1. General Description Of Event Mixing Technique
Event mixing is a technique of statistical estimation of number of some correlated phys-
ical processes occurring with some probability in one measurement ("event') which in
addition to the physical processes unavoidably includes measurement of uncorrelated
background. Event mixing involves combining information from one event with infor-
mation from another event to produce another pseudo-event. If any two events are
independent there assumed to be no correlation between the two parts of the pseudo-
events. By applying the same analysis method on real data events one estimates both
the number of occurred correlated physical processes and uncorrelated background
measurements. And by applying the analysis method on the pseudo-events one es-
timates the number of uncorrelated background measurements only. The difference
between the measurement resulting from applying the analysis method on real data
events and a properly normalized measurement from applying the method on pseudo-
events gives an estimation on number of occurred correlated physical processes only in
the given set of data events.
6.1.2. Procedure
In the current analysis an event is one collision of Cu+Cu nuclei. The correlated phys-
ical process is a production of a # meson decaying subsequently into a K+K- pair.
K+K- pairs, which are not products of a #5 meson decay, are the uncorrelated back-
ground.
The analysis method involves combining each K+ with each K- in a given event and
a calculation of the pairs' invariant mass. Only kaons which passed the final track se-
lection were used 5.12. The procedure was repeated for all the events which passed the
event selection 4.4 resulting in the data invariant mass distribution. By combining in-
formation about K+ from one event with information about K- from another event for
a number of data events, the shape of background contribution to the data invariant
mass distribution was estimated. By subtracting from the data invariant mass distribu-
tion the properly scaled background invariant mass distribution, the total number of #
mesons in the data was estimated.
6.1.2.1. Definitions Of Some Variables
For convenience of explaining the details of the implemented event mixing procedure,
let us define the following variables:
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Figure 6.2.: An example of signal and background v, (a) and EOct (b) distributions:
Cu+Cu 200 GeV, 0-60%, positive magnet polarity, all intermediate pt values.
vz vertex z-coordinate
Pt #4 meson transverse momentum
K+K- K+K- pair transverse momentum
yK+K- K+K- pair rapidity
m_ f~ K+K- pair invariant mass
mK K+ / K- mass
mg vacuum #5 meson mean mass
13 vacuum # meson decay width
EOct measure of energy deposited in the octagon detector (see section 4.5.1)
6.1.2.2. Event Mixing Details
To estimate background shape correctly using the event mixing technique it is essen-
tial that for every data event the same (not necessarily integer) number of background
K+K- pairs is generated with the same single particle K+ and K- distributions as in the
data event.
Since acceptance of the PHOBOS detector (and consequently the single particle K+
and K- distributions) depends strongly on vz , it was essential to only allow mixing of
events with close vz values (i.e. IvzI - vz2|:<0.0625 cm) and to require that the resulting
background v, distribution is the same as the data vz distribution. Background vz value
was defined as an arithmetic mean of v, values of the two events from which K+ and K-
were selected for mixing, i.e. vz = 0.5 -(vz1 + Vz2). An example of signal and background
vz distributions is shown on Fig. 6.2(a).
Single particle K+ and K- distributions depend also on event centrality. For exam-
ple, the average transverse momentum increases as centrality changes from periph-
eral to more central events. Therefore it was important to only allow mixing of events
with similar centrality and to require that the resulting background EOct distribution
is the same as the data EOct distribution. For Cu+Cu collisions centrality scales better
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Figure 6.3.: EOct distributions of all used events for the intermediate p, # meson invari-
ant yield measurement.
with EOct variable 4.5 therefore it was required that EOctj - EOct2j 113 for any mixed
events. In addition since there were little events with the highest EOct values (Fig. 6.3),
if EOcti > 955 and EOct2 > 955 then the two events were allowed for mixing 1. Back-
ground EOct value was defined as an arithmetic mean of EOct values of the two events
from which K+ and K- were selected for mixing, i.e. EOct = 0.5- (EOct1 + EOct2). An
example of signal and background EOct distributions is shown on Fig. 6.2(b).
To ensure that the final data and background vz vs EOct distributions have the same
shape:
1. A background to signal ratio, which here means the average number of back-
ground m K entries per one signal m_ K entry, was set to a fixed number (100).
2. A 2D-histogram of data v_ vs EOct values was filled with v_ and EOct values from
every K+K- pair contributed to the data invariant mass distribution.
3. The generation was done until the following conditions were satisfied 2:
the number of entries in each background v; vs EOct histogram bin does
'The condition is is provided here for completeness, since it was present in the data analysis code.
As it will be explained below, only events with EOct < 1000 were used in the final data analysis, therefore
any two events with EOct, > 955 and EOct2 > 955 are automatically allowed for mixing by condition
EOcti - EOct2j < 113.
2The initial requirement was that the number of entries in each bin of background u vs EOct his-
togram is equal to the background to signal ratio times the number of entries in the corresponding bin
of the data v, vs EOct histogram. However, it was shown that it changes the results very little when one
switches from one requirement to the other. The advantage of the used set of requirements was that it
reduced the event mixing time significantly (for example, for 0-60% range of centrality positive magnet
polarity data the reduction was from ~3 days to ~8 hours).
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not exceed the background to signal ratio times the number of entries in the
corresponding bin of the data v_ vs EOct histogram,
the total number of entries in the background histogram is equal to 99% of
the background to signal ratio times the total number of entries in the signal
histogram.
Again the background vz vs EOct histogram was filled with vz and EOct values
from every K+K- pair contributed to the background invariant mass distribution.
To treat the positive and negative magnet polarity data in a symmetric way, at positive
polarity K+ was selected 1 st and K- was selected 2 nd in every event mixing iteration. At
negative polarity the selection order was the opposite. By checking the event number
and the run number of any two event to be mixed, it was made sure that no K+K- pair
was selected for mixing from the same event. The event mixing was ran separately on
positive and negative polarity data.
MC simulations have demonstrated that both K+ and K- could only be recon-
structed:
- for po < 0.13 GeV/c if both kaons hit different arms of the PHOBOS spectrometer
- for po > 0.13 GeV/c if both kaons hit the same arm of the PHOBOS spectrometer
Therefore it was required that in both data and background in every K+K- pair both
kaons are reconstructed in the same arm for intermediate pt range (i.e. 0.39 GeV/c
5 pf < 1.69 GeV/c) and in different arms for the lowest pt (i.e. pt < 0.13 GeV/c).
The data used for the analysis was a mixture of different triggers which could bias
single particle K+ and K- distributions. To take it into account it was required that
any K+K- pair could only be drawn in the event mixing from two events with the same
trigger.
And at last, the following selections were applied on events and K+K~ pairs:
- -5 cm < vz < +15 cm for the means in intermediate pt range
* -25 cm < vz < -5 cm for measurement at the lowest p,
- selection on Centrality Bin (for example, for the 0-60% centrality range data anal-
ysis the selection was: 5 < Centrality Bin < 17, see Table 4.1 on page 83)
e 0 < EOct < 1000
- 0.0 <yK+K 5 1.0 for intermediate pt range (0.3:5 yK+K- < 1.0 for the lowest p)
- 2mK M < 2 mK+ 48F#
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6.1.2.3. Sorting Events
The step preceding the event mixing was to sort all the used events (i.e. events with at
least one reconstructed kaon) in ascending order of vz . The input of this step was a
list of files, each containing information about a subset of such events. It was necessary
to split all the events into a number of event subsets due impossibility to load all them
at once into a computer RAM. The sorting was necessary to allow the event mixing to
finish in a realistic time, since it greatly sped up selection of a 2 nd random event within
a narrow narrow vz range around a randomly chosen 1 st one.
6.1.2.4. Parallel Processing Of Event Mixing Requests
As can be seen from the description of the event mixing details 6.1.2.2, it is not known in
advance how many mixing attempts have to be made to successfully satisfy the needed
conditions. Also, probability of randomly generating K+K- pairs in different regions
of the possible phase space vary greatly, so an efficient event mixing has to generate
pairs very non-uniformly. As alternative, traditionally one could generate the mixed
events entries using independent batch jobs and then only select the needed ones. The
problems with that approach are:
1. It would require absolutely unaffordably large disc space to safe the not needed
background entries.
2. For every new data set the exact amount of needed entries would have to be fig-
ured out with a trial and error method.
3. The need to safe the background entries to disk would make the process extremely
slow (hard drive access time is about 1000 larger than for RAM).
The solution was to use the Parallel Information Processing 3.2 system developed for
this work. The setup involved one master job, which managed -100 slave jobs which ac-
tually generated mixed event background entries. The master job would create a set of
tasks describing where (i.e. with what parameters) and how many background entries
need to be generated, based on the progress made up to some moment in time. The
number of tasks would also be adjusted according to the progress made in the previous
iteration. The tasks would be sent to the slave jobs over network one by one, until they
are all finished. Background would be generated randomly by slaves but only needed
entries would be kept, and the rest would be discarded immediately. The results are
then sent back to the master job, which goes through the list, selects the needed back-
ground entries, and then creates a new set of background generation tasks. The process
is repeated until the final conditions are met Since input list of reconstructed data
events is split into a number of files, for each event mixing task a random pair of input
files is selected. The approach solves all the problems of a traditional approach:
1. There is no need for large free disk space since very little information is saved in
the very end.
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2. The algorithm adjusts itself automatically to any input data and to any set of pa-
rameters.
3. The process is fast since it is not slowed down by writing large amount of infor-
mation to disk.
6.1.2.5. Output
The data and generated event mixing background entries were used to fill 3D-histograms
of m(K- vs yK+K- vs pK+K~, which were used subsequently to calculate invariant mass
distributions for any used in the data analysis p, range by selecting the corresponding
range of pf+K~ bins and by summing over all the yK+K~ bins.
6.2. Background Subtraction And # Invariant Mass Peak
Fitting
To subtract background and extract from data the number of reconstructed # mesons,
the data invariant mass distributions were fit with the following formula:
f(mKK- (6.1)
A - 3(mrK-)+ (part 1: event mixing background)
B. exp(-C.(m K+K- - 2 mK))+ (part 2: residual background parametrization)
D . BE,F(MK+K)-exp(-G .(m K+ - 2mK)) (part 3: # peak description)
where A-G are parameters, BE,F(M T+K-) is Breit-Wigner distribution with the mean
E and the width F, and 9(m1fvK) is the result of the event mixing procedure 6.1. An
example of the fit result is shown on Fig. 6.4 on the next page.
6.2.1. Estimation Of # Meson Peak Parameters
Parameter G describes the modification of the measured # meson decay invariant mass
distribution BE,F(M+K) due to the fact that PHOBOS detector has small azimuthal an-
gle acceptance, therefore, as it was pointed out in section 6.1.2.2 on page 143, both #5
-> K+K kaons are reconstructed for p4' > 0. 13 GeV/c if the kaons hit the same arm of
the PHOBOS spectrometer, and this condition is more likely to be satisfied for smaller
values of #5 invariant mass since the opening angle between K+ and K- increases with
the pair invariant mass (this statement applies to the intermediate po data analysis, for
the pf < 0.13 GeV/c case the situation is the opposite, i.e. it is more likely that the kaons
hit different arms of the PHOBOS spectrometer for higher values of #5 invariant mass,
therefore for p 0 > 0.13 GeV/c we have G > 0 and for p 0 < 0.13 GeV/c we have G < 0).
MC simulations of # mesons with uniform distribution of invariant mass showed that
# meson acceptance has decreasing exponential dependence on invariant mass, which
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An example of background subtraction and # invariant mass peak fitting:
Cu+Cu 200 GeV, 0-60%, positive magnet polarity, all intermediate pt val-
ues. Same event (red) and the sum of scaled event mixed background and
residual background (shown in green, overlap of red and green on the figure
looks brown) invariant mass distributions resulting from the fit as described
in section 6.2 are shown on Fig. (a). Same event invariant mass distribution
minus the sum of scaled event mixed background and residual background
(red) and part 3 of Eq. 6.1 fit result (blue) are shown on Fig. (b). The number
of phis on the plots is 22315.02t887.50. The signal to background ratio in
the bin with the highest number of # mesons is -0.083.
explains the part 3 of Eq. 6.1 functional form. Since the non-vanishing value of param-
eter G is solely due to the acceptance effects which can be properly quantified with
proper MC simulations, the parameter was kept fixed during data fitting.
Parameters E-G were found by fitting (using part 3 of Eq. 6.1 only) reconstruction
results of MC simulations 5.2 of single # -> K+K- events. It was predicted that # me-
son mean and width would be modified inside hot dense strongly interacting medium
of QGP (see section 1.4.3 on page 43). Such modification of the # meson width was
possibly observed by the STAR collaboration, however these results are not conclusive
since they could be explained by uncertainties in the amount of material between the
Time Projection Chamber (STAR TPC) active volume and the primary collision vertex
and residual geometry misalignment [252]. In addition studying possible # meson in
medium modifications using #5 --> K+K- decay channel is limited by the final collision
stage rescattering effects of strongly interacting kaons. It was shown (see Fig. 7.10 on
page 199) that for PHOBOS data the fit probability of fitting the # peak almost does not
change between the following two cases:
" parameters E and F are allowed to be varied during fitting
- parameters E and F are fixed during fitting
which shows that even if there are # meson in medium modifications of its mean and
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width, they are too small to be able statistically differentiate them from the case of no
modifications at all. Therefore parameters E and F were kept fixed during data fitting.
6.2.2. Estimation Of Residual Background Parameters
Not all the effects could be properly taken into account using the event mixing tech-
nique 6.1 if the total number of data events available for analysis is limited.
The PHOBOS detector has a small 6-angle acceptance especially at the lowest end of
the analyzed vz range. To demonstrate why it creates difficulties for the event mixing
to describe background shape correctly, let us consider the following artificial exam-
ple. Let us imagine that we have a detector, which is a very thin ring around the beam
pipe. The 9-angle acceptance of the detector is 5-function at every v- value, therefore
any K+K- pair combined from the same event tracks would have zero 6-angle between
the two kaons, while during the event mixing if there is any distance in vz between two
mixed events, then the 6-angle between any two kaons reconstructed in the two events
will be non-vanishing. Which means that data and mixed events background will al-
ways have different invariant mass distribution even if all the tracks in data are uncor-
related. In essence, the small 6-angle acceptance creates artificial correlation between
reconstructed tracks. Therefore after event mixed background invariant mass distribu-
tion is subtracted from the data invariant mass distribution, there will be some residual
background, not taken into account by event mixing, left.
To quantify the residual background due to the small 6-angle acceptance of the PHO-
BOS detector and to demonstrate that the background is not a consequence of some
other effect, a set of toy MC events was created, in which all the kaons were indepen-
dent, and the following correlated distributions of parameters repeated those in real
data:
EOct vs Vz vs PK+ EOct vs vz vs PK- vz vs NK+ vs NK-
EOct vs vz vs OK+ EOct vs vz vs 6 K-
EOct vs vz vs $OK+ EOct vs Vs $ K-
where
NK+ number of reconstructed K+ per event
NK- number of reconstructed K- per event
PK+ total momentum of K+
6 K+ 6 -angle of K+
pOK+ @ -angle of K+
PK- total momentum of K-
6 K- 6 -angle of K-
#K- 4 -angle of K-
The set of correlations was chosen in such a way that all the strongest ones in data are
taken into account. By disabling and enabling some of these correlations and running
the event mixing and background subtraction on the produced toy MC events it was
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In the intermediate # meson transverse momentum data analysis residual
background is solely due to the (v, vs OK+) and (vz vs OK-) correlations. The
figure shows the result of event mixing (see section 6.1) and background
subtraction applied on the toy MC events described in section 6.2.2 on the
previous page, with exception that only some of the correlations were en-
abled. Fig. (a) shows the result for the case when only the (vz vs NK+ vs NK-)
correlations from page 147 were enabled. Fig. (b) shows the result for the
case when only the (vz vs NK+ vs NK-), (vz vs OK+), (vz vs OK-) correlations
from page 147 were enabled. Further studies showed that no other correla-
tions from page 147 could cause the event mixing procedure to be unable to
reproduce the shape of background.
shown (see Fig. 6.5) that correlations
vVs OK+
SVz vs OK-
are solely responsible for the presence of a non-vanishing residual background. It was
also demonstrated that the shape of the residual background is well described by an
exponential function represented by part 2 of Eq. 6.1.
Since it was impossible to quantify the exact values of parameters B and C in real
data, the parameters were allowed to vary freely during fitting, with the initial guess of
parameters coming from fitting the result of applying the event mixing 6.1 and back-
ground subtraction on the just described toy MC simulations.
The effect of a small 0-angle acceptance of the PHOBOS spectrometer is important
for the intermediate po data analysis, since (as it was pointed out on page 143) in that
case both kaons resulting from a # decay can be reconstructed only if they hit the same
spectrometer arm. Due to this fact in the case of intermediate pt any two kaons (both in
signal and in background) used to calculate invariant mass entries were reconstructed
in the same spectrometer arm, which means that the opening angle between the two
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kaons was small, and therefore the small modification of the angle due to the small ac-
ceptance effect was important. In case of pt <0.13 GeV/c, the two decay kaons can
only be reconstructed if they hit different arms of the PHOBOS spectrometer. Due to
this fact in the case of the lowest p, any two kaons (both in signal and in background)
used to calculate invariant mass entries were reconstructed in different spectrometer
arms, which means that the opening angle between the two kaons was large, and there-
fore the small modification of the angle due to the small acceptance effect was very
small. Toy MC studies, described above, showed that in the case of the lowest pt event
mixing described the background shape very well and the residual background was not
noticeable, and therefore the corresponding term (part 2 in Eq. 6.1 on page 145) was not
not used in the signal invariant mass distribution fit. Simply saying, small change to a
small value creates a relatively large effect, but the same small change to a large value
(as in our case) could be ignored.
6.2.3. Estimation On The Number Of Reconstructed # Mesons In Data
The result of fitting the data invariant mass distribution with Eq. 6.1 are four parameters
A, B, C, D and the corresponding covariance matrix.
The number of reconstructed # mesons in data was determined as an integral of
part 3 of Eq. 6.1 over the whole invariant mass range, i.e. parameters A, B, C were set
to be zero and the function 6.1 was integrated from 2mK to 2 mK + 48F .
To find the statistical error on the number of reconstructed # mesons in data, the
covariance matrix resulting from the data fit was used. Let us define
2
mK+48Fp
-= f(m K-)d m *'K-
J 2mK
which depends on the values of parameters A, B, C, D. Therefore
d9= Y,0 dp
p=A,B,C,D P
d2 5= dpdq
p,q=A,BC,D
and by taking the average over A, B, C, D
zi = cov(p, q). (6.2)
p,q=A,B,C,D
Since we are only interested in the error on the integral of part 3 of Eq. 6.1, for
p, q = A, B, C covariance matrix elements cov(p, q), cov(p, D), and cov(D, q) were set
to zero and the result of Eq. 6.2 was taken to be the statistical error on the number of
reconstructed # mesons in data.
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Figure 6.6.: Efficiency and occupancy correction for some of the centrality ranges
(Cu+Cu 200 GeV, positive magnet polarity). Lines connect the points to
guide the eye.
To estimate the number of reconstructed # mesons in different transverse momen-
tum bins, all the steps described in section 6.2 were performed in each transverse mo-
mentum bin separately.
6.3. Corrections
6.3.1. Efficiency And Occupancy Correction
Efficiency and occupancy correction was applied by dividing the raw number of recon-
structed # mesons in data (see section 6.2.3 on the previous page) by the fraction of
reconstructed #5 mesons embedded in to real data events. A few examples of efficiency
and occupancy correction are shown on Fig. 6.6.
The procedure of finding the fraction of reconstructed # mesons embedded in to real
data events was the following in every p" bin:
1. For each real data event (from a list of data files used for embedding) passing the
event selection 4.4, one # meson was generated with uniform distributions in
pt E [0.13,1.95], yOe [-0.1,+1.1], p4 E [-0.15,+0.15], and Ve E [ir-0.15,ir+0.15]
for intermediate pt case and with with uniform distributions in pt E [0.0,0.3],
yO4 E [+0.2,+1.1], and VO E [-7r,+7T] for the lowest pt case.
2. Each #5 meson was isotropically decayed in to a K+K- pair with an invariant mass
distributed according to Breit-Wigner distribution with vacuum mass and width
of # meson.
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3. If -0.1 < y4 < +1.1 (where ye is # meson rapidity, and the range in rapidity is the
# meson acceptance for vz E [-5,+151 cm) 3 and for both kaons -0.2 < SK : +0.2
or ir - 0.2 < 'pK i + 0.2 (i.e. both kaons are withing azimuthal angle acceptance
of the PHOBOS detector spectrometer arms 2.2.5.3), then both of the decay kaons
were propagated through the GEANT [223] simulation of the PHOBOS detector
and the resulting hit arrays (for definition, see footnote on page 108) were saved.
4. The K+K- pair hit arrays were scaled to correct for the difference between en-
ergy losses in data and in PHOBOS MC simulations as explained in section 5.6
on page 106. After that the K+K- hit arrays were added to the real data event hit
arrays. The real data event spectrometer hits were deleted and remade from the
new hit arrays.
5. The # meson vertex was different from the real data event vertex to take into ac-
count the vertex resolution effect on tracking efficiency. Even though vz of every
track was minimized during fitting (see 5.10.5 on page 131), the set of covariance
matrices used for fitting of all the tracks in a given event was fixed and chosen
based on the reconstructed event vertex, therefore some effect of vertex resolu-
tion on tracking efficiency was still present. The vertex resolution was calculated
using HIJING MC simulations as a function of EOct and v_ , i.e. a 3D-histogram
was filled with the variables A v, vs EOct vs vz , where A vz is the difference be-
tween a simulated and reconstructed vertex. For # meson embedded in to a every
real data event a random difference between the event's reconstructed vertex and
the #5 meson vertex was assigned by generating a random number according to
the MC vertex resolution histogram, using the event's vz and EOct values.
6. Parameters of every # meson embedding attempt were saved.
7. Full reconstruction (see chapter 5) was run on the event resulting in embedding,
treating it as a real data event. The number of reconstructed # mesons was found
using the same event mixing technique as the one applied on real data events 6.1.
8. It was taken into account that there are some # mesons in the real data events
even before any embedding is done. The number was found following the same
procedure as the one described above except that the actual embedding was not
performed. The found number of such # mesons was subtracted from the num-
ber of reconstructed # mesons in the events with embedding.
9. Knowing the number of reconstructed # mesons and the total number of # me-
son embedding attempts the fraction of reconstructed # mesons was found.
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Figure 6.7.: Average trigger efficiency as a function of centrality bin number (see Ta-
ble 4.1 on page 83) in PHOBOS Cu+Cu 200 GeV data at positive (a) and neg-
ative (b) magnet polarity.
6.3.2. Trigger Efficiency Correction
The purpose of the correction is to take into account the fact that the trigger efficiency
deviates noticeably from 100% for the most peripheral events, which due to a event
smaller multiplicity not always satisfy trigger conditions.
To apply the correction it was assumed that the trigger is 100% efficient for the event
centrality corresponding to bin numbers 8 and above (i.e. for the 45% of the most cen-
tral collisions, see Table 4.1 on page 83), which was confirmed with MC simulations (see
section 4.5.3 on page 82)4 . A histogram was filled with the number of events passing the
event selection (see section 4.4 on page 78) in data corresponding to different centrality
bins. Then the number of events in bins 16-17 was multiplied by a factor 5/3 and in bin
15 by a factor 5/4 to normalize to the same 5% fractional cross section. The number of
events in centrality bins 8-17 was fit to a constant A, and then histogram was scaled by
a factor 1/A. The resulting histogram bin contents in bin numbers 1-7 are the average
trigger efficiencies (see Fig. 6.7).
The effect of the trigger efficiencies was taken into account the following way:
- During filling of same event invariant mass and EOct vs vz distributions all entries
were given weight 1 for centrality bin numbers 8-17 and 1/trigger-efficiency for
centrality bin numbers 1-7.
- During counting of both data and single embedded phi events, each event was
counted with weight 1 for centrality bin numbers 8-17 and 1/trigger-efficiency for
centrality bin numbers 1-7.
3The corresponding range of ye values for the lowest p, case was a little narrower (0.2 5 Y< < 1.1)
corresponding to a smaller # meson acceptance for v, E [-25, -5] cm.
41t is a safe assumption, since, actually, the simulations showed that the event selection (which in-
cludes the trigger) is 100% efficient for centrality bin 7 and above.
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6.3.2.1. Systematic Error Due To Non 100% Efficient Trigger
Now, let us think about, what systematic effect a non 100% trigger efficiency could
have on the measured invariant yield of # mesons. The trigger efficiency determi-
nation procedure (see section 4.5.3 on page 82) is very simple and robust assuming,
that the HIJING MC simulations describe the EOct distribution shape in data equally
well at all collision centralities. So it will be supposed, that the trigger efficiency is
known well. However, nothing is known about the invariant yield of # mesons in the
non-detected fraction of the collision cross-section. Since the efficiency of detecting a
heavy ion collision by the trigger detectors depends on the total number of produced in
the collision particles, it is reasonable to assume that the non-detected fraction of the
collision cross-section corresponds to low particle multiplicities or even, in the worst
case scenario, to no produced particles at all (including # mesons). In the later case,
Y = e -y + (1 - e) -0 = e -y, where Y and y are the true and the measured yields of
# mesons in some centrality range respectively, and e is the average trigger efficiency
in the centrality range. An so, the largest possible relative systematic error on Y is
equal to (y - Y)/Y = 1 - e, which corresponds to an average relative systematic error
of (1 - e)/2 and (see section 6.5.1.11 on page 174) to a resulting estimate on the error
equal to ~ 1.2534 -(1 - e)/2. Therefore, the error is largest (as expected) for the most
peripheral events (50-60%) used for the measurement. An addition of the error to the
estimate of the total relative systematic error on the invariant yield of # mesons (see
section 6.5.1.10 on page 173) would only increase the later error by less than a factor of
1.02, and so the systematic error due to non 100% efficient triggering was neglected.
6.3.3. Momentum Resolution Correction
As was pointed out in 6.2.3, number of reconstructed #5 mesons is estimated separately
in different transverse momentum bins. Due to a finite resolution of momentum re-
construction some of # mesons are counted in transverse momentum bins different
from the ones corresponding to their true po . It is explained below how this effect was
corrected for.
Let us denote Apt = prec - p true to be the absolute pt resolution, where pec is the re-
constructed and ptrue is the true # meson transverse momentum . If G(ptrueAp,)
is the probability density function of Apt values at fixed ptrue - prec - Apt, then
G(prue,Apt) -dApr is the fraction of # mesons with ptrue which will be measured at
ptrec, and therefore
dN (p'') 
- '' (prec-Ap ).G(prec-AptAp)-dAp (6.3)d pt rec j__ 0 dpI true
reconstructed N at pe=pr'c true -at pt=pect
t Ptt dptaptp
The goal of the momentum resolution correction is to find (dN/dpt)true from know-
ing (dNIdpt)rec. It was assumed that the correction is not large (i.e. ~ 1, which was
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confirmed when the correction factors were found from the procedure described be-
low), and therefore to the 1st order correction required for dN/dp, = (dN/dpt)rue is
the same as the one required for dN/dpt = (dN/dpt)rec.
6.3.3.1. Intermediate Transverse Momentum Values
To find the correction in question in the intermediate transverse momentum range (i.e.
Pt E [0.39,1.69] GeV/c), the following MC simulation implementation was used instead
of utilizing Eq. 6.3 directly, since tests showed that this approach worked better:
1. To find G(ptrue,Apt), or equivalently the distribution of prec vs py"' values, a
set of single #5 mesons decaying into K+K- pairs was embedded into real data
events. The embedding procedure was the same as the one described in section
6.3.1. The full reconstruction (see chapter 5) was run on the resulting events, and
the reconstructed tracks were matched to the MC information about K+ and K~
tracks resulting from the # meson decays, allowing it to compare reconstructed
and MC values of p " . A histogram of prec vs p"rue values of # transverse momen-
tum was filled 5. See Fig. 6.8(a) on page 156 for an example resulting histogram.
2. # meson invariant yield at as a function of pt at low and intermediate transverse
momentum values under consideration is well described by an exponential de-
pendence, which is confirmed by good fit Xg values and the PHENIX collabora-
tion data [253]. It is in general to be expected for particle spectra in heavy ion col-
lisions, which typically show an exponential dependence at low and intermediate
pt due to a thermal emission from the fireball and a power law dependence at
high pt where particles are produced in hard scattering processes. Therefore the
at this step (dN/dp,)rec was fitted with function pt exp (A + Bpt), where A and B
are fit parameters. During the fit the first 2 and the last 2 points were ignored since
those were expected to have an underestimated number of entries due to the fact
that some p, entries would "leak out" of the bins due to momentum resolution
but little entries would "leak in" since pt values external to the measured range
fall outside of the PHOBOS detector acceptance for # mesons.
3. At the next step 7 x 105 random pt values were generated according to the pre-
vious step dN/dpt fit function. The values were generated in a much wider
range of pt (0-2.6 GeV/c) than the range on which data (dN/dpt)rec was mea-
sured (0.39-1.69 GeV/c) to take into account the possibility of entries "leaking in"
into the measured range of transverse momentum due to the final momentum
resolution. Every pt entry was "smeared" according to the step 1 prec vs pt"u
histogram, i.e. for every generated pt value the corresponding prue slice of the
histogram was selected and a random prec value was generated according to the
distribution of reconstructed values in the slice. The generated and the "smeared"
51n addition, every prrue bin of the histogram was normalized to have unit integral, however it should
have no effect on the final result, since it does not change the shape of prec distributions corresponding
to each such prrue bin.
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pt values were used to fill two dN/dpt histograms such that the bin widths and
the bin centers were the same as for the data (dN/dpt)rec measurements. The
ratio of the two histograms was the sought momentum resolution correction.
An example of an input and corresponding "smeared" dN/dp, distributions is
shown on Fig. 6.8(b), with the resulting momentum resolution correction shown
on Fig. 6.8(c).
4. After the correction was applied, all the dN/dp, values were divided by pt at the
center of every bin to find the invariant yield. To test that the correction procedure
just described is appropriate, the input 1/ptdN/dp, from the previous step was
compared to the result of the momentum resolution correction applied on the
"smeared" dN/dpt distribution (see Fig. 6.8(d)), with the ratio of the two shown
on Fig. 6.8(e). As can be seen from Fig. 6.8(e), the resulted momentum resolu-
tion corrected 1/ptdN/dp, values come out slightly (about -0.2%) lower than
the input 1/ptdN/dpt, therefore as the final operation of the correction dN/dp,
values found in step 3 were divided by the result of the fit by a constant function
of the ratio on the figure.
6.3.3.2. Lowest Transverse Momentum Values
Momentum resolution correction was done somewhat differently for the measurement
at the lowest transverse momentum values (i.e. pt < 0.13 GeV/c). Since the measure-
ment was done in one pt bin only, a direct counting of the number of # mesons "leak-
ing" in and out of the pt bin (based on MC simulations of single #5 mesons embedded
into real data events) was employed. Let us denote as
SNMC: p,<130 MeV/c
- the number of #p mesons in the simulations with MC pt < 130 MeV/c,
- NRec: pt>130 MeV/c
Mc: pt<130 MeV/c
- the number of # mesons in the simulations with MC pt < 130 MeV/c which
were reconstructed with pt > 130 MeV/c (we will say that such mesons leak
out of the pt < 130 MeV/c bin),
Rec: pt<130 MeV/c
MC: pt>130 MeV/c
- the number of # mesons in the simulations with MC pt > 130 MeV/c which
were reconstructed with pt < 130 MeV/c (we will say that such mesons leak
in into the pt < 130 MeV/c bin).
Then the momentum resolution correction is
Nmc:Rec: pr <130 MeV/c
NMC: pt<130 MeV/c NC: pt<130 MeV/c - Nec: pt>13 0 MeV/cReMC: pt>13O MeV/c
NMC: p,<130 MeV/c - NeC: p>130 MeV/c NMC: p,<130 MeV/c
correction for the leaking out # mesons correction for the leaking in # mesons
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Figure 6.8.: An example of momentum resolution correction, Cu+Cu 200 GeV, 0-60%.
See section 6.3.3.1 on page 154 for details.
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6.3. Corrections
6.3.4. Dead Channel Map Correction
Some of the channels (i.e. pixels) of the PHOBOS spectrometer silicon sensors could be
malfunctioning due to a manufacturing defect, radiation damage, or just due to normal
wear and tear. Such channels could be either "dead" (i.e. invariably producing zero out-
put signal), "hot" (i.e. always generating very large signal), or having having high noise
level. A map of such channels (named not very well as Dead Channel Map (DCM), while
it would be more appropriate to call it a "Bad Channel Map") was created by marking as
bad channels, which had[254]:
o average noise level above 15 keV,
o many more or many less hits than average in a particular spectrometer module,
- much higher or much lower mean energy per hit than average in a given spec-
trometer module.
The DCM could be used to remove (or mask out) the bad channels out of consideration,
before the spectrometer hits used in specialized kaon reconstruction are made out of
the energy loss information in all the channels.
While the bad channels are present in data, they are not modeled in PHOBOS MC sim-
ulations. Also the reconstruction of the full data set was done by using all spectrometer
channels, including the bad ones. To take into account the effect of the bad channels
on the final # meson invariant yield result, a DCM correction was applied as described
below.
Normally, # meson dN/dpt is determined as
dN _ T
d pt Ne'
where N is the number of events passing the event selection (see section 4.4 on page 78),
T is the raw number of # mesons reconstructed in the data events corrected for trigger
efficiency, and e is the # meson reconstruction efficiency (taking into account trigger
efficiencies) found as described in section 6.3.1 on page 150. All the numbers are for a
given ranges of centrality and po. In Eq. 6.4, T and e are effected by the bad spectrome-
ter channels, and therefore need to be corrected for their effect. Since the effect of bad
channels is essentially to change the number of hits (and therefore tracks) produced by
some factor, both T and e were corrected as
TDCM [DCMTDCM fractional data set o DCM and EDCM _ TMC no DCM (6.5)full data set - DCM full data set' no DCM '
fractional data set M~C
where T" oDaet is the raw number of # mesons in the full data set found by using all
the spectrometer channels including the bad ones, T, taset is the raw number of #
mesons in the full data set corrected for the effect of bad channels, TDtona data set is the
raw number of #5 mesons in a subset of the full data set (-26% of all data) with all the
bad channels masked out using the DCM, T"coDCM is the raw number of # mesonsfractional data set
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Figure 6.9.: DCM correction in PHOBOS Cu+Cu 200 GeV positive polarity data ((a),
first Eq. 6.5 on the preceding page, Z2/ndf=2.95/5, fit-probability=0.71,
correction=0.821±0.055) and single # meson embedding ((b), second
Eq. 6.5, X/ndf=3.92/5, fit-probability=0.56, correction=0.723i0.009). The
final correction on dN/dpt (see Eq. 6.6) in positive polarity data is ~1.136.
in the subset of the full data set found by using all the spectrometer channels, eDCM is
the #5 meson reconstruction efficiency corrected for the effect of bad channels, eno DCM
is the #5 meson reconstruction efficiency found by using all the spectrometer channels,
TDCCM is the raw number of embedded into data events #5 mesons reconstructed after
all the bad channels were masked out using the DCM, 7"DCM is the raw number of
embedded into the data events (the same set of events, which was used to find TMDCM)
mesons reconstructed when all the spectrometer channels were used.
Combining Eq. 6.4 and 6.5 on the preceding page, one can get the following equation
for the correction of dN/dpt:
dN T nral dataset TCM (dN(.d DCM noDCM ' (6.6)
ipt DCM ctional data set /MC p J noDCM
Dead Channel Map correction
where (dN/dpt)DCM is the DCM corrected value, and (dN/dpt)no DCM was calculated us-
ing all the spectrometer channels.
The correction was applied on results from positive and negative magnet polarity data
separately. As an example, the two components of the correction (see Eq. 6.5 on the
previous page) for positive polarity data are shown on Fig. 6.9.
6.4. Averaging Positive And Negative Magnet Polarity Data
PHOBOS Cu+Cu 200 GeV data used for this work was taken at two magnet polarities:
positive and negative one (see section 2.2.5.3 on page 62). The # meson invariant yield
is of course independent of magnet polarity, but due to the facts that
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Figure 6.10.: PHOBOS measurements of particle to antiparticle ratios [255-257].
- different magnet polarities result in different acceptance for a given kind of
charged particle
o the number of charged particles and their antiparticles produced in Cu+Cu col-
lisions is not equal (which is to be expected - since the collided nuclei Cu+29
are positively charged, higher yield of positively charged particles over negatively
charged ones has to be produced) - see Fig. 6.10
the event mixing and background subtraction (see section 6.1) was applied separately
for different magnet polarity (both data and single embedded #) events. The procedure
of averaging the resulting invariant yields is described in 6.4.1.
6.4.1. Procedure
Let us denote as T, and T raw number of # mesons in positive and negative polarity
data correspondingly corrected for trigger efficiency (the numbers are for a given ranges
of centrality and p). Both numbers were in addition to that:
- scaled to correspond to a yield per unit of transverse momentum and per unit
of rapidity, by dividing by the width of the transverse momentum and rapidity
intervals
- scaled with factors 1/(21r) and the reciprocal of Br(# -+ K+K- )=0.489i0.005
[169], where the later is the # -+ K+K- branching ratio.
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If Np and Nn are the numbers of events passing the event selection (see section 4.4
on page 78), ep and e, are the # meson reconstruction efficiencies (taking into account
trigger efficiencies), and Y is the average number of # mesons produced per event (in
the considered range of centrality and po ), then
T+Ny+TnYYTp+N=NepYNneY - Y=(6.7)
The final result was received by
1. Applying the DCM correction (see section 6.3.4 on page 157) on the raw number
of # mesons Ty and Tn and on the reconstruction efficiencies ey and en.
2. Applying Eq. 6.7 to correct for efficiency and occupancy (including implicit cor-
rection for trigger efficiency, see section 6.3.2 on page 152) and to average both
polarity results.
3. dN/dpt resulting from the previous step was corrected for momentum resolution
as described in section 6.3.3 on page 153.
4. Every point of such corrected dN/dpr was divided by the 2 xpt value in the middle
of the corresponding transverse momentum bin to obtain the # meson invariant
yield:
1 d 2 N
2 xpt dptdy
6.5. Systematic Errors
6.5.1. #5 Meson Invariant Yield Systematic Errors
6.5.1.1. General Method Description
Let us assume that we have two methods (#1 and #2) of doing a measurement of some
variable Y as a function of a variable X, which differ due to some systematic effect. The
two measurements might also differ statistically, in which case the statistical error is
included into the systematic one to be conservative in the systematic error evaluation.
Let us also assume that there is a function which fits the two measurements well and
that there is a well defined procedure of averaging the two measurements. An exam-
ple of fits of two such measurements as well as the fit of their average are shown on
Fig. 6.11(a) on the next page. At the next step the ratio of fits of both measurements to
the fit of their average is found (see Fig. 6.11(b)). After that the absolute value of the
ratios deviation from unity is calculated (let us denote the deviations as fi(X) and f 2 (X),
see Fig. 6.11(c)). Normally such deviation would serve as an estimate of the systematic
error, however the fits of the two measurements might intersect in some point, which
would lead to a vanishing evaluation of the error in the point. Since such a vanishing
systematic error in a point is unlikely, the following procedure was used: if we denote as
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(b) Ratio of the methods #1 and #2 to their average
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Figure 6.11.: Explanation of the <p meson invariant yield (Y) systematic errors es-
timation method. The Y relative systematic error dependence on X
(transverse momentum) is estimated as a linear dependence passing
through the points (a, 0.5 -(fi(a) + f 2(a)) and (b, 0.5. (fi(b) + f 2(b)), where
fW(X) = IYX)/Yaverageof1 and 2 - I. See section 6.5.1.1 on the facing page for
details.
Note, the pairs of figures shown in the subsequent sections, discussing
particular sources of systematic errors, correspond to figures (b) and (c)
shown here. In addition figures in the following sections show ratios and
the errors of the data points corresponding to the fit lines.
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Figure 6.12.: 4) meson invariant yield measurement systematic error due to the uncer-
tainty in the magnetic field map (see section 6.5.1.2 for details).
[a, b] the X interval in which the measurement was made, then the dependence of the
relative systematic error on X was found by connecting with a straight line the points
(a, 0.5 -(f1 (a) + f 2 (a)) and (b, 0.5 -(f1 (b) + f2(b)) as shown on Fig. 6. 11 (c).
In our case X and Y are the 4) meson transverse momentum and invariant yield cor-
respondingly. The averaging procedure of measurement methods #1 and #2 is anal-
ogous to the one used for averaging positive and negative magnet polarity data (see
section 6.4.1 on page 159 and Eq. 6.7):(dN T1+-T2
d p eff, occ N1E1 + N2e2 ' (6.8)
where (dN/dpt)eff, occ is the efficiency and occupancy corrected value, T1 and T2 are the
raw numbers of # mesons found in measurement methods #1 and #2 correspondingly
corrected for trigger efficiency, N1 and N2 are the numbers of events passing the event
selection (see section 4.4 on page 78), Ei and E2 are the 4) meson reconstruction efficien-
cies (taking into account trigger efficiencies). The value (dN/dpt)eff occ was corrected for
momentum resolution as described in section 6.3.3 on page 153 and then every point of
such corrected dN/dpt was divided by the 2 )pt value in the middle of the correspond-
ing transverse momentum bin to obtain the averaged # meson invariant yield. Except
during the estimation of the systematic error due to the uncertainty in the magnetic
field map (see section 2.2.5.3 on page 62), no correction was done for the DCM (see sec-
tion 6.3.4 on page 157), since the correction would cancel in a ratio of a method to the
average of the two methods if both of them use the same magnet polarity data for the
measurement.
6.5.1.2. Systematic Error Due To An Uncertainty In The Magnetic Field Map
PHOBOS magnetic field map (see section 2.2.5.3 on page 62) was measured and saved
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for the positive magnet polarity only. Both during the MC simulations and in the spe-
cialized kaon reconstruction the magnetic field at the negative magnet polarity was cal-
culated as the -1 times the magnetic field at the positive magnet polarity, which is only
approximately correct. In addition the magnetic field map could have changed slightly
between the measurement and the actual data taking due to installation of the PHOBOS
spectrometer (and of other equipment) between the magnet poles. It is also possible
that the magnetic field measurement was taken with a small systematic error due to a
non perfect gaussmeter used or due to imprecise measurement of the geometric posi-
tion of the gaussmeter in the process. The magnetic field measurements were taken at a
limited number of points and a 3-dimensional linear interpolation was used to evaluate
the field between the points, resulting in an additional source of inaccuracy. Stability of
the magnet power source and some other reasons could be added to the list. There-
fore a # meson invariant yield measurement had a systematic error associated with the
imperfect knowledge of the magnetic field. To estimate the error following the method
described in section 6.5.1.1 on page 160 two methods of doing the measurement were
compared: using only positive and using only negative magnet polarity data. The PHO-
BOS magnetic field map and therefore the systematic error are not centrality depen-
dent, consequently the error was calculated for all centralities using the 0-60% central-
ity range (see section 4.5 on page 79) data only. The found systematic error was about
~4% (at p -,~I GeV/c), with the exact dependence on transverse momentum shown as
the red line on Fig. 6.12(b) on the facing page.
6.5.1.3. Systematic Error Due To An Uncertainty In The Spectrometer Sensors Positions
Both the MC simulations and the specialized kaon reconstruction used the geometrical
positions of the spectrometer sensors (see section 2.2.5.3 on page 60) to calculate the
actual position of a hit from its position relative to the sensor the hit was produced in.
Since the measurement of the sensor positions and their aligning procedures are not
perfect, there is an associated systematic error in the #5 meson invariant yield measure-
ment, which was estimated using the method described in section 6.5.1.1 on page 160
by comparing the following two methods combinations of doing the measurement:
- using only the [-5,+5] cm and only the [+5,+151 cm vertex z-coordinate range
(see Fig. 6.13(a) and Fig. 6.13(b) on the next page)
- using only the hits in the positive and only the hits in the negative arm of the
PHOBOS spectrometer (see Fig. 6.13(c) and Fig. 6.13(d) on the following page).
Each of the two methods combinations produced an estimate on the systematic error
in both positive and negative magnet polarity data separately. At each polarity the sys-
tematic errors from the two combinations were added in quadrature. Averaging of the
systematic error at both magnet polarities is described in section 6.5.1.10 on page 173.
The geometrical positions of the spectrometer sensors and therefore the systematic
error are not centrality dependent, consequently the error was calculated for all central-
ities using the 0-60% centrality range (see section 4.5 on page 79) data only. The found
systematic error was about ~15.3% (at pt ~1 GeV/c).
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Figure 6.13.: 4) eson in ariant yield measurement systematic err r due to the uncer-
tainty in the geometric position of the spectrometer sensors in positive
magniet poiarity data (see section 6.5.1.3 on the preceding page for details).
6.5.1.4. Systematic Error Due To Different Choice Of Distributions Used For Efficiency
And Occupancy Correction
The efficiency and occupancy correction described in section 6.3.1 on page 150 de-
pends on the distributions of 4) mesons embedded into real data events. The correc-
tion applied on the data utilized uniform distributions in pt ) yOI and V- and used one
embedded 4) meson per event. To estimate the systematic error due to this particu-
lar choice of the distributions, the 4) meson invariant yield results were compared to
those resulting from more realistically chosen distributions of p, (see section 5.2.3 on
page 95), y'k (see section 5.2.2 on page 95) and number of embedded q5 mesons per
event (see section 5.2.4 on page 97). The general method of the systematic error evalu-
ation arising from the two methods of doing the efficiency and occupancy correction is
described in section 6.5. 1.1 on page 160.
The systematic error was estimated separately for positive and negative polarity data,
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Figure 6.14.: # meson invariant yield measurement systematic error due to the choice
of distributions used in efficiency and occupancy correction in positive
magnet polarity data (see section 6.5.1.4 on the facing page for details).
with averag' g procedure of the two described in section 6.5.1.10 on page 173. The
realistic pt distributions and number of # mesons per event are centrality depen-
dent, however the slope parameter T characterizing the pO distribution (see Fig. 7.4(a)
on page 191) and # meson reconstruction efficiency (see Fig. 6.6 on page 150) have
weak dependence on centrality, therefore if we consider the change in the efficiency
and occupancy correction from the replacement of uniform embedding distributions
with realistic ones as a 1st order effect, then the correction dependence on centrality
would be of the 2 nd order, and so was neglected 6. Consequently the systematic error
was calculated for all centralities using the 0-60% centrality range (see section 4.5 on
page 79) single 4) mesons embedding. The found systematic error was about ~,6% (at
Pt ~1 GeV/c) 7. Now the argument given above might be not convincing for some peo-
ple, therefore the correction was compared to the one calculated using the 0-10% cen-
trality range, resulting in about --7% (at p, ~1 GeV/c), which provides a direct evidence
6Any change in efficiency and occupancy correction due to a change in the number of embedded
# mesons per event comes from a change of relative weights of different centrality ranges contributing
to the correction. Since the dependence of the correction on centrality is weak, then the change in the
correction due to the change in the weights has to be weak too.
7Statistical fluctuations, which are due to a limited statistics in the MC simulations, contribute a sig-
nificant amount to the systematic error estimate (as well as to the estimates of systematic errors resulting
from other sources). The error discussed here was also estimated using a much higher statistics single
embedded # meson MC simulations with the transverse momentum distributions of 4) mesons having
the parameters shown in Table 7.2 on page 188, instead of the realistic pO distributions described in sec-
tion 5.2.3 on page 95. The resulting from the study systematic error estimate was significantly smaller,
namely ~2.4% at pt l GeV/c. But even that evaluation contains contributions from the statistical fluc-
tuations in the MC simulations. However, since the error is not a large fraction of the total systematic
error, in the final estimate the results of the method discussed in section 6.5.1.4 were used.
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Figure 6.15.: Ratio of pure backgrounds simulated using 0-10% centrality data as input.
See section 6.5.1.5 for details.
that the correction does not depend strongly on centrality 8.
As an example, the systematic error estimation for positive magnet polarity data is
shown on Fig. 6.14 on the preceding page.
6.5.1.5. Systematic Error Due To Correlations Between Same Event Background Entries
When the signal (i.e. same event) invariant mass distribution is built, all possible com-
binations of reconstructed K+ and K- tracks passing the event and track selections are
made. As a result if there is more than one reconstructed kaon track of the some charge
and at least one reconstructed kaon track of the other charge in the same event, then
at least one kaon will be used more than once to create kaon pairs to be used in invari-
ant mass entries calculation. That leads to an implicit correlation between the entries
which effects the shape of the invariant mass distribution and therefore the raw number
of reconstructed # mesons in data and in single # meson embedding, which in turn is
a source of a systematic error on the # meson invariant yield.
To illustrate it, a number of realistically distributed toy MC events were simulated (see
section 6.2.2 on page 147 for the description of the simulation details) for the following
two cases:
- number of K+ and number of K- per toy event are simulated to have the same
distributions as in real data,
- number of K+ and number of K- per toy event are always equal to one.
8Estimation of the systematic error directly for peripheral events would require investment of large
computing resources. Based on the evidence at hand the benefit of it is dubious and not worth the effort.
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Figure 6.16.: # meson invariant yield measurement systematic error due to correlations
between same event background entries in positive magnet poiarity 0-60%
centrality data (see section 6.5.1.5 for details).
There were no correlations between different kaon tracks in the events, and therefore
the events corresponded to pure background. The ratio of the normalized to the same
integral invariant mass distributions corresponding to the two cases listed above is
shown on Fig. 6.15 on the facing page. As one can see, the ratio is inconsistent with
unity as a function of invariant mass, which proves that the shapes of the two distribu-
tions are different.
A similar idea was used to estimate the systematic error quantitatively. Namely,
following the general method of the systematic error evaluation described in sec--
tion 6.5.1.1 on page 160, the following two methods of doing the measurement were
compared:
1. The regular one described in sections 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4.
2. A modified one in such a way that the measurement was done on data events
with average (N(K+)/N(K-)) = 1, where the N(K+) and N(K-) are the numbers
of reconstructed K+ and K- tracks in an event. The modification is described in
the end of the current section.
As an example, the systematic error estimation for positive magnet polarity data is
shown on Fig. 6.16.
The systematic error was found separately for positive and negative polarity data,
with averaging procedure of the two described in section 6.5.1.10 on page 173. The
error was estimated singly also for each considered centrality range, resulting in the
values summarized on Fig. 6.17 on the following page.
Making measurement on data events with (N(K+)/N(K-))=1. The measurement was
done by randomly skipping some of the tracks in data events in such a way that the
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Figure 6.17.: meson invariant yield measurement systematic error due to correlations
between same event background entries. Note, the points on the figure
show the average error for each ("centrality range" x "magnet polarity")
combination with the vertical size of the filled rectangles showing the range
of the values the error assumes as a function of transverse momentum. See
section 6.5.1.5 for details.
resulting average ratio of N(K+) and N(K-) per event would be unity as a function of
centrality. First, the dependence of (N(K+)/N(K-)) on centrality was found for both
positive and negative polarity data events (see Fig. 6.18 on the next page). Second, when
the signal (i.e. same event) invariant mass distribution was built for data and single #
meson embedding MC, at negative polarity every K+ track was ignored with probability
1/ (N(K+)/N(K-)) -1, where the average (N(K+)/N(K-)) was taken from Fig. 6.18(b) on
the facing page at the centrality bin number of a currently processed event. At positive
polarity the procedure was the same, except that all the kaon charges were reversed and
the (N(K-)/N(K+)) was taken from Fig. 6.18(a). The result of the procedure was as if the
average (N(K+)/N(K-)) = 1 per event in data was unity as a function of centrality. In
single # meson embedding MC the average ratio was modified from its original value
but ended up being somewhat different from unity since the original ratio in such MC
was slightly different from the one in data. As can be seen, in both data and MC the
raw number of reconstructed # mesons at a given centrality was reduced by the factor
(N(K+)/N(K-)) at negative polarity (and by the factor (N(K-)/N(K+)) at positive polar-
ity), and therefore the ratio of the numbers (and consequently the # meson invariant
yield) stayed the same as in the unmodified measurement method, therefore the two
methods could only differ due to the change in the background shape (and due to the
statistical nature of the tracks ignoring), and therefore their comparison could be used
to get (a somewhat overestimated) evaluation of the systematic error under study.
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Figure 6.18.: Average ratio of number of reconstructed K- to number of reconstructed
K+ per event as a function of centrality in positive magnet polarity Cu+Cu
200 GeV data (Fig. (a)). For the negative magnet polarity data the ratio was
the reciprocal of the one in positive magnet polarity data (Fig. (b)). The
plots for single # meson embedding MC are very similar to the ones shown
above. See page 167 for details.
6.5.1.6. Systematic Error Due To Choice Of Residual Background Shape Model
As it was pointed out in section 6.2.2 on page 147, residual background (due to a small
vertex z-coordinate dependent 6-angle acceptance of the PHOBOS spectrometer) is
well described with an exponential function of invariant mass. However, it is not the
only possible function, which can be chosen for the purpose, leading to a source of a
systematic error.
To estimate the error following the method described in section 6.5.1.1 on page 160
two ways of doing the measurement were compared: describing the residual back-
ground with an exponential function (as described in section 6.2 on page 145) and with
a hyperbolic function (i.e. A/(x - B) +C).
Since the residual background is due to a geometric acceptance effect, it and therefore
the systematic error under study are not centrality dependent, consequently the error
was calculated for all centralities using the 0-60% centrality range (see section 4.5 on
page 79) data only. The found systematic error was about ~-2% (at pt ~1l GeV/c). As an
example, the systematic error estimation for positive magnet polarity data is shown on
Fig. 6.19 on the next page. The systematic error was found separately for positive and
negative polarity data, with averaging procedure of the two described in section 6.5. 1. 10
on page 173.
6.5.1.7. Systematic Error Due To Choice Of # Meson Peak Shape Model
As it was pointed out in section 6.2 on page 145, # meson peak (before modification
due to the small azimuth angle acceptance of the PHOBOS spectrometer) was fitted as
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Figure 6.19.: # meson invariant yield measurement systematic error due to the uncer-
tainty in the residual background shape model in positive magnet polarity
Cu+Cu 200 GeV data (see section 6.5.1.6 on the preceding page for details).
a Breit-Wigner distribution. However, it is not the only possible function, which can be
chosen for the purpose, leading to a source of a systematic error.
To estimate the error following the method described in section 6.5.1.1 on page 160
two ways of doing the measurement were compared: fitting the # meson peak with a
Breit-Wigner distribution (with the mean, the width and the overall scaling factor as free
parameters) and with a Breit-Wigner distribution convoluted with a Gaussian distribu-
tion (with the Breit-Wigner mean, the Gaussian width and the overall scaling factor as
free parameters):
BE,F( +K- -x)-G'(x)-dx,
where BE,F(m +K- - x) was defined in section 6.2 on page 145, and GO-(x) is the nor-
malized to unit integral Gaussian distribution with the zero mean and width o.
Since the possible choices of the # meson peak fit functions, and therefore the sys-
tematic error under study are not centrality dependent, consequently the error was cal-
culated for all centralities using the 0-60% centrality range (see section 4.5 on page 79)
data only. The found systematic error was about ~4% (at pf ~ 1 GeV/c). As an example,
the systematic error estimation for positive magnet polarity data is shown on Fig. 6.20
on the next page. The systematic error was found separately for positive and nega-
tive polarity data, with averaging procedure of the two described in section 6.5.1.10 on
page 173.
6.5.1.8. Systematic Error Due To Momentum Resolution Correction
As it was pointed out in section 6.3.3 on page 153, for the purpose of applying the mo-
mentum resolution correction, data # meson dN/dpt distribution was fitted with an
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Figure 6.20.: # meson invariant yield measurement systematic error due to the un-
certainty in the # meson peak shape model in positive magnet polarity
Cu+Cu 200 GeV data (see section 6.5.1.7 on page 169 for details).
exponential function, i.e. p, exp (A + Bpt). However, it is not the only possible function,
which can be chosen for the purpose, leading to a source of a systematic error.
To estimate the error following the method described in section 6.5.1.1 on page 160
two ways of doing the measurement were compared: fitting the # meson dN/dpt with
an exponential function of pt and with an exponential function of mt. The second
choice means the following, assuming that the distribution of # mesons 1/mt -dN/dmt
is exponential, then after conversion of the distribution into a dN/dp, we get the fol-
lowing fit function:
A -pt -exp V Bn
Since the possible choices of the dN/dpt fit functions, and therefore the systematic
error under study are not centrality dependent, consequently the error was calculated
for all centralities using the 0-60% centrality range (see section 4.5 on page 79) data
only. The found systematic error was about ~,0.25% (at pf ~1 GeV/c). As an example,
the systematic error estimation for positive magnet polarity data is shown on Fig. 6.21.
The systematic error was found separately for positive and negative polarity data, with
averaging procedure of the two described in section 6.5.1.10 on page 173.
6.5.1.9. Systematic Error Due To Correction Of MC Energy Losses
As it was pointed out in section 5.6 on page 106, due to a disagreement between data
and MC kaon energy losses, the later had to be scaled down by a factor of -~-1.1821 to
match energy losses in data. If the factor is chosen with some deviation from the exactly
correct one, that would lead to a systematically incorrectly estimated efficiency of #
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Figure 6.21.: # meson invariant yield measurement systematic error due to the uncer-
tainty in the momentum resolution correlation in positive magnet polarity
Cu+Cu 200 GeV data (see section 6.5.1.8 on page 170 for details).
meson reconstruction from single embedded # meson MC simulations and therefore
to a source of a systematic error in the # meson invariant yield measurement.
To estimate the error following the method described in section 6.5.1.1 on page 160
two values of the MC energy loss scaling factors were compared: -1.1821 and ~1.1834.
The second value was chosen based on the following argument. Studies showed that the
~1.1821 factor produces MC energy losses which are still -0.2% larger than in data (see
Fig. 5.13 on page 111). Before that the closest scaling factor attempted was -1.1795 (the
scaling factor was adjusted in reducing steps, with a next attempted factor chosen based
on the results of the previous ones). However, the factor of -1.1898 already produced
MC energy losses lower than in data. That means that the correct scaling factor must be
in the range [1.1821,1.1898], therefore the second value chosen for the systematic error
evaluation was 1.1821 +-0.5-(1.1821- 1.1795)=1.1834.
Since the effect of the systematic error would depend on
- the average energy losses in the underlying events
- the probability of assigning a wrong hit during reconstruction to a MC kaon
in single embedded # meson MC simulations and both of the effects are centrality de-
pendent, the estimation of the systematic error was done separately for each centrality
range used for the measurement. The found ranges of the systematic error assumed as
a function of pt are shown in Table 6.1 on the facing page. The error was estimated for
positive magnet polarity data only, since there is no reason to believe that the effect at
negative polarity would be significantly different 9. The systematic error in negative po-
larity data was assumed to be (approximately) the same as in positively magnet polarity
9The difference between the two magnet polarity data is the following: 1) there are slightly more
positively charged reconstructable particles in data than negatively charged ones, 2) the efficiency of
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Centrality Range (%) 0-60 0-10 10-20 20-30
Systematic Error Range (%) 1.1-1.4 1.4-4.9 2.4-3.9 6.7-9.3
Centrality Range (%) 30-40 40-50 50-60 40-60
Systematic Error Range (%) 0.8-1.7 0.9-2.4 2.6-3.2 1.3-2.0
Table 6.1.: Ranges of values assumed as a function of p, by the # meson invariant yield
systematic error due to correction of MC energy losses.
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Figure 6.22.: # meson invariant yield measurement systematic error due to the uncer-
tainty in the MC energy losses scaling factor in positive magnet polarity
Cu+Cu 200 GeV data (see section 6.5.1.9 on page 171 for details).
data. As an example, the systematic error estimation for the 20-30% centrality range is
shown on Fig. 6.22.
6.5.1.10. Averaging Of Systematic Error In Positive And Negative Magnet Polarity Data
As it has been described above, the systematic errors from all the sources has been esti-
mated separately for positive and negative polarity, except the one due to an uncertainty
in the magnetic field map (by the nature of the error, see section 6.5.1.2 on page 162) and
the one due to correction between data and MC energy losses (the error was assumed
to be the same for both polarities, see section 6.5.1.9). The first step of averaging was to
add all the systematic errors in quadrature within one polarity singly in each range of
centrality. Then in each centrality range the total systematic error was found by averag-
ing the errors in positive and negative polarities with weights 0.54 and 0.46 correspond-
ingly, where the weights are the fractions of all used data with the respective magnet
reconstruction is higher for particles bending away from the beam pipe, and that direction changes to
the opposite when the magnet polarity is switched. Therefore the average hit density in the underlying
event should be slightly higher in negative polarity data than in positive one.
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Figure 6.23.: # meson invariant yield measurement total relative systematic error for
the 0-60% centrality range. See section 6.5.1.10 on the preceding page for
details. The extra factor of -1.2534, discussed in section 6.5.1.11 is already
included in this figure.
polarities. The resulting relative systematic errors at each magnet polarity separately
and the average of the two were approximately constant as functions of transverse mo-
mentum and collision centrality. As an example, the total systematic error for the 0-60%
centrality range is shown on Fig. 6.23.
6.5.1.11. Difference Between (IAxj) AndV(Ax2)
The explained above # meson invariant yield systematic error estimation evaluates at
every step the mean absolute value of a deviation of one of two possible methods from
their average (assuming that such deviations are solely due to a systematic uncertainty).
However, traditionally it is the variance of a random variable that is used as a measure of
the variable uncertainty. Making an assumption that the systematic error on # meson
invariant yield is distributed according to a normal distribution, the final error estimate
was increased by a factor of ~1.2534 since for a normally distributed x with the mean y
and width o one has (I(x - p)/o1I) ~ 0.7978 /((x - p)/.2).
6.5.2. <5 Meson Invariant Yield Fit Results Systematic Errors
To estimate the systematic errors on T and dN/dy, resulting from the fit # meson in-
variant yield (in the p, > 0.39 GeV/c region) with Eq. 7.1 on page 185, the following
procedure was applied:
1. The systematic errors evaluation was done separately in every centrality range
under study.
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2. Let us denote as ffit(pt) the fit result of the # meson invariant yield with Eq. 7.1,
and Tfit and (dN/dy)fit the corresponding fit parameters.
3. Also let us denote as pti (i = 1 - 10, see Fig. 7.1 on page 186) the transverse mo-
mentum values at which the # meson invariant yield measurement was done and
as e bs.syst. the absolute systematic error of the measurement at transverse mo-
mentum pti:
abs.syst. _ rel.syst. 1 d 2N
27tpt dptdy lPtPti
measured invariant yield
where e -'syst- is the relative measurement systematic error at transverse momen-
tum pt i estimated as explained in section 6.5.1 on page 160.
4. Such distribution - of T and dN/dy was found that the distribution of the Eq. 7.1
function values at each pti was a Gaussian with the mean ffit(pti) and the width
of eabs.sys '. The widths of Gaussian fits to the corresponding 1 -dimensional pro-
jections of ! were assigned as the T and dN/dy systematic errors. In parallel, for
each T value in - the corresponding (p t) was calculated using Eq. 7.2 on page 187
and the (po) systematic error was estimated as the Gaussian fit width to the dis-
tribution of the calculated (po) values.
The implementation of the procedure consisted of 3 steps described below.
6.5.2.1. Step One
The first step served to generated a seed of the distribution 9 as follows:
1. Let us denote as R the band around ffit(pt) with a width at transverse momen-
tum pt equal to erel.syst.(pt) -fA(pt), where erel.syst-(pt) is the relative # meson
invariant yield measurement systematic error at pt estimated as explained in sec-
tion 6.5.1 on page 160.
2. 105 random values of T and dN/dy were generated from uniform distributions in
ranges [0.5. Tfit, 2- Tfit] and [0.5 . (dN/dy)fit, 2 -(dN/dy)fit] respectively.
3. Each such generated pair of values T and dN/dy was plugged into Eq. 7.1, re-
sulting in a function f(pt). It was tested if the function assumed values within
the band 3 for all values pti and only such T and dN/dy were kept, for which
f(pt) passed the test. Fig. 6.24(a) shows an example of two functions f(pt) within
the band 6 (green lines) and of two such function outside of the band (black
lines). The function ffit(pt) and the band 6 are shown on the figure with a red
line and a pink band around it correspondingly. For each value of T using Eq. 7.2
on page 187 the corresponding value of (po) was calculated. Fig. 6.24(b) shows
the distribution of T and dN/dy parameters, corresponding to functions f(pt)
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within the band 6A, and Fig. 6.24(c) and 6.24(d) show the one dimensional distri-
butions of such parameters. Fig. 6.24(e) shows the one dimensional distribution
of the computed (pok) values.
6.5.2.2. Step Two
At this step a set of histograms Ye was filled with the values of functions f(pti) cor-
responding to each pair of parameters T and dN/dy saved at the step one (see sec-
tion 6.5.2.1 on the preceding page. After that the following was done:
1. 105 more random values of T and dN/dy were generated again from uniform dis-
tributions in ranges [0.5. Tfit, 2- Tt] and [0.5. (dN/dy)fit, 2 -(dNdy)fit] respectively.
2. It was tested if addition of each such generated pair of parameters T and dN/dy
to the already saved set of them (and refilling of the histograms Ye using the new
set) resulted in a decreased the value of
10
i=1
where gX2 is the reduced chi-squared of the fit of Ye with a Gaussian with the
mean and the width fixed to ffit(pti) and abs.syst. correspondingly, and the inte-
gral normalization constant being the fit parameter. Only such T and dN/dy were
added to the previously found set of the parameters which passed the test.
An example of the histograms Ye filled using the resulting set of parameters T and
dN/dy is shown on Fig. 6.25 on page 180.
6.5.2.3. Step Three
As can be seen from Fig. 6.25 on page 180, the 2 nd step of the T and dN/dy systematic
errors estimation resulted in a significant excess of entries in the histograms ;j above
their fits at the highest end of the distributions. At the 3 rd step, the histograms .Ye were
refilled utilizing the set of T and dN/dy parameters resulted from the 2 nd step (see sec-
tion 6.5.2.2), but if using some pair of the parameters lead to an excess of a bin entry of
any of the histograms above its fit (made in the end of the 2nd step, no refitting was done
in during the 3 rd step) in the bin, such a pair was removed from the set. An example of
the refilled histograms _V is shown on Fig. 6.26 on page 181. The widths of Gaussian fits
of 1-dimensional distributions of T, dN/dy, and (pr ) (see Fig. 6.27 on page 182) in the
final set were assigned as the systematic errors of the measurements of the correspond-
ing parameters.
6.6. Closure Test
One of the tests which was done to make sure the data analysis described above is able
to correctly reconstruct # meson invariant yield was to apply the measurement tech-
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Table 6.2.: The ratio of a reconstructed (output) # meson invariant yield in single
embedded #5 meson events with realistic distributions (see section 5.2 on
page 94) to the simulated # meson invariant yield (input) in the events is
shown for different centrality ranges and different PHOBOS magnet polar-
ities. The uncertainties on the ratio are statistical only. The ratio and the
uncertainties listed in the table were found from a fit (the corresponding fit
probabilities are listed as well) with a constant function of such ratio esti-
mated for different values of # meson transverse momentum. The numbers
shown here correspond to the efficiency and occupancy correction evaluated
by doing single # meson embedding with uniform distributions in transverse
momentum, rapidity; and p-angle. Fig. 6.28(a), 6.28(b), 6.28(c), and 6.28(d)
on page 183 are examples (for the 0-60% centrality range) of the figures cor-
responding to the numbers shown is this table. See section 6.6 for details.
nique on MC events with a known # meson signal in them. Fig. 6.28 on page 183 shows
an example of such test in which single embedded # meson events with realistic distri-
butions (see section 5.2 on page 94) are treated as data. Only statistical uncertainties are
shown on the figure. As can be seen, the reconstructed # meson invariant yield is on av-
erage within about one statistical error bar from the simulated one. The summary of the
tests is shown in Table 6.2. Simulation of single embedded # meson events with realistic
distributions requires significant computing resources, therefore only a limited number
of them was created, and so the efficiency and occupancy correction was performed
using such events for the 0-60% centrality range only (Fig. 6.28(e), 6.28(f), 6.28(g), and
6.28(h)) 10. It appears from the tests that what kind of transverse momentum distri-
101n this case the "data" and the MC used for the corrections are the same, consequently they are not
independent and so there is a correlation between the points on Fig. 6.28(f) and 6.28(f).
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% centrality Polarity Output/Input Fit Probability
0-60 positive 0.98i0.02 0.01
0-60 negative 0.99 t 0.03 0.37
0-10 positive 1.05+0.06 0.18
0-10 negative 0.98+0.05 0.39
10-20 positive 1.01+0.05 0.33
10-20 negative 0.96+0.05 0.68
20-30 positive 0.95i0.05 0.31
20-30 negative 1.04+0.05 0.12
30-40 positive 0.92 +0.05 0.70
30-40 negative 1.04+0.05 0.49
40-50 positive 0.94i0.06 0.45
40-50 negative 0.94+0.06 0.11
50-60 positive 0.73 +0.07 0.17
50-60 negative 0.91 + 0.07 0.40
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Table 6.3.: Summary of the event mixing test performed on toy MC events with a known
raw number of # mesons in them. An example of the Output/Input ratio (for
the 0-60% centrality range) as a function of # mesons transverse momentum
and the corresponding fit probability are shown on Fig. 6.29(c) on page 184.
See section 6.6 for details.
bution of embedded # mesons is used for efficiency and occupancy correction (a uni-
form distribution is compared to the one described in section 5.2.3 on page 95) does not
effect systematically the reconstructed # meson invariant yield, however, an estimate
of the corresponding systematic error was still included into the data analysis just in
case (see section 6.5.1.4 on page 164). In addition, the Kolmogorov test showed that the
shapes of the reconstructed and the simulated yields are consistent at all centralities.
An other test was performed to check just the event mixing (see section 6.1 on
page 140) part of the data analysis. In the test the event mixing algorithm was applied
on toy MC events (see section 6.2.2 on page 147), into which a known input raw number
(the same as the one observed in Cu+Cu ~s~; = 200 GeV data) of 4) mesons was added.
The reconstructed (output) raw number of # mesons was compared to the input for all
the centrality ranges, for which the # meson invariant yield measurement was done in
the data. An example of a result of such a test is shown on Fig. 6.29 on page 184. The
average output to input ratios of the raw number of # mesons as well as the fit (with a
constant function) probability of the ratio as a function of # meson transverse momen-
tum are summarized in Table 6.3.
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% centrality Output/Input Fit Probability
0-60 0.96& 0.04 0.04
0-10 1.05 t 0.09 0.34
10-20 1.26t0.09 0.05
20-30 1.04t0.10 0.50
30-40 0.99±0.09 0.38
40-50 1.02i0.12 0.99
50-60 0.82i0.13 0.22
40-60 0.93 0.09 0.73
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Figure 6.24.: Step one of the T, dN/dy, and (po) systematic errors estimation in 0-60%
Cu+Cu 200 GeV data. See section 6.5.2.1 on page 175 for details.
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Figure 6.25.: Step two of the T, dN/dy, and (pr) systematic errors estimation in 0-60%
Cu+Cu 200 GeV data. The histograms -e (filled using the final set of pa-
rameters T and dN/dy) are shown in black while the Gaussian fits of the
histograms, performed as explained in section 6.5.2.2 on page 176, are
shown in blue. Note the excess of entries in the histograms above their
fits at the highest end of the distributions.
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Figure 6.26.: Ae histograms after the step three of the T, dN/dy , and (p 0) systematic
errors estimation in 0-60% Cu+Cu 200 GeV data. See section 6.5.2.3 on
page 176 for details.
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Figure 6.27.: Step three of the T, dN/dy, and (po) systematic errors estimation in 0-60%
Cu+Cu 200 GeV data. The final set of the # meson invariant yield fit pa-
rameters mentioned in the sub-figures captions is the one which resulted
from the 3 rd step of the errors estimation. See section 6.5.2.3 on page 176
for details.
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Figure 6.28.: An example of reconstruction of # meson invariant yield in single embedded MC q5
meson events (for which the yield is known). The red and the magenta markers show the
reconstructed yield for the positive and the negative magnet polarities correspondingly.
The top gray line with a few points are the published STAR results. The many gray markers
line just below it is my model of the STAR results, which was used for the embedding.
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Figure 6.29.: An example of the event mixing test performed on toy MC events with
a known raw number of # mesons in them, equal to the number recon-
structed in 0-60% of centrality of V = 200 GeV data. The reconstructed
number of # mesons is called the output and the known (i.e. MC) number
of # mesons in the events is called the input. See section 6.6 on page 176
for details.
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7. Results And Discussion
7.1. PHOBOS Results On # Mesons Invariant Yield
The experimental results on the # meson invariant yield in Cu+Cu collisions at V37
= 200 GeV arising from the data analysis procedure described in chapter 6 are shown
on Fig. 7.1 on the next page. The corresponding data tables and zoomed in versions of
the figures are provided in appendix A on page 233. Although numerous and extensive
checks of the measurements presented in this thesis were performed by the author, the
results did not go through a PHOBOS collaboration review and a publication process
and therefore have to be considered preliminary
The error bars and the boxes around the data points corresponding to the PHOBOS
results on Fig. 7.1 show the size of the statistical and of the systematic uncertainties
of the measurements respectively. The error bars corresponding to the STAR and the
PHENIX results on the figure correspond to the statistical and the systematic errors of
the respective measurements added in quadrature. The solid, dotted, and dashed lines
on the figure correspond to the fits of the PHOBOS, STAR, and PHENIX results respec-
tively. The fits are described in section 7.2.
7.2. Fitting PHOBOS Results On #5 Meson Invariant Yield
The PHOBOS results on the # meson invariant yield as a function of transverse momen-
tum (see Fig. 7.1 on the following page) were fit using the following equation:
f 2 _2M1 d 2N dN/dy p P +m F -m (7.1)
2x7pptdptdy 2TT(T+m,) T
which follows from normalizing the Eq. 1.2 on page 23 distribution to unity and addition
of an overall dN/dy scaling factor. The fit parameters were T and dN/dy while m,
was fixed at 1.019456 GeV/c 2 [236]. As can be readily checked, the dN/dy parameter
corresponds to the total average yield of #5 mesons per collision, assuming that # meson
invariant yield dependence on transverse momentum is accurately described by Eq. 7.1
for all pt values. During the fitting, only statistical errors of the # meson invariant yield
measurements were used. The quality of the fits is summarized in Table 7.1. The T and
dN/dy uncertainties resulting from the fits were assigned as the statistical errors of the
parameters. The average # meson transverse momentum values (po) were calculated
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7.2. Fitting PHOBOS Results On $ Meson Invariant Yield
Table 7.1.: X2 values and the corresponding probabilities (see section 5.10.6 on
page 132) of the fits of the PHOBOS results on #5 meson invariant yield in
Cu+Cu collisions at V;~; = 200 GeV See section 7.2 on page 185 for details.
using Eq. 5.2 on page 97 as
p+0 dN
(pJ) pt dpt. (7.2)
fo dpt
The systematic errors of dN/dy, T, and (pf') were estimated as described in section 6.5.2
on page 174. The parameter values arising from this procedure are summarized in Ta-
ble 7.2 on the next page.
It is worth noting here that Eq. 1.2 and Eq. 1.3 were derived for an infinite medium
in a thermodynamic equilibrium, therefore caution has to be used, while interpreting
results of experimental heavy ion collisions data fits using the distributions, since the
"fireball" created in such collisions has the size of only several fermis and is not in a
state of full equilibrium. The pressure created in the collision region could drive the
matter to collectively expand in the transverse direction (the effect called the transverse
flow [258,259]), and therefore the measured transverse energy could be the sum of both
the thermal energy and the energy associated with the collective expansion ,2:
1 1 2
(Er) =(E termal) + m M 2,sci 4- T = To+ m znctive (7.3)T 2 collective 2 H±mvolective~ (73
where (Eternal) is the average transverse thermal energy, Vcollective is the average trans-
verse flow velocity, and To is the kinetic freeze-out temperature (the temperature at
which particles in the hot hadronic gas stop colliding with each other due to a low den-
sity of the gas and start streaming freely from the collision region). The above equation
for the effective temperature T has two unknown values To and Vconlective, therefore to
separate the thermal energy and the energy associated with the collective expansion,
one has to perform a simultaneous fit of invariant yields of at least two different particle
'Since the transverse direction has 2 degrees of freedom, (ET) = T.
2To take into account relativistic effects, one would have to replace in Eq. 7.3 j m vznt with2 collective
m C (rconective - 1), where rcollective = 1-flective/C}
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% centrality X2 / ndf Fit Probability
0-60 5.76/8 0.67
0-10 8.55 / 8 0.38
10-20 8.47 / 8 0.39
20-30 19.7 / 8 0.01
30-40 10.7 / 8 0.22
40-50 8.31 / 8 0.40
50-60 4.12 / 8 0.85
40-60 6.82 / 8 0.56
7. Results And Discussion
% centrality dN/dy T (GeV) (pt ) (GeV/c)
0-60 0.760 t 0.025 t 0.131 0.356 i 0.021 & 0.048 0.977 i 0.041 ± 0.095
0-10 1.757 i 0.124 & 0.473 0.399 & 0.057 ± 0.109 1.061 i 0.111 t 0.207
10-20 1.264 i 0.074 & 0.242 0.357 0.039 t 0.056 0.979 t 0.077 0.109
20-30 0.731 t 0.044 t 0.139 0.361 0.050 t 0.057 0.986 0.098 t 0.112
30-40 0.558 ± 0.031 t 0.098 0.334 ± 0.031 ± 0.044 0.934 t 0.061 t 0.086
40-50 0.293 ± 0.018 ± 0.051 0.363 ± 0.042 t 0.050 0.989 t 0.083 0.098
50-60 0.161 & 0.013 t 0.029 0.266 ± 0.030 i 0.028 0.798 i 0.062 0.056
40-60 0.224 t 0.011 i 0.038 0.329 i 0.028 t 0.041 0.924 i 0.055 t 0.081
Table 7.2.: The table summarizes parameters of the fits (and the corresponding (pt) val-
ues) of the PHOBOS results on # meson invariant yield in Cu+Cu collisions
at ,s;~~= 200 GeV. The 1st number in each table cell is the parameter value,
while the 2 nd and the 3rd numbers are the corresponding statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties respectively. See section 7.2 on page 185 for details.
species, similar to the analysis done in Ref. [260]. The idea of transverse flow is sup-
ported by the fact that the T. values extracted from the data are approximately constant
(- 140 MeV) while Vcollective grow with the size of collided nuclei, just as the pressure in-
duced by a collision is expected to do. Values T extracted by fitting measured transverse
momentum distributions of particles using Eq. 1.2 and Eq. 1.3 differ by ~ 10 MeV [79],
and the difference should be considered as the lower bound on the systematic error of T
due to a theoretical uncertainty of what to call a temperature of the medium produced
in relativistic heavy ion collisions.
7.3. Transition Between Confined And Deconfined States
As it was pointed out by L. Van Hove in 1982 [263], to experimentally identify a transi-
tion from a confined to a deconfined state of quarks and gluons, one could study the
dependence of the parameter T (or, equivalently, of the average transverse momentum
(pt)) of detected hadrons (produced in high energy hadron or nuclear collisions) as a
function of the energy density or the entropy density. Transverse momentum of par-
ticles created in a heavy ion collision has contributions from both thermal emission
and collective expansion in the plane perpendicular to the collision axis (see section 7.2
on page 185). According to the argument of Van Hove, the combined effect of thermal
emission and collective expansion would lead to an observation of a plateau in (pt) (and
consequently, in the parameter T) dependence on entropy density 3. The argument is
reviewed below, taking into account the modern understanding of both phenomena.
The collective expansion is caused by the pressure in the quark matter formed in a
3Since entropy density is a monotonically increasing function of energy density, the plateau would
also be observed in the (pt) as a function of energy density dependence.
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Figure 7.2.: Speed of sound (squared) c2 in quark matter as a function of (a) temperature
and (b) energy density calculated using lattice QCD with 2+1 flavors [261].
Lattice QCD calculations with 2 quark flavors result in very similar depen-
dencies [262]. Since c2 = dp/de (where p and e are pressure and energy
density of quark matter in an equilibrium respectively), the figures above
essentially plot the slope of function p(e). Therefore, pressure increase rate
(as a function of energy density) has a minimum near the lowest end (as
a function of temperature and energy density) of the transition region be-
tween confined and deconfined states of quarks and gluons (see Fig. 1.4 on
page 33 and section 1.2.8 on page 30). Since See section 7.3 on the preceding
page for details.
heavy ion collision. Lattice QCD calculations demonstrate (see Fig. 7.2) a softening of
the equation of state (in the form p(e), where p and e are pressure and energy den-
sity correspondingly) near the transition between confined and deconfined states of the
matter, which means that the pressure increases in the transition region (temperature
~140-175 MeV) at a much lower rate (a factor of ~,2.6) as a function of both tempera-
ture and energy density than (far) outside of the region, with the minimum rate being at
temperature ~150 MeV. Therefore, one can conclude that the shape of the energy den-
sity dependence of the contribution of collective expansion into dT/de is expected to
be similar to the one shown on Fig. 7.2.
Let us now discuss the contribution of thermal emission of hadrons into the param-
eter T of their transverse momentum spectra. Again, lattice QCD calculations provide
a prediction of the dependence of temperature T of quark matter on its energy den-
sity, from which one could estimate dT/de as a function of T and e (see Fig. 7.3 on
the following page). As can be seen, dT/de also has a strong decrease in the region
of the transition between confined and deconfined states of QCD matter. The differ-
ence between dp/de and dT/de is that while the former has a global minimum near
the transition region, the minimum of the later is only local.
Combining predictions for the two contributions into dT/de, one can see that dT/de
should have at least a local minimum near the deconfinement transition as a function
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Estimated dependencies of dT/de on (a) T and (b) e derived from lat-
tice QCD results, where T and e are temperature and energy density of
QCD matter in thermodynamic equilibrium correspondingly. The depen-
dencies were derived by approximating the e/T 4 ratio as a function of T
(see Fig. 1.4 on page 33) with a linear spline having the following nodes
(the first number is T in MeV, the second number is e/T 4 in units of - - o-,
where o = 85.6 fm-3 GeV-3 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant): (0,0), (90, 0),
(140,1), (175,12.5), and (oo, 12.5). Three distinct ranges of the dependencies
are marked on the figures. As can be seen, the rate of the temperature in-
crease drops by about an order of magnitude as one crosses the boundary of
ranges #1 and #2. The boundary corresponds to the lowest end (as a function
of temperature or energy density) of the transition region between confined
and deconfined states of quarks and gluons, while the boundary between
ranges #2 and #3 corresponds to the the highest end of the transition region.
Since the derivative dT/de increases by about a factor of 2 on the boundary
between ranges #2 and #3, then the range #2 corresponds to the lowest lo-
cal rate of temperature increase. Note that in reality, the changes in dT/dE
on the boundaries between the numbered ranges are smoother than what is
shown on the figures (the sudden changes are an artifact of approximating
the e/T 4 ratio as a function of T with a linear spline, which intrinsically has
a noncontinuous first derivative). It is interesting to notice that, the aver-
age energy densities of pions (m,+ ~139.6 MeV [169], R,± ~0.672 fm [169],
e1 ~110 MeV/fm-3) and protons (m, ~938.3 MeV [169], R, ~0.877 fm [169],
e, ~332 MeV/fn 3 ) correspond to the transition region between confined
and deconfined states of quarks and gluons (however, it does necessarily
mean that the interior of the particles has both quarks/gluons and hadron
quantum fluctuations, since lattice QCD describes pB 0 matter, while the
particles have a clearly non-vanishing net baryon charge). See section 7.3
on page 188 for details.
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Figure 7.4.: The search for a transition with a latent heat or with a change in the number
of degrees of freedom in the Cu+Cu collisions at V;;;~=200 GeV as the en-
ergy density (a) or entropy density (b) are scanned to locate a plateau in the
slope parameter T (or, equivalently, in the (p)). See section 7.3 on page 188
for details.
of e. An important caveat here is that the lattice QCD calculations, which were used
to make the later conclusion, correspond to a vanishing baryon chemical potential,
while in experimental (heavy ion collision) data, lower energy densities correspond to
increasingly large values of pB, so a great care has to be used while comparing the theory
to measurements. However, since (lattice) QCD calculations at pB $ 0 are not feasible
at the moment, the above predictions are the closest we can get now to making exact
calculations of experimental observables based on first principles. Another caveat here
is that the temperature of the system created in a heavy ion collision changes over time
and is not uniform in space, and so the observed hadrons are, in general, produced as
emission by matter at different temperatures. In addition, after hadrons are produced
in the collision, they interact with each other changing their transverse momenta and
their chemical composition. The assumption, which is made here, is that a higher ini-
tial temperature of the QCD matter created in a heavy ion collision leads to a higher (or
at least, not lower) average kinetic freeze-out temperature (see section 7.2 on page 185)
of observed hadrons 4.
4 1f the kinetic freeze-out temperature is a constant value, which is independent of the initial temper-
ature and energy density, then the observed slope parameter T of an hadron species depends solely on
the initial pressure, and then dT/de will have a global minimum as a function of E near the deconfine-
ment transition. However, let us consider the conventional cartoon picture of the evolution of a system
created in a heavy ion collision: 1) primordial collisions of partons in the collided nuclei occur, 2) the par-
tons scatter and produce new partons, 3) the partons interact with each other and reach an approximate
thermal equilibrium (perhaps, QGP), 4) the system expands and cools down, 5) when the temperature
reaches T, the QGP hadronizes, 6) hadrons interact with each other exchanging constituent quarks until
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According to some theories, which are in agreement with the measurements show-
ing that the coherent cross-section of # meson interaction with non-strange hadrons
is small (see section 1.4.2.2 on page 40), # mesons are expected to decouple from a
strongly interacting medium earlier than other particles, therefore application of the
above idea to # mesons can probe for the deconfinement transition at higher temper-
atures more directly 5. For example, if the chemical 6 and kinetic freeze-out tempera-
tures of # mesons are higher than T, then by measuring the yield and the momentum
distribution of # mesons, one gets a direct information about the conditions at which
the mesons were produced (effectively in this case, # mesons could be considered as
non-interacting with other hadrons). And if the freeze-out temperatures of # mesons
are lower than T, then modifications of # meson spectra due to interactions at the
hadronic gas stage would be smaller. In addition, # mesons are not affected strongly by
resonance decays due to the small number of very heavy resonances decaying into #
mesons [158], which is an other reason # mesons provide a cleaner information about
the conditions at which they are produced in heavy ion collisions.
According to the Landau's hydrodynamical model [279], dN/dy of observed hadrons
is a measure of the system entropy. Also, the temperature and the baryon chemical po-
tential of a system created in a heavy ion collision change monotonically as a function
of the collision centrality (see section 1.2.8 on page 30). Consequently, the slope pa-
rameter T was studied as a function of collision centrality, as well, the average trans-
verse momentum (po) of #5 mesons was studied as a function of their dN/dy (see
Fig. 7.4 on the preceding page). Both dependencies are consistent with being constants
(x 2 /ndf = 3.19/5 and x 2/ndf = 3.17/5 correspondingly 7), which means that dT/de
as a function of energy density is consistent with having no (local) minimum and so
the deconfinement transition is not observed in the energy and the entropy density ranges
corresponding to the considered centrality range ofCu+Cu /s~C=200 GeVcollisions. This
can be explained assuming a weak dependence of energy and entropy densities on col-
lision centrality (in the studied centrality range), which only allows to probe a narrow
range of the densities for a transition.
To probe a wider range of energy and entropy densities, one could study the depen-
dence of T and (po) of 4) mesons as a function of V- for a given heavy ion type at
the temperature of the system reaches the chemical freeze-out temperature (see footnote 6), 7) after that
the hadrons only interact with exchanges of momentum until the temperature reaches the kinetic freeze-
out temperature TO (see page 187), 8) after that hadrons stream freely to the experimental detectors. So
one can get an impression, that the thermal emission contribution to the final slope of hadron spectra
is fully determined by their freeze-out at stage 7, and that this contribution is constant. However, at all
the evolution stages described above (even at the stage of QGP), hadron would be emitted from the sur-
face at higher temperatures than To, and not all of the hadrons would reach a full equilibrium with other
hadrons, and so the average temperature of hadrons at which their momentum "freezes" will most likely
grow as a function of the initial temperature of the system. Hence the assumption.
5 0f course, this is only true if the cross-section remains small in a medium at high temperatures on
the order of T (see section 1.2.4.1 on page 25 for a definition).
6At the chemical freeze-out temperature (by definition) particles in a hot hadronic gas stop having
such (strong) interactions with each other that lead to changes of the particle species.
7The corresponding fit probabilities are 0.67 and 0.67.
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Figure 7.5.: (a) Dependence of the slope parameter T of # mesons on V in cen-
tral heavy ion collisions with A s 200 (PHOBOS Cu+Cu point is added
for comparison, the point is shifted for visibility to the right). The data
were taken from Ref. [151, 231, 234, 264, 265]. Statistical and systematic
errors were added in quadrature for all of the points except those from
Ref. [151, 265]. The errors on the data points from Ref. [265] are statis-
tical only. The data from E917 and Ref. [265] are preliminary. If the SPS
data point at E=158 A GeV (marked with an arrow) is ignored, then the re-
maining points exhibit a smooth monotonic behavior (the dashed line on
the figure is a fit with a function T = A -In(V/-) + B, 2 /ndf=8.34/10, fit-
probability=0.60), however, if the point is taken into account, the available
data suggests that either the T versus V dependence has a local maximum
at 4/~ -20 GeVor that the corresponding measurement has an unaccounted
for systematic error (with the data point included, the same fitting proce-
dure gives fit-probability=8 x 10-7). The situation could be clarified using
the RHIC data at Vs=19.6 GeV and at V/N=27 GeV taken in 2011.
(b) Dependence of the slope parameter T of S2 baryons on V in central
heavy ion collisions with A ; 200. The data were taken from Ref. [264, 266-
269]. For the NA49 data, statistical and systematic errors were added in
quadrature for all of the points. STAR invariant yield data were fit using sta-
tistical and systematic errors added in quadrature for /NN=200 GeV data
and using statistical errors only for V/,=62.4 GeV data. STAR data points
for .. /N=130 GeV were taken from Table I of the corresponding publication,
which presents "only statistical and p± dependent systematic uncertainties"
(According to the publication "the p± independent systematic uncertainties
are 10%". Since it was not completely clear to the author of this thesis what
that means, p± independent systematic uncertainties were not included on
the figures.). The errors on the data points from Ref. [269] are statistical only.
The dashed line on the figure is a fit with a function T = A -In(/--N) + B,
x 2/ndf=5.74/5, fit-probability=0.33. See section 7.3 on page 188 for details.
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Dependence of the slope parameter T of E baryons on /- in central
heavy ion collisions with A - 200. The data were taken from Ref. [264, 266-
268, 270]. The errors on the data points from Ref. [270] are statistical only.
The data points for and Q baryons were found the same way for results
published in the same paper (see the caption of Fig. 7.5(b) on the previ-
ous page). The dashed line on the figures are fits with a function T =
A -ln(j)+ B (for f baryons: X2/ndf=18.6/8, fit-probability=0.02, for E-
baryons: V 2/ndf=14.4/9, fit-probability=0.11). See section 7.3 on page 188
for details.
a fixed collision centrality analogously to Ref. [280, 281], where it was done for pions,
kaons and protons. Unfortunately, data on # meson production for collisions at atomic
mass A - Ac =64 are only available for V37=62.4 and 200 GeV, therefore the study was
done for central A - 200 collisions (see Fig. 7.5(a) on the previous page). However, since
T is an intensive physical quantity and QGP production is expected in central Cu+Cu
collisions at v/-=200 GeV (see section 1.3 on page 32), the T value of q5 mesons mea-
sured in this thesis for the 0-10% range of centrality can be directly compared to the
measurements performed in central A - 200 collisions.
In such study, it is important that the slope parameter T would be estimated using the
same model out of several available ones in the topical publications (some examples are
Eq. 1.2 and Eq. 1.3 on page 23, as well as exponential in pl, pi, and pl [274], L6vy func-
tion [233], Tsallis function [253], and others). The consistency in the used model choice
is necessary to avoid systematic differences in the extracted T values due to inherent
differences in the models. Alternatively, to make a comparison between different data
sets model independent, one could study (pt) (instead of T) of particles as a function
.'~-;~ The former approach was used in this thesis and Eq. 1.2 on page 23 was the model
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Figure 7.7.: Dependence of the slope parameter T of K+ (a) and K- (b) mesons on
V . The data were taken from Ref. [264, 271-274]. The errors of the
AGS data points are statistical only. The errors of the SPS data points at
E=20 and 30 A GeV are statistical only as well. The errors of the SPS data
points at E=40, 80, and 158 A GeV are statistical and systematic ones added
in quadrature. The errors of the STAR V/-s;=62.4 GeV and V/K=200 GeV
data points were assigned from the result of fits of the corresponding K+
invariant yield measurements with statistical and point-to-point system-
atic errors added in quadrature. The error of the STAR V-s=130 GeV
data point was found by adding in quadrature the statistical and the sys-
tematic errors of the corresponding measurement. The dashed lines are
fits (K+: X2/ndf=12.0/10, fit-probability=0.28, K-: X2/ndf=18.1/8, fit-
probability=0.02) with a function T = A -ln (Vi;)+ B of all of the data points
except the two/three lowest AGS energies of K+/K- data respectively. See
section 7.3 on page 188 for details.
of choice used to extract the slope parameter T from transverse momentum distribu-
tions of various particles. Particle spectra in heavy ion collisions typically show an expo-
nential in mT dependence at low and intermediate pt (namely, at pt < 2-3 GeV/c) due
to a thermal emission from the fireball and a power law dependence at high p, where
particles are produced in hard scattering processes, therefore in a few cases the pt range
of fits was limited to the lower end of transverse momentum spectrum such that the fits
would produce a reasonable fit-probability (i.e. at least 1-10%).
The resulting dependence of the slope parameter T versus - for # mesons is
shown on Fig. 7.5(a) on page 193. As can be seen, the dependence is well described
with a function T = A -ln(s;;~) + B for all of the data points except the highest SPS
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Figure 7.8.: Dependence of the slope parameter T ofp (a) andir (b), on in central
heavy ion collisions with A ;:t 200. The data were taken from Ref. [264, 273-
277]. The errors of the E895Si T and R- data points were assigned from the
results of fits of the corresponding invariant yield measurements with sta-
tistical and systematic errors added in quadrature. The errors of the SPS ir
and i- data points at =20 and 30 A GeV are statistical only. The errors
of the SPS IC data points at =40, 80, and 158 A GeV correspond to sta-
tistical and systematic errors of the corresponding measurements added in
quadrature. The errors of all of the STAR data points were assigned from the
results of fits of the corresponding invariant yield measurements with statis-
tical and point-to-point systematic errors added in quadrature. The dashed
lines are fits (ire: X 2 /ndf=9.47/4, fit-probability=-0.05, in-: X 2 /ndf=9.33/7,
fit-probability=0.23) with a function T =Aln(fs-D±B of all of the SPS and
RHIC data points. See section 7.3 on page 188 for details.
energy. The conclusions, which can be drawn from the figure, are:
1. Since the fit function T = A - n( 4 /s-) + B has a monotonic dependence of its
derivative on V-, (namely, d T - A, and hence has no local or global mini-
mum), there is no evidence of a deco nfinement transition in the data according to
the ideas explained in the be ginning of this section.
2. The available data suggests that either the T versus V/S7 dependence ofo4 mesons
has a local maximum atJV~sN; 20 GeVor that the highest SPS energy measurement
has an unacco unted for systematic error. The situation could be clarified using the
RHIC data at j-sNN=19.6 GeV and at Vs-N=27 GeV taken in 2011.
Analogous analysis was also performed for other particle species: pions (Fig. 7.8), kaons
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Dependence of the slope parameter T of p (a), and p (b) on V in central
heavy ion collisions with A e 200. The data were taken from Ref. [264, 273-
277]. The errors of the E895 proton data points were assigned from the re-
sults of fits of the corresponding invariant yield measurements, however, it
is not clear neither from Ref. [275] nor from the corresponding Ref. [278]
which errors on the invariant yield were provided. The errors of all of the
SPS data points are statistical only. The errors of all of the STAR data points
(except for p and p at V/,=130 GeV) were assigned from the results of
fits of the corresponding invariant yield measurements with statistical and
point-to-point systematic errors added in quadrature (only statistical errors
were used in the fits of p and p invariant yields at ,,=130 GeV). Nota
bene: the E917 data point on Fig. (b) corresponds to a much wider cen-
trality range than the other points on the figure (0-23% versus 0-5/6/7%)
and so has to be compared to them especially cautiously. The dashed
lines are fits (p: Z2/ndf=9.14/5, fit-probability=0.10, p: X2/ndf=15.9/7, fit-
probability=0.03) with a function T=A -ln( 1 N)+B of all of the data points
except the AGS and the two lowest SPS energies in the protons data fit. See
section 7.3 on page 188 for details.
(anti)protons (Fig. 7.9),6' (Fig. 7.6), and Q (Fig. 7.5(b)), with the following ob-
s:
1. The dependence of the slope parameter T on V for all of the studied particle
species can be described with the same function T = A -ln (-) + B for V37 -
4 - 9 GeV.
2. All of the particle types have a monotonically decreasing positive slope dT as
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a function of /s~, with the exception of protons, which have a statistically sig-
nificant range (f/s~7 -~2-9 GeV) of a much lower slope in comparison to what one
could expect from extending the fit function T = A -ln(s~-~) + B into the range
from the ray V >9 GeV, where the function provides a good description of the
data. And so, the proton data is consistent with having either a vanishing deriva-
tive or a local minimum of the derivative in the range. The difficultly with
the later statement is that it is not clear which errors are listed in the publications
for the proton data at the AGS energies, and the SPS data only have statistical
errors assigned to them (see Fig. 7.9 on the preceding page), therefore the inter-
pretation of the data cannot be considered conclusive.
3. In the energy range V- ; 4 - 9 GeV, pions, kaons, and (possibly) # mesons
have significantly higher slope d than extensions of their fit functions T =
A -ln(Js) + B into the range from the ray v/s>9 GeV.
The conclusions which can be drawn from the observations are:
- Since none of the particle species (maybe, except protons) has a local minimum
in its versus v dependence contrary to the expectations outlined in the
beginning of the section, there is no evidence of a well defined region of energy
densities which could be associated with the transition between confined and de-
confined states of QCD matter.
- It is evident from Fig. 7.5(a), Fig. 7.7, Fig. 7.8, and Fig. 7.9(a) that some change in
the mechanism of particle production occurs at 4/- 4 - 9 GeV, however the
signatures of the change are different from the expected ones.
- It is possible that the transition region is very short as a function of V- and there-
fore the local minimum in the versus V dependence is not observable
with the available density of data points and their measurement uncertainties.
It is interesting to note in the end, that the B parameters of the fits of all the studied
particles (except those of protons and antiprotons) happen to be about 150 - 180 MeV
(just note the value of the fit functions at V/N=1 GeV), while for protons and antipro-
tons B - 0 MeV. However, since the fit functions T = A -ln(jf) + B (or equivalently,
T = A -In ( N) to avoid taking a logarithm of a dimensional variable) were chosen phe-
nomenologically, it is not possible to say if the B values are connected to the expected
values of T (see section 1.2.8 on page 30) or if it is just a coincidence.
7.4. In Medium Modifications of # Mesons
To test for a presence of in-medium modifications of properties of the # -> K+K- de-
cay (see section 1.4.3 on page 43) in the PHOBOS Cu+Cu at V = 200 GeV data, the
data K+K- invariant mass distributions were fit using the following two methods (see
section 6.2.1 on page 145):
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Figure 7.10.: The ratios of the reduced x2 values resulting from two different methods of
fitting of the PHOBOS Cu+Cu data at ~;, = 200 GeV: 1) with the mean and
the width of the # meson peak varied during fitting, 2) with the mean and
the width fixed during fitting. The 16 different sets of points correspond to
all of the considered combinations of the data magnet polarities (2 possible
values) and of the 8 examined centrality ranges (see Fig. 7.1 on page 186).
See section 7.4 on the facing page for details.
- parameters E and F (the mean and the width of the #) meson peak) were allowed
to be varied during fitting,
e parameters E and F were fixed during fitting.
If the mean or the width (or both) of # mesons in # -+ K+K- decays is modified in
a hot hadronic gas, then the second fitting method would result in significantly larger
reduced z 2 values. However, the later is not observed in the data, since the ratios of the
y 2 values arising from the two fitting methods are very close to unity (see Fig. 7.10). The
ratios of the corresponding fit probabilities are consequently very close to unity as well.
Therefore, one of the following conclusions is possible:
S#) -> K+K- decay properties are not modified in a hot hadronic gas,
- # -> K+K- decay properties are modified in a hot hadronic gas, but the average
lifetime of the state in Cu+Cu at fis; = 200 GeV collisions is mush shorter than
the # meson decay time in the gas, and so only a small fraction of # mesons de-
cay inside the gas, which makes the detection of the corresponding in-medium
modifications of the decay properties impossible within the experimental uncer-
tainties. A recent (theoretical) estimate on the lifetime of the hadronic phase is
5-10 fm/c [282]. Another estimate puts the lifetime at 5-13 fm/c depending on
a hadron species [283]. The width of # mesons in the phase is expected to be
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larger than in vacuum (see section 1.4.3.2 on page 45), which means that they
would have a shorter decay time than the vacuum value of ~46.3 fm/c (see sec-
tion 1.4.2.1 on page 40). Combining the above statements, one can gather that the
decay time of # mesons in a hot hadronic gas is much longer than 5-13 fm/c but
is limited from the above by -46.3 fm/c.
-) -- K+K- decay properties are modified in a hot hadronic gas and a significant
fraction of # meson decay in the later state, but due to a strong scattering of the
daughter kaons produced in the gas, their invariant mass distribution is indistin-
guishable from the background, and therefore # mesons which decay in the gas
are not reconstructed. However, if this conclusion was correct, then #5 meson in-
variant yields reconstructed through the # -+ K+K- and through the # -> e+e-
channels would be inconsistent since leptons only interact electromagnetically 8
and therefore are much more weakly affected by scatterings on the gas hadrons
than kaons and so (assuming that branching ratios of #5 meson decay in a hot
hadronic gas are not modified) higher fraction of # mesons decaying through
# -> e+ e- (as opposed to # -+ K+K-) would be reconstructed resulting in a seem-
ingly higher measured invariant yield. But the later is not the case according to
a recent measurement (0-80% centrality Au+Au at Vs;;=200 GeV) by the STAR
collaboration [284], which rules out the correctness of the current conclusion (at
least within the measurement uncertainties).
The PHOBOS results are consistent with the findings of other experimental groups
which as well were unable to find any evidence of in-medium modifications neither
of the mean nor of the width of the # meson peak in relativistic heavy ion collisions
using the # -+ K+K- decay channel [150, 151, 231-234, 285]. However, when the work
on this thesis began, only the AGS and the low statistics ,/§;;;=130 GeV measurements
were available. And so, since the AGS collision energies were estimated to be not high
enough for a transition of QCD matter into QGP, the question of possible modifications
of # mesons in a hot hadronic gas produced in a QGP decay was still open.
7.5. Comparison To STAR and PHENIX Results
To compare the PHOBOS results to the measurements of the # meson invariant yield
in Cu+Cu collisions at /s= 2 00 GeV by the STAR [233] and the PHENIX [253] collabo-
rations, the ratio of the measurements was estimated. To show what assumptions were
made in the estimate, let us consider an example case of two variables a and b depen-
dent on some parameter x. If
- there are two independent sets of values (let us call them, data points) of the vari-
ables a1 (xi) (i=1,...,Na) and b;(xj) (j=1,...,N), and
8The weak interactions are stronger than the electromagnetic ones only at transverse momentum
transfer values of ~Mz,w+ and could therefore be neglected at all the possible temperatures (namely,
below 140-200 MeV, see section 1.2.8 on page 30) of a hadronic gas.
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Figure 7.11.: An example of (a) STAR and (b) PHENIX #5 meson invariant yield relative
systematic errors in Cu+Cu collisions at Vi;~~=200 GeV The lines are fits
(found by assigning the unity weight to each point) of the errors by con-
stant functions. The fits were used as parametrizations of the systematic
errors during the estimation of the ratios of the STAR and the PHENIX to
the PHOBOS results. See section 7.5 on the preceding page for details.
- the functions A(x) and B(x) with parameters p^ (n = 1,...,NA) and pB (M
1,...,NB) are fits of the two sets of data points respectively, found using the sta-
tistical uncertainties on the points Ustat and osat only,
then as a measure of agreement between the two sets of data points one could evaluate
the ratio A(x)/B(x) and the uncertainty on it. The statistical uncertainty on the value of
the function A(x) at a particular value of the argument x can be found from
SNA A A(x)
0-s" =2 Op^ ^ cov(p^,p^), (7.4)
ni,n 2=1 ni n 2
where cov(p^,, p^ ) is the covariance matrix of the function parameters. The statistical
uncertainty on a value of the function B(x) could be found analogously. The statistical
uncertainty on the ratio A(x)/B(x) of the two variables is then
stat A(x) (ostat) 2  stat 2
B(x) A 2 (x) B 2 (x) (7.5)
Let us assume now that the data points a i(xi) and bj(xj) have in addition systematic
uncertainties o-syst and o-f'g associated with them correspondingly. The contribution
of the systematic uncertainties into the uncertainty on A(x)/B(x) depends on whether
oist and o-syst affect each data point independently (the first case) or are a consequence
bj
of systematic errors which can change the scale of all the points ai(x) and bj(xy) si-
multaneously (the second case). In the first case, the formulas above stay correct except
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Figure 7.12.: STAR/PHOBOS and PHENIX/PHOBOS ratios of fits of the <p meson invari-
ant yield measurements in Cu+Cu collisions at v/N=200 GeV in ranges of
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combined statistical and systematic uncertainties of the ratios. See sec-
tion 7.5 on nage 200 for details.
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Figure 7.13.: STAR/PHENIX/ ratio of fits of the q5 meson invariant yield measurements
in Cu+Cu collisions at V/N=200 GeV in ranges of centrality. The color
bands around the lines show the upper limit on the combined statistical
and systematic uncertainties of the ratios. The hatched area shows the re-
gion of transverse momentum where the two measurements overlap. See
section 7.5 on page 200 for details.
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that during fitting of the data points, one has to use not just the statistical uncertain-
ties but the statistical and the systematic ones added in quadrature. In the second case,
one has to parametrize the systematic uncertainties of the data points (let us denote the
parametrizations as o-'t(x) and o-,st(x)) and add them in quadrature in Eq. 7.5, namely
tota A(x) (-Tui)) + (a( ) + ( B(x) 2 (yst 2 (7.6)
A(x)|B(x) B(x) A 2(x) B 2(x)
As can be seen, in the second case the effect of the data points' systematic errors on the
uncertainty in A(x)/B(x) does not depend on the number of the points and is stronger
than in the first case 9. Since information on which fraction of the systematic errors af-
fects each of the data points independently and which fraction affects the overall scale
of all of the data points is not available for any of the compared measurements 10, an
upper limit on the uncertainties on the STAR/PHOBOS and the PHENIX/PHOBOS ra-
tios of fits of the # meson invariant yield measurements was found by treating all the
systematic errors as in the second case. PHOBOS results were fit as explained in sec-
tion 7.2 on page 185, while the STAR and the PHENIX results were fit with the Levy [233]
and the Tsallis [253] functions respectively. To find continuous parametrizations of the
STAR and the PHENIX systematic errors, the following procedure was implemented:
1. The relative systematic errors were calculated and fit with constant functions (see
Fig. 7.11 on page 201 for an example).
2. Each of the fit functions found in step 1 was multiplied by the corresponding #
meson invariant yield fit function.
To find parametrizations of the PHOBOS systematic errors, the same procedure was
followed except that continuous estimates of relative systematic errors as a function
of transverse momentum were found as explained in section 6.5.1 on page 160. The re-
sulting STAR/PHOBOS and the PHENIX/PHOBOS ratios of fits of the #5 meson invariant
yield measurements are shown on Fig. 7.12 on page 202. As can be seen, the PHOBOS
results agree with those from both the STAR and the PHENIX collaborations within the
estimated uncertainties, since the ratios on the figure deviate from the ordinate equal to
unity line by less than two error bars at all transverse momentum values at which the
measurements overlap. The dominant contribution to the uncertainties on the ratios
comes from the PHOBOS systematic errors. For example for the 0-60% centrality range,
the average uncertainty found using Eq. 7.6 is 0.32 ± 0.01 for the STAR/PHOBOS and
91n the first case, the effect of the systematic errors of data points on the uncertainty of their fit func-
tion values should scale as ~ _ , where N, is the number of points (Na for points a i(xi)) and Nf, is
the number of fit parameters (NA for points a i(xi)), while in the second case, the effect of the systematic
errors of data points on the uncertainty of their fit function values does not depend on N,.
10Such information is not published on the web-sites of the STAR and the PHENIX experiments. Fol-
lowing an advice from Wit Busza, a contact attempt was made via e-mail to Helen Caines from STAR
and to Rachid Nouicer from PHENIX, however no reply was received in both cases. An analysis aimed to
separate the two kinds of systematic errors was not done for the PHOBOS data.
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Figure 7.14.: Woods-Saxon distribution (p(r) = -R)/a)) of nucleons inside a copper
nucleus with parameters R=4.2 fm and a=0.596 fm [225]. The normaliza-
tion parameter po *15.145 was chosen to correspond to the average num-
ber of nucleons per nucleus in natural copper. See section 7.6 for details.
0.23 t 0.01 for the PHENIX/PHOBOS ratios. However, if PHOBOS systematic errors are
ignored, the average uncertainties drop to 0.107 ± 0.014 and 0.084 ± 0.003 correspond-
ingly. For a comparison, the STAR/PHENIX ratio of fits of the # meson invariant yield
measurements (found the same way as the STAR/PHOBOS and the PHENIX/PHOBOS
ratios described above) is shown on Fig. 7.13 on page 203.
7.6. Centrality Dependence Of # Meson Production
To probe for conditions and for mechanism of # mesons production in heavy ion colli-
sions, one could study the dependence of the yield of # mesons on collision centrality
(see section 4.5 on page 79).
The centrality of a nucleus-nucleus collision determines the following mean proper-
ties of the collision:
1. the impact parameter,
2. the spacial shape (called further the collision geometry), the volume and the sur-
face area of the collision region,
3. the number of nucleons participating in the collision (Npan),
4. the number of hard parton scattering processes occurring during the collision.
As it was pointed out in section 4.5 on page 79, the exact centrality of an event de-
pends on what variable was used as a measure of centrality. Normally in an experi-
ment, such variable is chosen to be a signal from some detector. However, different
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Figure 7.15.: # meson dN/dy in the rapidity range 0 < y 1 as a function of the number of
participants Npar as measured by PHOBOS in Cu+Cu /§i=200 GeV collisions.
The horizontal blue lines show the uncertainties on Npart. The vertical blue lines
show the statistical uncertainties on dN/dy. The vertical size of the shaded areas
show the estimates on the systematic errors of dN/dy, while the horizontal size of
the areas is arbitrary. The red line is the result of a fit of the dependence with a
function dN/dy = A-Npart (where A is the fit parameter), arising in A = 0.0138 t
0.0013 with x2/ndf = 3.56/5 and the corresponding fit-probability of 0.61. In the
fit statistical and systematic uncertainties on dN/dy, as well as properly scaled
uncertainties on Npat (the fit was done iteratively, the scaling factor in an iteration
was the parameter A resulting from the previous iteration, the scaling factor of the
first iteration was zero) were added in quadrature. See section 7.6 on the previous
page for details.
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Figure 7.16.: # meson dN/dy in the rapidity range 0 < y < 1 as a function of the number of
participants NcoI as measured by PHOBOS in Cu+Cu vs-T=200 GeV collisions.
The horizontal blue lines show the uncertainties on Ncon. The vertical blue lines
show the statistical uncertainties on dN/dy. The vertical size of the shaded areas
show the estimates on the systematic errors of dN/dy, while the horizontal size
of the areas is arbitrary. The red line is the result of a fit of the dependence with
a function dN/dy = A-Nc0on (where A is the fit parameter), arising in A = 0.0119 t
0.0012 with X2/ndf= 1.01/5 and the corresponding fit-probability of 0.96. In the
fit statistical and systematic uncertainties on dN/dy, as well as properly scaled
uncertainties on Ncon1 (the fit was done iteratively, the scaling factor in an iteration
206 was the parameter A resulting from the previous iteration, the scaling factor of the
first iteration was zero) were added in quadrature. See section 7.6 on the previous
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Figure 7.17.: # meson dN/dy in the rapidity range 05 y 5 1 per one pair of participating nucle-
ons as a function of the number of participants Npart as measured by PHOBOS in
Cu+Cu V/s~=200 GeV collisions. The horizontal blue lines show the uncertainty
on Npart. The vertical blue lines show the statistical uncertainty on . d. The
vertical size of the shaded areas show the estimates on the systematic error of
1____, while the horizontal size of the areas is arbitrary. The red line is the
O.5-Npw dy '
result of a fit of the dependence with a function I = A (where A is the fit
O.5Nm d whr s h i
parameter), arising in A = 0.0272 t 0.0025 with X2/ndf = 3.86/5 and the corre-
sponding fit-probability of 0.57. In the fit statistical and systematic uncertainties
on were added in quadrature. See section 7.6 on page 205 for details.
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Figure 7.18.: #5 meson dN/dy in the rapidity range 0 < y S 1 per one collision of participat-
ing nucleons as a function of the number of participants Neoli as measured by
PHOBOS in Cu+Cu V/N=200 GeV collisions. The horizontal blue lines show the
uncertainty on Ncoll. The vertical blue lines show the statistical uncertainty on
1 dN. The vertical size of the shaded areas show the estimates on the systematicNcou dy
error of 1 ±N, while the horizontal size of the areas is arbitrary. The red line is
Ncll dy'0
the result of a fit of the dependence with a function 1( d = A (where A is theNmu dy
fit parameter), arising in A = 0.0118 ± 0.0012 with x 2/ndf = 0.97/5 and the corre-
sponding fit-probability of 0.96. In the fit statistical and systematic uncertainties
on 1 were added in quadrature. See section 7.6 on page 205 for details.
7. Results And Discussion
experiments use different detectors, and so to make their results comparable, it is nec-
essary for each experiment to find a relationship between its detector specific centrality
variable and some other variable which has to be chosen to be common for different
experiments. Moreover, such common variable has to be selected in such a way that
any experimental result could be compared to theoretical predictions. It has been es-
tablished so historically that three different centrality variables that satisfy the above re-
quirements are currently widely used, namely 1) the number of participants Npaa, 2) the
number of collisions Ncol, and 3) percentage centrality. Therefore, any dependence of
some physical quantity on centrality should be represented as a function of one of the
just listed variables. It is clear (and confirmed by experimental measurements) that
percentage centrality could not define the yield of # mesons since, for example, if one
collides nuclei A+A and B+B of significantly different atomic mass, then the same per-
centage centrality corresponds to collisions of very different number of nucleons. Next,
according to the modern theoretical point of view [2861, if a cross-section of a physi-
cal process scales with Npa, then the cross-section is dominated by contributions from
low PT transfer interactions between partons ("soft" physics), and if some cross-section
scales with Ncoi, then the cross-section is dominated by high PT transfer effects ("hard"
physics). Consequently, if some phenomenon is dominated by thermal interactions (in
our case it is # mesons production due to disintegration of QGP or due to interactions in
an equilibrated hadronic gas), or by low PT transfer collisions of partons in the collided
nuclei, then the phenomenon cross-section must scale with Npa since at RHIC ener-
gies the initial temperatures of created matter are estimated to be T < 400 MeV [286]
and so the majority of interactions in the thermalized state are soft. And if # mesons
are produced predominantly in the primordial high PT transfer collisions, then the yield
of # mesons must scale with Nco.
Experimental data on # meson dN/dy at mid-rapidity in heavy ion collisions at
js;;;=200 GeV is currently available from PHOBOS (Cu+Cu, this thesis), PHENIX
(Au+Au [232]), and STAR (Au+Au [252], Cu+Cu [233]). However, no information is avail-
able on which fraction of the systematic errors of the dN/dy measurements affects each
of the data points independently and which fraction affects the overall scale of all of the
data points as a function of collision centrality. Therefore, the following extreme cases
were considered, in which it was assumed that 100% of the systematic errors corre-
sponded to one of the two just mentioned possibilities (see sections 7.6.1 and 7.6.2 on
page 211 correspondingly for the results).
7.6.1. Case One: 100% Uncorrelated Systematic Errors
In this case, the dependence of # mesons dN/dy values at mid-rapidity in heavy ion
collisions at Vs~;=200 GeV was studied assuming that 100% of the systematic errors of
the values affects each of the data points independently. This assumption is equiva-
lent to studying the dependency with an uncertainty on each dN/dy value equal to its
statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature. It was also assumed that the sys-
tematic errors on the Npart and the Ncon1 values are fully uncorrelated as well and so could
be taken into account by adding them in quadrature after proper scaling (for details, see
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Figure 7.19.: #5 meson dN/dy as a function of the number of participants Npar as mea-
sured by PHOBOS (rapidity range 0 5 y 5 1), STAR [233, 252] (rapidity
range y|I< 0.5), PHENIX [232] (pseudorapidity range Irj|< 0.35) in Au+Au
and Cu+Cu F-=200 GeV collisions. The horizontal lines show the un-
certainty on Npar. The vertical lines show the statistical and systematic
uncertainties on dN/dy added in quadrature. The lines are the results of
fits of the dependencies with a function dN/dy = ANpar (where A is the fit
parameter), arising in the A and x 2/ndf values shown in Table 7.3. In the
fits, statistical and systematic uncertainties on dN/dy, as well as properly
scaled uncertainties on Npart (the fit was done iteratively, the scaling factor
in an iteration was the parameter A resulting from the previous iteration,
the scaling factor of the first iteration was zero) were added in quadrature.
The Npart values and their uncertainties were taken from Ref. [232, 233]. See
section 7.6.1 on the preceding page for details.
the captions of the figures referenced below) to the errors on the dN/dy values.
The dependence of dN/dy of # mesons on Npar and on Neonl as measured using the
PHOBOS detector is shown on Fig. 7.15 and Fig. 7.16 on page 206. As can be seen, the
cross-section of # mesons production near mid-rapidity scales with both Npat and Ncoli
within the estimated measurement uncertainties, and so the PHOBOS data alone do
not allow to distinguish between the two mechanisms (soft versus hard parton inter-
actions, see section 7.6 on page 205) of # meson production in Cu+Cu collisions at
V/N=200 GeV
The dependence of dN/dy of # mesons on Npart (see Fig. 7.19) and on Neon (see
Fig. 7.20 on the next page) was also studied for the STAR Au+Au [252], the STAR
Cu+Cu [233], and the PHENIX Au+Au [232] data as well as for their various combina-
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Figure 7.20.: #5 meson dN/dy as a function of the number of collisions Nc0n as mea-
sured by PHOBOS (rapidity range 0 < y 5 1), STAR [233, 252] (rapidity
range lyI < 0.5), PHENIX [232] (pseudorapidity range Irj1< 0.35) in Au+Au
and Cu+Cu fN=200 GeV collisions. The horizontal lines show the un-
certainty on Neon. The vertical lines show the statistical and systematic
uncertainties on dN/dy added in quadrature. The lines are the results of
fits of the dependencies with a function dN/dy =A-Ncou1 (where A is the fit
parameter), arising in the A and X2/ndf values shown in Table 7.4. In the
fits, statistical and systematic uncertainties on dN/dy, as well as properly
scaled uncertainties on Ncon1 (the fit was done iteratively, the scaling factor
in an iteration was the parameter A resulting from the previous iteration,
the scaling factor of the first iteration was zero) were added in quadrature.
The Nconl values and their uncertainties were taken from Ref. [232, 233]. See
section 7.6.1 on page 208 for details.
tions with each other and with the PHOBOS data. Again, as can be seen from Table 7.3
and Table 7.4 on the facing page, each of the data sets separately (along with the combi-
nation of the STAR Au+Au and Cu+Cu data sets) is consistent with both Npt and Nc,n
scalings. The PHOBOS data combined with the one from PHENIX is consistent with
Npa scaling only 11, while the PHOBOS data combined with both (Au+Au and Cu+Cu)
of the STAR data sets is consistent with Ncol scaling only. All of the four data sets com-
bined as well as the combination of the PHENIX data with the STAR Au+Au and Cu+Cu
data sets are not consistent with neither of the two scalings.
"Although, the Neon scaling is still possible with the fit-probability being just below 1%, one has to be
careful about making conclusions based on the value since the PHENIX data set consists of only 3 points
and so, such fit-probability should be considered very low.
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Data A Z2 / ndf Fit Probability
PHOBOS Cu+Cu 0.0123t0.0010 6.91 / 5 0.23
STAR Au+Au 0.0206i0.0010 5.27/7 0.63
STAR Cu+Cu 0.0192i0.0013 5.53/5 0.35
PHENIXAu+Au 0.0115t0.0013 0.94/2 0.62
All of the 4 above data sets combined 0.0164+0.0006 67.4/22 2. 10-6
PHOBOS Cu+Cu and PHENIX Au+Au 0.0120 t 0.0008 8.07/8 0.43
PHOBOS Cu+Cu and STAR Au+Au/Cu+Cu 0.0173 t 0.0006 52.9/19 5- 10-5
STAR Au+Au/Cu+Cu 0.0200+0.0008 11.7 / 13 0.56
PHENIX Au+Au and STAR Au+Au/Cu+Cu 0.0181i0.0007 38.7/16 1. 10-
Table 7.3.:V 2 values and the corresponding probabilities (see section 5.10.6 on
page 132) of the fits of the PHOBOS, PHENIX, and STAR (as well as of vari-
ous their combinations) results on # meson dN/dy versus Npf. See Fig. 7.19
for details.
Data A 72 / ndf Fit Probability
PHOBOS Cu+Cu 0.0100+0.0009 0.79 / 5 0.98
STAR Au+Au 0.0096+0.0006 10.1 / 7 0.18
STAR Cu+Cu 0.0135+0.0010 1.29/5 0.94
PHENIXAu+Au 0.0052+0.0007 2.66 / 2 0.26
All of the 4 above data sets combined 0.0095 0.0004 58.6/22 4. 10-5
PHOBOS Cu+Cu and PHENIX Au+Au 0.0074+0.0006 20.7/8 0.008
PHOBOS Cu+Cu and STAR Au+Au/Cu+Cu 0.0106+0.0005 23.6/19 0.21
STAR Au+Au/Cu+Cu 0.0109+0.0005 21.8 / 13 0.06
PHENIX Au+Au and STAR Au+Au/Cu+Cu 0.0093+0.0004 58.0/16 1.10-6
Table 7.4.: Z2 values and the corresponding probabilities
page 132) of the fits of the PHOBOS, PHENIX, and
(see section 5.10.6 on
STAR (as well as of vari-
ous their combinations) results on # meson dN/dy versus Ncol. See Fig. 7.19
for details.
Consequently, the conclusion from what was said above is that the available data on
meson production at mid-rapidity in heavy ion collisions at f/s;~=200 GeV is not
enough to distinguish between the Np, and the Neonl scalings, provided that the sys-
tematic errors of all the # meson dN/dy values are fully uncorrelated.
7.6.2. Case Two: 100% Correlated Systematic Errors
In this case, the dependence of dN/dy values of # mesons at mid-rapidity in heavy ion
collisions at fI~~=200 GeV was studied assuming that 100% of the systematic errors af-
fects the overall scale of all of the dN/dy values as a function of collision centrality. It
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(a) Histograms _V; (the points with the red error bars) corresponding to each of
the points of the PHOBOS Cu+Cu at js=200 GeV data on # meson dN/dy ver-
sus Npart. Each sub-figure also shows the Gaussian distribution (the blue lines)
with the mean equal to the (dN/dy)ft=Aft-Npart value of the corresponding data
point and the width equal to the systematic error of the value.
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(b) Distribution of the A factors in the dependence dN/dy = A-Npart resulting in
the histograms on Fig. (a). The systematic uncertainty on the A parameter was
assigned to be equal to the width of the Gaussian fit of the distribution.
Figure 7.21.: Estimation of the systematic uncertainty of the A parameter resulting from
a fit of the PHOBOS data on # meson dN/dy versus Npart with the function
dN/dy = A-Npart. See section 7.6.2 on the preceding page for details.
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(a) A values resulting from fits of experimental data (b) A values resulting from fits of experimental
with the function dN/dy = ANpat. The dashed line data with the function dN/dy = A-Neon. The
fit results in A = 0.0157 t 0.0013, x 2/ndf=10.8/3, dashed line fit results in A = 0.0081 ± 0.0008,
and fit-probability=0.013. x2/ndf=13.0/3, and fit-probability=0.005.
Figure 7.22.: The vertical positions and the error bars of the points on the figures are
equal to Afit and AAt"t respectively. Fig. (a) and Fig. (b) show the results of
fitting the experimental data using functions dN/dy = A-Npart and dN/dy
= A-Neon correspondingly. If indeed # meson yield in heavy ion collisions
scales with Npart (Neon), then the A values on Fig. (a) (Fig. (b)) for all of the
four data sets would be consistent with each other. The red dashed lines
show fits with constant functions of the A values for both of the scaling hy-
potheses, resulting in comparable fit-probabilities and consequently in a
conclusion that the available data do not allow to distinguish between the
two scaling laws. Nota bene: the constant function fits implicitly assume
that all of the four sets of experimental data are independent, which is not
completely true (for example, all of the STAR and the PHOBOS data share
the same values (and so, their evaluation techniques) of Npart and Neon, as
well as it is reasonable to suppose that both of the STAR data sets were an-
alyzed using similar methods, and so their systematic uncertainties could
be correlated). See section 7.6.2 on page 211 for details.
was also assumed that the systematic errors of the Npart (as well as of the Neon) values
are fully correlated as well. However, since the dN/dy, Npart, and Ne011 values result from
three independent sources (dN/dy values are extracted from the yield of # mesons in
experimental data, while Npart and Ne0n values result from the HIJING and the Glauber
MC simulations respectively as described in section 4.5 on page 79), they were consid-
ered to be uncorrelated.
The following procedure was implemented to estimate the systematic uncertainties
of the A factors in the dN/dy = A.Npar and the dN/dy = A-Neou fits of the four avail-
able sets of experimental data on # mesons dN/dy at mid-rapidity in heavy ion colli-
sions at /s-;;=200 GeV, namely, PHOBOS (this thesis, Cu+Cu, rapidity range 0 5 y 5 1),
STAR [233, 252] (Au+Au and Cu+Cu, rapidity range |y| < 0.5), and PHENIX [232]
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(Au+Au, pseudorapidity range Irll < 0.35). The procedure was the same for both the
dN/dy = A-Npa and the dN/dy = A-Nconl fits and so, for clarity, will be described for
the dN/dy = ANpart fits only. The procedure implementation was analogous to the one
described in section 6.5.2 on page 174 with the following differences:
- While in section 6.5.2, the x- and y -variables were # meson transverse momen-
tum and invariant yield correspondingly, in the current implementation, the vari-
ables were Npa and # meson dN/dy at mid-rapidity respectively.
- In section 6.5.2, there were two fit parameters (T and dN/dy) drawn from ranges
[0.5. Tat, 2- Tfit] and [0.5 -(dN/dy)fit, 2. (dNdy)it] correspondingly. In the current
implementation there was only one fit parameter A randomly selected with a uni-
form distribution from the range [0.4- Afit, 1.6 -Afit], where Afit i AAat is the result
of a fit of a data set with the function dN/dy = ANpart using only statistical errors
on the dN/dy values (statistical errors on the Npart values are negligible).
- The step, analogous to step three in section 6.5.2, was omitted in the current im-
plementation.
- To take into account systematic uncertainties on Npat (denoted below as ANAt),
instead of systematic errors on dN/dy (denoted below as o-.syst) the following
values were used (bearing in mind independency of dN/dy and Npart, see above):
I"2 1 syst ) 2
Crt~t = *fit AN'ys ± Nd
Just as in section 7.6.1 on page 208, for all of the STAR and the PHOBOS data, the
systematic errors on Npar (and on Ncoll) were taken from Ref. [233], which lists the
lower and the upper values of the errors. The ANA values above are the averages
of the lower and the upper systematic errors.
An example of a set of histograms Ye (analogous to the ones described in section 6.5.2.2
on page 176) resulting from the procedure described above is shown on Fig. 7.21(a) on
page 212, while Fig. 7.21(b) shows the corresponding distribution 9 A of parameters A.
The width of a Gaussian fit of _9 was assigned as the systematic error AA YSt on the A
parameter of the experimental data set, using which 2A was estimated.
The total uncertainty AAto of the parameter A corresponding to a fit of a particular
data set was found by adding in quadrature AAsat and AAsy5 . Fig. 7.22 on the preceding
page shows the values of parameters A and their total uncertainties for both of the scal-
ing hypotheses and for all of the four experimental data sets. As can be seen, just as in
case one (see section 7.6.1 on page 208), the available data do not allow to distinguish
between the Npar and the Neou scalings of the yield of# mesons in heavy ion collisions at
Ji ~=200 GeV.
To understand the degree of validity of the above conclusion, it is useful to think about
the big picture of how the result was received and to consider a few possible variations
of the analysis method. Parameters Afit, resulting from fits of the data using statistical
214
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Table 7.5.: Fit probabilities of the PHOBOS (rapidity range 0 < y ! 1), STAR [233, 252]
(rapidity range ly| < 0.5), and PHENIX [232] (pseudorapidity range |rj| <
0.35) data on # meson dN/dy values in Au+Au and Cu+Cu collisions at
VT-=200 GeV. The column "Npan" corresponds to the fits of the dN/dy ver-
sus Npan dependencies with the function dN/dy = A-Npa. The column
"Ncon1" corresponds to the fits of the dN/dy versus Nc11 dependencies with
the function dN/dy = A-Ncon1. All the fits here were done using statistical
errors only on all of the values. As can be seen, the data does not allow to
distinguish between the Npan and the Nc011 scalings of the dN/dy values. See
section 7.6.2 on page 211 for details.
errors only, were considered as the true values of the parameters A. To estimate the
systematic errors, such distributions of the parameters were found that at each of the
data points, the distribution of the values of the "fit" functions was as close as possible
to the Gaussian distribution with the mean Aft and the width equal to the full systematic
error at the point.
The first evident problem here is that fits of the data using statistical errors only re-
sult in most cases in very low fit-probabilities (see Table 7.5) and so do not describe the
data well 12. And so a legitimate question here is "Would the conclusions change if the
mean values of parameters A were assigned in a different way, for example, if the val-
ues shown in Tables 7.3 and 7.4 on page 211 are used instead (but the errors bars are
left the same)?". A test shows that in such case the fit-probabilities listed in the cap-
tions of Fig. 7.22(a) and Fig. 7.22(b) would change to 0.025 (X2/ndf=9.37/3) and 0.005
(X2/ndf=12.6/3) correspondingly.
The second problem is obvious from Fig. 7.21(a) on page 212. As can be seen, the
generated distributions of the values of the "fit" functions at some of the data points do
not match the targeted Gaussian distributions, except in the middle of the considered
Npart range. Phenomenologically, it was found that the used method of systematic error
estimation is able to produce an almost perfect match between the two distributions at
all of the data points if the relative systematic errors of the ordinate are approximately
constant as a function of the absciss (as it was the case during evaluations of the sys-
tematic errors on the T and dN/dy parameters, see Fig. 6.23 on page 174, but is not true
for the systematic errors of the A parameters, see Fig. 7.23 and Fig. 7.24). That suggests
1 2The by-product conclusion following from a comparison of the fit-probabilities shown in Table 7.5
is that fitting of the data using statistical errors only, again does not allow to distinguish between the Npart
and the N 011 scalings of the yield of # mesons in heavy ion collisions at /s~;=200 GeV.
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Data Set Npan Neon
PHOBOS Cu+Cu 7-10-13 0.09
STAR Au+Au 4.10-59 1.10-141
STAR Cu+Cu 4. 10-115 6. 10-26
PHENIXAu+Au 0.11 0.005
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Figure 7.23.: Each point on the figure shows the relative systematic error of the param-
eter A (in the dN/dy = A-Npart expression) found using the corresponding
single data point on dN/dy of # mesons in heavy ion collisions from one
of the available data set at js;-N=200 GeV. The lines are constant fits of all
of the points within one data set (each point was assigned an equal unity
weight in the fits). The fits are estimates of the average relative systematic
error of the parameter A. See section 7.6.2 on page 211 for details.
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Figure 7.24.: The meaning of the points and the lines are the same for Fig. 7.23 except
that parameters A were found using the dN/dy = A-Ncou expression.
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7.7. Invariant Yield Of # Mesons With pt < 130 MeV
that the method should produce similar results as the one in which the uncertainties
AAsyst = Afit - (SAre-syst), where (6Arel-sYst) is the average relative systematic error of the
parameters A found as explained in the captions of Fig. 7.23 and Fig. 7.24. Indeed,
the fit-probabilities listed in captions of Fig. 7.22(a) and Fig. 7.22(b) would change to
0.04 (X2/ndf=8.14/3) and 0.01 (X2/ndf=11.5/3) correspondingly. However, one could
also argue that the systematic error of the parameter A is mostly determined by the
point with the minimal relative systematic error (SA yst) on Fig. 7.23 and Fig. 7.24
for each of the available data sets, namely AA" st Afit - (Are.syst). In such analysis,
the fit-probabilities listed in captions of Fig. 7.22(a) and Fig. 7.22(b) change to 0.001
(z 2/ndf=16.1/3) and 0.001 (Z 2 /ndf=16.2/3) correspondingly.
Since the rapidity ranges of the PHOBOS (0 < y 5 1), STAR (ly I <0.5), and the PHENIX
(Iri| < 0.35) results are different, it is valid to question whether their results are directly
comparable. However, if the assumptions described in section 5.2.2 on page 95 are cor-
rect, then the yield of # mesons in the range ly I < 0.5 is expected to be only a factor of
~ 1.027 larger than in 0:5 y < 1, and so the systematic difference between the PHOBOS
and the STAR results is much smaller than the other systematic uncertainties of the
measurements, and therefore could be neglected. The upper limit on the systematic
difference between the PHENIX and the PHOBOS results under the same assumptions
is a factor of - 1.037, which is also negligible in comparison to other systematic uncer-
tainties of the measurements.
Evidently, none of the above considered modifications to the analysis method pro-
duces such a pair of fit-probabilities, corresponding to the Npart and the Ncon scalings,
which would allow one to make a definitive choice between the two hypotheses.
7.6.3. Conclusions
As can be seen from the discussion provided in sections 7.6.1 and 7.6.2, regardless of
how systematic errors are interpreted in a comparison of the four available experimen-
tal data sets on the dependency of dN/dy of # mesons on centrality in heavy ion col-
lisions at /sN~=200 GeV, it is not possible to make a conclusive statement on whether
the yield of # mesons in such collisions scales with the number of participants Npat
or with the number of collisions Nc011. In particular, it means that it is impossible to say
whether the majority of 4) mesons are produced in a decay of equilibrated QGP (since in
such case the Npat scaling is expected, see section 7.6 on page 205) which, as it was ex-
plained in section 1.3 on page 32, is thought to be formed at the highest RHIC collision
energy.
7.7. Invariant Yield Of # Mesons With pt < 130 MeV
Studying production and decays of # mesons at very low transverse momentum is es-
pecially interesting for the following reasons:
- Since the mesons propagate at low velocity through the medium (either a hadronic
gas or a mixed state of a hadronic gas and QGP) after they are produced in heavy
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ion collisions, the # mesons spend more time inside the medium and therefore
have higher probability to decay in it, thereby making it easier to observe any pos-
sible modification of their decay properties (see section 1.4.3 on page 43). More-
over, if the medium lifetime is short and the mean mass of # mesons is modi-
fied inside the medium but the decay width is not, then studying very low trans-
verse momentum # mesons provides the only opportunity to detect directly such
a modification in an experiment, since the natural mean lifetime of # mesons
(~ 46.3 fm/c, see section 1.4.2.1 on page 40) is large in comparison to the radius of
copper nuclei (~4.2 fm, see Fig. 7.14 on page 205), and consequently to the typical
size of the interaction region of a Cu+Cu nuclear-nuclear collision, and so, unless
the velocity of #5 mesons is very low, only a small fraction of the mesons would
decay inside the medium making an experimental measurement of the modifica-
tion not feasible.
The strong interaction between individual hadrons has a short range, therefore #
mesons could only interact with other hadrons if they are within the range. The
time a # meson spends in the vicinity of another hadron and, consequently, the
interaction cross-section of the two hadrons are roughly inversely proportional to
their relative velocity, and so low transverse momentum # mesons would have
higher rate of energy loss in comparison to # mesons with larger transverse mo-
mentum. Whether the net result of the energy losses would reveal itself as a sup-
pression or an enhancement of low transverse momentum 4) mesons depends
on the exact rate of the energy losses of # mesons in a medium and the precise
shape of their transverse momentum distribution at low pt values. For example, if
the energy loss is high and there are few 13 very low p, #5 mesons produced in the
primordial interactions, then one would observe an apparent enhancement of the
lowest transverse momentum # meson yield since one would essentially detect #
mesons which were originally produced with higher pt but are measured as low
pt particles due to the energy losses. Also, if there are many more primordial #
mesons with the lowest pt values than with the higher ones, and the energy losses
of the mesons in the medium are not as high as one would expect, then one would
also observe an enhancement of the # meson yield at very low transverse mo-
mentum. On the other hand, if there are significantly less very low pt # mesons
than could be expected from an extrapolation of their transverse momentum dis-
tribution at higher pt and their energy losses are very low in the medium, then
an apparent effect would be a suppression of the yield of # mesons at the lowest
transverse momentum values. Therefore a measurement of the yield of # mesons
at very low pt values provides a constrain on their energy losses in the medium
in a non-perturbative regime of QCD as well as on the shape of their transverse
momentum distribution.
As a reminder, the particle reconstruction and the data analysis method at the low-
est (namely, pt < 130 MeV/c) transverse momentum values of # mesons were some-
13 i.e. less than at higher pt
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Figure 7.25.: Background subtraction and #5 invariant mass peak fitting: Cu+Cu col-
lisions at f/s;;;=200 GeV, 0-60%, both magnet polarities, pt < 130 MeV/c.
The same event (red) and the scaled event mixed background (shown in
green, overlap of red and green on the figure looks brown) invariant mass
distributions resulting from the fit as described in section 6.2 on page 145
are shown on Fig. (a). The same event invariant mass distribution minus
the scaled event mixed background (red) and part 3 of Eq. 6.1 on page 145
fit result (blue) are shown on Fig. (b). The number of phis on the plots is
66.5 i 56.6. See section 7.7 on page 217 for details.
what different than for pt > 390 MeV/c, as it was pointed out in chapters 5 and 6. The
main differences were: 1) the vertex z-coordinates range used for the lowest pt anal-
ysis was vz E [-25,-5] cm instead of vz E [-5,15] cm which was used in the case of
pt > 390 MeV/c, 2) for the lowest pt data analysis, the Hough tracking part and the
joining part of the track reconstruction were additionally directly optimized to reduce
the CPU time required 14, 3) in the lowest pt data analysis, K+K- pairs, used in the
estimation of (both the signal and the background) invariant mass distributions, were
combined from particles reconstructed in different arms of the PHOBOS spectrome-
ter, while such pairs were constructed from particles reconstructed in the same arm
in the case of pt > 390 MeV/c, 4) there was no residual background term in the fit of
invariant mass distributions in the lowest pt data analysis, 5) the rapidity range of #
meson was y E [0.3, 1.0] in the lowest pt data analysis versus y e [0.0,1.0] in the case of
p, > 390 MeV/c. As can be seen, the two data analysis techniques were substantially dif-
ferent to make the estimates on the relative systematic errors performed in section 6.5.1
on page 160 not applicable in the case of the measurement of an invariant yield of the
lowest pt # mesons. That and the low raw number 15 of reconstructed # mesons in the
14The required reconstruction time per event increases exponentially in the PHOBOS detector geom-
etry as one goes to more and more smaller values of event vertex z-coordinates.
i5To estimate most of the systematic uncertainties as described in section 6.5.1, one has to split the full
data set into subsets and to compare the results on the # meson invariant yield reconstructed using each
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0.3- '.----STAR Cu+Cu f=200 GeV (0-60%)
------- STAR data Ldvy function fit
- PHENIX Cu+Cu f'=200 GeV (0-60%)
0-- PHENIX data Tsallis function fit
-- PHOBOS Cu+Cu fiQ=200 GeV (0-60%)
%0.2-- PHOBOS data n, scaling function fit
z 0.1
0 1 2 3
Transverse Momentum pT (GeV/c)
(a) Efficiency and occupancy correction was done
using the transverse momentum distribution de-
scribed in section 5.2.3 on page 95. Invariant
yield of # mesons with pt<130 MeV/c is 0.066 ±
0.057 (GeV/c) 2 .
Figure 7.26.:
-- STAR Cu+Cu f%=200 GeV (0-60%)
----3 STAR data Ldvy function it
PHENIX Cu+Cu fs,=200 GeV (0-60%)
..- - -- PHENIX data Tsallis function fit
---- PHOBOS Cu+Cu fi_200 GeV (0-60%)
--- PHOBOS data mr scaling function fit
z 0.1-
0 1 2 3
Transverse Momentum pT (GeVIc)
(b) Efficiency and occupancy correction was done
using a uniform transverse momentum distri-
bution. Invariant yield of # mesons with
pr<130 MeV/c is 0.031±0.026 (GeV/c) 2 .
Invariant yield of # mesons with pt<130 MeV/c in Cu+Cu 0-60% col-
lisions at V--~=200 GeV/c in comparison to the PHOBOS results for
p,>390 MeV/c and to the STAR [233] and the PHENIX [253] results. Fig. (a)
and Fig. (b) show the results reconstructed (see section 6.3.1 on page 150)
using single embedded # mesons MC with a realistic and a uniform trans-
verse momentum distributions correspondingly. The error bars of the
pt<130 MeV/c results show statistical uncertainties only. See section 7.7
on page 217 for details.
lowest pt case are the reasons why only a lower limit on the systematic uncertainty of
the invariant yield of such mesons is provided below.
Results of the reconstruction of the raw number of # mesons with pt < 130 MeV/c
in the PHOBOS Cu+Cu A-=200 GeV 0-60% data are summarized on Fig. 7.25 on the
previous page. As can be seen from Fig. 7.25(b), the statistical uncertainties of the bin
contents in the same event minus mixed events background invariant mass distribution
are too large to be able to distinguish any possible modifications of the #5 meson decay
properties from statistical fluctuations, and so, following the Occam's razor principle, in
the reconstruction of the invariant yield of 4 mesons with pt < 130 MeV/c it was as-
sumed that the shape of the # -- K+K- decay peak (for # mesons produced in Cu+Cu
s-=200 GeV collisions) is the same as in vacuum. Fig. 7.26 shows the invariant yield
of the subsets separately. However, the splitting is unfeasible to do with such a low raw number of recon-
structed # mesons as the one in the available data set (see Fig. 7.25 on the preceding page), otherwise the
systematic errors estimates would be dominated with statistical uncertainties. And so only systematic
uncertainties associated with varying parameters of the MC simulations (used for various corrections ap-
plied on the raw number of # mesons) could be reasonably estimated, since large enough number of MC
events could be readily simulated. One of such uncertainties is estimated below and the estimate was
used to set a lower limit on the overall systematic uncertainty of the measurement.
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values found using two different methods of applying the efficiency and occupancy cor-
rection on the raw number of # mesons in the data. The two values differ by about a
factor of 2.1 (this is equivalent to ~36% systematic deviation of each of the two values
from their average), which is a drastic dissimilarity with the analogous systematic error
of 1-7% found for 4) mesons with pt > 390 MeV/c (see section 6.5.1.4 on page 164). Since
the reason for such a big discrepancy was not understood, and even though intuitively
the result shown on Fig. 7.26(a) should be closer to the correct one (but only if the shape
of the transverse momentum distribution of # mesons at the lowest pt values could be
described with an extrapolation from the higher pt values), the final estimate on the in-
variant yield of # mesons with pt < 130 MeV/c was found by averaging the results of the
two reconstruction methods (using Eq. 6.7 on page 160, keeping in mind that only the
efficiency and occupancy and the momentum resolution corrections are independent
between the two averaged results, and explicitly writing down all the corrections):
T -d -(p1 + p 2)
N- (e1 +e2)-AY -Aptr (pt) -Br-2n'
where Y is the average invariant yield, indices 1 and 2 correspond to the two methods
of applying the efficiency and occupancy correction, Ay = 0.7 is the width of the recon-
structed rapidity range of # mesons, Apt = 0.13 GeV/c is the selected range of trans-
verse momentum values of # mesons, (pt) is the average transverse momentum of 4)
mesons in the selected range, N is the trigger efficiency weighted number of events in
the used data sample, T is the trigger efficiency weighted raw number of reconstructed
4) mesons, d, p, and e are the DCM, momentum resolution, and the efficiency and oc-
cupancy corrections correspondingly, and Br is the branching ratio of the # -> K+K-
decay in vacuum. Using Eq. 7.7 to estimate the average invariant yield and the sta-
tistical uncertainty on it and using the systematic error estimation method described
in section 6.5.1 on page 160, one gets the following result on the invariant yield of #
mesons with pt < 130 MeV/c in Cu+Cu A/3=200 GeV 0-60% collisions (also shown on
Fig. 7.27):
0.043 ± 0.036 (stat) ± 0.022 (syst) (GeV/c) 2,
where the last number has to be regarded as a lower limit on the systematic error of
the measurement because only one source of systematic uncertainties was considered.
Since a full analysis of the systematic uncertainties was not performed for the above
result, it is not possible to make any conclusions based on it, except that it seems to
be an interesting measurement to be repeated on a larger data sample. If the result is
confirmed, it would mean a strong (by about a factor of -6 in comparison to an extrap-
olation to pt = 0 of the PHOBOS results at pt > 390 MeV/c) suppression of the yield of
# mesons at the lowest transverse momentum values.
Some evidence was acquired that the results presented above could be confirmed to
be correct:
- The reconstruction algorithm is capable of finding the lowest pt # mesons since
such mesons are successfully reconstructed in real data events with single MC #
meson embedded into them.
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'% X --- STAR Cu+Cu i=NN=200 GeV (0-60%)
-.--- -.-STAR data Levy function fit
-- =-- PHENIX Cu+Cu VfN=200 GeV (0-60%)
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Figure 7.27.: Invariant yield of # mesons with pt<130 MeV/c in Cu+Cu 0-60% col-
lisions at -fT=200 GeV/c in comparison to the PHOBOS results for
p,>390 MeV/c and to the STAR [233] and the PHENIX [253] results. The
vertical size of the box around the pt<130 MeV/c data point indicates the
lower limit on the systematic uncertainty of the measurement. See sec-
tion 7.7 on page 217 for details.
In was tested on realistic toy MC events (described in section 6.2.2 on page 147),
that the event mixing and background subtraction algorithm outputs raw num-
bers of # mesons compatible within statistical uncertainties with input raw num-
bers of # mesons at the same levels of background as in the real data events. The
range of the input raw numbers of lowest pt # mesons tested was from 0 to about
400 (the later number corresponds to the expected raw number of such # mesons
in the PHOBOS data based on an extrapolation to pt =0 of the PHOBOS results at
pt > 390 MeV/c).
However, the evidence can not be considered exhaustive.
7.8. Energy Dependence Of # Meson dN/dy
As it was pointed out in section 1.4 on page 35, production of strange quarks and, as a
result, of # mesons is expected to be enhanced in heavy ion collisions if QCD matter
produced in such collisions goes through the QGP phase at some stage of its evolution.
Unfortunately, the theoretical predictions are not specific about what variable should
be used as a measure of the enhancement. But, it is clear, that any comparison should
be done between the collision conditions in which QGP is expected to be formed and
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0 E917 AGS: 0-23% Au+Au at p=11.7 A GeVlnucleon
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Figure 7.28.: Dependence of dN/dy of #) mesons on V in collisions of nuclei with
atomic mass A s 200. The PHOBOS Cu+Cu results were scaled with
the ratio of Npart values in 0-10% Au+Au and 0-10% Cu+Cu collision at
,/N=200 GeV. The data were taken from Ref. [151, 231, 232, 234, 264, 265].
Statistical and systematic errors were added in quadrature for all of the
points except those from Ref. [151, 265]. The errors on the data points from
Ref. [265] are statistical only. The data from E917, PHOBOS, and Ref. [265]
are preliminary. The gray line shows the fit of the dependence with the
function dN/dy = a -In Vs7 + b, where V is in units of GeV. The fit pa-
rameters resulting from the fit are a = 3.03 ± 0.09 and b = -1.96 t 0.12,
z 2 /ndf=12.0/10, fit-probably=0.28. The STAR and the PHENIX data points
at V/;=200 GeV were not used in the fit. See section 7.8 on the preceding
page for details.
those in which matter is believed to stay in the hadronic gas state. Out of all of the
heavy ion collision parameters, which can be controlled (or measured) experimentally,
the center of mass energy of nucleon-nucleon collisions x/- is the one which allows to
probe the widest ranges of temperature and energy density of the matter produced in
the collisions. Therefore, it is logical to search for an evidence of an enhanced # meson
production as a function of V . It is of a particular interest to try to identify a value
or a region of V-, in which the mechanism of # meson production changes, as an
indication of QGP formation.
Since it is believed that QGP is not formed in collisions of individual hadrons, one
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Figure 7.29.: Dependence of the ratio of dN/drj of # mesons (dNg/dq) to dN/d of
all charged particles (dNch/dr)) on V-~ for all of the available data on #
meson production in heavy ion collisions [132, 231-234, 252, 264] (except
those from E859 [150] and E917 [151]). The gray line shows the fit of the de-
pendence with the function dN/dy = a -ln 4-/- + b, where - is in units
of GeV The fit parameters resulting from the fit are a = 0.00130 t 0.00015
and b = 0.0000 t0.0005 (Z 2/ndf=18.6/10, fit-probably=0.05). The pp data
point at V-=200 GeV was added for comparison and was not used in the
fit. The STAR Cu+Cu data point at f%~=62.4 GeV as well as all the data
points at 4/N=200 GeV (except the one from PHOBOS) were shifted some-
what along the horizontal axis for visibility See section 7.8.2 on page 228
for details of how the positions and the uncertainties of the points were
estimated.
possible way of measuring the enhancement of # meson production is to study the de-
pendence of the relative yield of # mesons in collisions of nuclei of a fixed mass and at a
fixed collision centrality with respect to the yield of # mesons in pp or pjp collisions. The
problem with this approach is that measurements of the yield of # mesons in pp col-
lisions only exist at three energies ,s~~=17.2 GeV (158 A GeV, NA49), 62.4 GeV (STAR),
and 200 GeV (PHENIX, STAR), which precludes the possibility of making any conclusion
using the approach about an enhancement of # meson production or QGP formation.
If it was known how the yield of # mesons scales with centrality (which is not the case,
see section 7.6 on page 205), then instead of using a pp reference, one could use the
scaling to extrapolate the yield of # mesons to the most peripheral collisions, which are
effectively just collisions of individual nucleons, and thereby measure an enhancement
of # meson production. Two implicit problems with the later approach are:
- measurements of # meson production at low nuclear collision energies only exist
for central collisions, but any scaling law proved to be correct at much higher
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collision energies (let us say at V/sTh=200 GeV, where QGP formation is expected)
is not necessarily correct at very low collision energies (where no QGP formation
is believed to occur),
- even at higher collision energies, measurements of # meson production exist only
for collision centralities ranging from central to mid-peripheral 16, and so any
scaling law determined using such measurements would not necessarily accu-
rately predict the yield of # mesons in the most peripheral collisions.
Another possible way of quantifying an enhancement of # meson production is to
measure the Vs dependence of the ratio of the yield of # mesons to the yield of all
charged particles in central nucleus-nucleus collisions. The ratio has to increase with
V if the enhancement actually takes place, otherwise, it is the overall yield of par-
ticles, which is enhanced in heavy ion collisions, and not the one of # mesons. The
advantages of the approach are:
- it allows to compare experimental results on q5 meson production for almost all of
the available data (except those from E859 and E917 since it is not clear if the col-
laborations had any measurements done, from which one could derive the mul-
tiplicities of all charged particles),
e it allows for a comparison of collisions of nuclei with different mass (if an en-
hancement of #5 meson production is indeed solely due to formation of QGP, and
not due to some geometrical effect, then the enhancement should be consistent
for all large enough nuclei).
Note that, since according to the Landau's hydrodynamical model [279], multiplicity of
hadrons at mid-rapidity is a measure of the entropy of the system created in a heavy ion
collision, this way of quantifying an enhancement of #5 meson production effectively
studies as a function of V a variable which is proportional to the fraction of the total
system entropy which is due to # mesons. One would expect that if indeed strangeness
and particularly # meson production are enhanced if QGP is formed at some stage of
evolution of the system, then at lower energies (where no QGP formation occurs), the
ratio would be either a constant or a smoothly increasing function of V , then the
slope of the dependence would increase significantly in some region of 4/N which cor-
responds to at least partial transition of the system into QGP, and then the ratio would
be again either a constant or a more slowly increasing function of M. Fig. 7.29 on the
preceding page shows the ratio of d1 '7)at mid-rapidity as a function of 1 as mea-
sured by the NA49, PHENIX, PHOBOS, and STAR collaborations. As can be seen, # me-
son production is indeed enhanced at higher Js values, however there is no evidence
of any special interval of V in which # meson production grows differently (faster)
as a function of f/;N~ than anywhere else. Rather, the ratio dNd7at mid-rapidity is adNch/di i-rpdtyi
smooth increasing function of f/~N- The same conclusion can be drawn from studying
16The reason is that the experimental collision triggers of heavy ion experiments are designed to detect
events with high particle multiplicities and so are not fully efficient for the very peripheral collisions.
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Figure 7.30.: A schematic representation of disintegration of QGP (the shaded orange
circular regions, shown only partially on the figure) formed in two central
heavy ion collisions: with lower Vsi;- (on the left) and with higher V-~I~ (on
the right) values. The view for both collisions is in the transverse plane. See
section 7.8.1 for details.
the dN/dy values of # mesons as a function of Vs- in collisions of A ~ 200 nuclei di-
rectly (see Fig. 7.28 on page 223) 17. Therefore, one has to make a deduction that there
is no indication in the available experimental data of any identifiable transition (of the
QCD matter created in heavy ion collisions) which could be revealed as a sudden en-
hancement of #5 meson production. In particular, it means that even if QGP is created
in heavy ion collisions, its formation does lead to a rapid increase in the number of pro-
duced # mesons. It is important to point out, that the above study only probes for the
sought-for kind of transitions in the range of V values, in which experimental data
on # meson production exist, and so an existence of such a transition in the ranges of
temperature and energy density corresponding to V/;;<4.9 GeV or to 7/>200 GeV is
not excluded. In addition, one could consider the possibility that # mesons are pro-
duced copiously (i.e. more copiously than in a hadronic gas) relative to other hadrons
in a decay of QGP, but the scattering interactions in the subsequent hadronic gas state
quickly reestablish the relative # mesons abundance characteristic for the state, effec-
tively masking the signal from QGP, however in such case, quantitative reasoning and
model calculations suggest that the fractional abundance of # mesons among all of the
produced particles would decrease as a function of V3, above the transition region (see
section 7.8.1), which is not what is observed in data.
As a final note, a comparison of the measured dN/dy values of # mesons to the naive
extrapolation of the pre-RHIC data to /37=200 GeV (see Fig. 1.6(b) on page 36) shows
that the measured yield turned out to be about an order of magnitude lower than the
extrapolated one.
7.8.1. Chemical Equilibration of Hadronic Gas
The goal of this section is to discuss how likely it is that the observed fractional abun-
dance of # mesons is fully determined at the hadronic gas stage of evolution of matter
17The later figure does not contain any data on Cu+Cu collisions but allows to add for a compari-
son the preliminary Au+Au data from STAR at V(=7.7, 11.5, and 39 GeV [265]. The preliminary data
necessary to estimate the dNeh/dr and thereby add points corresponding to the energies to Fig. 7.29 on
page 224 already exit (287], however no reply was received from the author of the talk on a request to
provide the data files.
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produced in heavy ion collisions, assuming that 1) the energy of the collisions is suf-
ficient to produce QGP, and 2) that the fractional abundance of #5 mesons in a fully
equilibrated hadronic gas is lower than immediately after QGP hadronization.
Fig. 7.30 on the facing page shows a schematic representation of disintegration of
QGP in two central heavy ion collisions corresponding to two different f- values. The
higher Vs, value corresponds to a higher initial energy density e of QGP, and so also
to a larger system size at the moment of hadronization. It is easy to see why the later
statement is correct: 1) since thermalization of partons happens very quickly (~-0.25-
0.6 fm/c, see section 1.3.1 on page 32) in heavy ion collisions of high enough energy, the
initial radius of an equilibrated QGP (almost) does not depend on Vfi and for central
collisions is equal to the radius R. of the collided nuclei, 2) the relevant for the dis-
cussion energy density corresponds to the thermal motion of partons in the transverse
plane (let us denote as ei and e2 the energy densities corresponding to the two collision
energies, where E1 < e 2), 3) hadronization of QGP happens at some particular energy
density ec, corresponding to the critical temperature T (see sections 1.2.4.1 and 1.2.8),
4) then the radii (in the transverse plane) Rei and Rc2 , corresponding to the initial en-
ergy densities ei and e2 respectively, of produced in the heavy ion collisions QGP at the
moment of hadronization can be found from (assuming that, during the QGP stage of
evolution, the sum AE of the following two net transfers of energy is a non-decreasing
function of V37: a) from the longitudinal to the transverse degrees of freedom, b) from
the collective expansion to the thermal motion of partons): eeirR2i = ejirR+ AE1 and
ecnRS2 = e2 rRi +AE 2, where AE1 < AE2 are the total net energy transfers into the ther-
mal transverse degrees of freedom for the two considered collision energies, 5) and so,
as can be seen, Rei < Rc2-
Larger system size at the moment of hadronization means that hadrons are emit-
ted at that time at smaller angles with respect to each other, and so would scatter with
each other more before the density and the temperature of the hadronic gas drop be-
low the chemical freeze-out conditions. The later statement can also be considered
from a purely geometrical point of view, namely, the relative increase during time dt of
the area S of the hadronic gas in the transverse plane would be smaller at a given col-
lective expansion velocity v if the system radius R at the moment of hadronization is
larger, which can be seen from S = irR2, and so dS = 21R -dR = 27tR v -dt, and therefore
dS/S = 2(v/R)- dt. Since the energy densities ec and Ech at the moment of hadronization
and at the moment of chemical freeze-out respectively are the same, regardless of the
collision energy, a smaller relative increase of the area means a smaller relative decrease
in the energy density, and consequently the hadronic gas phase would exist longer at
a larger /;7;~ value 18. The same result is achieved within the Viscous Israel-Stewart
18The caveat in this reasoning that v is not a fixed value and might depend on 3;~; and so, as can be
seen from the formula dS/S = 2(v/R). dt, depending on whether v grows faster or slower than R, dS/S can
both increase and decrease as a function of v7;~. However, while R can assume any value, the magnitude
of v is limited to c due to the special relativity constrains, and consequently, while the drawn conclusions
are certainly correct at large enough V 3;values, one can not say conclusively from the provided simpli-
fied considerations whether the conclusions are correct in the range 6 GeV<fs;<200 GeV (see Fig. 7.29
on page 224). Effectively, it is assumed in this thesis that the ratio vIR is a decreasing function of /ls~;.
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Hydrodynamics aNd UrQMD (VISHNU) model [288], which also predicts that the life-
time of the hadronic gas phase is an increasing function of V [2891. The longer life-
time suggests that more scatterings between constituent hadrons would occur before
the gas reaches chemical freeze-out conditions, and therefore at higher vs; values, the
hadronic gas (during its evolution) is expected to shift further from the chemical equi-
librium at temperature T [289], and so would have relative abundance of # mesons
closer to chemically equilibrated at some temperature T < T hadronic gas, which has
(by the assumption stated in the beginning of this section) smaller fractional density of
# mesons than such density immediately after the QGP disintegration. In summary,
it means that the observed fractional density of # mesons is expected to decrease as a
function of V if the chemical composition of the observed particles was dominated
by the scatterings in the hadronic gas state, which is opposite to what is observed in
data (see Fig. 7.29 on page 224), and so the fractional density of #5 mesons should be
determined either mostly at the time of QGP decay (if it is formed) or by the primordial
scatterings of partons in a heavy ion collision.
7.8.2. Details For Fig. 7.29 on page 224
Since the publications on # meson production list dN/dy values at mid-rapidity, while
the publications on charged particle multiplicities list dN/dij values at mid-rapidity, to
find the ratio of the yield of # mesons to the yield of charged particles at mid-rapidity,
it was necessary to convert the dN/dy values into dN/d values. The same conversion
was needed to estimate the charged particle multiplicities at the SPS energies, which
were found as sums of dN/dr1 values of iz+, i-, K+, K-, p, and P, which in turn were
found from the corresponding dN/dy values. The dN/drl values of charged particles at
mid-rapidity at all of the RHIC energies were taken from Ref. [132] (the dN/di7 values in
the publication were weighted properly to find the charged particle multiplicity at mid-
rapidity in the same centrality range as the corresponding dN/dy value of # mesons).
To convert a dN/dy value into a dN/drl value for a particular measurement, the fol-
lowing procedure was followed:
1. If the T value derived from a fit of the invariant yield data using Eq. 1.2 on page 23
was available from the respective publication, then the value was used and the
total uncertainty Ur on the value was found by adding the statistical and the sys-
tematic errors on T in quadrature. If such T value was not available, then the
invariant yield data was refitted either using statistical and systematic errors on
the yield added in quadrature, or using just statistical errors (depending on what
kind of data tables could be found on the web-page corresponding to the pub-
lication). In the later case, Or was assigned to be equal to the uncertainty on T
resulting from the fit.
2. The total uncertainty crdN/dy of the dN/dy value was found by adding its statistical
and systematic errors in quadrature.
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3. The conversion of the dN/dy value into a dN/dq value was done using a MC
method. 100 different conversion attempts were performed. In each attempt, a
random pair of values T and (dN/dy); was selected from the Gaussian distribu-
tions with the parameters (T, U-T) and (dN/dy, adNdy) respectively, where the first
number is the mean and the second one is the width. Then 105 different values
of rapidity y were randomly selected from a uniform distribution (it was shown
that the shape of the rapidity distribution only effects the final result negligibly).
Also 1o values of pt were randomly generated using the distribution in Eq. 5.1 on
page 95 with T = T. Each of the 105 pairs (y, pt) was used to find a corresponding
value of pseudorapidity q. Histograms of the y and 2) values were filled and the
ratio Ri of the two histograms at y =0 was found.
4. Each of the (dN/dy); values was multiplied by Ri to find the corresponding
(dN/dq), value. The mean and the RMS of the 100 (dN/dq)i values were used
as estimates on the dN/drj value and on its uncertainty respectively.
As can be seen from the method description, the error bars on the figure are some-
what underestimated, which is not a problem since even the found uncertainties are
enough to make the conclusions drawn from the figure (see section 7.8 on page 222)
and full analysis of the errors would not change these conclusions.
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8. Summary
A measurement of the invariant yield of # mesons in Cu+Cu collisions at /fi~=200 GeV
was performed using the PHOBOS detector at RHIC through the q -> K+K- decay
channel. The measurement was done as a function of transverse momentum in the
range 0.39 GeV/c < pt < 1.69 GeV/c and for several collision centralities. All the mea-
sured invariant yields were averaged over the rapidity interval 0 < y < 1. To make the
measurement, it was necessary to develop a new tracking algorithm, specifically de-
signed to reconstruct charged kaons with high efficiency in a high hit density environ-
ment.
The obtained invariant yields were fitted using the function describing the mT-
scaling distribution to extract from them as a function of centrality 1) the integrated
over all the transverse momentum values yield of # mesons per event at mid-rapidity,
2) the average p, of the # mesons, and 3) the inverse slope parameter T of the distribu-
tion.
The results from PHOBOS were compared to the respective measurements performed
by the STAR and the PHENIX collaborations and were shown to be in agreement with
both within the estimated measurement uncertainties.
An analysis of the line shape of the # meson invariant mass distribution performed
for various transverse momentum and centrality ranges found no evidence of any mod-
ification neither of the mean nor of the width of the distribution, suggesting that either
# -> K+K- decay properties are not modified in a hot hadronic gas medium or that the
properties are modified but the average lifetime of the gas state produced in Cu+Cu col-
lisions at fs";~= 2 00 GeV is much shorter than the # meson decay time in the medium,
which results in only a small fraction of # mesons decaying inside the gas and makes
the detection of the corresponding in-medium modifications not feasible within the
estimated experimental uncertainties.
The dependence of the yield of # mesons on centrality was studies for all of the avail-
able data on # mesons production in heavy ion collisions at )s=200 GeV The goal
was to shed some light on the production mechanism of the mesons in such collisions.
The results show that no matter how systematic uncertainties of the measurements are
interpreted, it is not possible to make a conclusive statement on whether the yield of #
mesons in the collisions scales with the number of participants Npa or with the num-
ber of collisions Nconi, which in turn means that the two considered mechanisms of #
meson production, namely via a hadronization of QGP or directly in primordial hard
scattering of partons of the collided nuclei, are not distinguishable within the estimated
measurement uncertainties.
Employing the ideas of L. Van Hove [263], an attempt was made to find an evidence
of such a transition of QCD matter produced in heavy ion collisions, which could be as-
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sociated with a latent heat or with a change in the number of degrees of freedom of the
constituent particles of the matter. The study was done for the centrality dependence
of the inverse slope parameter T and of the (pt) dependence on dN/dy of # mesons
using PHOBOS results only, as well as for the /s;~ dependencies of the T parameter on
V for various hadron species. An existence of a plateau in any of the dependencies
could serve as an indication of a sought-for type of transition, however no evidence of
such a plateau was found. Nevertheless, the T versus V dependencies show signs
that the mechanism of particle production changes for temperatures and energy densi-
ties corresponding to collision energies V ~4-9 GeV. An interesting observation was
made, that the T versus V dependence of # mesons either has a local maximum at
s; ~20 GeV or that the NA49 measurement of the T parameter at the highest SPS en-
ergy has an unaccounted for systematic error. The situation can be clarified using the
data from the RHIC beam energy scan program at Vs=19.6 GeV and at /-s;;;=27 GeV
taken in 2011.
The invariant yield of # mesons was also measured for transverse momentum values
pt < 130 MeV/c in 0-60% Cu+Cu collisions at VN=200 GeV, showing an indication of
a suppression by about a factor of ~6 in comparison to an extrapolation to pt = 0 of
the PHOBOS results at pt > 390 MeV/c, however, since a full analysis of the system-
atic errors was not performed for the measurement, the results cannot be considered
conclusive.
The dependence of the yield of # mesons on V-7 was studied both separately and
with respect to the charged particle multiplicity at mid-rapidity. The goal was to find any
evidence of a transition of the QCD matter created in heavy ion collisions which could
be associated with a strong and sudden enhancement of # meson production. No such
evidence was observed. The data suggest however, that if the relative abundance of
produced 4) mesons is higher immediately after an hadronization of QGP than in a fully
equilibrated hadronic gas, then the observed relative multiplicity of # mesons cannot
be determined by the strong interaction scatterings in a hadronic gas formed in a QGP
decay.
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A. PHOBOS < Meson Invariant Yield
Data Tables
C N- STAR Cu+Cu s=NN=200 GeV (0-60%)
-- STAR data Levy function fit
--- a- PHENIX Cu+Cu j=200 GeV (0-60%)
- PHENIX data Tsallis function fit
PHOBOS Cu+Cu f=200 GeV (0-60%)
.. 10- -
%%*40-2
0 1 2 3
Transverse Momentum pT (GeV/c)
Figure A. 1.:# meson invariant yield in 0-60% Cu+Cu collisions
measured using the PHOBOS detector at RHIC.
at V-N= 2 00 GeV as
# meson invariant yield in 0-60% Cu+Cu collisions at V/N=200 GeV as mea-
sured using the PHOBOS detector at RHIC.
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pt (GeV/c) ' ((GeV/c)- 2) Statistical Error ((GeV/c)-2) Systematic Error ((GeV/c)-2)
0.455 0.2115 0.0454 0.0429
0.585 0.1453 0.0189 0.0298
0.715 0.1497 0.0124 0.0312
0.845 0.0982 0.0092 0.0209
0.975 0.0752 0.0062 0.0164
1.105 0.0670 0.0052 0.0151
1.235 0.0494 0.0044 0.0115
1.365 0.0376 0.0038 0.0091
1.495 0.0255 0.0035 0.0064
1.625 0.0195 0.0038 0.0051
Table A.1.:
A. PHOBOS # Meson Invariant Yield Data Tables
--e -PHI
- PH
- PH
C- 10'
C 1
Z 0-
1 2 3
Transverse Momentum pT (GeV/c)
Figure A.2.: # meson invariant
measured using the
Table A.2.:
yield in 0-10% Cu+Cu collisions at V'sT=200 GeV as
PHOBOS detector at RHIC.
# meson invariant yield in 0-10% Cu+Cu collisions at v/sN-=200 GeV as mea-
sured using the PHOBOS detector at RHIC.
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Pt (GeV/c) 1 "' ((GeV/c)-2 ) Statistical Error ((GeV/c)-2 ) Systematic Error ((GeV/c)-2)
___________ 2ipt dpidy
0.455 0.3652 0.2146 0.1100
0.585 0.2340 0.1043 0.0716
0.715 0.4009 0.0690 0.1248
0.845 0.2163 0.0393 0.0687
0.975 0.1491 0.0282 0.0484
1.105 0.1794 0.0264 0.0597
1.235 0.1310 0.0223 0.0447
1.365 0.0791 0.0173 0.0277
1.495 0.0588 0.0182 0.0212
1.625 0.0605 0.0211 0.0224
1 2 3
Transverse Momentum pT (GeV/c)
Figure A.3.:
Table A.3.:
# meson invariant yield in 10-20% Cu+Cu collisions at Fs,=200 GeV as
measured using the PHOBOS detector at RHIC.
# meson invariant yield in 10-20% Cu+Cu collisions at 4/;=200 GeV as
measured using the PHOBOS detector at RHIC.
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C;I
01
Z 10-2
10-3 C
-- +-- STAR Cu+Cu f=200 GeV (10-20%)
**-... STAR data Ldvy function fit
- -- PHENIX Cu+Cu ;=200 GeV (10-20%)
-- - PHENIX data Tsallis function fit
PHOBOS Cu+Cu ;=200 GeV (10-20%
.I . . . . I - - -F
pt (GeV/c) =dN ((GeV/c)- 2) Statistical Error ((GeV/c)- 2) Systematic Error ((GeV/c)- 2)
0.455 0.4889 0.1596 0.1059
0.585 0.2029 0.0663 0.0449
0.715 0.2619 0.0384 0.0595
0.845 0.1346 0.0243 0.0316
0.975 0.1338 0.0186 0.0325
1.105 0.1242 0.0153 0.0313
1.235 0.0886 0.0132 0.0232
1.365 0.0569 0.0111 0.0156
1.495 0.0399 0.0107 0.0114
1.625 0.0276 0.0145 0.0082
)
A. PHOBOS # Meson Invariant Yield Data Tables
1 2 3
Transverse Momentum pT (GeV/c)
Figure A.4.:
Table A.4.:
# meson invariant yield in 20-30% Cu+Cu collisions at f-;~,=200 GeV as
measured using the PHOBOS detector at RHIC.
# meson invariant yield in 20-30% Cu+Cu collisions at V-=200 GeV as
measured using the PHOBOS detector at RHIC.
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CD
1
10-2
1- L0
pt (GeV/c) 1 &N ((GeV/c)- 2) Statistical Error ((GeV/c)- 2 ) Systematic Error ((GeV/c)- 2 )
___________ 27tpt dptdy
0.455 0.2193 0.0859 0.0498
0.585 0.2241 0.0429 0.0514
0.715 0.1207 0.0220 0.0281
0.845 0.1292 0.0165 0.0306
0.975 0.0637 0.0096 0.0155
1.105 0.0428 0.0087 0.0107
1.235 0.0444 0.0080 0.0114
1.365 0.0555 0.0084 0.0148
1.495 0.0307 0.0064 0.0085
1.625 0.0190 0.0101 0.0054
1 2 3
Transverse Momentum pT (GeV/c)
Figure A.5.:
Table A.5.:
# meson invariant yield in 30-40% Cu+Cu collisions at /-s=200 GeV as
measured using the PHOBOS detector at RHIC.
# meson invariant yield in 30-40% Cu+Cu collisions at 4/s=200 GeV as
measured using the PHOBOS detector at RHIC.
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C4.
10-
C1-
Z 0-
10-3 L0
pt (GeV/c) I d ((GeV/c)-2) Statistical Error ((GeV/c)-2) Systematic Error ((GeV/c)- 2 )
0.455 0.0507 0.0556 0.0103
0.585 0.1590 0.0298 0.0331
0.715 0.0836 0.0140 0.0179
0.845 0.0809 0.0109 0.0178
0.975 0.0723 0.0085 0.0164
1.105 0.0473 0.0064 0.0111
1.235 0.0301 0.0052 0.0074
1.365 0.0312 0.0051 0.0079
1.495 0.0157 0.0041 0.0042
1.625 0.0099 0.0048 0.0027
A. PHOBOS $ Meson Invariant Yield Data Tables
.4 I
1,
10
Z 10-2
0 CF 1 2 3
Transverse Momentum pT (GeV/c)
Figure A.6.: # meson invariant yield in 40-50% Cu+Cu collisions at 4/,=200 GeV as
measured using the PHOBOS detector at RHIC.
pt (GeV/c) , d2N ((GeV/c)- 2 ) Statistical Error ((GeV/c)- 2) Systematic Error ((GeV/c)- 2)
0.455 0.0866 0.0460 0.0172
0.585 0.0542 0.0127 0.0110
0.715 0.0502 0.0087 0.0104
0.845 0.0448 0.0067 0.0095
0.975 0.0330 0.0046 0.0072
1.105 0.0260 0.0038 0.0059
1.235 0.0159 0.0031 0.0037
1.365 0.0100 0.0024 0.0025
1.495 0.0130 0.0028 0.0033
1.625 0.0128 0.0030 0.0034
Table A.6.: # meson invariant yield in 40-50% Cu+Cu collisions at fi~~N=200 GeV as
measured using the PHOBOS detector at RHIC.
---- STAR Cu+Cu CN= 2 00 GeV (40-50%)
.STAR data Ldvy function fit
-.- PHOBOS Cu+Cu =sNN2 0 0 GeV (40-50%)
-4.
L - - - . I . . . . * . L
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00-
Z 10.2
0 1 2 3
Transverse Momentum pT (GeVIc)
Figure A.7.: # meson invariant yield in 50-60% Cu+Cu collisions at V-=200 GeV as
measured using the PHOBOS detector at RHIC.
pt (GeV/c) L =dN ((GeV/c)- 2) Statistical Error ((GeV/c)- 2) Systematic Error ((GeV/c)- 2)
0.455 0.0524 0.0260 0.0108
0.585 0.0530 0.0102 0.0111
0.715 0.0317 0.0052 0.0068
0.845 0.0249 0.0043 0.0055
0.975 0.0150 0.0029 0.0034
1.105 0.0096 0.0022 0.0022
1.235 0.0092 0.0020 0.0022
1.365 0.0063 0.0019 0.0016
1.495 0.0048 0.0015 0.0013
1.625 0.0032 0.0012 0.0009
Table A.7.: # meson invariant yield in 50-60% Cu+Cu collisions at /s=200 GeV as
measured using the PHOBOS detector at RHIC.
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1 2 3
Transverse Momentum pT (GeV/c)
Figure A.8.:
Table A.8.:
# meson invariant yield in 40-60% Cu+Cu collisions at V'~i N=200 GeV as
measured using the PHOBOS detector at RHIC.
# meson invariant yield in 40-60% Cu+Cu collisions at V's N=200 GeV as
measured using the PHOBOS detector at RHIC.
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101
Z 102
-2
z 102
- --- PHENIX Cu+Cu f'N=200 GeV (40-60%)
- - PHENIX data Tsallis function fit
- PHOBOS Cu+Cu s=NN2 0 0 GeV (40-60%)
N
10~' 0
pt (GeV/c) I dpd ((GeV/c)- 2 ) Statistical Error ((GeV/c)- 2) Systematic Error ((GeV/c)- 2)
0.455 0.0781 0.0234 0.0155
0.585 0.0511 0.0081 0.0103
0.715 0.0397 0.0050 0.0082
0.845 0.0347 0.0040 0.0073
0.975 0.0242 0.0028 0.0053
1.105 0.0176 0.0022 0.0040
1.235 0.0124 0.0019 0.0029
1.365 0.0081 0.0016 0.0020
1.495 0.0089 0.0016 0.0022
1.625 0.0077 0.0015 0.0020
'
B. List of Acronyms
Facilities:
BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory (http://www.bnl.gov/)
RHIC Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (http://www.bnl.gov/RHIC/)
STAR Solenoidal Tracker At RHIC (http://www.star.bnl.gov/)
PHENIX Pioneering High Energy Nuclear Interaction eXperiment
(http://www.phenix.bnl.gov/)
BRAHMS Broad RAnge Hadron Magnetic Spectrometers
(http://www4.rcf.bnl.gov/brahms/WWW/)
TPC Time Projection Chamber
STAR TPC Time Projection Chamber (STAR) [290]
LHC Large Hadron Collider (http://lhc.web.cern.ch/lhc/)
ATLAS A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (http://atlas.ch/)
RACF RHIC and ATLAS Computing Facility (https://www.racf.bnl.gov/)
SLAC Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (http://www.slac.stanford.edu/)
CERN European Organization for Nuclear Research - Conseil Europden pour la
Recherche Nucldaire (http://public.web.cern.ch/public/)
FermiLab Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (http://www.fnal.gov/)
FAIR Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research
(http://www.gsi.de/portrait/fair-e.html)
NICA Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAcility (http://nica.jinr.ru/)
SPS Super Proton Synchrotron (http://ab-dep-op-sps.web.cern.ch/ab-dep-op-sps/)
AGS Alternating Gradient Synchrotron
(http://www.bnl.gov/bnlweb/facilities/AGS.asp)
JINR Joint Institute For Nuclear Research (http://www.jinr.ru/)
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B. List ofAcronyms
GSI Gesellschaft ffr Schwerionenforschung (http://www.gsi.de/)
Physics:
QCD Quantum Chromodynamics
QGP Quark Gluon Plasma
MIP Minimum Ionizing Particle
CMB Cosmic Microwave Background
QED Quantum ElectroDynamics
CSC Color SuperConductor
CFL Color-Flavor Locked
LO Leading Order
NJL Nambu-Jona-Lasinio
PNJL Nambu-Jona-Lasinio with Polyakov loops
HBT Hanbury-Brown-Twiss
OZI Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka
QFT Quantum Field Theory
SHM Statistical Hadronization Model
VISHNU Viscous Israel-Stewart Hydrodynamics aNd UrQMD
Mathematics:
FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum
RMS Root Mean Square
PDF Probability Density Function
Computing:
RAM Random Access Memory
CPU Central Processing Unit
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PIP Parallel Information Processing
LSF Load Sharing Facility
Monte Carlo Simulations:
MC Monte Carlo
HIJING Heavy Ion Jet Interaction Generator [227]
(http://www-nsdth.lbl.gov/ xnwang/hijing/)
GEANT GEANT - Detector Description and Simulation Tool
(http://wwwasd.web.cern.ch/wwwasd/geant/)
Detectors:
ZDC Zero-Degree Calorimeter
PMT Photomultiplier Tube
TO Time Zero Detector
ADC Analog-to-Digital Converter
Other:
DCM Dead Channel Map
DAQ Data Acquisition
ONO Oxide-Nitride-Oxide
CMN Common Mode Noise
OctProbMultVertex Octagon Probability Multiplicity Vertex
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